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BREFACE 

Part I continues publication of our New Testament papyri with fragments from two codices of Corin- 

tans, the earlier assignable to the fourth century. Part II offers otherwise unknown hexameter poetry, much 

of it on traditional mythological subjects. The most substantial fragment, 4850, combines Homeric lan- 

guage and pathetic rhetoric in a way typical of Late Epic. Two lost poets are rescued from oblivion: 4853 

Arius (?), author of a Theogamia of which we have only the title; 4851 Ausonius, whose Herm[es?] appar- 

ently celebrated Hermes and Thoeris side by side, clearly a local product and perhaps connected with the 

Gymnasium of Oxyrhynchus. Part HI contains substantial fragments of two rhetorical handbooks. 4854 

overlaps with the first Yechne attributed in the medieval tradition to (Aelius) Aristides, but with substantial 

omissions, additions and shuffling of sections: the history of this text was clearly even more complex than 

editors of the medieval version have believed. 4855 contains the end of a summary Techne closely related 

to the progymnasmatic tradition, but with novelties of detail and of structure. Both pieces illustrate the 

popularity and fluidity of such works, which no doubt circulated both as substantive texts and in a variety 

of redactions and selections put together by teachers for their immediate purposes. 

All but two of the thirty-five documentary texts in Part IV, dated to the second and early third cen- 

turies, relate to giro transfers of private grain-stocks within and between state granaries. These are part of 

a larger group of documents relating to siologot in the villages around Oxyrhynchus that for some reason 

came to be discarded, all together, on a rubbish dump in the capital. The group illustrates in detail the day- 

to-day functioning of the currency-in-kind which played a central part in the micro-economy. In Part V, 

4893-4922 belong mostly to the late fourth and fifth centuries; they are chosen for their contribution to the 

chronology of consulates and post-consulates and to the prosopography of soldiers and officials from both 

civil and military establishments. Palaeographers will note that 4895, dated to 380, was written on the back 

of 4892, dated 236 or 237. 4923-30 are documents of the sixth and seventh centuries, all relating to the 

‘glorious house’ of the Apions: they attest supplies of meat to soldiers (on behalf of the state, or for private 

services to the Apions?), and supplies of bread from a monastic bakery to villagers of the estate. 

The contributions of Dr Colomo and Dr Nodar originally formed part of their doctoral theses, 

supervised at Oxford University by Professor Parsons; those of Dr Syrkou derive from her doctoral thesis 

supervised by Professor Maehler at University College London. A generous grant from the Leverhulme 

Foundation enabled Dr Gonis to re-catalogue and transcribe the hexameter texts of which this volume 

publishes a further selection. 
Professor Thomas gratefully acknowledges the help and advice of the Revd. Professor David Parker. 

Dr Gonis records his thanks to Dr N. Litinas, Dr EF Morelli, Professor B. Palme, Professor D. W. Rathbone, 

Dr J. L. Rowlandson, and Professor E. Wipszycka, who read parts of the documentary sections. 

Dr Claudio Meliado indexed Parts II and II, and Dr Amin Benaissa Parts IV and V; both contrib- 

uted important corrections to the original script and to the proofs. Dr Daniela Colomo collated texts and 

images, removing several inaccuracies, and read the entire proof with her customary care and precision. 

The Editors are as always indebted to Dr Jeffrey Dean for his expert and resourceful type-setting, 

and to The Charlesworth Group for efficient production. The continuing publication of the Oxyrhynchus 

papyri would be impossible without the moral and financial support of the Arts and Humanities Research 

Council and the British Academy. 

January 2008 A. K. BOWMAN N. GONIS 

R. A. GOLES D. OBBINK 
J. R. REA P. J. PARSONS 

J. D. THOMAS General editors 
Advisory Editors 
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NO TESONG TP EaViEs Ho © Dt OF 

PUBLICATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The basis of the method is the Leiden system of punctuation; see CE 7 (1932) 262-9. 
It may be summarized as follows: 

apy 

[aPy]} ‘ay’ 

(aBy) 
{aBy} 

The letters are doubtful, either because of damage or because they are 

otherwise difficult to read 

Approximately three letters remain unread by the editor 

The letters are lost, but restored from a parallel or by conjecture 

Approximately three letters are lost 

Round brackets indicate the resolution of an abbreviation or a symbol, 

e.g. (apTaBy) represents the symbol ~, crp(ar7nydc) represents the ab- 

breviation crp§ 

The letters are deleted in the papyrus 

The letters are added above the line 

The letters are added by the editor 

The letters are regarded as mistaken and rejected by the editor 

Bold arabic numerals refer to papyri printed in the volumes of The Oxyrhynchus Papyn. 

The abbreviations used are in the main identical with those in J. F. Oates et al., Checklist 

of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraca (BASP Suppl. no. 9, °2001); for a more up-to-date ver- 

sion of the Checklist, see http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/papyrus/texts/clist.html. 





I. NEW TESTAMENT 

4844-4845. CORINTHIANS 

The following two texts are from papyrus codices, one containing a fragment 
of I Corinthians and the other of II Corinthians. In each case only part of a leaf 
is preserved. The texts have been collated against Nestle—Aland, Novum Testamen- 
tum Graece”’ (2001) and K. Junack et al. (edd.), Das Neue Testament auf Papyrus, 1: Die 
Paulinschen Briefe, Teil 1 (Berlin 1989) = NTPap., and the apparatus criticus is taken 
from these two works. I have also consulted Reuben J. Swanson, New Testament Greek 
Manuscnpts: I Corinthians and II Corinthians (Pasadena 2003-5). 

I am grateful for help regarding these texts from the Revd Professor David 
Parker. 

4844. I CorINTHIANS XIV 31-4; XV 3-6 

49 5B.102/F (1-2) 7.5 x 6.5 cm Fourth century 
sy? Plate I 

A fragment of a papyrus codex survives, incomplete on all sides except the 

top. As it is broken on both sides, the restorations at right and left are arbitrary. 

The original codex will have had approximately 36 letters to the line, which sug- 

gests about 14 lines lost between 4 and >, making 21 lines to the page. The space 

between the lines is 0.7 cm, with a margin at the top of 1.6 cm. This points to 

a written area of c.g x 16 cm anda page of ¢. 11 x 19 cm. This is closest to Turner’s 

Group 8 (Typology 20-21). As + precedes >, we are probably dealing with the first 

half of a codex, if this is a single-quire codex (Typology 66). The only other papy- 

rus in which these verses are (mostly) extant is 5})*° = P. Chester Beatty II (Fasc. III 

Suppl., ed. F G. Kenyon). In 5)”, which has approximately 25 letters per line and 
27 lines to the page, I Corinthians occupies 45 pages. In 4844 it is likely to have 

occupied some 40 pages. 
The papyrus is written in a slightly right-sloping majuscule, which is neat and 

competent, but has no pretensions to elegance. It is mostly bilinear except for p and 

$ (+ does not occur); there is one instance (> 4, ov) of long 1. M has a deep bow 
and is rounded. 0 is tiny. € and c have a noticeable hook at the foot of the curve. 

This hook and many of the letter-forms generally are similar to those in P. Herm. 4 

= GBEBP 2a, which is datable to c.320. The general impression of 4844 is different 

from P. Herm. 4, largely because 4844 is more bilinear, but it can be placed in the 

fourth century with some confidence and probably in the earlier part of the cen- 

tury. There are no lectional signs in the part preserved, and the only nomen sacrum 

preserved is 77va (J 2). 



2 NEW TESTAMENT 

On the text Parker remarks ‘it seems rarely to agree with the DFG form of the 

text (the Graeco-Latin bilinguals) in their distinctive readings’. See G. Zuntz, The 

Text of the Epistles (London 1953), especially the Table at the end of the volume. 

1 palvOavwci Kau avec xiv 31 

raplakadwrt|ar Kat] Ta tpodytwy [mpopyratc 32 
v|motacceTau OU yap ectu|v a|Katac|Taciac oO Oc 33 

add evp|yvnc we ev tacaic Talc] exK[Ancvacc 

5 Twv ayt|wv ar yuvarkec ev [Tac exKANcratc 34 

CLYATWCAV OU ya|p emit pet eTau QUTQLC Aadew 

dhe 

=> v]uw ev mpwro.[c o Kat tapeAaBov ort XV 3 

Xe amedalvev uTep Twv a[waptiwy nuwv Kata 

tac ypaplac kar o[t]e eragy Kar [ore] eynyeptale 77 4 
nuepa ty TpiT]y Ka[ta] tac ypagac Kat ort wh[On Kynba 5 

5 eiTa Tow Owoexa erre:tal whOn eravw trev|Tla 6 

kocvoic adeAdouc edamrag €]E wv ou mA evovec 

PLEVOUCLY EWC APTL TLVEC de exo |u| nOncav 

+ 2 ava. 9° reads vevjpara without abbreviation, as do A B L and several minuscules ac- 
cording to Swanson; he records & ¥* 049 056 and most minuscules as reading 7va7a, and D F G K 

P* (NTPap. adds 0151) and a few minuscules as reading 77a; for 7va Nestle—Aland”’ adds 1241° ar b 
ve" sy?. 4844 presumably intended the singular by 7va. However, A. H. R. E. Paap, Nomina sacra in 

the Greek Papyni (P. L. Bat. 8: 1959) 82-3 and 102-3, regards 7va as an acceptable abbreviation for the 

plural, along with 7vara or 774. 

mpodntwy om. 0285". 

3 v|motaccetar: vToraccovrat L. 

4844 did not agree with A, which has the order 0 0c axatacraccac. It may have read o 8c, with 

8 AB D and most other MSS, or just 0c, with $p* F G. 

4 In )*° Kenyon read/restored ev racaic talic exkAnciaic, commenting ‘rarc fortasse omitten- 

dum propter spatium’. V7 Pap. gives the reading of the papyrus as ev 7raca|ic exxAncvarc, Commenting 

‘rauc om. ))*”’; this is surely correct. Perhaps tac was omitted through homoioteleuton. 

5 Spacing proves that 4844 did not add didackw after aywwy with F G and some minuscules, 

nor dvataccoprac with 0150. 

4844 did not follow D F G ar b vg™’ Ambst in placing verses 34-5 after verse 40. On this order 

of verses, see Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles 17. 

au yuvaucec ev: so" & A BY 0150 0243 33 81 104 365 1175 1241° 1739 1881 2464 al lat co: au 

yovaikec vynwv ev DF GK L 049 056 0142 0151 YN (ar b) sy Cyp. (Ambst). 

6 emtpen[erau: so N ABD FG K 0243 33 365 630 1175 1241° 1739 al lat(t): emurerpenra L: 

emtetpamrar 049 056 0142 1881 IX Mcion". §** is lost at this point. 
7 NAB 0150 33 81 365 (1175) 1241 2464 pe Epiph. read aAA(a) vroraccecbwcav; DF GK L 



4844, I CORINTHIANS XIV 3-4; XV 3-6 6 

049 056 0142 0151 0243 1739 1881 M lat(t) sy read ada) vrotaccecBat, both followed by cafe (p*° is 
lost before xa8we). The traces in 4844 are too slight to permit a firm decision between these readings, 
but uroraccecOw |cav may be possible. 

> 1 Spacing proves that 4844 did not omit 0 «ai tapeAaBov with b Ir* Ambst. 
2 xe. This is the more common form of the abbreviation and was probably what 4844 read; 

)*° reads ype. 
3-4 Verse 4, kar ort erady . . . ypadac, is omitted by 056 0142 0243 618 1175, no doubt owing 

to homoioteleuton. 

ott before eynyeprar is omitted by ¥. 

T) NeEpa 7H TpiT]7n-. Sufficient of the eta survives to make it almost certain that 4844 had this 
reading, along with ‘)"° & A B D 048” and several minuscules, as against tn Tpi7n nwepa, the reading 
of FG KL P ¥ 049 0150 0151 and most minuscules. 

5 evra: so SP B D* L P ¥ 056 0142 0150 0243 1739 1881 MN Or.; but emecra, the reading of NA 
K 049 0151 33 81 614 1175 pe, is also possible. Spacing proves that 4844 did not read «ac preva TavTa 
with D* F G lat. 

5-6 Sp" is lost between evra t[ouc and wAecovec (inclusive of wAevovec). The room available sug- 
gests it read ¢ rather than wevraxoctoic, 

6 €]€ wv: ev wy 0142. 

mA[evovec: so & A B D F G 048" 0150 0243; but 4844 could equally well have had the con- 
tracted form zAeouc, with K L P ¥ 049 056 0142 0151 and most MSS. 

7 €xo].u[7Oncav. Since mu would appear to be a good reading (there is no other undamaged 
mu for comparison), the reading is very probable. If it is right, 4844 is likely to have read twec Se 

before it, with )° 8* A*" B D* F G 0243 6 630 1739 1881 pc latt sy" Or, rather than twee Se Kav, with 
RN’ ASD? L P ¥ 048 049 056 0142 0150 and most MSS. (The reading of )*° is mistakenly given as 8 
exouy.nOncav in the edition; WT Pap. gives the correct reading de exoyunPycav.) 

J. DAVID THOMAS 

4845. II CorinTHIANS x1 1-4; 6-9 

3B.6/1V 13.5 x 14.5 cm Sixth century 
Se Plates I-III 

Part of a leaf from a papyrus codex survives, incomplete on all sides except 

the right on ¥ and the left on >. The gap below the last surviving line is slightly 

larger than that between the lines elsewhere, suggesting that we may have on both 

sides the bottom line of the page; but the papyrus itself is certainly incomplete at 

the foot. It is written in a brown ink, in a large, upright, elegant majuscule. Apart 

from the elegance and size of the script, the huge margins of 5—6 cm at the sides, 

no doubt matched by similar margins at the top and bottom, prove that we have the 

remains of a de luxe codex. There are approximately 1g letters per line, which sug- 

gests that some 11 lines have been lost between the two sides, if we assume a normal 

text. This suggests 26 lines to the page. Since the space between the lines is about 

1. cm, this would amount to a written of area of ¢. 13 x 25 cm; when we add in the 

margins, this suggests a page size of ¢. 24 x 38 cm, which would fall into Turner’s 

Group 1 (Zypology 14). 



4 NEW TESTAMENT 

The script can be classified as ‘Alexandrian Majuscule’. This style presents 

two variants; see GBEBP p. 23. One, which has € e o ¢ in their narrow form, is an- 

chored to a certainly dated example, the famous Paschal letter of 577 (GBEBP 37). 

The other, with € e o c in the circular form familiar from Biblical Majuscule, has 

no such anchor; it is represented by GBEBP 8e and 38a-h, all assigned by editors to 

the middle or later sixth century. 4845 belongs with this latter group. The cross-bar 

of € is high (as it is in H and e@), so that the top half of the letter can appear to be 

a closed semi-circle; the cross-bar of ¢ does not project outside the circle. 1 and 4 

are broad; in « the two strokes at the right are long and slightly hooked. ‘There are 

also small hooks at both left and right in y and x. Pp is noteworthy, since the loop 1s 

tiny and the letter does not descend below the line. The script is therefore entirely 

bilinear apart from the large (no doubt also + , but where it occurs, > 5 and 9, 

it is only partially preserved). Letter-forms apart, 4845 shows a more modest use 

of finials, and a lighter contrast between thick and thin strokes, than some similar 

hands, and it could be argued that this points to a relatively early date. However, 

we have not enough dated specimens to show that these features represent a dia- 

chronic development, rather than the taste of individual copyists. Provisionally, 

therefore, I assign 4845 to the sixth century. 

There are one or two instances of inorganic diaeresis and at least one medial 

point (> 5; cf. J 10 n.). The nomen sacrum for Xpicréc is in the form x¢ (L 7, 13). 

Most of the text preserved in 4845 is also extant in 5)" = P. Chester Beatty 

II. There is a partial overlap with §p** = SPP XII no. 191, p. 246 (ed. C. Wessely). 
The papyrus covers three of the “Teststellen’ discussed in Kurt Aland (ed.), Text und 

Textwert der griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments, 11: Die Paulinischen Briefe, Band 

I (Berlin/New York 1991); see the notes. 

The most interesting feature is the use of paragraphi to divide the text and the 

way the text is set out so that a new section begins at the start of a new line (note the 

blank spaces in ¥ 7 and 13). Parker noted that it would be particularly interesting if 

this layout were to correspond to the sense-divisions marked in some MSS contain- 

ing the Euthalian apparatus. On this point I have consulted Dr Simon Crisp, and 

I am grateful to him for a thorough examination of the possibility. On the positive 

side he notes that 4845) may show correspondence in this respect with o15 (6th 

cent.), the earliest and best example of a MS showing the Euthalian text division 

per cola et commata (unfortunately this MS is not extant for 4845—). However, his 

further exploration of the question leads him to have serious doubts whether 4845 

can have any Euthalian connection, in particular because of the high degree of 

coincidence between the sense breaks in 4845 and those in A = 02 and especially 

N = o1, which cannot be Euthalian. He concludes that, while the possibility should 

not be ruled out altogether, he does not think that the evidence he has collected is 

sufficient to posit a Euthalian connection with any degree of confidence. 



4845. IT CORINTHIANS XI 1-4; 6-9 4) 

ihe 
| agpo[cuvnc x1 I 

adda Kat ave|yecO[e po[v 

Cyrw yap vac Au CyAlw 2 

5 Mppocap|nv yap imac eve 
avop. mapO|evov ayvyy 

Tapactynclar Tw X@ vac. 

poBovpar dle wytwc we 3 
0 oguc €€n|matyncev evav 

10 ev TH Tavou|py.a avtou da 

py Ta vonuata| Uuwy azo 

Tc amtAoTnTo|c Kat THC ayvo 

THTOC THC Ec TO|Y XV VAC. 

et ev yap o epxo|ul[ev]oc ad 4 

15 Aov THY Knpuccet ov ovK] EKN 

Peet 
Te[c €V mlacw [euc UMLac vac. 6 

n [apaptilav em[ounca eau 7 

t[olv tameww[v wa vpecc 

5 viswOyre: oT[e dwpeav 

to Tou Ou evayy[edov ev 

nyyeAli|capn[v vw vac. 

~~ adAac exkAy|[ciac ecudAn 8 

ca AaBwv orb| wrrov mpoc 

10 THY Uw [dtakoviay VAC. 

KaL TAapwy [mpoc vac 9 

Kat UcTEpy|Jeuc ov KaTE 

vapKnc|a ovfevoc To 

yal p ucTepnua jou mpoc 

15 av|emAnpwcav 

{ 1-2 The traces surviving in line 1 are too slight to permit a definitive reading; but in view 

of the way the text is set out one can be confident that Chap. XI began at the start of line 1. This 

would suggest some 26 letters lost before a¢pocuvyc. This is consistent with the reading of & B D ¥ 

O121 0243 33 1739 1881 pe: ofeAov averyecHe prov pxpov Tu appocuvyc; SP’ agrees except that it omits 
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pov. F G 81 630 1175 pe replace 7 with rnc. H K L 049 056 075 0142 0150 0151 YN read 77 instead of 

ziand adpocuvy instead of adpocuvnc (which is of course a possible reading in 4845). 

5 The traces after ia are very slight but do not conflict with the expected reading. 

6-9 These lines are lost in §)*°. 

7 mapactyc|ac: mapactyvar 056 0142. Also the bilingual glossary to Pauline letters, Chester Beatty 

Codex AC 1499, ed. Alfons Wouters (Leuven/Paris 1988), has mapacrnvau: exhibere (1. 1204, p. 116). 

8 4845 did not omit de with L. 

unmac: so most MSS. pymote F G 630 1505 1611 1739 1881 2495 vg": wn D* lat Julc™: pnre 

0243. 

we om. L. 

9 e€n|rarycev evav: so 8' BE G H P orar 0150 0243 0278: evav eEnmarncev D K L ¥ 049 056 

075 O142 OI5I: e€nmratycev ULV rs 

10 There may be a medial point after avrou (cf. > 5). 

10-11 avtou $Oa[py: so 9° & B D* F G H P o150 33 81 1175 r JulC™ Cl Lef: avrov ovra(c) 

f0apy D' and all other Greek witnesses (cf. Aland, Text u. Textwert 685~7) lat sy Ambst. 

11-13 azo [ry amAornToJ]c Kae THC ayvo[tyToc. This is the reading of §p*° N* B F G o150 33 

81* 104 206 330 429 451 459 1398* 1509* 1719 1735 1962 2110 2400 2492 2799 2805 ar r sy"** co Pel. For 
ayvotntoc D reads amAorntoc (preceded by rnc ayvorntoc D’); kar tne ayvorntoc om. XN’ HK LP Y 

and other Greek witnesses (cf. Aland, Text u. Textwert 687-90) b f* vg sy? Julc™. 

13 oly yv: so P* BD HK LP ¥ 049 056 0142 0150 0151 33 NX JulC“ Cl Epiph.: tov om. & 
F G 075 o121 0243 365 630 1175 1505 1739 1881 and other minuscules listed in Swanson, JVew Testament 

Greek Manuscripts 142. 

> 2 te[c. See Aland, Text u. Textwert 690-93. 4845 had either davepwcavrec with X* B F G 

O121 0243 33 2736 or davepwhevrec with p* XN? D? K L P ¥ 049 056 075 0142 0150 0151 0278 Mr (vg"); 
not ¢davepwOeic, D* (lat Ambst), nor davepwcavrec eavTouc, 0121 0243 630 1739 1881 pe. P*° omits adA 

€V TTAVTL pavepwcavTec €V 7QACLV ELC UILAC. 

F G omit ev acu. 

3 4845 did not add py after y with F G. 

6 There is unexplained ink above the first gamma of evayy[eAvov (it is too far to the left to be 

taken as a diastole of the kind placed between double consonants). 

6-7 evnyyeA[iJcaun|[v. p* reads evnyeArcapnv. 

10-11 There may be a paragraphus between these lines. 

12 Kau before uctepyberc omitted in Sp". 

J. DAVID THOMAS 
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4846. HEXAMETERS ON PELEUS 

95/73(a) 3 x 4.8 cm First century Bc or AD 

Plate I 

A scrap from the lower part of the column, with parts of seven lines and 2.3 
cm of the lower margin. The writing is with the fibres and the back is blank. 

The text is written in a round hand with a late Ptolemaic/early Roman look, 
comparable to GLH 8a (99 Bc), gb (late 1 Bc) and toa (early 1 AD), and generally 

reminiscent of the so-called ‘epsilon-theta’ style; cf. also TV 659 = GMAW’? 21 (1B; 

assigned). A is in the capital form; €, made in three movements, has its cross-bar 

small and detached from the back; z has a curved base; m is angular; the top of ¢ 

closes in towards the base. Serifs are attached to the feet of uprights and obliques; 

they are often large, and accentuate the bilinear impression, which is disturbed only 

by the stem of 6. All in all, the hand looks amateurish rather than professional: the 

scribe strove to create a calligraphic appearance, but the result is somewhat crude 

(>, for example, is hardly a success). 

No lection signs occur. Iota adscript is written in the only place that requires 

it (5). ev 1s written as éu before mu. 

What little survives is heavily dependent on Homer and Hesiod. Peleus was 

loved by Zeus and was given a goddess, Nereus’ daughter, as a wife, although he 

was a mortal. ‘There is nothing of note except for the Doric vocalizations in 5 and 

(probably) 6. It may be worth comparing P. Kéln VIII 328, a first-century scrap 

of unknown provenance with ‘Doric’ hexameters. The editor did not pronounce 

on the subject matter; I would hazard the guess that this may be dying Achilles 

addressing his psyche; there are references to Thetis, to a Centaur sometime in the 

past, and to Paris (Achilles’ killer) in a context of destruction. It might not be a co- 
incidence that we have poems on related subjects in ‘Doric’, or rather, in Lobel’s 

words, ‘a veneer of perfunctory Doric’ (XXX 2524 introd.), though I do not wish 

to imply that the two fragments come from the same work. According to the editor, 

P. Koln 328 may be a product of the Hellenistic age, as suggested by its versification 

and apparent originality. Another ‘Doric’ hexameter papyrus of about the same 

date is P Haun. I 4 (M—P* 1788), which may well transmit a Hellenistic composi- 

tion. The banality of the subject and Homeric tincture in 4846 might suggest 

that this is the work of a contemporary local poet, but it would be too hazardous 

to pronounce when so little is preserved. After all, Dorisms were parts of the epic 

Kunstsprache before the Hellenistic period, found e.g. in Antimachus and Choerilus. 
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].apo.... avjrap 6 [nde | 
] Kocenpey | Aijaxoc eu peya| pores) 
|vdeCevced| to|v d€ Zeve ed| tAyce 

5 ] Ova wre [ Kal] ot Avata €6[vre 

|]. pevocxoup . [ N|npetoc Kobpal 

1 |., right-facing serif on line, if not foot of oblique sloping from left to right _[, foot of 

oblique rising to right 2 | , foot of upright seriffed to left |||. [, curved upright topped by 

horizontal slightly extending to left, gap, speck at line level (1T suggested); foot of upright curved to 

left or of oblique rising from left to right; speck at line-level, gap, foot of oblique sloping from left: a 

or A (not M, given the position of previous trace); base of curved letter; trace of upright, if not serif, 

at line-level 3 |., trace at one-third height touching oblique sloping from left 5 |., mght- 

hand curve a, left-hand tip of high horizontal 6 |_, lower part of oblique descending from 

left or left-leaning upright —_[, lower part of oblique rising from left 

2 abd|rap 6 IInd. [. Il. 21.599 begins adrap 6 IInXciwva, but the reference to ‘Aeacus in the 

palace’ in 3 speaks against reading [/7Aei[wva here; it is hard to associate Achilles with his grandfa- 

ther Aeacus in a domestic context, since the latter had expelled Peleus from Aegina (see Ps.-Apollod. 

3.161; Ant. Lib. 38.2; Paus. 2.29; etc.), let alone that Achilles did not grow up év peyaporc(c). It would 

be easier to assume that Aeacus is mentioned as the father of Peleus, in which case read ITnAéa [; 6 

would look forward to A?|axéc in the next line (cf. e.g. Zl. 1.488). yetvaro might have followed at some 

point. 

3 Aljaxoc eu (Ll. ev) weya[porc(c). See previous note. There are several references to births év 

peyapo.ce in Hesiod (Th. 383f., Cat. fr. 26.28, 33a.8, 70.32, 10(a).51, etc.), but the subject is always the 

mother. év peyaporc(wv) often occupies the same sedes in Homer, AR, Theocritus, QS. 

4 Ttolv d€ Zede éd[idnce. Cf. Hes. Cat. fr. 240.6 tiv b€ Zeve efidnce (Dodone); 211.3 [nAed]c 

Aiakidnc, didroc abavarouct Oeoicw. 

5 Kal] of @vatau edlvre. Cf. Il. 24.537 Kal of Ovnt@ edvte Hedy moincay axoitw: Achilles tells 

Priam about Peleus, that the gods gave him a goddess as wife although he was a mortal. If the verse 

followed the Jlad closely, the next line would elaborate on Oeav. 

6 N]|npeioc xodtpa[v is probable: it would be in apposition to an accusative that would have 

stood in the lost part of the previous line; cf. Jl. 24.537, cited above. kodpa (or kodpa[t) is less likely, 

since it is not easy to account for a nominative; this also tells against reading N]npevoc, a rare adjec- 

tive. For the collocation, cf. Hes. Th. 1003 Nypjoc Kodpar (x. N. OS 3.734; Nnpjoc Auvyarnp Matro 

33.33 Olson—Sens). On genitives in -efoc of proper names ending -evc, a feature of Hellenistic poetry, 

see E. Magnelli, ZPE 146 (2004) 30. 

N. GONIS 



4847. HEXAMETERS ON A TROJAN SUBJECT 2) 

4847. HEXAMETERS ON A TROJAN SUBJECT 

19 2B.80/A(1)b 3.4 x 4.5 cm Second century 

Plate I 

A scrap with middle parts of lines from the top of a column, with upper mar- 

gin extant to 1 cm. Back blank. 

The text is written in a rounded semi-cursive hand, assignable to the second 

century, earlier rather than later. Elision is effected but not marked. A correction in 

4 (a letter added above the line) might be due to a second hand. There is an itacistic 

error 1n 5. 

References to Priam (1), a helmet or clubs (2), a spear (3), and walls (6) suggest 

a battle scene at ‘Troy. A lexical item suggests a date in the Imperial period (see 3 

n.). The parts preserved come from immediately after the caesura (masculine in 1, 

2, 3, 6, 27, 8; feminine in 5). The preponderance of the masculine caesura, even if 

the sample is small, is remarkable; it has been associated with ‘less skilful versifiers’ 

of the Imperial age (West, Greek Metre 177). This 1s in line with the breach of Naeke’s 

law in 5. It is likely that this is a local composition on a traditional subject. 

Iprapocue | IT]piapoc pey| 
Jopuvac, _ _[ KJopuvac, _ | 
Joyxncw  [ Aloyxnce | 
] voane. [.].[ ].v 0 dud. [1 

5 ] evyavtwry| | veryavtwv y[ 

|mererxece [ é|mi retxece [ 

] .vrwyepa. | 
] aducu| ] kat ducpl 
peat 

1 [, upright joining left-hand part of horizontal at the top, r suggested, though T is not entirely 

ruled out 2 ___[, upper part of circle (o rather than €); upright; thickened letter-top followed 

by top of upright (N?) 3 _[, (lower part of ?) upright joining thick horizontal at mid-height 

4 |., lower left-hand arc _[, base of curved letter (0?); speck on line —_ [, trace below line level 

(part of descender?) 5 |., trace at mid-height 6 [, upper left corner of fort  « 

written over something else 7 ]., top of short oblique rising to right, and trace below (y? k 

ruled out by context) _[, upright 8 ]_, upper part of upright followed by (upper part of) 

oblique rising to right 9 |... .[, letter tops (third, of curved letter) 

1 IT|piapoc péy[ac? So Il. 7.427, 24.477, AG App. Epigr. sep. 113.1, always immediately after the 

caesura. It is less likely that the papyrus had jer[4, which may be parallelled, though the context is 

different (II. 3.303, 24.777 [Tpiapoc era bov eevre). 

2 x]épuv ac- or xJopévac. If the latter, the form occurs also in AR 2.99 and Nonn. D. 47.169 
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(Homer does not use the plural); there is no way of telling whether v was scanned short or long (if the 

latter, we would have a violation of Naeke’s law, but cf. 5). 

3 Aloyxnc w._[, A]oyxn cw, [, or A]oyyn cw, [. The word is not used in epic earlier than the 

Imperial period. 

4 appotle|pl-? 
5 yeryavtor, |. yeyavtwv. The point of the reference is unclear (apparently not related to the 

walls in 6, since these are presumably of Troy). Claudio Meliado suggests that this may be a mytho- 

logical paradigm for a battle between people of extraordinary power. In epic poetry the word almost 

always occupies the end of the verse; it occurs in the same sedes as here in [Orph.] Hymn. 32.12, Argon. 

429, and Eudoc. de Mart. s. Gypr. 2.102. 

6 €|mi retxece [. This collocation, always positioned after the caesura, also occurs in QS 11.425, 

Triph. 443, 509, Paul. Sil. 686. 

7 |. vrwyepa |. Probably c|dv 7H; then yepa [, ye pa [, y’ epa_ |. 

N. GONIS 

4848. HEXAMETERS 

71/59(a) 11.7 x 2.1 cm Second/third century 
Plate I 

The ends of two lines, which allow no guess about the subject matter; we only 

hear of a sea passage (1), and something (fem. plural) that brings gains (gains from 

seafaring? cf. e.g. Hes. Op. 631-4). The interest resides in the addendum lexicis in line 

2: aolBiua. 

The text is written in a medium-to-large informal rounded hand of the late 

second or early third century; for a description of a similar hand and parallels, see 

LXX 4760 introd. Elision in 2 is effected but not marked. 
The right-hand margin is extant to 1.8 cm. The writing runs with the fibres; 

the back is blank. 

|. .veyrecovrropovamdit, [.].. | ovce pécov mopov Apditpilt|yc 

| TapoiBywakepdeayoucat Klar’ apoiBuysa Képde’ ayoucat 

1 |. ,,low speck, gap, small lower curve; top and right-hand part of eo @ —__[, lower part of 

short descender hooked to right; foot hooked to right —_|____, low trace; foot hooked to right followed 

by low oblique trace 2 7, high loop, as of A; crossbar and top of stem only 

1 |, ovce. Professor Parsons suggests re]wodce (réuJvoucc is difficult to read), the subject being 

‘ships’, even if this would be against Meyer's first law. For such a use of réuvw, see LSJ s.v. v1.3, citing 

passages from earlier literature, but there are several examples also in later poetry; cf. in particular AP 

14.129.1-2 efme KuBepyyntipe mAaTov mépov Adpiaxotlo Téuvewv vyl. 

pécov mopov Auditpi[t|nc. Cf. Dion. Perieg. 134 érepoc mépoc Apditpiryc. The collocation 

écov 7répov first occurs in A. Pers. 505. 

2 klar’... Képde’ ayoucat. x|arapolBiyua, an unattested word, does not have a plausible ring; 
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it is preferable to read x]ar’ . . . éyoucat (tmesis), ‘bringing home, gaining’ (LSJ s.v. kardéyw 7); for the 
construction somewhat comparable is Thgn. 1.86 em «épSoc dyes. The subject of the participle may 
well be the same as of the verb in the previous line: vjec? 

In Homer, x€péoc in the plural means ‘cunning arts, wiles’, (LSJ s.v. m), but here it clearly has 
the sense of ‘profits, gains’, as already in Hes. Op. 352. 

apoiBysa. The word is not recorded elsewhere, though cf. h. Merc. 516 érapoiBysa epya; 
GyorBijacov, attested in an inscription from Lydia (IGR IV 1348), presupposes it. The concepts of 
gain and compensation are juxtaposed in a number of authors of the Imperial age: Sopat. Avatpecic 
Cntnpwatev 8.320.5 motov Képdoc TH apouByc;; Jo. Chrys. Exp. in Psalm. PG 55.462.41-3 dpouBry . . . 

T@ b€ eichépovte tHY awouBnv 7d Képdoc Pépoucav; in Joann. PG 59.80.45-6 aporBaic, al madw ec 

Hac TO KEpdoc TEpicTHCOUCW aTav. 

N. GONIS 

4849. HEXAMETERS ON NEOPTOLEMUS(?) 

96/33(a) Be Ss Hayy Gia Second/third century 
Plate II 

A scrap of a codex preserving line-ends on the ¥ side and middle parts of lines 
on the —. The upper margin measures 1~1.3 cm. It is written in a smallish round 

hand, which I would assign to the first half of the third century, though without 

excluding a slightly earlier date. The bilinear impression is breached, as expected, 

by the stem of $ and occasionally the descender of p. a, in a single sequence and 

with looped top, has a tail that often makes contact with the next letter; the base 

of a extends rightwards; the tails of a and a start from a hook above the junction; 

the cross-bar of € is fairly high and is usually elongated; the cross-bar of © likewise 

projects to the right (but not to the left). The feet of uprights occasionally are thick- 

ened or carry half-serifs. Somewhat comparable are VHI 1100 = GLH 2ob (206), 

XLII 3076 (c.225) and I 412 = GLH 282 (mid m1). 
There are many lectional signs, apparently all added by a second hand: acute 

(1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 41, 3, 4) and grave (2, 9, 16) accents, circumflexes (+4, 5), smooth 

(+9) and rough (2) breathings (Turner’s Form 1), an inorganic diaeresis (+5), 

apostrophes marking elision (1, 12, 6), high points (J1, 2), and long marks of 
quantity (Lr, 6). Iota adscript is written in the only place that requires it (18). 

The diction is Homeric, and there are significant affinities with Quintus of 

Smyrna (see 2 n., 6 n.). References to Helenus (15) and Neoptolemus (?17; ‘son 

of Achilles’, +5) indicate that we are dealing with some story of the Posthomerica. 

We hear of a corpse (2), a pyre (+4), ‘many pigs’ (+6), and Neoptolemus is men- 

tioned in this context. It is difficult to identify the scene. One possibility (but not 

more than that) is that these parts refer to the Neoptolemus’ death and funeral, and 

the subsequent marriage of Andromache to Helenus (see 45 n.); in that case, the > 

side will have come before the J. 

Although the J side gives line-ends, it is more likely that the parts on the > 
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side are closer to the middle than the beginning of the lines: we seem to be miss- 

ing the first foot and second princeps of the hexameter (3~4 syllables); to assume 

a smaller loss to the left (1 syllable) would lead to serious difficulties with the metre. 

The feminine caesura is only slightly more prevalent than the masculine, but the 

sample is small. The two successive elisions in +1, one of which is at the caesura, 

suggest that this is not the work of a ‘polished poet’ (cf. West, Greek Metre 179). 

There is a metrical problem in +5, but it may be due to a scribal error, and can be 

emended away. 

ae 

] .teA’evre’er  [ ] ted? evre’ ere [ 

|. épivexpovou| | mept vexpov onl 

|vAadayycave , | |v AaAayncav €_[ 

|perupynrxed || aulpt rupyv xed, | 
5 |zaicayAAnocd| | maic Ayrfr}Ajoc ov 

|decvacrror€éalc |S cbac moA€éalc 

|SocAéuncare| [Soc Aeine are| 

|ynt6c. ediror[ |yn76¢ Te didor| 

debating 

1 
|dm7jcavto- |duwycavto: 

|vau add’ evipecc[ |vau: GAN? evi pecc[ 

|. pevioro |. peviowo 

| vatexécBar Té|xva TexécBar 

5 |. evoo ‘EAévoto 

|x06 apactac ay|xe 6° apa crac 

|. povoavaKtoc | ovo avaktoc 

|udidedadvnt alupi de dadvnt 

let 

— 1 |., trace at mid-height _[, slightly below line-level, foot of oblique rising to right 

2 |_, right-hand tip of high horizontal sitting on upright —_y[, the first half only 3 v, the di- 

agonal and upright only, but at less likely _[, top of upright 4 _.[, left-hand curve followed 

by small horizontal at two-thirds height, then gap, and on the edge the lower half of seriffed upright 

(where the horizontal belongs is unclear) 5 7, right-hand corner only 8 a horizontal 

trace at two-thirds height touches 7; does this belong to a letter mostly lost in the break or does the 

horizontal of 4 extend to the left (not elsewhere in this hand)? —_, upright with horizontal above: T, 

unless the left-hand part belongs to the top of c, extended rightwards (then r) __v, the top junction 

and remains of the diagonal, then top and foot of upright 9 |...., horizontal trace level with 
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letter-tops; upper part of upright joining descending oblique, gap, another upright (N suggested); high 
speck; top of upright 7x, the upper parts only, but apparently not Tt —___, upper part of x or x; top 
loop of A?; upper part of upright —_», top of upright with what looks like a right-facing half-serif 

+ 3 ]., high trace and, below, trace at one-third height (4 possible) 4 |,, low semi- 
horizontal trace 5 ]., lower part of oblique descending from left (a rather than x) T Nas 
tip of horizontal at mid-height 

> 1 |, red’: €]erevA’? A compound such as avérevA’ cannot be accommodated in the verse 

as reconstructed in introd. para. 4. If the articulation is correct, one may note the word-end after 

contracted second biceps, generally avoided unless the word is disyllabic, as may be the case here; see 

West, Greek Metre 178. 

2 mépt pap. The grave accent indicates that the word should not be accented on the syllable 

that carries the accent, i.e., one should read zrepi, not zépz; see J. Moore-Blunt, QUCC 29 (1978) 153. 

rept vexpov ou[tAeov? Cf. Il. 16.641, 644 mepl vexpov dpidrcov, ‘throng about the corpse’, in the 

same sedes. One might also consider vexpov dpu[tAov, as in QS 6.264 (the dead in the underworld) and 

Nonn. D. 23.56 (dead Indians lying on the battlefield), but this would cause difficulty with the metre 

(either Hermann’s bridge or Naeke’s law would be violated) as well as with the context (see below, 6 n.). 

3 Aadayycav. This may be a reference to birds chirping over the dead. In hexameters, the verb 

occurs in Theoc. 5.48, used for birds, and 7.139, for cicadas; Greg. Naz. Carm. mor. 756.7 and Carm. 

q. spect. ad al. 1539.10 (cicadas); cf. also Dioscorid. 16.15 P. (echo), (Anon.) AP 8.129.1 (birds), Marianus 

Scholasticus AP 9.668.11 (nightingales), Leonid. 85.1 P. (swallow). 

4 ald mupnv xed__[. xevev is suggested by the traces and the accent. For the collocation, cf. 

Il. 7.336 tipBov 8° audi mupyv eva yevouev; for the metrical sedes, cf. also I. 7.434 and 24.789 tHwoc 

ap’ audi tupyv. audi tupyyv also occurs in Ll. 23.256, QS 3.696, Nonn. D. 40.222 (always in a funer- 

ary context). 

5 maic Ayif{A}Ajoc. For the verse to scan, AxAAjoc should be emended to AyiAjoc (an error 

of common type). The collocation has no exact parallel in epic (74ic, not maic, is the form preferred 

by Quintus and Nonnus). 

d[, i[ pap. The diacritical above upsilon might be taken as a circumflex, but the bow is too nar- 

row (and a long vowel would not fit the metre); thus I take it as a diaeresis, written without the scribe 

lifting his pen. 
6 cbac. Cf. OS 3.682 civ 8’ diac Te cbac 7’ €Badov Bpifovtac adoupy (pyre of Achilles, on 

which also Trojans, horses and bulls were thrown). Pigs were not found in pyres described in earlier 

epic. ‘Many’ sheep and oxen were slaughtered on the pyres of Patroclus (//. 23.166) and Achilles 

(Od. 24.65f.); sim. in the pyres described in QS 5.620—-22 (Ajax; sheep, bulls, horses), Nonn. D. 37.51 

(Opheltes; sheep, oxen). 

Funeral pyres on which animals are thrown are those of great heroes; this tells against restoring 

vexpov 6u[tAov, a whole throng of dead, in 2. 

7 Joc: e.g, cr1Ba]Soc (PJP); cf. Alemaeonis fr. 2 véxuc 5€ Yapasctpwrov em Teac / evdpetnc cTI- 

Badoc, mapéOnk’ adroict Badevav / daira moThpia Te, cTepavouc 6’ emi Kpacty €OnKev. 

9 é »{. The grave accent may serve a similar purpose to that above in 2, but the reading is 

uncertain. The damaged letter does not seem to be A, i.e., not éév; if it is 1, I do not see what word 

would be meant. 

L 1 J8u%cavro. This form is known only from Erycius SH fr. 407 mavtToce Trappaddwytec 

(é)8wijcavto TOOECCL, and QOS 5.619 veéKuv TEpl dwycavto. 

2 var: GAd’. €pevae GAA’ occurs in this sedes in I/. 6.100, 19.96, Od. 20.90, and AR 4.239, but in 

AR 2.148 we have kpwOjpevar adr’. 
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evl peecc|: evl jeecc[n, peecc| Nc, juecc| orc, or peecc[w. For the context, cf. perhaps Il. 24.84 f. 7) 8° evi 

pecenc / KAate .dpov 0d mraddc dprtpovoc (imitated by QS 2.607). 

3 | peviowo: -|npev tov? If so, the reference to tov might point to a garland at a feast (cf. e.g. 

Theoc. 10.28 f.). Cf. dadvne below (18). 

4 TélKva rexécBar. Cf. Od. 22.324, h. Cer. 136, Call. H. 4.111, Diotim. 4.1 P, etc. (also variations). 

It usually refers to women; the only woman who could provide a link between Helenus and Neopto- 

lemus is Andromache; see next note. 

5 ‘E]Aévovo stands at verse-end in QS 10.346 and Triph. 49. In QS the references to Helenus 

are in the context of battles in which Neoptolemus fought, but this need not apply to this passage. 

Helenus followed Neoptolemus to Epirus after the sack of Troy, and married Andromache after Neo- 

ptolemus’ death (E. Andr. 1245; Paus. 1.11.1, 2.23.6—not the only version of the story). 

6 dy|ye 8 dpa crac also in Il. 24.477, in the same sedes, referring to Priam’s supplication of 

Achilles. 

crtc pap. The placing of a grave accent over a monosyllable, and especially at verse-end, 1s 

exceptional; see Moore-Blunt, loc. cit. 159, and C. M. Mazzucchi, Aegyptus 59 (1979) 154. The addition 

of the metrical marker is hard to explain, even if the quantity indicated 1s correct. 

7 |. poo avaxtoc. The trace on the edge does not allow reading [Tp.Japor0. NeorroA]€poro 

(PJP) would be unobjectionable, even if it has not occurred with avaxrtoc elsewhere; for the sedes, cf. 

Od. 11.506, QS 7.684, Christod. AP 2.1.203. 

8 aludi dé dadvyu. a]udi, I suppose, is not to be taken with dadv7, the latter perhaps being an 

instrumental dative. For the sense, cf. AR 1.1123 f. adi dé dbAdoice / creapevor Spvivorcr; Christod. 

AP 2.1.41f. 8advn / Kocunbeic, 367 dadvyn / creWapevov. Could it be Helenus the seer crowned with 

laurel? But cf. above, 13, for a possible reference to a garland. 

N. GONIS 

4850. HEXAMETERS 

100/14(b) 4.1 x 16cm Third century 
Plate VIII 

A fragment of a papyrus codex (upper margin 0.6 cm; lower margin 0.8 cm), 

or of a single opisthograph sheet, containing remains of a hexameter poem. The 

— side preserves beginnings of thirty-nine lines (one to two letters are lost to the 

left), and the J side ends of thirty-five lines (three to five letters are lost to the right). 

The scribe (perhaps the author himself) used a thick or blunt pen, and wrote in an 

informal, rapid and forward-sloping hand, to be assigned to the third century; cf. II 

222. The scribe wrote diaeresis (+4; 411, 12), and apostrophe to mark elision (+5, 
13, 37; +5, 15, 24), between double consonants (7, ?18, 36), and after od« (>?14, 

16, 21). ovK is not written as ody when aspirated vowels follow. Iota adscript is not 

written in the only case that requires it (21). Supralinear additions (21, 37) are in 

the same hand as the main text. ‘There is a common phonetic spelling in +9, and 

possibly in 420 (and >18?). 

It is difficult to establish the correct sequence of the sides. A speech addressed 

to a god (Zeus ?), in which a woman is involved (+13 6pdwca), occupies the greatest 
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part of the — side, but I cannot tell whether she is the persona loquens. The tragic and 

mournful situation here described seems to be worsened by a new quarrel (+18; 

but this is not the only possibility), or a new misfortune that may have something to 

do with an offence to the gods (17). Then in >20f. Zeus is called upon for help. 

On the J side, someone replies to a previous speech, perhaps that on the > side. 

It is difficult to identify the theme of the narrative. We may think of an episode of 

the Theban Cycle (Eteocles and Polynices), or rather of a story from the Trojan 

Cycle such as the Hoplén Asis. There are possible references to Ajax or Odysseus 

in 44 (Od.), 10 (Aj./Od.), 15f. (Aj./Od.), 19 (Aj.). Alternatively, Professor Parsons 

suggests the possibility of a Muse speaking to Hesiod, who 1s progressing from the 

rustic pipe (+36) of Works and Days (alluded to in +4-5) to the lyre (+7) with which 

he will accompany the heroic subject matter of Theogony and Catalogue, which in- 

cludes much blood shed by mortal men (16), war with the immortals (+17), and 

battle between Zeus and his uncles (+19) the Titans. ‘The same theme of progress- 

ing from the rustic to the grandiose, though put in the mouth of Hesiod himself, is 

treated in L 3537. 
The style is generally Homeric, with a pronounced tragic and pathetic tone, 

common in late epic (cf. e.g. the repetition of ody duc at +14 and 16). ‘The ver- 

sification, so far as the text can be reconstructed, seems to observe the educated 

standards of the Hellenistic-Roman hexameter, with a preponderance of feminine 

caesuras; one of the two tetrasyllabic endings (13), and the two spondeiazontes 

(119, 24), come direct from Homer. Note an apparent breach of Meyer’s first law in 

—17. There is no sign of the accentual limitations observed later by Nonnus. 
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Jyvnrl (-)kace}yvqr[ 
hz | v7 [ 

2», trace at line-level 3 .[,lower partofe,c | _, oblique descending from left to right 

(A or A) 4 ],, oblique descending from left to right (a or A) 5 |., two oblique and diverging 

strokes: right-hand part of k or x 6 |_, trace at upper right 10 _[, lower part of upright 

leaning to right 12 € , foot of upright, break, right-hand extremities of horizontals or obliques 

at one- and two-thirds height (Kk?) —_[, trace at lower left 13 c_, letter-foot (upright or e¢, c), 

followed by short blank space and a trace at line-level; the latter is probably the edge of the following 

w, but this could be narrow, in which case the traces should be part of the same letter 14. |x, itis 

unclear whether its upper arm curves downwards or is merged with a diastole 16 |, horizontal 

or flattened oblique sloping down to right 17 7., traces of round letter _[, left-hand corner 

of a, A, or even o (angular, as in 15 v7o) 18 |, high semicircular stroke (diastole ?) n@) |). 

right-hand end of medial semi-horizontal __« ., flattish oblique descending to right —__[, upright, 

damaged surface, then high horizontal (two letters) 21 |_, high and low ink, compatible with the 

outer extremities of the arms of k or x 22 | ,aort _[, upright with horizontal extending 

rightwards at top (Fr; N, with right-hand upright lost, is less likely) 23 |.,upright [ ]., high 

trace; medial speck _[, trace of upright or oblique at one-third height 24 |_, high trace of 

round letter? —_[, 0 or roundel of P 25 |_, foot of oblique descending to right Ay | 

upright 28 |__, apparently two horizontals (not 2) followed by upright (1 or Pp) He) |. 

two uprights 30 |_, trace level with tops of letters 31 |_, the outer extremities of the 

arms of « or x, if not of the cap and crossbar of € 32 | ,topof aora 34 [, T or left- 

hand part of 1 35 |., upright possibly joining horizontal at the left (H suggested) 86 5/2 

medial horizontal _[, upright 
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1 ]., speck at line-level 2 |_,medial trace and large left-facing arc (not e) —_‘|_[, upright 
reaching below the line 3 ],, upright (right-hand part of 1?) 4 _[, narrow lower arc 
5 ].,medialspeck _[, lower part of upright 7 ],,Aora — ¢, with shorter back than usual 
and only a trace of the mid-stroke, but € looks better than a 8 _[, trace at lower left @ |. 
short upright —_7_, specks level with letter-tops _[,, the letter looks like N, but the diagonal would 
be too narrow; the alternative is to read p, but the diastole-shaped roundel would be placed rather 
high and the stem comparatively short 10 _[, evanescent trace 11 |_, speck on edge 
at two-thirds height —_[, ascending oblique 12 |_, tail of a ora (M less likely) v.,ooro 
13 |, top of upright leaning to right topped by horizontal extending to right 15 _[, upright 
trace 16 _[, curved back 17 [,Oorw 19 _[, high horizontal DOME short 
upright trace; left-hand tip of high horizontal? 21 4, Al may also be considered, but would not 
account for the ink after the putative « 22 | ,speck on edge at mid-height _, upright =| J_, 
upright 23 ]_, short horizontal above short ascending oblique (z?) ].[,aora ____[, part 
of a loop; 0 or w; ¢?; upright or back of e, c 25, |, indeterminate traces (one or two letters) 
26 |, upright curving to right at foot v_, A? 29 |., right-hand leg of u? 31 _[, foot 

of upright rather than of ascending oblique 34 |, upright 

+> 2 Perhaps €]z/ vup[d-; not €]7wvup[-, unless omega was narrower than usual. 

4-5 IT]Aniadac expry[e(v) . . . / e]xpupev 3’ Yadacl. TAniddac 8’ €xpuev occurs in Pampr. 

fr. 3.26 Livrea, where it indicates the setting of Pleiades and Hyades between the end of October 

and the beginning of November, as in Hes. Op. 615f. [TAnuadec 6’ ‘Yadec te 76 te cBbévoc Qpiwvoc / 

dvvwew. One may note the chiasmus. 

IT\Aniadac expvy[e(v). The poet may have thought that he could scan -dac long, which would 

be exceptional. The diaeresis indicates that the [7Aniadac was not taken as trisyllabic (one could have 

used the form //Aeadac—Nonnus uses either form depending on the metre). 

6 tloccatiov mpode[p-. Cf. Greg. Naz. Carm. Mor. p. 538.5 toccatiov mpodépovca yapov Bidto010 

Te OEcuav. 

7 oi|uwy7 or oi|uwy7 (the scribe neglects iota adscript). After that, déppuy| ye is also possible. 

This expression does not occur elsewhere, but may be compared with Diosc. Aphr. fr. 5.18 F. doppuyye 

moXvcToVL. 

8 | de AéAetc Kal ex[. Perhaps eé] (or 7])de BéAcuc Kat Ex[evw. 

Q aludorepec is a mere phonetic slip for a¢oréparc. This may have referred to yepciv, which 

may be posited in the previous line. At the end, e.g. Kaul vay . . . &VTUVOV ovonv (ape. 

10 |déojar mapa co_[. Perhaps ai]déojra or (€v)d€opar. At the end, co/ rather than cod. 

11 im|mouc iSpwovrac. The same tunctura occurs in Il. 8.543, 11.597-8, and Od. 4.39. Cf. also 

Epug. fr. dub. 6 Bernabé xadyévac immwv / éxAvov tdpmovrac. 

12 @de d€ Knpiccouca? 

13 Jxrec_ w. The letter after «re: could philologically only be » or c. v is virtually impossible: 

there is not enough space for the diagonal and the right-hand upright in the break, while if the trace 

described in the palaeographical note were taken as part of N and not of o, part of the diagonal 

would have been visible. ¢ is not without difficulty either; we would have to assume that its short base 

curved sharply upwards. 
14 od]y Gduc avOpwrrov[c. Cf. E. Ph. 1235 Crapra@v tre Aadc dAtc Gcoc Keitat vexpdc; cf. also A. 

Sept. 679 f. 
16 od] dAtc aiparoc o[: possible also afua réco[v or even afua ro co[v. Cf. E. IT 1007 auc 70 

xelvnc aia. In Homer, Moschus, and Nonnus always 7} ody adic; ody adic in Greg. Naz. Carm. de se 
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ipso p. 1386.7; Carm. quae spect. ad al. p. 1476.2; Epigr. AP 8.242.1; Secund. AP 9.301.3. The same repeti- 

tion ody adic . . . ody GAtc also occurs in XXX 2514 ti 12-13 (hexameters of the third century). 

17 dOlavarouce Kvd_[. dO]avarouce obliges us to look for a word beginning with «vé-: a form of 

«vdalw or rather Kvdo[ oc (PJP). In this case, the general sense should be: ‘did not enough men die? 

Was not enough blood shed? Shall we also add the war with the everlasting gods?’ A similar offence 

was the miasma caused by the fratricidal struggle between Eteocles and Polyneices (cf. A. Sept. 681. 

avdpotv 8’ dwatwow bavatoc &d’ abtoKrovoc, / obK ecTt yijpac TOVdE TOU pLacpLaToc). 

18 GAA’ érépy vecw[. At the end a form of veixoc or a iotacistic spelling of vixn (cf. 420), but 

other articulations are possible too: érépyv ef x[, érépnv eck. 

19 mlatpoxacvyvyt| perhaps refers to the uncle(s) of Zeus (mentioned in the next line). ‘The 

word is used of the Cyclopes in Hes. Th. 501, likewise in a passage referring to Zeus. 

20 For jpepéerc followed by a vocative, cf. Nonn. D. 20.205, 27.318, 326, always in questions. 

21 éemap[nye. The scribe first wrote cvvap[, but later added ez above the line, indicative of 

a correction or a variant. cuvapyyw is a rare compound, previously attested in XXXVII 2814 8 

(Choer. Sam. ?), [Greg. Naz.] Chr Pat. 1794, and in Byzantine authors. é7apyjyw has an epic patina; it 

is referred to a god in Od. 13.391 méTva ed, OTe Lor mpodpacc’ erapyhyorc, Colluth. 178 ov cor Apyc 

erapyée, and especially h. Vest. 10 thaoc @y eraprye. See also VII 1015 2~3 aoidor6rAw 8’ errapyyouc 

/ éntatovov yxelpecce AUpyv ToAUHXEa Kpovwr. 

22 At the end, euzAjy|dnv (a Homeric hapax) is one possibility. 

23 Perhaps | ac 6’ a[y]yeAéovrac. 

33 x]ata vix[ra(c). In the same sedes in Nonn. D. 4.175, Musaeus 207. 

37 ovo [: oloc, ofoc, duoc, or oidc, but the suprascript omicron could be a correction of the kind 

attested above, in 21, meant to replace one of the letters on the line, e.g. sigma (ov0{c}). 

38 (-)Kkace]yvynr[. Cf. >19 mlatpoxaceyvyt[; also 134. 

+ 3 Jv mpocéeurer [. Perhaps droBAnd]|nv mpocéerev, as in AR 3.400 and 1119, or rapaBAjd] qv 

mpocéeuzrev, as in AR 1.835, but also cacvyyyt|nv, Aaepr.ad|nv (D’ Alessio), or simply r] jv. After mpocé- 

euev Should begin the answer to a previous speech (that of the > side ?). 

4 Jetic ecrege pvO[ouc. Cf. Od. 8.170, where Odysseus in reply to Euryalus says dAAd 8edc 

popony erect créper, and again in 175 GAA’ ov of xapic audi trepictéderar eméeccwv. D’ Alessio suggests 

edc or ov cle Tuc or Bede ov ple Tuc, if Ajax is the persona loquens. 

5 |. €pw onmér’ epy[x-. E.g. roicw peyadn|v épw ommér’ éba[xe. For the iunctura épw éa7ér’, 

cf. Hes. Th. 782 ommér’ Epic kal vetkoc . . . 6pnrat. The last part of the line may be compared with 

Il. 4.396 roicw dexéa TéTpHOv epyKe, and Od. 9.37—-8 voctov euov todAuKnde(a) . . . dv pou Zedc 

epenke. 

6 |ro prvic aodyc [. If we restore épvxe]ro, the sense will be ‘anger restrains from singing’. 

jenvec aovdHc may be an allusion to //. 1.1. Another possibility would be dpe|ro (PJP); cf. Hes. Th. 782, 

quoted above. 

7 |AAopwern xapite[ccu(v). Perhaps aya]AAowévn x., as in Colluth. 250 (-evoc). 

8 | vewrépy écriv. A similar iunctura in Od. 3.49, but in different sedes: GAAd vewrepdc ect. 

9 Kovpyn, dvap [. Perhaps cotpn 8’ dvap [eidev; cf. Nonn. D. 8.292 dvap elSov. 

10 Joc Kat KaAXoc om [. Perhaps péyeb]oc Kat KadAdoc dmal[cce; cf. Od. 18.219 éc péyeBoc Kat 

KaAAoc 6pw@pevoc, Nonn. D. 22.91 yapw Kal KaAXoc brdccet. 

11 |émrato KapTEl _[. Not 6[upoc, as in AR 3.520. 

12 | wopev vevil. dlawopeven vel sum. evi [oikw, mévtw, etc. (D’Alessio). 

13 xatéAefev o[. Perhaps 6[AeBpov, as in Od. 10.250 Kal Tote T@V GAAwY érapwv Karéde€ev 
bA€Opov. 

15 Jewoucor 0’ wa |. Perhaps coi 8’ drac[av 67a (D'Alessio); possible also 0A] éworc, of 8’ (PJP). 
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16-17 At the beginning of 16, xe]pevorepov or a]pevdrepov, possibly followed by 5€uac [etvar. 
In 17, probably in opposition, c]éo téccov dpevo[v. Cf Pi. L 4.34-5 (of Ajax) Kal xpéccov’ avdpar 
xerpovan / échade Téxva Karapdapipaic’. 

18 |Ppoctvyy re Kat [. E.g. éu]dpoctvny te Kal [6ABov, as in AG App. Epigr. dedic. 314.3, but ém]- 
ppoctvny or diro|dpocbvyy are also possible. Cf. also Theoc. fr. 3.1 éaypocbvyy te Kal dABor. 

19 mleA@piov aixunt[awy. In Il. 3.229 meAdproc is an attribute of Ajax. | €A@piov, ‘booty’, 
would also suit. 

20 | veikn ce wayec[Bat, |veixnc epayxor[ro, ev] velkn ce paxec| Oar, or (€)|velxnce pay. _[. Cf. 
+18 n. on the ambiguity of veu-. 

24 ov]d’ 7Bai[ dv is restored after a common Homeric clausula. 
32 JaArleai[. Perhaps pey]adiZear, as in Nonn. D. 23.243, 47.652 (both times after the 

caesura). 

34 (-)Kkacleyvnz[-. Cf 19, 38. 

C. MELIADO 

4851. Ausonius, HERMES? | 

65 6B.36/H(1—2)b 4.6 x 8 cm Later third century 
Plate VUI 

A fragment with remains of the last six lines of a column. Below the last line 

is a blank space of 2 cm, followed by a single line giving the name of the author 

and the title of the work, and then the lower margin extant to 2.5 cm. The text runs 

along the fibres, and the back is blank. 

The hand, small sized and careful, is an example of the ‘Formal Mixed’ or ‘Se- 

vere Style’ of the slanting type. In letter forms as well as in the general disposition 

of the script, it compares well with P. Lond. Lit. 5 = GMAW? 14 (‘Harris Homer’), 

assigned to the later third century. Similar hands are XX VII 2452 = GMAW* 27 

and PGB 33 (BAT II pp. 53-4), both assigned to the third century. But our papyrus 

and, to some extent, the ‘Harris Homer’ deviate from these more canonical rep- 

resentatives of the style in a way that brings them closer to the earlier specimens 

of the ‘upright pointed majuscule’, in spite of the absence of slanting in this latter 

style: XI 1352 = GBEBP 12a, assigned to the early fourth century and regarded as 

an example of the formative phase of the ‘upright pointed majuscule’, shares some 

characteristic features with our script: contrast between broad and narrow letters, 

but no marked shading or decorative dashes or thickenings; smaller size of o and 

protrusion of Y below the baseline, among others. I am therefore inclined to sug- 

gest the second half of the third century as a date for 4851. 

Diaeresis and acute accent (2, 4) are present, and are due to the main hand. 

There is a possible case of correction in 4. 

What remains seems to be part of the author’s concluding address to the sub- 

jects of a hexameter poem: Thoeris in the nominative or vocative, and probably 

Hermes in the vocative, together with the semantic information provided in 5-6, 
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bring our composition closer to a hymn or encomium than to a standard epic. With 

the exception of Plu. De Js. 358c (Oodnpic), Thoeris does not appear elsewhere in 

Greek literature, but is present in a good number of documents; see W. Clarysse, 

B. van Maele, J. Quaegebeur, <PE 60 (1985) 217-32. Some of these documents 

identify Thoeris, an Egyptian hippopotamus-goddess, with Athena. Oxyrhynchus 

seems to have been her principal cult-centre, and a quarter of the city was named 

after her temple. Thoeris’ presence in these lines is therefore important to under- 

standing the nature of our text, which is very probably the product of local literary 

activity. 

We have the middle portion of lines, with about one foot missing at the line- 

beginnings. A word-end between two short syllables occurring at approximately 

the same point in 3-6 may be taken to represent the feminine caesura. Meyer’s first 

law is infringed in 4 and 5. 

|xa.xeop [ ].[ ] xaAKcopwvol 
Je, dgwvve | ] eicredéew ye .[ 
] ecxapre, a8 w | ].1¢ xaptecca Dewy [ 
| abonpicetcKom| ].a Dorjpic eicKon| 

5 |, ,  Kapounrd.a., [ Ixpe Kapouue deapel 
] atyvwroccwa _ [ ] Kat yuwrotcw ar 

(vac.) 

| ucoviov vac. ep | |] Adcoviov ‘Eppuljec(?) 

1 _ x, oblique ascending to right, and from its top another oblique descends to right: A or 

x _[{, medial traces of curved stroke facing upwards ]. ., trace at line-level; medial traces 

2 ],hightraces _ ¢, first, high traces; below, at line-level, fleck of ink, and to right, high spot of 

ink; second, remains of vertical or oblique ascending to right; from its mid-height the left-hand end 

of a horizontal goes to the right; further remains of ink higher in the line, and to the right of the ap- 

parent horizontal (€? p?) —_[, remains of vertical or oblique sharply ascending to right ot es 

a horizontal reaches c from the left at approximately mid-height; remains of a vertical gong down 

from the left-hand extremity of the horizontal: r, T _ _a, first, remains of upright; second, re- 

mains of upright or curved stroke facing right; from its lower end another short stroke ascends to 

the right: tip of upright or lower parts of circular letter? high in the line, fleck of nk —__ w remains 

of upright; above them, remains to the left and right; further remains to the right of the upright, at 

mid-height —_[, upright, from its upper end another stroke seems to go to the right 4 ]., top 

of apparent upright p, below its upper circle, remains of ink, as if belonging to the right-hand 

end of a short stroke going to the right from the vertical of the letter; the stroke would look similar to 

the lower parts of open circular letters 5 |..., first, lower end of oblique descending to right; 

remains of an oblique ascending to right go up from its upper extremity: kK, x?; second, remains of 

upright, and from slightly above its mid-height a short stroke gently ascending to right; above, re- 

mains of ink; third, lower half of upright —_[, oblique ascending to right and joining a descending 

one 6 ]., right-hand end of oblique descending to right; above, right-hand end of oblique 
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ascending to right: k,x _[, low remains touching lower end of right-hand oblique of a a dle 
long oblique descending to right _[, upright or oblique sharply ascending to right, with remains 
of junction at its top 

I xadkeopavo[. yaAxedfwroc is used in Il. 5.785, of Stentor; Hes. Th. 311, of Cerberus (also 
Dion. Perieg. 789); in an anonymous undated epigram on the Muses, AP 9.505.15, of Melpomene; 
and in Eudoc. Homerocentones 29, for Homer. Eustathius comments on the Iliad passage: dact 8¢ adrév 
(= Crévropa) twee . . . Epp S€ rept peyadodaviac épicavta dvarpeOjvat (2.201.17). This establishes 
a possible link between the adjective here and Hermes, who as the herald of the gods naturally had 
a strong voice. 

2 evcrepewv ye [. edcredyc occurs twice in late hexameters: Maximus, zep! xatapydv 529 
evctepéoc 7’ ToBaxxou; oracle ap. Amm. Marc. 31.1.5 = AG App. Oracula 143.2 éicrepéac Kat’ dyuidc 
(also as a variant in Simias fr. 1.10 Powell). Its semantic equivalent edcrépavoc is much more frequent. 
In the singular, it is used mainly as an epithet of gods (especially of Aphrodite, but also of Artemis, 

Demeter and even of Dionysus, as in Maximus above), and may also be applied to cities, especially 

Thebes. In the plural, it normally modifies nouns denoting sacrifice, altar or the like (répyou, 7bAexc, 

ayurat, OupéAar, Auciar). 

3 |, ec. On the assumption that yapiecca refers to Oopic in the next line, and Oojpic to Ath- 

ena, this would be the ending of an epiphet of the goddess. I had first thought of [eduy|rec, which 

describes the quality that Athena can give to a child, but this is rather short for the space. One pos- 

sibility, suggested by Professor Parsons, would be to restore [ypucat]yic, which would also suit Athena 

(see LSJ s.v.). 

Heady. In documentary papyri, Thoeris is usually designated Oea preyicry (Clarysse et al., ZPE 

60 (1985) 225; this is the normal appellation in the Roman period, whereas peyaAy is attested for the 

third century Bc). The superlative would agree perfectly with the genitive Oe@yv, and fit at the line-end. 

We could then supply something like Gedy [BactAeva pweyicrn (cf. Orph. H. 61.1 04, BactAeva peyicrn; 

H. Isidor. 1.1 tAovtodértt Bacireva Bedy). 

4 At the beginning, perhaps supply pAore; see below, 5 n. After that, e. g dia. 

@o7prc. Both the shape and position of the short oblique to the right of the descender of p suit 

the lower elements of c. Perhaps the scribe began to write the final c mistaking the second upright 

of # for 1. 

évckoT|: e.g. evcxom|[é + Apyeibdvta. Hermes may be hinted at in 1, and his name probably 

appears in the title of the poem. There may well be another reference to the god in this line, since 

in Homer the epithet édckozroc occurs four times in a formula referring to Hermes, //. 24.24 kAépau 

5’ brptveckov edcxorrov Apyeidovrny, etc. The adjective occupies the same sedes as here, which sug- 

gests that the line might have ended with the same formula but in the vocative to suit the dedicatory 

address. 

5 |xpe Kao. Traces suggest |pe or xpt, but the latter provides a more plausible word-end: 

expt, or aypt, looks most likely. A temporal clause, e.g. ‘[I shall sing] until I weary’, would in principle 

require not an optative but the subjunctive with ay, in primary sequence. Thus the conclusion is that 

wéxpt, or axpt, would best be interpreted as an adverb or preposition. As an adverb, dypu, ‘to the ut- 

termost’, would be possible though pleonastic if dcvay[zepéc follows. As a preposition, it would have 

to be construed in anastrophe. 

Looking at the usual ending of hymns, we find either some sort of petition to the god or simply 

a form of salute. The optative may express a desire (at least there is no space for av immediately be- 

fore or after it). I should therefore think that the author takes up the motif of the poet who prays to 

continue singing into his old age; cf. E. HF 676 and fr. 369.1 ff; also Call. fr. 1.37-8 Pf, and Posidipp. 

SH 705.24, where the motif is implied. Not to tire of praising the gods is a motif known also from 
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hymn-texts (h. Apoll. 177-8 08 Aj~w ExnBdrov ArddAdwva / dpvéewv; H. Isid. 1.25 dec, od ANEw 

peyaAnv Sivauly cov deiSwv). For od/p7) Kapvew + participle cf. e.g. E. Or 1590 ob« av Kapoune TAC 

Kakac KTeWor ael; Call. fr. 194.48 py Kapouu[e. 

If we restore the adverb dcap[mepéc after «acount, we have ‘until. . . let me [not] tire of .. . 

continually’. For the beginning I suggest [yjpaoc a] ypx; cf. Bion fr. 16.4 wéxpe yjpaoc. At the end, 

a participle with capo, e.g. duau[wepec epypat’ aeidwv]. This leaves no room for the necessary 

negative, so I propose restoring pyore at the beginning of 4. (This removes the greeting yaipere as 

a possibility for the beginning of 4, but it should be noted that, although often present in the Homeric 

and Callimachean hymns, it is rare in the Orphic Hymns and in those in Papyrt Magicae Graecae.) An- 

other possible supplement would be d:apu[repec jyuata mavra, as in Od. 4.209, h. Apoll. 485, h. Ven. 209 

(cf. also I. 16.4.99, h. Ven. 248), in which case the participle must come towards the end of 6. 

6 Kal yywroicw. Since it appears in the dative, it is reasonable to assume that yywroicw con- 

stitutes the destination of the poet’s singing. yywrdc/yvwr7 is Homeric, and continues in the epic 

language; its meaning ‘kinsman’ is almost always limited to ‘brother’ or ‘sister’, which does not seem 

very appropriate to the context here. I would rather think of ‘well-known’, and look for a polar ex- 

pression unknown/known (= everyone), rather than the gender opposition yywraic] Kal yywroicw (cf. 

Il. 15.350), to restore in the lacuna: [€etvoic] ? 

am[: €.2. amlep KAuTa deiéar’ emorye (if the participle that complements xajouyu is given in 

5). A further specification of the object of the poet’s singing (épyyar’), insisting on the praiseworthy 

character of the gods’ deeds, seems necessary. It seems that, when it is the gods who are concerned 

with glorious deeds, they show them, especially to mortals, rather than simply performing or execut- 

ing them. This is especially evident from the Homeric Hymns: 6c tay’ euedAAev / audavéew KduTa 

épya pet abavarouc Peoicw, of Hermes (4.15-16); ayAaa epy’ edidagéev emi dpect Beica éxacrn, of 

Athena (5.15); 6c pet’ A@nvaince yAavewmidoc ayraa épya / avOpwmmouc edidakev emi yfovoc, of 

Hephaestus (20.2—3); éx céo 8’ apEdpevoc KAncw pepotav yévoc avdpav / Huilewv, dv epya Deal 

Ovntroicw edecéav, of Helios (31.17—19). 

7 Adcoviov. RE records no author named Ausonius other than the well-known Latin poet; our 

fragment does not represent any of his known poems, and in any case this is excluded by the date of 

the papyrus. The name, however, occurs in several documentary papyri, mostly of the fourth century 

and later; see A. Coskun, APF 48/2 (2002) 257-66, and N. Gonis, APF 51/1 (2005) 88—go. The men- 

tion of Thoeris may suggest that he was a native of or resident at Oxyrhynchus. Only one Oxyrhyn- 

chite Ausonius has been attested to date, the hypodektes in LXIII 4369 1, 18 (345). 

Epu[jc(?). This was the title of poems by Philitas and Eratosthenes. More relevant perhaps is 

VII 1015 = GMAW’ 50 (Heitsch XVI), a hexameter poem in praise of Theon on a third-century 

papyrus, possibly the author’s own manuscript. This celebrates Hermes and carries the title Epyod 

eyx@..ov, but with Epyod deleted. An alternative, suggested by Professor Parsons, is that the title was 

Epu[abyvn, given the reference to Thoeris-Athena; cf. Cic. Ad Att. 1.4.3, where Cicero, on receiving 

a Hermathena to place in his Tusculan villa, says that Hermes is common to all gymnasia but Ath- 

ena particularly suited to his own. One could think of Athena and Hermes as patron deities of the 

gymnasium, and of this poem as written for some similar occasion. However, on the assumption that 

the end-title was centred with the hexameter lines, ‘Epy[ 7c may suit the spacing better, although it is 

difficult to reach a firm conclusion when so much of the text is missing, 

A. NODAR 
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18 2B.71/E(4)b 3.5 x 3.3 cm Third/fourth century 
Plate III 

The lower outside corner of a leaf of a papyrus codex, unless it is an opistho- 
graph sheet. Of the lower margin 1.7 cm is preserved, a figure probably not far off 
the original; the left-hand margin on the J side is extant to 0.6 cm. The hand, in- 
formal to near-cursive, may be assigned to the later third or earlier fourth century; 
there is some similarity to LXIII 4352, hexameters written ¢.285. 

A diaeresis (organic) is used in 12. There is a iotacism in 44. 
The references to a boar and to Meleager (2; 5) leave little doubt about the 

subject matter. The other side preserves parts of a speech, and includes a mention 

of (the fall of ?) a city (14): if this is part of the same poem, which seems plausible, 

this must be the besieged Calydon. One could think of Cleopatra urging Meleager 
to abandon his retreat and defend his city. 

The possible reference to the fall of a city suggests that this poem is a product 

of the Imperial age (see 14 n.). The story of Meleager and the Calydonian boar will 

have featured in poems called KaAvéwviaka, said to have been composed by Egyp- 

tian poets in late antiquity, but now lost. A scholion to Lycophron 486 by Tzetzes 

refers to Cwr7pixyoc é€v totic Kadvdwviaxoic (p. 175 Scheer); this was Soterichus of 

Oasis, who flourished at the time of the Tetrarchs, and who has been associated 

with 4352 and other hexameter texts on papyrus (E. Livrea, ZPE 125 (1999) 69~73 

and 138 (2002) 17-30—the evidence is suggestive rather than compelling). The 

better-known Colluthus of Lycopolis, who flourished about two centuries later, in 

the reign of Anastasius, is also reported to have written KaAvéwviaka év BiBAlouc €€ 

(Suda x 1951). That two poets from Upper Egypt are transmitted as authors of epic 

poems with the same title has a suspicious ring, and one may entertain the thought 

that Colluthus is a mistake for Soterichus or vice versa; but compare the case of 

Baccapixa, title of works by Dionysius and allegedly by Soterichus. 

If this fragment came from a codex, this may have been a fairly extensive 

composition, and perhaps of some ambition, such as Soterichus’, for example; but 

the possibility that this is a single sheet, especially given the informal character of 

the hand, cannot be discounted. 

— , 

liga 
] .ecmectoce _[ | Gecméctoc cb[c 

JavracodecBau| Javrac 6AEécAau 

|vaviace |v aviate 

5 JAcaypoc Me]A€éaypoc 
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Towadinv. | Tota dunveke| 

wlounvevd| widunv, cd d[ 

uctatinct| veratine 7 

actuTrecuk| actu tmecfeyiv kK 

+ 1]_..., trace at two-thirds height; foot of upright, space, another upright turning right- 

wards at the foot, and then trace at two-thirds height (narrow tT suggested); short ascending oblique 

at two-thirds height, space, then medial trace of another such oblique: one or two letters? 2 ls 

upper right-hand arc joing medial horizontal extending to right _[, high trace 

+ 1 _. [, foot of left-hand are and to its left part of horizontal at mid height; foot of upright 

followed by lower part of short oblique descending from left to right; foot of straight-backed left-hand 

curve 

+ 2 Gectécioc cd[c. In view of the mention of Meleager three lines below, this must be the 

Calydonian boar; cf. J. 9.539 cév aypvov, a less extravagant description (wéyac cdc Od. 4.457, 19.439). 

fectrécvoc, not used for a beast elsewhere, may relate to the fact that the boar was sent by Artemis, un- 

less it illustrates the ‘unspeakable’ effect of its presence (cf. LSJ s.v. m1; esp. Theoc. 25.70 Becmréciov 8’ 

vAdovrtec, for dogs); on this adjective in general, see Campbell on AR 3.443. For the formulation and 

metrical sedes, cf. Nonn. D. 14.78 Oecrécioc [Tav, 26.270 rovAutéxoc coc. 

3-4 Destruction (3) and grief (4): a description of the devastation caused by the boar. 

3 E.g. rlavrac 6AécBar; cf. Od. 2.284, OS 11.269, 14.619 (in the same metrical position in Greg, 

Naz., Carm. de se ipso 978.4, 1274.5). 

4 aviatc always occurs at verse-end in hexameters, which with few exceptions also holds for all 

other cases of this word. 

5 Me]Xéaypoc. The word is often placed at verse-end: II. 2.642, 9.543, [Opp.] Gun. 2.23, Meleag. 

2.9 P. 

+ 1 toia dinvexé[we? For rota prefacing direct speech (cf. next line), see Campbell on AR 

3.24 n. A verb of saying would have followed in the lost part of the line. 

2 wiounv. The uncontracted form of the imperfect with c short is first found in Greg. Naz. 

(three times at verse-beginning), but there will have been earlier examples; cf. already AR 1.291 

@icayny, in the same sedes. 

cv: Meleager? We find cd 6(é) in the same metrical position, after a verb ending -unv, in AR 

3.35, QS 3.473; cf. also Macedonius AP 5.247.2 @icauny, cb b€ ou muxpotépy Oavarou (pentameter). 

3 verartinc. It is unclear whether this is an adjective (‘the last’) or a noun (‘the end’); if the latter, 

a reference to death is one possibility. The word often occurs in the same sedes in QS and Nonn. 

4 actu mec(e)iv. Calydon is called wéya acrv in Il. 9.589. The concept of the ‘fall’ of a city does 

not appear established before the Imperial period; cf. Jos. BF 5.256, [Luc.] Philop. 28, Himer. Or. 2.91, 

Ephr. Syr. Serm. in Ion. proph. p. 311.15, 313.14, Jo. Chrys. Adv. Jud. PG 48.899.17, 911.8, etc. 

k[: e.g. K[advddvoc (suggested by A. Benaissa). KaAvddvoc occurs in the same sedes in Call. 

fr. 621. 

N. GONIS 
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4853. Boox-TiTLe: AreEIos(?), THEOGAMIA 

88/105(a) CRA merce Early fourth century 

Plate I 

‘The text is written across the fibres and the back is blank; a repair strip was at- 

tached to the papyrus before it received writing. The upper edge is straight enough 

to suggest that it was the original, which would indicate that this was a book-tag (si- 

lybos) rather than an end-title (colophon); book-tags written across the fibres include 

II 301 and XLVII 3318. On book-titles see now M. Caroli, I ttolo iniziale nel rotolo 

librario greco-egizio (2007). 

The script is a mature version of the Severe Style, which is commonly as- 

signed to the early fourth century. The lettering is fairly large, as would have been 

appropriate for a book-title. 

The identity of the author, Areios (if this is his name; see 1 n.), is uncertain. 

We know of three poets of this name with Egyptian links, though none need be 

identified with our poet: 

(i) The author of a four-lime Homeric cento inscribed on the colossus 

of Memnon, known from the subscription as Apetov ‘Ounpixot mountod éx 

Moucelov dxoicavtoc (RE I 624, Areios 7; text in A. & E. Bernand, Les In- 

scriptions grecques et latines du Colosse de Memnon no. 37). He probably flourished 

under Hadrian. 
(i) A poet mentioned in BGU XIV 2433.5 and 2434.31, Heracleopolite 

accounts of the first century Bc. It may be relevant that Eusebius, Praeparatio 

evangelica 1.10.49, refers to one Apevoc HpaxAeoroAiryc, who translated a work 

from the Egyptian (RE IT 625, Areios 8). 

(ii) Areios the ‘heresiarch’, active in Alexandria in the earlier part of 

the fourth century (+336); he was the author of Thala, written allegedly in 

Sotadeans but probably in ionic tetrameters (see M. L. West, TS 33 (1982) 

98-105). 

The title of the work, Oeoyaia, is not known otherwise. The form in the 

singular may have been patterned on Hesiod’s Oeoyovia (cf. the passage from 

Philo quoted in 2 n.), which might suggest a parody, though this is not necessary. 

The obvious parallel is the Hpwikat Oeoyapiar of Pisander of Laranda, who 

flourished under Severus Alexander; this was a poem on gods’ unions with mortals 

that spanned almost the entire spectrum of Greek mythology (see R. Keydell, RE 

XIX.1 (1937) 145f., Peisandros 2; Heitsch ii pp. 44-7). The position of the author’s 

name in line 1, if this is Apedov (see 1 n.), suggests that nothing was written in 2 be- 

fore @]eoyauia; otherwise one has to reckon with a composite title, as in the case of 

Pisander, but such a title (in the singular) does not sound particularly plausible. 
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Given the date of the papyrus, one ought to consider the question whether 

the work is Christian; the concept of the ‘marriage of/with God’ is not uncommon 

in patristic literature (e.g. Greg. Naz. Carm. mor. p. 631.14, Jo. Chrys. in Matth. PG 

58.651.41). It is questionable, however, whether a title with such pagan connota- 

tions would have been considered appropriate. 

It would be surprising if a poem on this subject was not in hexameters. 

|apevov | Apeiouv 

Alcoyayia Oleoyapia 

1 Apetov. One cannot strictly exclude that this is the ending and not the whole name, but the 

options are very limited: only 4]apetouv (uncommon) or Karc|apetov (rare) could really be considered, 

unless we have an itacistic spelling, e.g. A7oAAw|apetov. Much depends on the length of the title, on 

which the author’s name is usually centred. If the title was Qeoyayla, Apeiov is the best bet; after all, 

Apevoc is a very common name in the papyri. With a longer title, however, we would need a longer 

name; see introd., last para. 

2 O]eoyapuia. The word in the singular occurs in Phil. de Decal. 156.4 xatackevalew ovK 

ewv od’ dca uv0wy mAacwata mpoctecBar, Oeoyaplav Kat Deoyoviay Kal Tac audorépac éETOpéevac 

apvOyTouc Kal apyadewratac KyHpac; but note that the variant Qeouayiay is also transmitted. It is 

hardly likely that we should read deoyépua, the name of a festival in various cities. 

N. GONIS 
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4854. [AeLius AristTipEs], TEXN@N PHTOPIKON A’ 

FOOW (11, 113,110, 119, 144 —5.. 130-7, 0, 

66 6B.29/J(1-3)c fr. A 8.9 x 10.4 cm Late second or early third century 

Plates [V—V 

This text comprises three fragments of leaves of a papyrus codex, none of 

which is conjugate. ‘These leaves contain sections of the rst Treatise on Rhetoric at- 

tributed to Aelius Aristides, but the material is placed in a different order. In frr. BY 

and C-— and J there is further material of the same genre that does not survive in 

the mediaeval tradition. 

The text is written in black carbon ink, on papyrus that has apparently been 

treated in antiquity with cedrium to protect it against bookworms (see W. E. H. 

Cockle, BICS 30 (1983) 157 and nn. 129~35). Fr. A has a top margin of 2.9 cm and 

a surviving outside margin of ¢.2 cm; the written width can be reconstructed as ¢.12 

cm, and the page-width as very approximately 16 cm. For comparable widths, see 

Turner, Typology 18. Some codices of this width show page-heights ranging around 

28 cm; if our codex belonged to this group, the written height could be estimated 

at ¢.22 cm or 45 lines. 

The script is an informal round hand, 2 mm high and largely bilinear. 1 ex- 

tends well above the line when following T. 8 extends above the line, p below the 

line, and both above and below. The lettering may be compared with that of 

BKT IV (P. Berol. 9780) Hierocles, “H@tx7) crovyeiweic (republished as CPF I.1** 

no. 60, with photographs in CPF IV.2 pll. 15-17). This manuscript, which also uses 

abbreviations like those in 4854, has been assigned to the later second century. 

However, such small upright hands are not confined to the second century; see for 

example LXIII 4352 (hexameters that refer to the accession of Diocletian). On this 

basis, 4854 could perhaps be dated to the later second century ap, but a date in the 

first half of the third century is entirely possible. 

The copyist uses abbreviations on the system familiar from P. Lond. Lit. 108 

(GMAW? 60), Aristotle, Constitution of Athens, written on the back of estate accounts 

from near Hermopolis, which date from ap 78-9. It is also found in P. Lond. Lit. 

138, Rhetorical Exercises of the first century AD, and quite commonly in scholia; see 

Bilabel in RE IT.2 (1923) 2294-7; K. McNamee, Abbreviations in Greek Literary Papyri 

and Ostraca (Ann Arbor 1981); CPF I.1** pp. 276-281. It is interesting that the same 

style of abbreviation is found in the Petitions and Grammanian’s Complaint of 253-60 

published as P. Coll. Youtie II 66 (text reprinted as XLVI 3366). It seems that this 

system was particularly favoured for schoolmasters’ texts. 
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The abbreviations used are x’ = Kat; «= Kata: 6 = 6€ as a particle and in com- 

position (708); y= yap; 7 = 7(Hv); 7 = T(wv); w= weév as a particle and in composition 

(Aeyou'ouc); c = cv in composition (c7Anpwcet, CTopa); 7 = Tapa as a preposition 

and in composition (m'cxeunv). However, yiverar and mpéc are sometimes written in 

full. 4 = adra, adréc, tH = ylverat, / = ects, and \ = evar are required by the supple- 

ments. A suprascript bar may represent v at line-end (A> 7 yrwp7 ). Lota adscript 

is occasionally written. There are no breathings or accents, and no punctuation ex- 

cept paragraphus at B> 2 (end of section) and CY 6. A diaeresis is found on vzep. 

The extensive use of abbreviations in this papyrus makes it particularly haz- 

ardous to propose supplements if there is no parallel from the mediaeval text, since 

the variation in the number of letters per line 1s considerable. 

Two treatises on rhetoric, pntopickal téyvar, are attributed in the mediaeval 

manuscripts to ‘Aristides’, i.e. the famous rhetor Aelius Aristides (117~c.187). ‘The 

manuscripts all descend from P (Parisinus Graecus 1741, a vellum codex of the 

tenth century); the only independent witness is a mutilated codex (Pc + S) now di- 

vided between Paris and Sofia, which includes extracts from these treatises, added 

in the margins by a hand of the thirteenth/fourteenth century. 

The first treatise is 7ept tod moAitiKod Adyou, the second zepi tov adedAodc 

Aéyov. It has been generally agreed, since the arguments of Wilhelm Schmid (RAM 

n.F 72 (1917-18) 113-49, 238-57), that the two treatises are by different authors, and 

neither by Aelius Aristides. See for an overview M. Patillon, Pseudo-Aelius Aristide: 

Arts rhétoriques Livre I (Budé series, 2002) pp. vii—xxil. 

The first treatise itself seems to combines more than one source. After a brief 

introduction we have (1) §§ 2-128 a systematic discussion of the qualities of style 

(¢6€ar), with examples (virtually all from Demosthenes); (2) §$129-40 a shorter 

systematic discussion, with no examples (therefore an abridgement of a fuller 

text?); (3) §§141-86 miscellaneous appendices. Schmid attempted to allot differ- 

ent sections to particular authors from among those now lost who are said to have 

written epi (dewv before Hermogenes. This enterprise rests on slender grounds, 

even if the sections could each be treated as self-contained. If, as Patillon argues, 

some material within his first section (§§ 108, 122.10—11) derives from the second, we 

need to imagine a more complex redaction. ‘This is now confirmed by 4854, which 

shows a variant assemblage of materials circulating at about the same date as that 

at which the mediaeval version is thought to have been constructed. 

4854 comprises three fragments of a codex; the original order of the frag- 

ments and their respective sides is uncertain. The fragments contain the material 

in the following array: 

fr. A>  §134, §135, $109, § 111, §113, and §116 

fr AL  §119, §165 

ir Bay 28196, 0187 
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fr. BL — not in the mediaeval text 

fr.C— not in the mediaeval text 

fr Cl not in the mediaeval text 

Apart from frequent variations in wording, two things are notable. First, A> 

combines, in reverse order, material from Patillon’s first and second sections; AY 

combines material from the first section and the appendix (an appendix that Patil- 

lon guesses to have been added in the fifth century). Second, 4854 omits many 

of the illustrative quotations (primarily from Demosthenes) that in the mediaeval 

text characterize the first section as against the second; this makes it necessary to 

ask whether the examples are all original to the author (in which case 4854 offers 

an abridgement) or are material added at will by teachers of rhetoric who used 

this work. 

What we seem to have is an elementary work on the art of composition used 

in the rhetorical schools of the period, whose contents could, to some extent, be 

transposed and illustrated to suit the need of the individual teacher. The copying 

of this codex was probably done within the life-time of Aelius Aristides or a gen- 

eration or so after. That in turn suggests that the original material that appears in 

both redactions derives from a date substantially earlier than is normally thought. 

The content has been compared with the Budé text of M. Patillon (2002), 

and the Teubner text of Wilhelm Schmid, Rhetores Graeci v (1926); references are 

to the paragraph-numbering introduced by Schmid and adopted by Patillon. 

I have consulted also Leonard Spengel’s Rhetores Graeci 1 457-512 (1854); Christian 

Walz’s Rhetores Graeci ix 340-409 (1836); and Wilhelm Dindorf’s edition of Arstides 

ii 712-68 (1829). Patillon’s apparatus reports the readings of P (and where avail- 

able those of the independent Pc), but only eclectically divergent readings in the 

apographa of P; Schmid gives a fuller account. 
We are indebted for expert advice to Professor D. A. F M. Russell, Dr D. C. 

Innes, and Professor M. F. Heath. Dr Cockle’s draft was prepared for publication 

by Parsons, who takes responsibility for any errors and omissions. 

Fra 
(134) 6rav tic wetaBawwvr ad’ érépov |p’ Erepov a p]aypya 70d pu(Ev) 

c(vp)rAnpawcer, Tov d(e) 

erayyeNla xpyrat, K(al) drav Tic 6.3] acecw xpyTat, K(at) Gray Tic adnynpatiKoic 

cxnpace xpHrac. (135) K(aTa) d(€) avayyedAilav yiveras Grav Tic KoWwoTEpoic Gvopacu 

ypiyrar k(al) Toic cnpavtiKoic Toic] chddpa K(at) evapyac Sndovcw Ta Tpaypara 

5 K(al) 6rav Toic icodvvapodbcw AKicT]4 Twc XpHTaL K(al) Grav Toic mpaoTEpoic avtt 7(@v) 

Tpaxewv. (109) rept chodpd|ryntoc 

chodporyc 5(€) yiverau tpiyac, Kara) yul@pqnv K(at) Klara) cxjpwa K(al) K(aTa) 

AéEw. K(ata) pl(ev) yooun(v) 
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oUTWC, OTAV TLC C14 Je emf 4 ] K(al) avOictntar, 7 drav Tic €vdd€[o]ic 

mpocwroc emiTYysar 7) VTEpaylavakTHe K(al) drepcxeTALalye Toic GALyou 

10 ©a€louc, K(al) (111) drav O(€) dtomwe Tic €iKa] lye K(al) r(apa)BadAdAne. (113) TLo] d(€) 

peyictov €idévar xpn, 

Ore Orav He pr) icyupa CyntHmlata ra e& Erépwv THV pepadv, UTapyxn|[e d(€e) Ba- 

répouc ur) 7pddnAa (adra) (efvar), 6 d(€) Wc emi dporoyoup(Ev)oluc cxedov Toic 

Cytnpacw cuvaye[e Tov 

Noyov, ofc éctw 6 K(ata) Mecdiov. (116) K(ara) d(e)| cyjwara yiverar cho|dpdr|nc 

ovTw|c, OTaY TLC 

emupopiKoic xpyTae cynpace. K(aTa) O(€)| A€Ew yiverar chlodpdryc drav C10 

15 C.24. cx|Huactv tic xpyrale 

6.26 ee iS ae 2 oe 

I pcmAnpwcer, 0 2K 4K i fey 7 KK, KK, KE yvwun 8 kK 

gk 10 « wBardne z[. 9° 

‘{(From the section On Clarity and Purity) . . . By figure, clarity and purity are achieved thus... 

when someone, in passing from one topic] to another, completes one [and gives indication] of the 

other, [and when someone] uses... x. . .. and when someone [uses] narrative [figures. By dict]ion, 

clarity is achieved when someone [uses] more ordinary language [and language that is significant, ] 

which brings out the points strongly and vividly, [and when someone makes the minim]um use [of 

synonyms], and when he uses milder language instead of [harsh.] 

‘[On Vehem|ence. {Vehemence 1s achieved in three ways, by] thought and by figure and by dic- 

tion. 

‘By thought [thus, when someone . .. | . . . and opposes, or when someone [censures persons] 

held in high repute, or when he [is exceedingly] angry or indignant at people of little [worth, or when 

someone uses out-of-the-way imag]es and comparisons. But, as the most important point, one must 

know: [that when the claims] of the other parties [are not strong,] but it is possible [that the claims 

were not made clear to the other party beforehand, he (Demosthenes) organizes [his speech as if on 

the basis of | claims [that are almost agre]ed, as in the speech Against Meidias. 

‘{By] figures, vehemence is achieved thus: [when a speaker makes use of impetuous figures. ] 

‘{By] diction. vehemence is achieved [when . . . ] a speaker uses . . . figures...” 

Fr. A> begins in the middle of §134 epi cadnvetac Kal kafaporntoc. 

2 | acecw ypyrac: not in MSS. Before a a median horizontal descending slightly to the right, 

compatible with the right hand of a, mM, c, or T. In the break after érayyeAla ypyrat the words x(al) 

Otay Tuc (4H) are probably required. There is space for a dative plural third-declension feminine noun 

ending in -acic, whose nominative singular is of three syllables, or if ju) is present of two. «(al) drav 

Tuc put) 7\Aacecey xpyra ‘and whenever a speaker does not use fictions’ would fit the space, but other 

supplements may better suit the context: Professor Heath suggests «(ata)c|racecuw or érra(va)|Anecu, 

the former associated by Hermogenes (e.g. Jd. p. 236.17 Rabe) with ed«pwera. 

2-3 K(al) dray Tic adyynpatiKoic | [cynuwace ypHrar comes after dnAoveu Ta tpayuwara in MSS 

(cf. pap. line 4). This continues into §135, where the mediaeval text has a string of cai 67av clauses, 

each of which is not dependent on the preceding: 4854 presents these in a different order without 

affecting the sense of the paragraph. 
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3 K(ara) O(€) amayyeAlav yiwerar: kata 5€ dmayyeXlav ottwc MSS. 

orav: O was begun as a and was then overwritten. 

KOWOTEpOLC GVOpacW: KOWoTEpoLc ToIc dvdmwact MSS. 

4 evapyac: evepyectépac P: evapyectépouc G Vb: evapyectépwe Norrmann and later editors. 

5 HKect]a tee xpyrat: tec before icoduvapodcw MSS. 

After ypjzae MSS have the gloss 7a tpomica A€éyer Kal weradopiKa icodvvapobvra Toic Kuplo.c 

dyAovere, deleted by Finckh, Spengel, and most later editors. 

6 ff. §136, which follows § 135 in the mediaeval text, is found in fr. B>. Here the papyrus moves 

to §109, with the heading zrepi chodpd]ryroc. It is strange that tpayéwv should be run over into line 6. 

We should expect the heading, which is centred in mid-line, to stand by itself; compare B> 3. 

7 K(ata) yol@pny x(al) Kara) cyjwa Kal) Klara) A€EW: Kata yvounv, Kata cyHwa, Kara 

AéEw MSS. 

K(aTa) p(ev) yoopn(v): Kal KaTa ev yuopunv MSS. 

8 Jc em] c.4 |] K(al) avOictyrar, 7: notin MSS. There is stray ink above the left hand vertical of 

am in em, After emu a blank space with shadows of ink (since the surface seems undamaged, apparently 

an erasure rather than accidental damage), where the last element may be a high acute representing 

abbreviation. 

g After émutyds the mediaeval MSS continue with quotations from Demosthenes 10.46 and 

Thucydides 1.69 followed by [Aristides] §§ 110-11. The papyrus omits these but adds 7 depay]- 

avakTy K(al) UmepcyeTALalye Toic dAlyou | [a€touc, absent from the mediaeval text. 

7 vTepaylavakrhu: $112 chodpotyc dé ecTt Kal OTav Tic UTEpayavaKTy. 

UrepcxyeTAalne 1s hapax legomenon. 

Q-10 totc dAlyou | [aElouc, or perhaps Tote 6Alyou a|[€touc. This reconstruction, suggested by 

Dr Innes and Professor Collard, offers a suitable contrast with évéd€ouc. The ink at the end of g is 

vestigial, and might allow roic d6Atyoic, but that, in the normal sense of ‘the few (oligarchs), seems 

alien to the context. 

10 The papyrus apparently continues with the beginning of §111 Kai 6rav b€ atémwe Tic 

eikatn, adding «(al) t(apa)BaAAnu, which is not in the mediaeval text. It then skips to the latter part 

of §113. The intervening area in the mediaeval text is largely quotation from Demosthenes and 

‘Thucydides. 

Il 6rav Hu py icyupa CytHulata ta e€ érépwv TaV pepdv: dTav 7H uy icxupa CytHpata e€ 

éxatépwv tav wepav MSS. The reconstruction of the papyrus is not certain (but it seems that the first 

trace does not allow icy|vpa ra or ucxup|otara): the second ra may be a dittograph. 

vaapynle d(€): GAN’ drrapyn MSS. 

12 The supplementat the line-beginning from the mediaeval text of 34 characters is too long for 

the available space of ¢.26. Possibly @arépoic was abbreviated at the end of line 11, and emi contracted 

to ¢ (compare McNamee, Abbreviations 32). However ém/ is usually written in full in this papyrus. 

13, «(ara) 5(€)] cynwara yiverar cho[Spor] yc obra c: kara cyjwa dé o8Tw yiverar chodpotnc MSS. 

13-14 drav Tic emuopiKoic xpyrar totic cynwacw MSS: in the supplement I have omitted rote 

for the space. 

The papyrus omits the examples that follow in the mediaeval text and moves to the beginning 

of §116, which the MSS present as xara 6€ dmayyeNav [rourécte kata A€Ew secl. Schmid] chodporyc 

ylwera, Orav brepBodAde moje €v TH AOyw ofov KTA. 

14-15 A possible supplement is. . . 6rav €v 7a) Noyw brepBorrkote cx] jwacty tre xpyTa[u, but 

more is required to fill the available space. 

[. Tops of letters: the second trace is the high rising oblique of a contraction. 
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Fr. AY 
a a \ ¢ 

(119) Aov eSévar xpr) dtu al Tpeic aperal Tob Ady[ov, 7 TE cHodpdry< K(at) 7 

éudacic K(at) 7 TpaxUTyC, 
> \ a / vi A al / x / > a el k(al) 7H mpocnyopiar dvectHKacw, THL yo[bv Suvdper K(at) chodpa emiKowwvotcw 

a a A a n” om / 

aAAAatc. (165) Tod 8(€) un PoptiKde errawei|v, divacbar 6’, OTocaxwc av xpEla yEevy- 
> lal v4 oe | LA A LA \ € > 7 > \ \ 

TAL, eV TOIC TPOTFOLC EiclY Olde? TPWTOV O[TaV TLC fu7) We emBovAEdcac (adTOC) K(at) TApa- 

5 cKevachmevoc, aA’ we civnbec emi T[odTo SoKH cuvevexOjvar SedTEpov O- 
\ \ > 7 \ \ , , / LA \ 

Tav Tic Ta pev ATrOdLWcHTaL, TA Se Su[E€in: TpiTOC TpoTOC OTaY TpLW 

elev Te cuyyvapnv 

éd’ ofc av wédAAn A€yew aitHrar Tapa [ Tav diKactw@v: TéTapTov OTav ev 

Toic Kowoic Tov émawov éxnu Téu[TTOV Otay K(al) adtoic Toic AKkovoucw 
4 / > / > / av LA \ \ > / mpocnkew hacky. amrodéxecOar ald7a: ExTov Otay K(al) Toc avTOLKoUC 

es Y > ne > \ A \ \ s 4b > / 

10 loc TE H Tic EmidELKVUN TAaVTO TroLO|VTAac K(at) dewov Elvar PacKyL EKEl- 

vouc p(eév)] mrovety brrep THC €avTw@v Wohl eAclac, adTov d(€) 7. 

4 lines blank 

2K 3 8 or 6/ Il u7Ep 

‘{(From the section On Emphasis).] It is [of great] importance to know that the three qualities 

of expres[sion, vehemence, emphasis, and harshness,] even if they are different in name, yet [share 

much] the same [effect] one with another. 

‘Among the methods of avoiding offensiveness in praising [but still being able to do so in as 

many ways as the need ari]ses, are the following: first, when [someone gives the impression of being 

carried] into [it] [not out of a] preconcerted [plan of his own] but as being normal (?): [secondly 

when] someone rejects one set of arguments, but [goes] through the other [in detail: the third method 

is when someone, before speaking,] asks [the jurors their forbearance] for what he is about to say: 

[fourthly, when] someone receives his praise [in] general terms: fif[thly when (a speaker]) says that it 

is proper [even for the audience themselves] to accept th[{em: sixthly when] someone is able to show 

[that his opponents too] are doing the same, [and says that it is is dreadful that they] are doing (this) 

for their own ad[vantage, while he is not.’ 

Fr. AJ begins at the start of § 119, which in the mediaeval text is headed zepi éudacewe. It omits 

the rest of §119, and then transmits §165 complete, followed by a blank space of four lines. 

1 -]Aov eidévar xp7) ott (e.g. Ka96]Aov, 616]Aou Russell): tpd7ov wév twa MSS. 

2 dvectyKacw: dvectnKace MSS. 

3 adAjAatc emi mAcicToLc, Kal 7 TE chodpoTyc EudavTiKdc Adyoc ecrlv Kal ) Tpay’THC cpodpo- 

tyra dvvatat: «TA. MSS. The papyrus continues without a new heading into § 165. 

Professor Russell observes that this chapter seems originally to have referred not to praising 

in general but to praising oneself (as in the comparable passage [Hermog.] Meth. 25 = 441ff. Rabe), 

although the papyrus does not make this any clearer than the mediaeval text. 

4 &v Toic Tpdrrouc eiciv olde: mpwTov d[tav: ev Toic ToAuTiKOIc CyTHmaciw, Tpdzror €icly olde. 

mpa@tov ev orav MSS. The subject of the sentence that is qualified by rod pr) doprixa@c émawetv 
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is clearer in the mediaeval text. In the papyrus zoAttuKoic Cn7Hwacw seems to have fallen out, and 
Tpomot been assimilated to the dative. 

4-5 tapa]| cKevacdpevoc: mapackevacuévoc MSS: Tapeckevacuevoc edd. 

5 aXd’: the cross bar of a is written twice. 
5-6 GW’ we civnbec emi tlodro d0Ky cuvevexOnvar: devTepov 6|rav tic Ta pev: GAA’ ac 

cuvavayKacBetc Kat [Kai del. Norrmann] én tod70 50Ky cuvevexOjvar devtepov [P: dedTepov dé cett.| 
drav tic Ta ev MSS. che cbvnGec exists elsewhere as a set phrase, ‘as usual’. But here it should parallel 
we émBovdevcac in 4. This is syntactically awkward, and in any case the sense seems less suitable to 
the context than ‘by necessity’, as in the mediaeval text. (Russell compares [Hermog.] Meth. 442.64f. 
Rabe; an alternative contrast would be between ‘preparation’ and ‘spur-of-the-moment invention’; 
see § 101.) 

6 amoduocnra pap.: aoduwbj7a1 MSS: dzo08uw67 Spengel. The sense is the same whether the 
3rd sing. Aor. Subj. Mid. or Pres. Subj. Mid. is read. 

7 pédAn pap., coni. Spengel: wéAror MSS. 

10 émidercvig: emdeccvivar MSS: dodetxvivar Norrmann. The subjunctive in the papyrus 

after ofdc re 7) is clearly wrong. 

TavTo: TO adto MSS. 

Il €avt@v: adt@v MSS (according to Schmid): adrav Spengel. 

16 ‘Traces of the tops of letters. 

Fr. B> 

Ga ok Boca 
xpnta K(at) 6rav Toic eudatiKoi|c 

77 (136) wept Bp[ayttyToc Kai c(vv)Topiac 

Bpaxttyc d(€) K(at) c(vv)ropia yivet[ar K(ata) yoounv, K(ara) AéEw. K(ara) 

5 plev) yywmpnv ovTWC, OTav Tic Tl Otc avayKatotc EvOdC c(UU)TAEKNTAL TOV TpayLaTwr K(al) 

OTav Tic 47 evdcaTpiPye Totc Hrro| py(Eév)ouc c.16 K(al) OTav TLC [L7) 

Tacw we mponyoupevoic xpy[ Tat, aAAa Toic p(ev) (Wc) Tponyoupevotc Toic H(€) uy OVTW. 

(137) [k(ara) A€Ew] 8(€) yi(verar) [Bpayttyc K(at) c(vv)romla, orav Tic py Talc 

m(apa)ppactikaic tav A€Eewv, adX(a) 

[raic evbeiarc xpyra|i, o[rav xn emaywrilyta TH A€EEr TA tcodvvapovvTa 

10 ©=[m(apa)riBeic,] GAAA SnAWcalc TO TPGypa TH cnuawotcy A€EEr EvOVC aTadAayH 

K(al) ev ddiyw 

[ c.10 i aah 

2k 4 Ok cTopa 5 ew 8 ot 

*... uses x and when [a speaker uses] striking phases. 

‘On Brevity and Conciseness 

‘Brevity and conciseness are achieved by thought and by diction. 

‘By thought thus, when someone immediately engages in the essentials of the matter and when 

someone does not dwell on the questions in dispute . . . [and when someone does not treat] all points 

as leading issues but some as leading issues and some not. 
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‘[By diction, brevity and conciseness] are achieved [when someone does not use circumlocutory 

expressions, but the straightforward ones; when he does not lay stress on the expression by juxtapos- 

ing synonyms,] but, having indicated [the matter by the significant expression, straightway moves on 

and briefly...]’ 

1-2 These lines are not present in the mediaeval text. 

2 toic éudatixot|c. The mediaeval text has a section (§$ 119-23) wepi eudacewc, of which the 

first sentence appears in fr. A) 1-3. Compare [Aristides] treyvav pntopixav P8133 Kal To Toic ArToV 

eupavtikoic xpycOat dvdpuace kal Ta puKpoTepa emi TaV peyaAwy dvomalew Tod Eldouc THC apeAciac 

ectlv. Eupatikoc and éudavtixdc commonly appear as variants in MSS. 

4 §136 begins. cal before kara A€Ew add. Norrmann. The supplement from the mediaeval text 

is some 24 letters short of those in adjacent lines. 

$135, which precedes in the mediaeval recension, is found in fr. A> 2-6. 

5 orav tic t[olc avayKato.c: 6Tav Toic avayKatouc MSS. 

6 drav Tic fur) evd.atpiBye Tote Ho pnu(Ev)ouc. This clause is not in the mediaeval text. nzo[ is 

probably from a perfect participle of azopéw. Compare Aristotle Pol. III 1281a 38 av ody 7 véjmoc pev 

dAtyapxiKoc de 7) OnoKpaTiKoc, Tl diolcer TEpL THY Hropypevwr; 

8-9 The surface fibres are stripped, leaving only occasional traces of ink. ‘The reconstruction is 

therefore very uncertain. Note that Patillon adds xai before érav in g; the traces would allow this. 

11 [ c10 |, ,[: the damaged letters (first suggests N or perhaps a1) not obviously reconcilable 

with the next part of the mediaeval text. 

Fr. BY 

3 lines space 

6.36 ] m(apa)ckevnv 76 Kata) T(Hv) atrayyeAlav 

6.36 ].¢,€¢, we BobAetau ottwece mapa) 

6.36 ] 0176 Tuc TOAAOD aEvov, ef Atown- 

6.36 Jowwe tobro ott[allwe odv movec 

5 6.36 Jrov evn mpocty.¢.[.]..[ 
£36 ibe tera. blake sai 
6.38 acu ayyl JA vf Jul 
C47 ol 

I 7, k T\ 

The material is not present in the mediaeval text. 

The first line stands level with line 3 of fr. B+. Presumably the blank space above separates 

one section from another, as in AJ (it cannot belong to an upper margin, since the other side shows 
no such space). 

On the evidence of fr. AJ c. 36 letters are missing at the beginning of lines 1-6. 
Line 1 contains technical terms. The rest might be taken as a quoted example, especially if 

A€yw is recognised in 6 (compare 3, a possible reference to a Homeric figure; 4 a possible singular 
imperative). 

1 K(ara) r(qv) arayyeAav: ‘in respect of style’ (Latin elocutio), the noun used repeatedly in this work. 
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2 | ¢ ev we: first, high horizontal ligature joining just below the top of 1 (r, €, 1); second, r or 
perhaps tt (second upright not visible); third, 1 or perhaps N. e€izreiv we BobAera would be possible. 

ovrwvec: ink above the first v, possibly on fibres twisted from the recto; of 7 the vertical and right- 
hand crossbar; of the second : the upper half, perhaps ligature from preceding letter at top left. 

3 | .ovro: the right-hand side of z, kK, M or x: e.g, vopt| Corto. 
In a&vov the n is faint, but c cannot be read. 
Avojn- suits the ink better than dic jur); if €? is right, we cannot divide 66 py(-). Diomedes is 

used as an example of friendship in Menander Rhetor II p- 396.17 (Russell and Wilson), and of tem- 
perance ibid. II p. 416.20. But, as Professor Russell suggests, the context (7oAAod a€évov) might suggest 
a reference to his proverbial bargain in exchanging his bronze armour for the gold armour of Glau- 
cus (Jl. 6.234—6). Dr Innes compares the use of Menelaus as an example in §§ 164 and 166. 

4 Jovwc: of 9 the lower curve of a circle, compatible also with e or M. 
movel: OF Tolet. 

5 evne: évqe from eveyue or evinus, or ev Hu. 

mpoc: minimal traces of p; ¢ overwritten, possibly altered to € = é(7i). 
6 al: te[, re[ or 70 [ also possible. 

7 JAacw ayy[ JA v[: very uncertain. First a might be a, rr might be Tr,; at end perhaps |Avav[ 

(ayy[e]Avav[?). 
8 ] 7 _[: before 7 possibly the right-hand half of o. 

He Os 

037-40 levi 
6.2528 “ovK ayvow fev o]bv oT. Tov XaplOypov evep- 

yetny (elvat) twec TH}c TOAEwC olovrat” (€ctiv) év TeALKOD K | epadatov EideL. EbvOUC y(dp) €- 

€.37-40 ].a y(ap) mempaypéva SnAot may 

5 6.37—-40 ]. y(ap) K(at) wé7epov,  Dedv Toic 

C.3'7-40 Je Tote epyou adAwe ev epwrn- 

C.42-45 Je K(at) rode edhpovotvrac 

648-51 Ju y() Aeyou(Ev)ouc. edvouc y(ap) 

648-51 ke eee 

WA 4 5 VK Gh Be 8 ¥ Aeyopouc, g | ‘[, Le. abbreviation 

mark visible above lacuna, |ve.dor’ 

The material is not present in the mediaeval text. On the evidence of A> ¢.37 letters are miss- 

ing at the beginnings of lines 1-6, on that of B— c.40 letters. The subject matter seems to concern 

evvo.g; cf. lines 2, 7, and 8. There is a section epi edvolac in Anonymous, mpodeyopueva Tept Tov 

evpécewv (Walz, Rhetores Graeci vii 1, p. 66.11-24). There it forms part of a discussion of prologues, and 

that may be the context here: Professor Russell notes that [Herm.] Jnv. p. g9 Rabe uses the same pas- 

sage of Demosthenes quoted here as an example of ‘breaking down good prejudices’ in the prologue. 

Note that the other side of this fragment contains material suitable to a sample prologue. 

Dr Innes notes: ‘I would suggest a link between the new material (C> and CJ) and [Aris- 

tides] §$144-166, the three genres of oratory, encomium, deliberative and forensic. C> has the 

te\Ka Kepadaia, which are analysed under deliberative oratory at §§ 151 ff (even if the actual technical 
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terminology of reAcKa KedaAara is not used). Then CY has phrases identifying forensic oratory — per- 

haps all from one model proem, or just “flosculi” to identify the genre. The speech of Demosthenes 

(23) cited at C- 2-3 is a prominent exemplar elsewhere in [Aristides], especially §§ 149 ff as a model 

for mixing elements from the three genres. 

‘Have we in this papyrus a variant version of [Aristides’] mediaeval tradition, in which the 

three genres follow after the analysis of individual qualities ?” 

2-3 Demosthenes 23.6 od« ayvo@ peév obv ori Tov Xapidnpuov evepyérny elvai Twec THC ToAEwe 

olovrau: éyad b€, dv wep & BotAopai Te Kal ofda mempayper’ exeivw SuvnO® mpoc bac eizeiv, oiwac 

deiEew od povov od evepyérnv, GAAG Kal KaKovovcraTov avOpwTwY anavTwy Kal TOAD TavavTl’ 7 

mpochxev vrevAnppevov. Only the first sentence is quoted here, but the comment may look back to the 

elements in boldface in what follows. 

3 &v teAtKod Kledadaiov cider. The simplest supplement would be ev xJefadaiou etder, ‘as 

a heading’ (i.e. to the demonstration of Charidemus’ kaxdvora that follows). However, the second 

sentence of Dem. 23.6 is quoted in the context of teAuka kedddAara, ‘heads of purpose’, in a passage 

attributed to Sopater in cyéAva Cuptavod Kal Cwratpov kat Mapxeddivov etc craceic Tov ‘Eppoyévouc 

(Walz, Rhetores Graeci iv pp. 757-8) kown dé wébodoc TavTwv THY Kedadaiwy TobTwY THY TEALKAY, 7) 

Kata avridacw eicaywyn: et wev yap exourev deiEar, OTL SikaLov 7) cunpEepov TO TpOKElpmEVoV EcTL, TOUTO 

KaTackevacomev ef d€ uy, Epodpmev, OTL OVK AdLKOV 7) OK AcUpopoV: EecTL dé avTOD TO TapaderypLa 

Kal Tapa TM pytopt . . . (Pp. 757-22) Kal yap 6 AnuocBérync ev TH Kata Apictoxpatouc aicHdpevoc 

Tove avTiAéyovtac TO KaTa avTipacw eicayovTac, OTL El Kal fur) EUVOUC ecTly 6 Xapldynmoc TH TOAEL 

adn’ ouTE Ve dvcvouc ék Tpoou.iwy ev0vc avatpet TO TOLOVOE, Kal deléew errayyéeAXeTat KQKOVOUCTATOV 

packwy, “éyw dé, av mep .. . (p. 758.3) Kal moAd Todvartiov 7} mpochKev UrretAnupevov.” On TeAiKa 

xepadAaca, see further R. Volkmann, Die Rhetorik der Griechen und Romer (71885) 301; H. Lausberg, Hand- 

book of Literary Rhetoric (Leiden 1998) § 375. 

4 |. a: descending ligature meeting middle left-hand of a: ] ra could be read. 

dnAo?: Demosthenes shows that all his (Charidemus’) actions were disloyal? 

5, |.: horizontal ink at mid-level and at line-level. Then y’1.e. y(ap) or perhaps 7’ 1.e. r(wv). 

moTepov: an example of a question (see 6)? Cf. §122 efra 7) €pwrncic: mOTEpov vpiv, @ avdpec 

Adnvaiot, doKket picbwrdc Aicyivyc 7 E€voc etvar AdeEavdpou; (Dem. 18.52). 

_, Qedv: horizontal ink at mid-level joins and continues through a c-shape with above it an 

acute accent or abbreviation sign. Perhaps ¢’ = (cév) was the intention, but that does not account for 

the horizontal ink (something erased? a cancellation stroke ?). 

Gedy is more likely than @éwy. Be@v and evvora are linked in Dem. 1.2; 2.22; 11.16 and 

18.153, 195. 

6 dAdwe or add’ ac. 

€v Epwr7-: €.g epwrn[cer (Eepwrh[atr), epwrylcewe cynmare. Cf. 5 moTepov? 

7 |c: high curve descending to the right. 

8 Ju y¥ Aeyou(Eév)ouc: if we take the second letter as y’ and expand it as y(ap) (as elsewhere in this 

papyrus), something must have dropped out of the text. If we take it as 7’, it may represent -rwy (see 

McNamee, Abbreviations 116), €.g. roic rept Tov|7(wv) Aeyou(Ev)ouc. 

g E.g. ta&]y €id67(wv), culverd67(wv). Quotation? 

recs 

Ie 
ETépouc opwu. [| jecc duxacty|[ 6.38 

du adAnv Twa ToradTyv ade [ 6.38 
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K(at)nyopycavta Toul. éyw d[ 6.38 

5 7 w@cte avTo Tobvavriov [ 6.38 
> / \ Aa 

Eol Pyt mpoc TovTov ov _[ 6.38 

TOU TapovToc ayavoc| C41 
SAN ay iz \ Pd aed 

n €TEpwe K(al) avTol ev Tw| CAI 

Je. e790. 

Ab Fey UOKe & CMs 

The material is not present in the mediaeval text. On the evidence of fr. AY c. 38 letters are 
missing at the ends of lines 2-6. 

The author of [Aristides], rexvav pytopixav a’, very rarely uses the first person singular in 

his own exposition. Exceptions are Aéyw in §2 and dni in § 149. So 6pa (2), éyw and éoi (4 and 6), 

pnt (6) are probably in quoted speech, and that is confirmed by rot tapdévtoc dyavoc (7) and by the 

absence of technical terms. No quotation from Attic oratory has been firmly identified, even allow- 

ing for the minor variants that citations of the classics often exhibit in [Aristides]. We may then be 

dealing with an exemplary composition: the material suggests a model proem. The paragraphos below 

7 could mark the end of one continuous passage; then 7) érépwc, ‘or alternatively’, could introduce 

a second model. 

1 |. [: foot of vertical below line, as of 1, p, or >. 

2 opwu _[ Jecc: the traces are difficult: opapev (ope pev) etc, op@par etc, 6p@ prydete (ud’ etc) 

seem not to fit. Then e.g. duxacty[c, duxacty[ prov. The overall structure may contrast the behaviour 

of the speaker with that of others (érépouc . . . (4) éyw d[€). 

3 adc _[: the foot of a vertical. E.g. rovatrny docx tav; cf. Isocrates 15.297. 

4 tout: the interpretation is uncertain. Above the apparent 1 two traces that most suggest an 

acute accent bisected by a patch of damage. Such a stroke might indicate a numeral, or a contraction 

(although we would expect it to stand further to the right); if the latter, it might be possible to take the 

‘’ asa damaged 7, i.e. tour for rov7(wv). Alternatively, the two traces may represent an asymmetrical 

diaeresis. In that case we may have a haplography rovi for rov¢rov)i. Compare Dem. 23.1 (the speech 

quoted in C> 2-3) pndeic tuav, & avdpec APnvaior, vopicn pyr’ idiac €xOpac ewe pundepac evex’ 

KEW Apictoxpatouc KaTnyopncovra TOUTOUL KTA. 

5 avo tobvvaytiov: cf. Demosthenes 22.5 éyw 8’ adro tovvaytiov olojwat, Dem. 55.17. 

_[: horizontal or rising ink at mid-line, compatible with +. 

6 _[: low left-hand descending curve, as of €, 6, 0, C, 6; or possibly, if a further small upright 

trace level with letter-tops is not delusory, >. 

7 tov tapovtoc ayavoc: a phrase from Attic oratory (e.g. Dem. 57.1, in a proem), taken up by 

rhetoricians of the Roman period (Ael. Arist. [7poc [TAatwva p. 5.22 Jebb; Maximus Rhet. p. 432.13 

Rabe; Lib. Decl. 13.1, in a proem). 

tw: or Tol. 

\We Wes, lal, CiOXOUS IES 
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4855. TeExny PHTOPIKH 

112/114 (a) + 115/24 (a) Fr. 1 10.5 x 23.8 cm Mid third century 
Fr. 2 14.9 x 23.9 cm Plates VI-VII 

Two fragments containing a column each, written across the fibres. Although 

these two fragments come from different boxes, there is clear evidence that they 

belong to the same roll. 

On one side, we have documentary texts written along the fibres, joined 

in a TOpoc cuyKoAAncuoc: on fr. 1, line-beginnings from a sale of land; on fr. 2, 

line-ends, then a heavy follesis and line-beginnings from another sale of land, writ- 

ten in a different hand. The line-ends on fr. 2 can be seen to belong to the same 

document as fr. 1: the hand is similar, the wide upper margin of 8 cm is the same, 

and the name of the same seller, Dioskoros son of Anoubion, occurs in both. The 

formulas point to a Hermopolite provenance. The date-formula (see P. Bureth, Les 

Titulatures impérials dans les papyrus, les ostraca et les inscriptions d’Egypte (30 a.C. — 284 

p.C.) (Bruxelles 1964) 104, third form) in lines 16-17 can be reconstructed across the 

fragment as follows: 1) mpdcic Kupia. (€rouc) KB [Adtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Mapkovu 

Abpnrtiov Ceovnpov Av|twvivov IlapOixot pleyic|rov Bpetav|vixod] | pweyicrov 

Teppavixot peyictov [EbiceBotc CeBacrot (month, day), i.e. 22nd year of Cara- 

calla = 213/14. Thus 45 letters are lost between the right-hand edge of fr. 1 and the 

left-hand edge of fr. 2. Given that in the preserved beginning of line 17, 26 letters 

(plus word-spaces) occupy just over 8 cm, we can calculate that the missing 45 let- 

ters would require approximately 14 cm of papyrus. ‘The second document has the 

same distinctive deep upper margin (but in this case filled with writing by a third 

hand). 

Each fragment of the literary text contains one column, and the lacuna of ¢.14 

cm in between has precisely enough room for one column plus side-margin. ‘This 

means that fr. 1 preserves col. 1, and fr. 2 col. i, of the same sequence, while col. 

i is lost. Col. 11 contains the end of the work and gives the title réyvn pytopiKn, 

written in a slightly bigger size. Col. 1 contains 27 lines, while col. 11 contains 20 

lines. Col. 1 has lost a few letters of the beginning and end of individual lines, but it 

preserves the upper and the lower margin, which are respectively 1.8 cm and 3 cm 

wide. Col. iii is damaged just at the beginning of individual lines, apart from lines 

3-6, but from 2 to 8 its left-hand outside margin is partially preserved and is about 

2 cm wide. Its right-hand outside margin is about 1.5 cm wide. Its upper margin 1s 

about 1.8 cm wide. After the final title, the rest of the column is blank to a depth of 

about 6.8 cm. The interlinear space is about 4 mm. 

The script, to be assigned to the ‘Formal Mixed’ type, is upright, basically 

bilinear (apart from 1, p, T, Y, and $, whose uprights protrude below the baseline), 

with occasional ligatures (especially between a and the following letter and in the 
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diphthong €1) and a remarkable contrast between square and rounded letters. In- 
dividual letter-shapes to be noted are: a, usually in three strokes at a sharp angle, 
with right-hand diagonal tending to be shorter because of the rapidity of the 
writing (a feature that may be observed in a and a also); 8, with triangular lower 
loop protruding below the baseline (iii 15); « with broad curve; N, with shorter 
right-hand diagonal, rapidly written from the lower extremity of the left-hand 
diagonal without lifting the pen; 0, rather small and lying in the middle or in the 
upper part of the writing space; $, with rather flat body; «, with no separation 
into two lobes and lying in the upper part of the writing space. The scribe is able 
to keep an even right edge to the column by enlarging the last letter of the line 
(see, for instance, the large N in iii, at the end of 3 and 6, and the protrusion of the 
central stroke of € at the end of 10 in the same column). Although the hand is cer- 
tainly skilful and competent, the general graphic impression reveals rapidity and 
irregularity. Occasionally individual words seem to be separated by small blank 

spaces (see, for stance, 1 10, between diébecw and Kav; 11, between drarpeirar 

and etc; 1 6, between yapeiv and e?; 8, within the sequence dmAaé pev al Carncw; 

14, between { and xara dicw; 15, between Biw and ioc). At the same time, there 

are ligatures between groups of letters belonging to two different words (iii 17, 5é 

and xarnyopia) and, vice versa, small spaces within a single word (iii 4, within 

mpayjwatiKai, where the three final letters are separated from the rest of the word 

by a slightly wider space; 17, between the two first letters and rest of the word 

evavtiwv). Given that the recto provides as a terminus post quem the year 213/14, this 

literary script might be reasonably assigned to the middle of the third century. 

This is based on the assumption of a minimum time interval of 5-10 years for the 

reuse of the papyrus; cf. GMAW? 19, and M. Lama, ‘Aspetti di tecnica libraria ad 

Ossirinco: copie letterarie su rotoli documentari’, Aegyptus 71 (1991) 55-120, esp. 

87-92. Parallels for this script are: II 223 (pl. I, GLA 21a), early ii ap (on the recto: 

petition of ap 186); I 23 (pl. VI), 11 Ap (date on the verso: AD 295) + P. Berol. 9766 

(= BKT 2.53-4), from the same roll and written in an almost identical hand. Cf. 

also XXII 2341, a document dated to 202 (GLH pl. 19c), which presents however 

more cursive elements. 
Inorganic diaeresis occurs in 17 iwc, 17 t6vac. No accents. Punctuation is 

marked by means of paragraphus below the beginning of the line and dicolon within 

the line (cf. GMAW? 8-0). In iii 6, where the end of the sentence coincides with 

the end of the line, no dicolon occurs. In 1 21 a superfluous dicolon occurs. Paragra- 

phus appears not to be marked in 1 6 and 27, and ii 8 and 14, whether by a slip or 

because the ink has completely faded; in 11 to it is missing probably because of 

fibre damage. 

Scriptio plena occurs in i 4 deappyv; 5 Tamavtan; 25 mavtaacadn; 27 deotav; 

ili I-2 deo|car; 4-5 delocar; 10-11 de|[ax]. Elision occurs in: 1 17 emayopac, e7iduac. 

Itacistic spelling occurs in 1 6 pupaxco[v. Corrections occur in: 1 3, deletion of 
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a superfluous letter by means of two diagonal strokes, z[[p|]orepov; i 20, addition 

of kaxwc in the interlinear space in a slightly smaller script, seemingly by the same 

hand; in the same line correction currente calamo in the sequence yzpov[, where the 

7 has been written on a previous erroneous 7. 

The bibliological and palaeographical features of 4855—handbook script 

equipped with some punctuation and reading marks, the presence of corrections 

by the scribe himself, and the fact that it is written on reused papyrus—allow us 

to classify it as a not particularly expensive but still decent copy of a literary text. 

Therefore it represents a new interesting piece of evidence to contribute to the 

picture of Oxyrhynchus’ book production based on the recycling of documentary 

rolls drawn by Lama, Aegyptus 71 (1991) 94-101, 112. 

The content of the two preserved columns offers the classification of 7pocwzrov 

and zpaya applied to a law (col. 1) and the classification of écecc (col. i). In spite 

of the title réyvn pytopixy, the matter in this treatment is presented in a rather 

summary form. The closest parallel is found in the textbooks called Progymnasmata, 

especially that of Theon on véuoc and Oécic, who, however, presents them in re- 

verse order; see pp. 82-102 Patillon—Bolognesi (for editions see the list at the end 

of this introduction), and concluding remarks after i 17-18 n. Cic. Inv. 1.34-44 

offers an earlier detailed treatment (cf: M. C. Leff, “The Topics of Argumentative 

Invention in Latin Rhetorical Theory from Cicero to Boethtus’, Rhetorica 1 (1983) 

23-44, esp. 27-31). 
The zpdcwzov (the agent) and the zpayya (the action) are the two basic com- 

ponents of every argument, and play an important role in the theory of tézroe/ loci 

in Greek and Latin Rhetoric as two of the six elements of the so-called circum- 

stance (zrepicracic), the other being ypévoc, té70¢, Tpézroc, and airia, as theorized 

in Herm. Stas. pp. 29.7-31.18 and [Herm.] nv. pp. 140.10-147.15. According to 

Herm. Stas. p. 29.7-11, mpocwzov/agent and mpaypa/action are the two essentials 

of cracic theory, a theory that ‘sought to classify the different kinds of dispute with 

which speakers have to deal, and to develop effective strategies of argument for 

handling each kind’ (M. Heath, Hermogenes: On Issues (Oxford 1995) 2). An account 

of this treatment is to be found in B. Schouler, ‘La Classification des personnes et 

des faits chez Hermogéne et ses commentateurs’, Rhetorica 8 (1990) 229-54, esp. 

233-50; cf. also Heath, Hermogenes, esp. 63-6 and 92—5. Our text considers and 

analyses 7pdcw7ov before mpayya, as recommended by Sopater, RG'5, p. 40.28, in 

particular 5~7: kai Aéyomev, OTe mpotéctyKEe TO ToLoby TOU TroLOUpEVOL, Kal PUCEL 

Ta TpOcwTA TMV TpayuaTwr ectiv: od yap mpayOein TpGypLa [Lr TpotidectwTOoOC 

mpocwrrov. Each division is subdivided into eight parts. Each part is illustrated by 

reference to a ‘fictional’ law: the father-beater should be punished by having his 
hand cut off. 

The Oécic represents a progymnasma that consists of arguing for or against 

a general proposition, different from the ddGecic (= technical term for the sub- 
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ject of a declamation or a speech) because it does not have the mepicracic, i.e. 
Mpocwmov, mpaypua, aitia, etc., according to Theon, p. 82.1416 (= 120.14~16), 
[Herm.] pp. 24.1-25.2, Aphth. pp. 41.22-42.5, Nicolaus Sophista pp. 71.11-72.6 
(cf. Quint. 3.5.7-8). In 4855 @écecc are classified on the basis of two different cri- 
teria. ‘The first subdivision is based on their content and includes three groups: 
Gécerc Oewpnrixat (e.g. nature of universe), 7O«al, a group unique to 4855 (e.g. 

how to treat friends), and mpaypariKai (e.g. should one sail? should one marry? 

should one farm?). The other authors of Progymnasmata offer a subdivision into two 

groups: @écevc of a theoretical nature—named fewpytixat by Theon, [Herm.], 

and Aphth., and inspectvae sive intellectwae by Prisc. Praeexercitamina (pp. 47.30-48.1 

Passalacqua = p. 559.22-3 Halm), ducixai by Nic. Soph. (p. 76.18-20)—and 6écexc 

related to an action, a practical activity, named mpaxtixat by Theon, woActixai 
by [Herm.] (who also uses as synonym zpaxtixat), Aphth., and Nic. Soph., and 

actiwae by Prisc. (p. 47.30 Passalacqua = p. 559.22—-3 Halm). The second subdivision 

in 4855 is based on the structure of $écevc and includes two groups, a7Aai and 

cvyKpitixat. This corresponds to the subdivision into azAat and dumAai found in 

{[Herm.] p. 25.16-21. A #écic aA concerns the question whether the implementa- 

tion of an action should be recommended, while a @écuc duA7} concerns the ques- 

tion whether the implementation of an action should be recommended instead of 

another action (cf. [Herm.] p. 25.20-21: . . . duAn, det yap Tob ev amortperen, 

émt d€ TO mpotpemecv). Further, Theon (p. 94.5-7 = p. 128.5-7) offers the distinc- 

tion between Oécerc amAat and cuveCevypévar. The fécic cuvelevypévy consists of 

a composite fécic that debates whether the implementation of an action should 

be recommended to a particular type of person: for example e? BactAel yawnréov. 

[Herm.] also mentions this type under a different name, Gécic mpdc 7, and gives 

the same example as Theon (p. 25.19). Not surprisingly themes and wording of in- 

dividual theseis in 4855 share with the other progymnasmata texts the echo of popular 
wisdom and didascalic approach. Therefore they appears rather distant from an 

exclusively technical dimension and in a very broad perspective could be traced 

back to Hesiod’s didactic poetry: see, for instance, 11 3~4 on children’s education 

and care for friends, iii 5-6 on sailing, marriage, and farming, and i g-10 and 

13-14 on engagement in rhetoric and military activity. 
In spite of its closeness to the progymnasmatic tradition, the new text presents 

several features that are not exactly paralleled in the extant tradition of Rhetores 

Graeci et Latim. The following elements/aspects are particular interesting: the vari- 

ations in the subdivision of zpécwzov and zpaypa into eight parts (see 1 1-2 and 

11-24 nn.), the role of the heading ro cadéc in the analysis of the law (see 1 24~7 and 

24-5 nn., and the final remarks after ii 17-18 n.), the list of headings to be applied 

in the Oécuc-exercise (see iii 14 ff. and 15-16 nn.), and especially the tripartite clas- 

sification of #écerc including the hitherto unattested group of @écewc Oat, which 

is the most original feature of 4855 (see iii 1-6 n.), Moreover, the presentation of 
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the material is to be examined in relation to the sequence of the different exercises 

found in the extant Progymnasmata (see final remark after ii 17-18 n.). In any case 

4855 contributes further evidence to illustrate how large and diverse was the range 

of such rhetorical handbooks and their variations of doctrine within this con- 

tinuously developing teaching tradition (for an updated and detailed survey see M. 

Heath, “Theon and the History of the Progymnasmata’, GRBS 43 (2003/4) 129-60; 

idem, Menander: A Rhetor in Context (Oxford 2004) esp. Part IT). réyvar pnropiKat 

attributed to Rufus (later second century) and Apsines (third century) survive, of 

which the former as transmitted takes summary form. However, we have no way to 

tell whether 4855 is a copy or summary of a work that circulated widely, or a local 

teacher’s manual. The fact that the end-title does not name the author tells against 

the first possibility (but see final remarks after 11 17-18 n.). 

Other papyri transmit texts belonging to the progymnasmata category. P. Mich. 

inv. 6 + P. Palau Rib. inv. 155 (JAPA 53 (1922) 136-41 and Aegyptus 66 (1986) 114-20), 

part of a miscellaneous codex (M—P* 2294, LDAB 0552, CPP 0420; cf. Heath, 

“Theon’ 141), written in an unpractised and irregular majuscule of the third cen- 

tury, contains a definition and analysis of the fable comparable with ‘Vheon’s ac- 

count. PSI I 85, Appunti di retorica, latest edition by G. Bastianini, in M. S. Funghi 

(ed.), Aspetti di letteratura gnomica nel mondo antico ti (Firenze 2004) 249-63; M—P® 2287, 

LDAB 5248, CPP 0357), contains a definition of chreva followed by a now lost sec- 

tion on diegema (11/11 AD); its nature as provisional notes is shown by the fact that it 

is written in a quite inaccurate hand on the verso of a document, and the remain- 

ing part of the verso itself has been further used to write a documentary note (see 

Heath, “Theon’ 141, and Bastianini, loc. cit. 251-4). The structure question/answer 

of PSI I 85 has a parallel in a papyrus codex of unknown provenance, P. Vindob. 

G 754 (M—P* 2288, LDAB 63096, vi ab), a sort of rhetorical catechism dealing with 

prooumion, duegesis, and stasets. 

4855 adds evidence for the spread of rhetoric in Oxyrhynchus (cf. J. Kriiger, 

Oxyrhynchos in der Raiserzeit (Frankfurt a. M. 1990) 345), where a number of texts of 

different levels have been found. Apart from the already mentioned PSI I 85, see: 

IH 410, Rhetorical ‘Treatise in Doric (2nd half of ii ap), containing rather simple 

and practical instructions for good writing; X VII 2086v (ii ap), remains of notes 

a rather elaborate system of topor; P. Thomas 15, rhetorical handbook dealing with 

staseis and topot (11 AD). 

The reconstruction, the interpretation, and the overall assessment of the 

text have greatly benefited from valuable suggestions and comments by Dr R. A. 

Coles, Prof. M. Heath, Dr D. C. Innes, Dr 'T. Reinhardt, and especially Prof. D. A. 
Russell. 
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Last of editions used for specific authors: 

Aphthonius: H. Rabe, Aphthoni Progymnasmata (Leipzig 1926) 

Apsines: M. Patillon, Apsinés, Art rhétorique: Problémes a Faux-Semblant (Paris 2001) (cf. C. Walz, 

Rhetores Graeci, ix (Stuttgart 1836); L. Spengel, Rhetores Graeci, i/2 (Leipzig 184.4)) 

[Augustinus], Tulius Victor, Sulpicius Victor: K. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores (Leipzig 

1863) 

Consultus Fortunatianus: L. Calboli Montefusco, Consulti Fortunatiani Ars Rhetorica (Bologna 

1979) 
Hermogenes: H. Rabe, Hermogenis Opera (Leipzig 1913); [Herm.] = Progymnasmata, whose 

authenticity is doubtful; similarly as [Herm.] Jn. I refer to the treatise zepi 

evpecewc wrongly ascribed to Hermogenes 

Ioannes Sardianus: H. Rabe, Joannis Sardiant Commentarium in Aphthonu (Leipzig 1928) 

Libanius: R. Foerster, Libani Opera, 1-xii (Leipzig 1903-23) 

Nicolaus Sophista: J. Felten, Nicola Progymnasmata (Leipzig 1913) 

Priscianus: K. Halm, Rhetores Latini Minores (Leipzig 1863); Praeexercitamina: M. Passalacqua, 

Prisciant Caesariensis Opuscula, 1 (Rome 1987) 

Rufus: M. Patillon and L. Brisson, Longin Fragments: Rufus, Art rhétorique (Paris 2001) (cf. C. 

Walz, Rhetores Graeci, i (Stuttgart 1834); L. Spengel, Rhetores Graeci, 1/2 (Leipzig 

1844)) 
Theon: M. Patillon and G. Bolognesi, Aelius Théon: Progymnasmata (Paris 1997) with corre- 

sponding pages of the edition by L. Spengel, Rhetores Graeci, 11 (Leipzig 1853) given 

in brackets 

Sopater: C. Walz, Rhetores Graeci, v (Stuttgart 1833) 

Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini, Scholia ad Hermog. Status: C. Walz, Rhetores Graeci, iv (Stuttgart 

1833) 
Syrianus: H. Rabe, Syriani in Hermogenem Commentania, 111 (Leipzig 1892-3) 
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Fr 1i(col. 1) 

top 

7. evochucwaywynvyndikiay , __ [ 

Ev abocdsabect ovcovorratp tu, [ 

_omewcOw : yevocu v_||pllotepovber| 

c_.. : pucwdeappnvynOyAca : | 

5 __. povuBpictncraravranka., | 

|... tTpeoc : nAcktavrrarcnpupa .t.| 

xX. . “dwwtyncwovorynKavapyw :[ 

D1... xe, poxonn@yceraxarnap, _[ 
__vvoxtovoc : mafockavremnp| 

10 mp CS dcabecuwvKavevvouceéapy| 

5 7 ay. drarpertarercwepnnmpol 

alTLavTOTOVYp vovTpoTrovTa  po| 

__TOCTAEVTWTpAywaTLTALET _T[ 

: OLoviTpocwToverkaLoTyy . | 

15 T TTNCacxeLpoxoTOnceTa, : at [ 

__ womevocnte vey Ponov, | 
a wyeTayopac emiduacoukiac :| 

__veavmpotroAAountrapaxpynual 

__vraic epcuwnévAw : tamporo | 

20 ymatockavmpoakoucackakwcnTpo , [ 

lc: TaEvTWIp ypate : evtuTT[ 

_€ : TapeTatoTpaypaKkave [ 

_[. |nywvarobavyecka 7 vTat. [ 

A[ |. evovyxetpoxomn y etaitavt| 

25 ma TaacadyKaiad . : Tapavoy [ 

~— Javtiocnovuvercyryoupevocro. [ 

| Kupwpevowc : aduxocdeot we. [ 

foot 

I »., remains of upright in lower part of writing space, ligature with following « consisting in 

short horizontal stroke in upper part of writing space __|, first, tiny traces in horizontal alignment 

suggesting top horizontal whose centre is in vertical alignment with very tiny mark at line-level; sec- 

ond, extremely faded trace suggesting lower half of upright; slightly farther to left extremely tiny 

mark lying in upper part of writing space; third, rather blurred traces in roughly diagonal alignment 

ascending from left to right 2 €_, short slightly diagonal stroke ascending from left to right in 

upper part of writing space —_t_, first, tiny dot at mid-height; second, remains of top horizontal 

whose right-hand extremity joins upright —_cu_, lower half of oblique descending from left to right; 

on its left lower part of stroke slightly slanting to right p., thick mark at mid-height in vertical 
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Col. i 
—_— / Yi P) 74 € / , / 

7 yevoc, pucw, aywyHv, nAkiav, TUx[ Nv, mpda- 

feuc, 7aB0c, diabecw. ofov 6 matpotba[tN< xELpo- 
/ th at / \ n” ta 

KoTreicOw. yévoc ev TOTEpov Het Oc 7} yvi)- 

cuoc. puciv d€ appynv 7} OjAEa. al ywyrv 

5 TOTEpov UBpictHc TA TaVTA 7} KAY [+5 
/ € / lal n” / / |, wétptoc. nAukiav traic 7) p(e)ipakcolv. 7b- 

Xv OwwrTyc dovov 7) Kav apywyv. [mpa- 
> > / an” > x nn Ele]uc ef xetpoxomnOycerar Kav 7} apict[ede 7 

/ S 

TupavvoKtovoc. Taboc Kav meTnp| wLE- 
/ nn ” 2 > A A 

10 voc. d1abecw Kav evvouc e& apx|jc. TO 
\ A a _— 

de mpaywa diarpeirat cic wépy A mpd[cwrrov, 
fees 7 / / A aiTlav, TOTOV, xpovov, TpoTrov, Ta po [TOD mpa- 

\ a fal 

YMaToc, TA EV TH TPAyyaTL, TA weTa T[O TpPG- 

yea. olov mpocwrov ef Kal 6 THY wn[TEpa 

15 TUTTHCAC XELpoKoTNOHcEeTaL. ait|[ lav Kav 
/ \ 

peawwomevoc 7 eOdwv. ToToVv 7[dTEpoV év 
> a Bal > ae ae lal nn > + 9Q7 > 7 / 

aypw@ n €m’ ayopac 7 ém’ idiac otkiac. [xpd- 
nn \ A n” a / / 

vov Kav mp0 TOAAOD 7 Tapaxpyya. [(tpdmov) mé6TE- 
a \ ” / \ \ al ’s 

pov Taic xepcw 7 EVAW. TA TpO TOD [mpa- 
bd KAKWC 

20 ypatoc Kav Tpoakovcac 7 Tmpou| Bpic- 

Oeic. TA Ev TH TPaypaTe el TUTT[ WY [L7) TPW- 

Cele. TA [ETA TO TPAyya Kav ex [TaV 

T[A|nyav amobavy (n) €f Kal Tob Tatpo[c 7) Bov- 

A[Lo]mévou yepoxomnOycetar. tabrT[a pev 81) 
iff > a way A / \ 7 

25 TavTa acapy Kal adnAa. mapavomolc dé 6Tav 
> / > ¢ A > / A ” 
ev|avtioc 7 6 viv eicyyotvpevoc Toilc Hd7 

Klexupwpevoic, Gdikoc dé Tay pw [ 

alignment with tiny trace lying in upper part of writing space —__tv__[, remains of upright whose tip 

bears tiny trace of joining element to left 3 .o, upright, blurred remains of (possible) ascending 

oblique departing from centre toright —_z,, curve, possibly left-hand are __ pv _, short stroke approach- 

ing to horizontal in upper part of writing space, whose right-hand extremity jos upright; possibly 

square letter 4 c__., first, upper half of upright; second, thick mark in upper part of writing 

space; third, left-hand arc _[, blurred traces suggest tip of triangular letter; to right trace probably 

representing lower extremity of right-hand oblique of the same triangular letter ee ulus. 

upright slightly slanting to right; second, group of three tiny marks very close to each other at mid- 

height; third, very scanty and scattered traces _p, tiny mark at mid-height; above, ligature with 
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following letter —_[, faded remains of lower half of two uprights; in between faded and blurred mark 

at mid-height: square letter? 6 ]__., first, mark in upper part of writing space in vertical align- 

ment with extremely tiny trace at line-level; further very tiny trace in upper part of writing space in 

slightly diagonal alignment descending from left to right with the above mentioned mark; second, 

short oblique trace descending from left to right in upper part of writing space; 2 mm farther right, 

tiny mark at mid-height; third, extremely tiny and faded marks possibly belonging to top of round 

letter pa, lower part of upright joining at mid-height short oblique descending from left to right 

_[ , mark at mid-height 7 x.. 6, first, two faded traces in horizontal alignment, 2 mm distant 

from each other; second, very tiny and faded mark in upper part of writing space, in horizontal align- 

ment with thicker blurred trace 2 mm farther on; third, two tiny marks in vertical alignment lying 

respectively at mid-height and at line-level — yw, two uprights, 2.5 mm apart; in between two very 

tiny and faded traces at mid-height 8 _[, top horizontal whose right-hand extremity joins short 

oblique slightly descending from right to left that joins at sharp angle at mid-height another oblique 

ascending from left to right; below, stains at line-level __, first, two tiny marks in vertical alignment, 

respectively at mid-height and at line-level; second, traces in upper part of writing space, possibly 

belonging to left-hand arc; third, very scanty and scattered traces in upper part of writing space _x, 

two tiny marks very close to each other almost in vertical alignment at line-level __€_, tiny trace below 

right-hand extremity of central stroke of precedinge ___[, first, lower half of upright; second, two 

marks roughly in horizontal alignment very close to each other in upper part of writing space, of 

which the left-hand one 1s in vertical alignment with thick trace lying in lower part of writing space; 

third, two very tiny traces very close to each other in horizontal alignment in upper part of writing 

space g extremely scanty and faded remains of paragraphus at line-beginning Dee ctins ts 

left-hand of top horizontal, whose right-hand extremity is in vertical alignment with other tiny traces 

in lower part of writing space, probably belonging to upright; second, two groups of very tiny traces 

in horizontal alignment, 1 mm distant from each other, in upper part of writing space; below, a few 

stains suggesting upright; third, faded and scanty remains of upright in lower part of writing space? 

fourth, remains of right-hand oblique, bottom stroke and right-hand angle of triangular letter 

10 _.¢, first, upright whose tip joins oblique descending from left to right and only partially preserved; 

second, two very tiny marks very close to each other at mid-height and in vertical alignment with tiny 

trace in upper part of writing space 11 6, remains of horizontal at mid-height —__z_, lower 

part of upright protruding below baseline y. ., first, upright followed, a few mm farther on, by 

lower extremity of oblique descending from left to right; second, left-hand angle of triangular letter, 

very faded extremity of its right-hand diagonal 12 yp_,left-handare _ra_, upright whose tip 

joins to right another not preserved stroke 13. _ 7, first, two very tiny marks in vertical align- 

ment lying in upper part of writing space and at line-level respectively; 2 mm farther on, in upper part 

of writing space, two very tiny marks quite close to each other and in horizontal alignment; second, 

remains of ascender whose tip joins to right faded curve whose apex lies at mid-height; third, blurred 

remains of ascendant and bottom stroke of triangular letter 7, 7[, scanty remains of obliques of 

triangular letter 14. faded paragraphus at line-beginning _. .» first, tip of upright? second, 

remains of two uprights; in between remains of central element, apparently a curve whose apex lies 

at mid-height; third, descender in upper part of writing space __v__, first, remains of two uprights 

of square letter, plus mark close to first upright, probably belonging to central element, possibly 4; 

second, two very tiny marks in vertical alignment, respectively in upper part of writing space and at 

line-level 15 very faded paragraphus at line-beginning 7, traces of arc in upper part of writ- 

ing space with apex facing middle of writing space —_ra_, tip of upright — av _[, upright protruding 

below baseline, whose tip bears tiny confused stains; tiny marks to left in upper part of writing space 

16 faded paragraphus at lne-beginning ____, first, two tiny marks in diagonal alignment descending 

from left to right in upper part of writing space and at mid-height respectively; 2 mm farther, scanty 
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remains of upright?; second, tip of triangular letter and remains of left-hand oblique —_w_, short 
vertical in upper part of writing space, followed, 1 mm farther on, by two tiny marks, approximately 
in horizontal alignment, at mid-height —_ 0, blurred remains of upright bearing scanty remains of 
top horizontal _ov, uprights belonging to square letter _[, three marks in vertical alignment 
17 very scanty and faded remains of paragraphus at line-beginning ___a, first, tiny mark at line-level 
in diagonal alignment ascending from left to right with mark in upper part of writing space; second, 
very tiny and blurred traces at mid-height suggesting upright; 1 mm farther, tiny trace at mid-height; 
third, tiny traces in upper part of writing space suggesting top arc, and in lower part of writing space 
suggesting upright descending below baseline _c_, lower part of upright? 18 __», first, curve 
whose convexity lies at mid-height; very reduced trace 1 mm farther to left, below line-level; second, 
two marks, respectively in lower and upper part of writing space in diagonal alignment ascending 
from left to right 19 very faded paragraphus at line-beginning _», first, upright slightly slant- 

ing to right; second, two blurred marks very close to each other in upper part of writing space sug- 

gesting top of round letter —_¢, three tiny marks in slightly diagonal alignment ascending from left 

to right in upper part of writing space to _[, two tiny marks very close to each other in vertical 

alignment in upper part of writing space 20 7, 7 Overwritten on previously written 7 po _[, 

upright protruding below line-level whose tip presents projecting serif to left 21 scanty remains 

of paragraphus at line-beginning _,_ 1, first, right-hand of oval; second, letter completely missing apart 

from ligature with following. — zp_, short oblique ascending from left to right in lower part of writ- 

ing space, whose upper extremity is in vertical alignment with vertical trace lying in upper part of 

writing space 22 scanty remains of paragraphus at lme-begmning __¢, first, diagonal trace 

ascending from left to right in lower part of writing space, whose top is in vertical alignment with 

trace in upper part of writing space; second, small left-hand arc; third, mark in lower part of writing 

space € _[, remains of upright; on its right, a few very tiny stains at mid-height 23 _[, tiny 

blurred mark in upper part of writing space «a_, faded and tiny mark in upper part of writing 

space 7 _v, two blurred marks in upper part of writing space, very close to each other _[, first, 

upright descending below baseline whose tip bears two tiny marks; second, right-hand arc MAM | 

blurred triangular shape with vertex in upper part of writing space and obliques departing from mid- 

dle of writing space _er, remains of left-hand arc 25 faded paragraphus at lne-beginning 

ma_, scanty traces in upper part of writing space, perhaps extremity of descender; further mark above 

its lower extremity aé_, first, upright; 2 mm farther, two marks almost in vertical alignment, lying 

respectively in upper part of writing space and at line-level, possibly belonging to another upright; 

second, remains of obliques of triangular letter; third, tiny marks in approximately horizontal align- 

ment at mid-height — ow _[, very timmy mark in upper part of writing space 26 ro [, tiny marks 

probably belonging to upper part of upright 27 | «xv, stroke approximating a horizontal in 

upper part of writing space; a mark above its left-hand extremity —___, first, two very faded and tiny 

traces at line-level and in upper part of writing space respectively in diagonal alignment ascending 

from left to right; second, rather blurred tip of upright? —_[, tiny and faded mark at line-level. 
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Fr. 2 (col. i) 

top 

te .0.0[ Jadsorxeckal |romav : nOixadeo 

anf [| |Kavypwunvtovakovovtocw 

fh. _OVUcwWOLOVTIWCT _KVaTTAL EUTEOV 

_wchiAoicypncreov : mpay ,aTiKaLoe 

soca p.L.].L.] vb, Jack , ucevocoverypy 

TAEWELYPNY [MEL ELXPT)  EWPYELV 

 rwvbecewvampevercvarrAal _jawecvy 

Kpl UK Uv: amrAayrevarlyTycuvTeEpL 

NOU QlLEV CLLOVO _TPAyLAaTOCOLOVEL 

10 JoywvemmeAnteov : cuyKp TLiKALOE 

|dvoxautrActovwv  paypatwrvlnry 

|vmep . exoucaroTroTEpovKpELTTOVOL 

| 7. TepoveripeAnreovoTrAwyyAo 

|v: Oe ewvpepnlxaraducidex _. 

15 | cupd. povrwBiwBioctoupeTtepy , 

Jevovduvatovevdo€Eov  vyKpict 

| exarnyopiaatotwvevavtiwvly| 

Jerau 

7107; 
TOPLK) 

1 paragraphus at line-begmning partially preserved _t, very scanty traces in upper and lower 

part of writing space ___o, first, two marks very close to each other in horizontal alignment, in upper 

part of writing space; of the two, the right-hand one is almost in vertical alignment with a very tiny 

trace lying at mid-height; second, remains of upright protruding below baseline _o[, two traces 

quite close to each other in slightly diagonal alignment descending from left to right; to right very 

close to them, upper half of upright 2 .a,very tiny mark at line-level 78 _[, thick trace at mid- 

height 3 ¢_., first, very scanty and faded traces in vertical alignment in upper part of writing 

space; second, oblique ascending from left to right —_7_, horizontal trace at mid-height; some very 

tiny marks to left in upper part of writing space _ev, two traces in diagonal alignment descending 

from left to right 4 _w, upright whose tip joins remains of (not entirely preserved) cross-bar 

to left | mpay_, upright whose tip is attached to partially preserved diagonal stroke descending from 

left to right 5 ae, upright slightly slanting to right _p_[, remains of triangular letter (top and 

parts of obliques) —_|_, two marks in vertical alignment in upper part of writing space and at line- 

level respectively —__v, mark in upper part of writing space __« _v, tiny curve at mid-height, perhaps 

part of right-hand are 6 y,, clear remains of triangular letter (right-hand angle and lower 

extremity of oblique ascending from left to right) ec, uprights belonging to square letter; the first 

one is extremely faded _ 7c, horizontal trace at mid-height, touching following e 7 Oecewvar, 
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[Col. ui lost] 

Col. 11 
> td re) a \ \ a > ‘ Ne: et mpovo[tja dwoixe’ Kal[t] TO mav. AOcKal dé 6- 

cat HO0[c] Kal yrmpnv Tob axobovtoc &- 

fedovcw: ofov mHc Téxva TadevTéor, 

Tac pidoic xpnctéov. mpaypatiKal dé 

5 ocae tpa[.| |. ].v [d]edackouvcw: ofov ef pr) 

mreiv, EC Xp] yameiv, Ef ypr) yewpyelv. 
a / € / > ¢ a ¢ a 

tav Hécewv ai pév eicw ardAali], at dé cvy- 

KpiTiKal. amAal ev at Carncw Tepi- 

Exoucat €vdc Ldvov TmpaypaToc, ofov ec 
vA > ua Ni \ 10 Aloywv éemysreAnréov. cuyKpitiKal dé 

at] dv0 Kat mActdvwv tpaypatwr byry- 

ci]v meprexoucar OmOTEpOV KpEiTTOV, Of- 
/ > o iA n / 

o|v mOTEpov emyreAntéov dmAwv 7 XO6- 

ylav. Gécewv wépn C: kata dicuw, dikai- 
V6 a ie / a 

15 o|v, cbudopov t@ Biw, Bioc Tob peTEpyxo- 
id / 5A / 

L|évovu, duvatov, evdo€ov, clyKpuci[c. 
¢ \ / een A 2 / 7 , 
n| d€ KaTnyopia amo TwV evavtion € y[t- 

vjerau. 

TEXVN PN- 
TOPLKY 

between v and a very short nearly horizontal trace, probably accidental, since the spacing is too nar- 

row to assume that it belongs to dicolon 8 «pe, two marks close to each other in horizontal 

alignment in upper part of writing space —_« 4, remains of obliques of triangular letter Ons 

very tiny traces in lower part of writing space ov _, short stroke approaching to oblique ascending 

from left to right im upper part of writing space _c, vertical trace at mid-height —vo_, upright 

descending below baseline, whose tip bears tiny stains (immediately below baseline in correspondence 

with this sequence accidental traces) 10 cuvyKp_, very tiny trace in upper part of writing space 

11 v_p, very faded and blurred remains of uprights of square letter 12 mep_, mark in upper 

part of writing space 13 |_, short upright in upper part of writing space curved leftwards at 

foot __, left-hand arc 14 |_, tiny curve in upper part of writing space, possibly right-hand 

arc. 0e_, blurred curve, possibly part of left-hand arc — du __, first, remains of obliques of trian- 

gular letter; second, scanty remains of upright 15 |., lower half of upright with thick lower 

extremity ¢_ p, round trace in upper part of writing space —y_,, mark in lower part of writing 

space 16 ov_, fibres broken; remains of cross-bar in upper part of writing space? 7) G 

oblique descending from left to right whose lower extremity is linked to left with another not entirely 

preserved stroke approaching to horizontal 1g some accidental ink above the left extremity of 

the paragraphus preceding the beginning of the final title 
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‘[On the one hand, mpécwrov is divided into] (col. i:) eight parts: birth, nature, way of life, age, 

fortune, actions, condition, disposition. For instance, “A son who strikes his father shall have his hand 

cut off.” With regard to birth, [we must consider] whether he is son by adoption or by blood. With 

regard to nature, whether he/she is male or female. With regard to way of life, whether he is violent 

in everything or [if he will have his hands cut off] even if he is [otherwise ?] moderate. With regard to 

age, a child or a young man. With regard to fortune, whether he is just a private citizen or [if he will 

have his hand cut off] even if he is in public office. With regard to actions, if he will have his hand 

cut off even if he is a hero or a tyrannicide. With regard to condition, [if he will have his hand cut 

off] even if he is [already] mutilated. With regard to disposition even if he was well disposed from 

the beginning. 

‘On the other hand, rpayja is divided into eight parts: character, cause, place, time, manner, the 

events before the act [the preliminaries], what happened during the act, the events after the act [the 

consequences]. For instance, with regard to character [we must consider] if also the one who strikes 

his mother will have his hand cut off. With regard to cause, even if he was mad or drunk. With regard 

to place, whether in the country or in the market place or in his own house. With regard to time, even 

if [the act took place] long before or just now. With regard to manner, whether [he beat the father] 

with his hands or with a wooden stick. With regard to “the events before the act”, even if he had been 

previously insulted or treated with contumely. With regard to “what happened during the act”, if it 

could be the case that he hit him without injuring him. With regard to “the events after the act”, even 

if he [i.e. the father] died because of the beating or if he will have his hand cut off even when the fa- 

ther does not wish this. To sum up, all these points are unclear and obscure. But the [law] that is now 

being introduced is “illegal” when it is contrary to the laws already enacted; it is “unjust” when... 

‘| Theseis are divided into speculative, ethical, and pragmatic. Speculative thesezs are those whose 

investigation has as its exclusive aim theoretical knowledge: for instance, whether] (col. 11:) divine 

providence governs the universe as well. Ethical thesezs are those that benefit the character and the 

judgment of the listener: for instance, “how should children be educated?” or “how should friends be 

treated?” Pragmatic theseis are those that teach [practical actions ?]: for instance, “whether one should 

sail”, “whether one should get married”, “whether one should be a farmer”. Theseis are divided into 

simple and comparative. Simple theses are those that involve the investigation of a single action: for 

instance, “whether one should devote oneself to the art of speaking”. Comparative theseis are those 

that involve the investigation of two or more actions [in order to establish] which option is better: for 

instance, “whether one should devote oneself to the art of war or to the art of speaking”. The parts 

of theseis are seven: the “according to nature”, the just, the expedient for life, the life of the person 

who puts it into practice, the possible, the honorable, the comparison. The refutatio consists of the 

seven contraria. 

EUAINIDIB © OK OPER BLO R UGE 

Col. 1 

1~25 Subdivision of the mpocwzov and the zpayya in eight parts, applied in the case of the law 

that a father-beater should be punished by having his hand cut off (see introd.). 

1-10 Subdivision of the mpécwzov. The contrast with mpdéypa (in 11) and the parallel passages 

quoted in 1-2 n., show that zpécwzov must be the subject. Thus 7 represents the end of a clause of 

the form ro prev 7pdcwrov diarpetrar eic répy| 7, Corresponding with 10-11. 

1-2 These eight subdivisions of the zpécwmov may be compared to similar lists by other authors 

in the following table (relevant examples taken from respective texts are written in smaller letters). 

The table is intended to illustrate the complex of parallel passages, without trying to establish doctri- 

nal or chronological relations among the various authors. 
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4855 Herm. Stas. Theon, Prog. Aphth. Prog. Rufus, zrept 
p. 46.14-18, page 25—7 jn es D0. amrodetEewc™ 
TO e€yKwpwactika (= p. 78.25~7) TEpL ey KU{LLOU p. 281 § 28 

Tept Sunynwaroc 

yévoc yevoc yévoc yévoc: yevoc 
feroc 7 yvycvoc 1. €Ovoc 

WD, Tat pic 

3. Tpoyovot 

4. TATEpEc 

pocic aywyn pocic avatpogy: pocic 
appnv 7 Onr€eva I, €miTnoevpara 

2 TEXYN 

3. VO[LOL 

aywyn TalOevcic aywyn mpacetc aywyn 
vBpictyc 7) (= TO péyictov Tay 
perploe eyKwpiwv Keparavov): 

1. Puy: avdpela 7) 

ppovycic 

2. cwpa> KaddXoc 7 

See 
or TUX duvacteia, 

tAodvtoc, pirou 

nALKiA HAtKia da becic TOXY 

Talc 7) [LELpaKLoV 

TUXN poo puyjnc Kal HAtKia ETLTNOEUPLATA 

iSidryc 7H dpywy CCMATOC 

mpagéeuc emiTNOEVLATa TOXN Tpacec 

apicTevc 7 

TUPAVVOKTOVOC 

maboc mpageic, 0 Kal Tpoatpecic diabécerc 
eee Be ASTRO 

Keharavov 

d1abecic TUX mpaéic 
r mAovcioc, TEVIC 

eUVOUC ed , 
Kat TA TOLAUTA 

Aoyoc 

Oavatoc 

“ = RG 3, p. 455-11-13 = Spengel, p. 404.19-21. Rufus, ibid 

belongs to éyka@pua. 

\ \ / 

TA PETA Oavarov 

. points out that this subdivision 
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Cic. Inv. Quint. Consultus For- — Sulpicius Victor Tulius Victor 
1,94=96 (cl. 9-08-97) 5.10.99—81 tunatianus Ars p. 326.4-5 P- 395-30-31 

Rhetorica 2.1 

(pp. 107.8-108.12) 

NOMEN GENUS NOMEN GENUS PATRIA 

Papirius, ‘Turbo 

NATURA NATIO NATIO NATURA NOMEN 

genus: divinus an barbarus, Graecus, barbarus 
humanus Romanus, 

sexus: virile an muliebre Graecus 

natio: Graius an barbarus 

patria: Atheniensis an 

Lacedaemonius 

cognatio: quibus maiori- 

bus, quibus consanguineis 

aetas: puer an adulescens 

commoda/incommoda 

animi/ corporis: valens 
an imbecillus, longus 

an brevis, formosus an 

deformis, velox an tardus, 

acutus an hebetior, 

memor an obliviosus, 

comis an infacetus, 

pudens, patiens an contra 

PATRIA PATRIA AETAS GENUS 

Atheniensis, 

Lacedaemonius 

SEXUS GENUS vel DISCIPLINA CORPORIS 

COGNATIO HABITUDO 

nobilis, ignobilis 

AETAS DIGNITAS FORTUNA MORES 

vir fortis, magis- 

tratus 

EDUGATIO et FORTUNA STUDIA VITA 

DISCIPLINA dives, pauper 

HABITUS SEXUS NOMEN AMICI 

CORPORIS masculus, femina 

species libidinis, 

robur petulantiae 
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Cic. Inv. 

1.34=36 (cf. 2.28-37) 

VICTUS 

apud quem et quo 

more et culus arbi- 

tratu sit educatus, 

quos habuerit artium 

liberalium magistros, 

quos vivendi praecep- 

tores, quibus amicis 

utatur, quo in negotio, 

quaestu, artificio sit oc- 

cupatus, quo modo rem 

familiarem administret, 

qua consuetudine 

domestica sit 

FORTUNA 

servus an liber, pecu- 

niosus an tenuis, priva- 

tus an cum potestate 

HABITUS 

AFFECTIO 

laetitia, cupiditas, 

metus, molestia, mor- 

bus, debilitas 

Quint. 

5.10.23-31 

FORTUNA 

dives, pauper, 

propinquus 

amicis, clientibus 

abundans 

CONDICIONIS 

DISTANTIA 

clarus an obscu- 

rus, magistratus 

an privatus, pater 

an filius, civis an 

peregrinus, liber 

an servus, maritus 

an caelebs, parens 

liberorum an 

orbus sit 

ANIMI NATURA 

avaritia, iracun- 

dia, misericor- 

dia, crudelitas, 

severitas 

victus luxurio- 

sus an frugi an 

sordidus 

STUDIA 
rusticus, forensis, 

negotiator, miles, 

navigator, medicus 

QUID 

AFFECTET 

QUISQUE 
locuples an 

disertus, iustus an 

potens 

Consultus For- 

tunatianus Ars 

Rhetorica 2.1 

(pp. 107.8-108.12) 

AETAS 

senex, puer 

Sulpicius Victor Iulius Victor 

Pp. 326.4-5 P- 395-30-31 

ANTE FACTA AETAS 

CORPUS 

validus, longus 

HABITUS INCESSUS 

INSTITUTIO vel 

EDUCATIO 

VULTUS 

MORES 

frugi, luxuriosus, 

patiens, impatiens 

VICTUS 

quibus amicis, ut 

bonae frugi luxu- 

r1osis, 

quomodo rem 

suam administret, 

qua consuetudine 

domestica sit 
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Cic. Inv. Quint. Consultus For- — Sulpicius Victor Tulius Victor 

1.34-36 (cf. 2.28-37)  5.10.23-31 tunatianus Ars p. 326.4-5 P- 395-30-31 

Rhetorica 2.1 

(pp. 107.8-108.12) 

STUDIA ANTE ACTA ADFECTIO 

DICTAQUE equorum armo- 
rum canum 

CONSILIA COMMOTIO ARS vel STUDIUM 
ira, pavor medicus, orator 

FACTA CGONSILIA CONDICIO 
et praeteriti et servus, addictus 

praesentis et futuri 

temporis 

CASUS NOMEN CGONDICIO ALIA 
(this represents an quae liberos 

argument only in _ spectat 

specific cases) adoptivus, abdi- 

catus 

ORATIONES EFFECTUS 

nupta, vidua 

HABITUS 

nitidus, sordidus, 

obscurus 

VULTUS 

laetus, tristis 

INCESSUS 

citus, tardus 

ORATIO 

gravis, seditiosa 

ADFEGTUS 

laetitia, ira, mor- 

bus, debilitas 

The variety of the tradition in terms of number and order of items and ways of classification 

is certainly due to the fact that all the adtributa of the person (except the nomen, which is an accident) 

belong to the qualitas, on the basis of which a persona may be considered in an infinite number of 

aspects; see [Aug.] p. 141.24-9: Quis significantiam habet personae, quae spectatur duobus modis, ex nomine et 

qualitate [. . .]. Est autem definita in nominibus, infinita in qualitatibus personarum perspectio, quando in appella- 

tionem nthil praeter nomen cadit, in qualitatem et fortuna et aetas et condicio et disciplina et cetera quae sunt infinita 

numero. As emerges from the comparative table, there is a close similarity between the subdivision 

of the zpécwzroyv that is suitable for the judicial genre and that used in the encomiastic genre; cf. H. 

Lausberg, Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik (Stuttgart 1990°) 205, §376, and L. Pernot, La Rhétorique de 

Véloge dans le monde gréco-romain i (Paris 1993) 141 n. 60. 
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1-2 rvx[nv, mpa]|ferc. The restoration (compatible with the preserved traces) is suggested by 
the passages in the table in i 1-2 n. 

2-3 6 matporia[7HC Xetpo]|KomeicOw. This ‘law’ is quoted, in very similar context, by Theon, 
P: 97-30-98.36 (= p. 130.30-6): 7 8€ map’ €Areup acdhera yiverac ToAdaywoc: '7) Kata aitiay 7) 
KaTO Tpocwrov 7 KaTO avayKny 7 év TpoTw 7 KaTa TOTOV 7 KATO KaLpOV 7} KATO TOLoTHnTA n KATO 

TOCOTHTA. KaTO aitiav,, olor, 6 TaTpoTUTTNHC xetpoKotreicOw: éXAeEizret yap TOTEpoOV Kal TOV Ou 

dyvouwv, 7) Kal Tov én’ ebvoia Kal mavrac ématam)ac. It is alluded to by Heracl. Alleg. Hom. 18.7. For 
a ‘case’ based on it, see Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini, Scholia ad Hermog, Status, RG 4, pp. 467.29-468. 5: 
ofov Tupavvoc avéctrace Tpeic Traidac: T@ TMpWTW TOV TaTépa TUNTHCaL TpocéTakev, Ov TUTTHCAVTA 
aréxrewe, kal Tov debTEpov dpoiwe: 6 tpitoc baHKoucev, eccOy, wEeTa THY THC Tuparvi8oc KaTGAUCW 
Kwudvvever TEpl THY XELpwV, TobTO yap 6 vouoc exéhevce: evratba Kal avOpmmwov mpoBadAera Tov 
PoBov- A€yer pévtor 6 KaTHyopoc, éexpyv amobaveiv paddov 7 TumTHCar TOV TaTépa: ev b€ TH ATO 

yvaunc croxacu@ Tobvartiov: 6 yap SumKwv mpocroujcachal dnc tov debyovra paviav .. . For Latin 

declamations based on it, see Sen. Contr. 9.4 and [Quint.] Decl. Min. 358, 362, 372; cf. also Consultus 

Fortunatianus, Ars Rhetorica 1.26, p. 102, and Grillius, Commentum in Ciceronis rhetoricam, in J. Martin, 

Gnillus: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Rhetorik (Paderborn 1927) p. 76.27 (see 14-15 n.). Of course, an- 

cient morality condemned the zatpadoiac, but we have no actual evidence that such a law existed in 

historical times; see L. Calboli-Montefusco’s note on the passage by Consultus Fortunatianus in her 

critical edition, p. 336, and S. E. Bonner, Roman Declamation in the Late Republic and Early Empire (Liver- 

pool 1949) 96-7, who points out that this law is found outside the Graeco-Roman world in the Code 

of Hammurabi; see G. R. Driver, J. C. Miles, The Babylonian Laws ii (Oxford 1955) 77, § 195, and cf. N. 

Dunbar, Aristophanes: Birds (Oxford 1995) on wv. 757-9 and wv. 1337-71. 

3ff. The list is presented in note-form. The accusatives are in apposition to the prefatory 

€pn| | 7, largely missing but restorable from line ro. The details that might be used in arguing the 

case, sometimes introduced by w6repov ‘[we must consider] whether’, sometimes by «av ‘[we must 

consider whether he will have his hand cut off] even if / if, as it might be’. Usually this mtroduces 

some extenuating circumstance, but in 1 22-3 apparently a feature that makes the offense even more 

disgraceful. 

3-4 yv7]|cvoc. The restoration has palaeographical support, since the traces at the beginning of 

4, although scanty, perfectly fit the required letters. For yyjcioc as the opposite of feréc, see e.g. Philo 

Judaeus, De congressu eruditionis gratia 23.3-4:... ot Perot maidec . . . Tote yvnctorc (sc. icobvrat); idem, 

De mutatione nominum 147.5-6; Arrian, Bith. fr. 20.24—9. For the theme of adoption, see Theon p. 98. 

36-40 (= p. 130.36-40), which concerns, like our passage, the analysis of a law: 7) 6€ Kata mpdcwrov 

€AAeufic Todverdyc ecu diadeper yap Synmov Ta mpdcwra Kal pucer Kal HAtKia Kal Taic eyyuTépw 

cuyyevelaic kal Ty. olov’ TH mpoddTy cvvavatpeicOat Tov Traidac: od yap diumpicev 'BeBaiwe,, et Kal 

tov Gerov Kat tTHv OyjAevav. Cf. Consultus Fortunatianus, Ars Rhetorica 2.1.8 (in the comparative table 

in i 1-2 n.) condicione, ut servus, addictus; condicione alia, quae liberos spectat, ut adoptwus abdicatus. Note also 

[Quint.] Decl. Min. 358 and 372, where expositi beat their adoptive fathers, who then claim the same 

right as the natural fathers to cut off their hand. 

5 «av [. This is crasis for kai éav, ‘even if / if, as it might be’. The verb is usually omitted in 

this lst, apart from i 8 and 23. The words introduces a case that (all else apart) must be reckoned 

with. Discussion of the use of «dv in KG I 244f., §398 a2, Blass—-Debrunner—Rehkopf, Grammatik des 

neutestamentlichen Griechisch'’ §374, A. W. Gomme, F. H. Sandbach, Menander: A Commentary (London 

1973) 444. Comparable use in Herm. Stas. p. 34.12-14: Oavpalw yap, et Tic adTyc KaTapndretrar, Kav 

edeyxO7 weworyevpery, bu’ Hv 6 Tépavvoc avypyTat. 

5-6 We expect here an expression parallel to tBpecryc ra wavra, since the meaning must 

be that the accused normally behaves decently and therefore an occasional lapse—a.e. the beating 

inflicted on the father—deserves leniency. Three possible supplements that suit the space available 

between the two lines and the sense are: [7a wav]|[t]a or [7a aA]|[A]a / [7aA]|[A]a or [ra zoA]|[A]a. 
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The traces at the beginning of 6 are rather scanty and uncertain, but not incompatible with the 

required a. For the sense compare Anon. in Arist. Rh. p. 77, [b 15] 21-23: unde motde tic viv Hrou 6 

Nettrotaxtyc viv ect, ov det 6pav, aAAG Troidc TLC alel, Nyouv NpicTevev we éml TO TOAD Kal dia TOUTO 

cuyyvwmovntéov avTa. 

6 maic 7 pe)ipaxcolv: cf. Sen. Contr. 9.4.9.8-9: quid opus est caveri lege, ne puniatur infans, st pulsaverit 

patrem? Age is also considered by Theon in the analysis of the law according to which the sons of the 

traitor should be executed together with him (quoted in i 3~4 n.), in the part preserved only in the 

Armenian translation of his Progymnasmata of the late sixth-early seventh century (Patillon—Bolognesi, 

Pp. 99). 
The supplement at the end, consisting of three letters only, is suitable for the space, since the 

pause after j4(e).pa«co[v would have been marked by a dicolon preceded and followed by a blank space 

(cf. 16, 9-10, and 17-18 nn.). 

7 The examples illustrating the heading tiyn may be compared with those of the lists in 

i 1-2 n., in particular with the fourth heading of Cicero’s list, FORTUNA, where the example privatus 

an cum potestate occurs. Consultus Fortunatianus offers a similar example—vir fortis, magistratus—under 

the heading pieniras. For the supplement at line-end in relation to the space, I take into account the 

blank space following the dicolon (see 1 6, g~10, and 17-18 nn.). 

8 dpuct|edc is compatible with the traces, and the restoration is supported by parallel passages 

where the dpictevc appears associated with the tupavvoxrévoc, or even identified with him: Theon p. 

62.9—-10 (= p- 106.9—10): Trepl Tomou: .. . 0 0€ TIC [sc. ToTroc| U7rép TOV xpncrov Tl diaTreTpaypwevw, 

oiov wep Tupavvoxrovov, apicréwe, vojobérov; [Herm.] Jnw. 1, p. 98.5-6; Lib. Decl. xlin (vol. vu, 

PP. 437-74), pp. 440.21-441.1; cf. also Plut. Adversus Colotem, 1126 e.19-25. 

Given the association/identification of apictedc and rupavvoxrévoc we could supply «ai instead 

of 7 at the end of the line. 

Q tTupavvoxtovoc. The tupavvoxtévoc is one of the most popular types in rhetorical texts: see, 

for instance, Luc. Zyr, and Lib. vol. viii, pp. 203-8 (here as an example for the progymnasma Kowoc 

romoc); cf. D. A. Russell, Greek Declamations (Cambridge 1983) 32—3. Parallels for our passage are found 

in Sen. Contr. 9.4: tyrannus patrem in arcem cum duobus filus accersit; imperavnt adulescentibus, ut patrem caederent. 

alter ex his praecipitavit se, alter cecidit. postea in amacitiam tyranni receptus occiso tyranno praenuum accept. petuntur 

manus eius; pater defendit. See in particular 9.4.1.10 praecidetis tyrannicidae manus? and 9Q.4.11.25—28 an tutus 

su qui pro patria fecit; an hic pro patria fecerit, id est, an illo vam tempore cogitationem tyrannieidi habuerit et hoc 

animo ceciderit, ut aditum sibi faceret ad amicitiam tyrannt. Vhe elimination of the tyrant is frequently alleged 

as a reason for leniency or some other privilege, as in the following texts: Herm. Stas. p. 34.8-14, 

pp. 59-18-60.4; Lib. Decl. xlin (see 1 8 n.); cf. comparable passages listed in Heath, Hermogenes, 103-4. 

g-10 tremnp|[wpé]||voc. The supplement, consisting only of three letters, at first glance seems 

too short. However, we have allowed for the possible enlargement of letters at line-end and their 

wider spacing; see above introd. Note 1 10, where the final € remarkably extends its central stroke to 

maintain an even right edge to the column. 

In this context, the participle means ‘maimed’. ‘The application of the law is considered under 

the subdivision 74@@oc in relation to the actual physical condition of the person; the question is 

whether the hand should be cut off if the person already has a physical defect, i.e. a mutilation. In 

other words, a previous mutilation seems to represent a possible reason for leniency. The application 

tout court of a law is discussed in relation to the physical condition of the accused in Theon Prog., zepi 

vouou, in the part preserved only in the Armenian translation (Patillon—Bolognesi, p. 100). Here, the 

law that the adulterer shall be deprived of his sight is questioned on the basis of the heading duvarév 

(see 1 24-7 ff. n.) by hypothesizing a case where the adulterer is actually a person who is already blind 

and therefore cannot be punished in the way prescribed by the law. 7a@oc does not appear as such in 

the other Greek lists in the table above (i 1-2 n.); it corresponds to Latin affectio or affectus, where the 
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examples given include morbus and debilitas, but not physical mutilation. However, although I translate 

Tempwevoc as ‘mutilated’, the verb can in fact refer to various kinds of disability, including blindness 

(e.g. Sopater, RG 8, p. 317.11-13). 

For the supplement at the end of 10 I take into account the space required for an original dicolon 

(cf. 16, 7, and 17-18 nn.). 

11-24 List and illustration of the eight subdivisions of tpaypa. The extant works of Greek and 

Latin rhetorical theory offer treatments of this subject under the heading popia repictacewc, partes 

circumstantiae (often outlining the distinction between zepictacic and écic, cf. introd.). The different 

classifications found in the tradition are illustrated in the following comparative table (cf. Leff, “The 

‘Topics of Argumentative Invention’, 23—44). 

4855 Herm. Stas. [Herm.] Jnv. Theon, Prog. Syr. in Hermogen. 
pp. 45-22-46.2 pp. 140.16-141.1 rept vou, Commentania 2, 

P- 37-13-14 (= P- 39-19-20 
P. 77-13-14); cf 
Tept dinynpatoc, 

[Os Cfehits an (jos Fey 

18-21) 

/ 

TpOcatrov TpOcwTrov TOTOC TpOcwiov TmpocwTov 
a / a A 

aitia TpayLa Xpovoc Tmpay wa. TmpayjLa 

/ te 

TOT0C TOT0C TpOTroc TOTOC TOTFOC 
/ 

xXpovoc TpOTroc TpOcwTrov Xpovoc xXpovoc 

/ / OT. te > 7s 

TpOTroc Xpovoc aitia TpOTroc aitia 
\ \ A > Way A a PBZ rd 

TQ T™po TOU aitia Tmpaya airia TpoTroc 

TpaybLatoc 

\ > cal ie SA a s 

TH eV TH TPAyLAaTL vAn TL T@V TOLOUTWY 
(additional sub- 

division added by 

the philosophers) 

TO [ETA TO TpAyLa Cf. the last three 

items of the list 

of 28 ré7o for 

the analysis of the 

Oécic (p. 86.24-6 = 

p- 122.24-6; see 11 

14ff. n.) 

26. €k T@V pO 

TOU TpayjLaToc 

27. €k TOV Tap’ 

avTo TO TpayyLa 

28. ék TMV peTa 

TO TpayywLa 
nnn ET 
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Quint. Consultus Fortunatianus, Iulius Victor Martianus Capella 

3.6,25-27° Ars Rhetorica 2.23 P- 395.24-28 5557-8 

(= pp. 130.6—131.10) 

persona ante rem: loci qui rem ante rem: 
a persona praecedunt: a persona 

are persona are 

a Causa causa a Causa 

a tempore tempus a tempore 

a loco locus a loco 

a modo materia a modo 

a materia modus sive ratio a materia 

tempus Imre: loci qui in re ipsa in re: 

(Gr. ypévoc) a toto sunt: a toto 
a parte a toto a parte 

a genere a parte a genere 

a specie a genere ab specie 

a differentia per septem a specie a differentia per septem 

circumstantias a differentia circumstantias 

a proprio a proprio a proprio 

a definitione a definitione a definitione 

a nomine a nomine a nomine 

locus 

a multiplici appellatione 

ab initio 

a progressione vel profectu 

a perfectione vel 

consummatione 

circa rem: 
a simili (exemplum, 

similitudo, fabula, imago, 

exemplum verisimile; 

apologi is added by several 

people) 

a dissumili 

a pari 

a contrario per positionem 

et negationem 

am TO Tmpdc TL 

ab inter se collidentibus per 

habitionem et amissionem 

a maiore ad minus 

a minore ad maius 

a precedenti 

ab eo quod simul est vel 

a coniunctis vel 

a consequentibus 

loci qui circa rem 

sunt: 

a sumili 

a dissimili 

a pari 

a contrario 

a maiore 

a minore 

a praecedente 

ab eo, quod simul est 

a consequente 

a multiplici appellatione 

ab initio 

a progressione vel profectu 

a perfectione vel 

consummatione 

circa rem: 
a simili (exemplum, 

similitudo, fabula, imago, 

veri simile; apologi is 

added by several people) 

a dissimili 

a pari 

a contrario per positionem 

et negationem 

ad aliquid 

ab inter se collidentibus per 

habitionem et amissionem 

a maiore ad minus 

a minore ad maius 

a praecedenti 

ab eo quod simul est vel 

a coniunctis 

a consequentibus 
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Quint. Consultus Fortunatianus, Iulius Victor Martianus Capella 
2.079597" Ars Rhetorica 2.23 P- 395-24-28 5557-8 

(= pp. 130.6—131.10) 

tempus iterum post rem: loci qui post rem post rem: 
(Gr. Katpdc) ab eventu sunt: ab eventu 

a ludicato ab eventu a ludicato 

a iudicatis 

actum 

(Gr. mpaG€uc) 

numerus 

Causa 

modus 

(Gr. tpd7r0c) 

occasio 

factorum 

(Gr. adoppac 

epywy, cf. vAn) 

“ Greek equivalents are to be found in Quintilian’s text. 

The final expression of Theon’s list, tr. t®v tovodTwy (together with the definition of the same 

list given at p. 38.21-2 (= p. 78.21-2) rovTwv d€ dvTwy TaV dvwraTw cToLxeiwr) suggests an open list, 

without a strictly determined number of items. 

12-14 The three final subdivisions may be compared with the last three of the 28 téza: on the 

basis of which the @écuc-exercise is developed in Theon (p. 86.24—-6 = p. 122.24-6); see table above. 

14-15 6 tHv py[Tépa]|rumrjcac. If the supplement is correct, the text would pose the case 

‘whether [the son] who strikes his mother, as well as [the son who strikes his father], would have the 

hand cut off’, in other words whether the formulation of the law with the masculine victim is to be 

applied in the same terms to the other parent. See Consultus Fortunatianus, Ars Rhetorica 1.26, p. 102: 

A simili quem ad modum? ut ‘qui patrem pulsaverit, manus perdat: matrem pulsavit et petitur ad poenam’. Note that 

here the law is mentioned as an example to illustrate the modus a simili of the status collectivus, status 

that consists of making a syllogism for what is unwritten on the basis of what is written, so that the 

unwritten can be considered as if it had been written; in very similar context and wording the law is 

treated by Grillius, Comm. in Cic. rhet. p.76.25-8. One cannot help recalling the end of Aristoph. Nu. 

(vv. 1321-1510), focused on both father- und mother-beating, effectively summarized by the scholia by 

Tzetzes (Schol. in Aristoph., ed. W. J. W. Koster and others, iv.2 372, col. 2.18 ff: Kai avtiréywr exeivm 

ixavac enatpotuntnon, amedeixvy de Devdimmidyc, ote Kat dixavov écTe Tapa THV via@y TOV TaTEpa 

tumTecHat, TPOCETLTOUTOLC be Kal THY unrepa duKalwe edevye Tupat Tpoc TapnyopyiLa TOU TATPOC, 

ayavaKkTycac 6 yepwv peta TOV CUv avTH Opmod TTP Kal KatapadAer duxéAXaic TO CwKPATLKOV 

dpovrictnpiov). Only here violence against one’s mother is presented as a worse crime than against 

one’s father (see v. 14.4.4 by poor Strepsiades), while in all other attestations mother- and father-beating 

seem to share the same degree of criminality (see: Aristoph. Ra. 149—150; Pl. Grg. 456d, Phd. 114a; Lys. 

x 8; Aesch. i 28.3-4); but cf. K. J. Dover, Aristophanes: Clouds (Oxford 1968) on wv. 1443-4, who states 
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that Pl. Lg 881b pytpadotai te Kal Tav GAAwY yervynTopwv avociot TAnyY@Y TOAWaL provides some 

support to Strepsiades’ statement. 

15-16 aiz[iav Kav]| wawdpevoc 7) eOswv. Abnormal mental conditions and/or drunkenness 

are presented as cause and/or as reason for leniency in a number of passages: Theon p. 98.336 

(= p. 130.33-6), in relation to the law of the father-beater: ‘kata airiay, ofov- 6 matpotimryc 

xetpoKorreicbw: éAAeEtrret yap TOTEpOV Kal TOV ju ayvouay, a7 Kal TOV em evvola Kal TOVTAC 

amatamAac; cf. the example used by Herm. Stas. p. 58.19~21 to illustrate the croxacuoc amo yvapunc 

(= conjecture based on intention): . . . ofov év dd€ paviac wntpuid Tov pev viov eTpwce, TOV de 

mpoyovov améxTewe, Kal aveveyKovca Pevyer povov. See also Sopater, RG'5, pp. 145-30-146.7: Cnretrac 

5é, Th Stad€per 6 ard yuwmnc croyacuoc cuyyv@pyc: ef yap €ic plav dvadéper, icuev d€ OTL Kal 7 

pravia cuyyvounv TOLEL, we 6 ev pravia TOV TATE pa. TUTTNCAC KaL aveveyK@V Kal KpWolLevoc, Tl dvolces; 

Epobuev, OTe ev cuyyvapn dpodroyovpevov ecte TO TABoc, eb’ 6 avadeper THY airiav, ev dé cTOXaCU@ 

avdto TobTo Cyreira, ef ewaiveTo, Kal éctt ToUTO audiBorov Kal KaTacKEUHC Sedprevov, OTL LOVOUC 6 

TEXVvLKOC OloEV cTOXacnovc; Sen. Contr. 9.4.9; [Quint.] Decl. Min. 372. 8; Quint. 5.10.34; Sulpicius Vic- 

tor, Inst. Or. pp. 348.37-340.3. 

Of course, such conditions could be used in mitigation in actual law-cases. See for example 

Dem. xxi 38: mp@rtov prev yap 6 Tov Decuoberny mata€éac Tpeic elyev mpodpaceic, ueOnv, Epwra, ayvorav 

dua TO cKOTOUC Kal VUKTOC TO Tpaypma yevecBar; cf. 73-4, 180; idem, liv 25. This recalls also cases of 

New Comedy, where for example a similar argument is used in defence of rape in Ter. Ad. 470-71: 

persuasit nox, amor, vinum, adulescentia, / humanumst . . . 

16-17 m[é7epov. The traces suggest an upright. Palaeographically, «| av 7 would be equally pos- 

sible. The spacing at the line-end does not decide between the two. There would be a difference of 

meaning, since 767epov seems to introduce neutrally a list of circumstances whereas «av emphasizes 

that the circumstances are exceptional. 

The general sense seems to be that the gravity of the crime of father-beating varies with the 

place where it took place. If it took place in the a@yopa, it implies a public humiliation and therefore 

may be considered particularly serious. If it took place ém’ (diac oikiac, it is no less serious because it 

represents an act of uBprc against the authority of the pater familias perpetrated in his own home. From 

a general point of view, this interpretation seems to be compatible with the theoretical treatments of 

this subject, found, for example, in Cic. Jnw. 1.38: locus consideratur, in quo res gesta sit, ex opportunitate, quam 

videatur habuasse negotium administrandum; ea autem opportunitas quaeritur ex magnitudine, intervallo, longinquitate, 

propinquitate, solitudine, celebritate, natura ypsius loci et vicinitatis et totius regionis; ex his etiam attributionibus : sacer 

an profanus, publicus anne privatus, alienus an ipsius, de quo agitur, locus sit aut fuerit; cf. Quint. 3.6.25: locum, 

unde controversia videtur, an fas fuerit tyrannum in templo occidere, an exulaverit qui domi latuit (cf. Lausberg, 

Handbuch § 382). 

17 ayp@. The traces seem to fit the base of an a whose shape is similar to the As in i 24 

mapavojo|c; the traces of the second letter clearly suggest r; the traces of the third character could 

belong to the head of p. 

If the reading is right, we could interpret it in the context suggested above: if the beating took 

place in the isolation of the countryside, away from society (cf. Cicero’s solitudine in the passage quoted 

in the previous note), 1t could be reckoned less serious. I have also considered va@ (or atticistic ved), 

cf. Quintilian’s in templo (passage quoted in the previous note), and [Quint.] Decl. Min. 265 pr 3, 103. In 

that case, all three items would represent circumstances that make the act more criminal. However, 

the trace before w does not seem to suit A or even €. 

17-18 [xpo]|vov. For the supplement at line-end, I take into account that the dicolon after oikiac 

would have been followed by a blank space (see i 6, 7, and 9-10 nn.). 

[xp6]|vov Kav po 7oAAod 7) tapaxpywa. The fact that a long time (po zodAod) has passed since 

the event had taken place may represent a plausible argument for leniency. Compare Herm. Stas. 
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Pp. 44-911, a case of exception (apaypadixoy) in relation to time: 7) Kata xpdvov, ofov deAob rraic 
HpicTEuce, KaL jLoryelac Kplvet THY yuvatka: TOCOUTOLC yap pycw UcTEpov x povouc [27) deity KptvecOan. 

18-19 According to the list in 12 one is tempted to restore tpézov 7é7e]||pov, but the space at 
the end of 18 is not enough, taking into consideration the fact that the dicolon should be placed before 

Tporov, preceded and followed by a short blank (see i 6 n.). Then one should conclude that rpézov 

was accidentally omitted, as the corrected omisson of kaxac in 20. See Antipho, Tetr, 3.2.2, where the 

accused claims to have defended himself from the attack by the person whom eventually he killed 

using the same instrument, i.e. the hands: rov yap dpEavra ric mAnyijc, ef pev cidHpw 7 Ow 7} 

EiAw juvvapny adrov, HdiKovv ev 00d’ odTwe — od yap TavTa GAAG pelCova Kal mA€Elova SikaLot ot 

apyovrec avrimacyew eicl — taic b€ yepci TuTTOmevoc bm’ abrod, Taic xepely arrep emacyov avrioparv, 

morepa ndikour; Cf. also Luc. Tyr. 11.7-10: eel Kaxeivo mpoceéetacew jor SoKeic Kal cucohavThcew 

Tove evepyétac, et Tic un Eider, AAA ALOw 7 ELAw 7} GAAW Tw TpdTW arrEKTEWED. 

20-21 mpov[Bprc]||Peic. The traces after zpo fit y, and I print e.g. the supplement zpoi[Bprc]|Aetc 

(the syllabic division between c and @ is the more common usage; see Mayser, Grammattk 1.1, 222). 

However, according to a TLG search, this verb is attested only three times: Photius, Fragmenta in 

epistulam ad Romanos 524.32, Eust. Comm. ad Homeri Ihadem vol. iii, p. 917.20, and Scholia in Theocritum 

V 120b.3 (p. 181 Wendel). Alternatively the traces can fit two other different letters, so that two other 

supplements can be proposed. (1) Since the traces of the protrusion of the upright below the baseline 

are very faded, they may be considered just accidental ink, so that the upright would be shorter and 

might fit 1. We may think of zpoz[7Aaxktc]|eic, which follows the usual division into syllables, but it 

is perhaps too long for the space. (2) The traces can fit a T. If so, the supplement zpot[u¢]|eic may 

suit the sense: it would indicate a physical offence by contrast with the preceding zpoakotcac, which 

indicates a verbal insult. The simple verb also occurs in 21. However, three objections may be raised. 

(a) The supplement does not follow the usual division into syllables (see Mayser, Grammatik 1.1, 221-2). 

(b) It seems to be too short, although we can assume an enlargement of the letters at line-end and 

wider spaces left between individual letters (cf. introd.). (c) This aorist form of mpotimTw, although 

attested, is much rarer than the classical form zpotuzeic. 

21 After mpayuati an erroneous dicolon occurs. 

21-2 ef rUmT[ wv py Tpw||ceve. The use of the optative here, although unexpected, suggests that 

the possibility is presented as less real than those given by the recurrent «av with the subjunctive. 

22-3 ex [ta@v]| z[A]ny@v amofary. At the end of 22, the supplement consists of three letters 

only, but it is certainly acceptable, if we assume an enlarged final N as in 11 3 and 6. An interesting 

treatment of death caused by beating is found in Antipho, Teér. 3.2.3-6 and 3.3.2-4. 

23 (7) et. The whole sense of the sentence seems to require the insertion of 7, which must have 

been omitted by haplography after the preceding 7. 

23-4 Tod matpolc pur) Bov]|Alo]wévov. Compare Sen. Contr. 9.4, a case in which the father 

defends the son who beat him following the tyrant’s order (petuntur manus eius; pater defendit). A tyrant 

orders two brothers to beat their father: one of them commits suicide in order to avoid parricide; 

the other follows the tyrant’s order and beats his father; after that he becomes a friend of the tyrant, 

organizes a plot against him, and kills him. The father defends his son saying that he himself gave 

him the order to beat: in fact, by beating him, the son became close to the tyrant and able to kill him, 

i.e. to rise to the role of ‘tyrannicide’. See in particular 9.6.1-3: quoniam usque eo saeculum mutatum est, ut 

parricidae pater adstt, nos istius advocationt adsumus? defendit quamvis nocentem. ecquid agnoscitis indulgentiam? 

24-7 From these lines it clearly emerges that the analysis of zpécwzov and mpayya in col. 11s an 

example of the progymnasmatic exercise called véjov eichopa. The expression 6 viv etcnyotpevoc—as 

explained in detail in i 26f. n.—is to be referred to the introduction of a law. The most relevant fea- 

ture that points in this direction is represented by the application of the reAuxa KepaAaca comparable 

to the treatment of this exercise found in Progymnasmata; see: [Herm.] p. 27.1-2, who lists ro cadéc, 
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70 Sixasov, TO vdprov, TO cuud€epov, TO Suvardv, TO mpémov; cf. Aphth. p. 47.13. Theon p. 95.9-12 

(= p. 129.9-12) contains a lists of the corresponding ‘opposite’ xe¢éaAava (with slight variations) to 

be applied in the confutatio of the law (see i 26ff. n.): 76 dcagéc, 76 adbvatov, 76 odK avayKaiov, TO 

UmevavTlov, TO aduKov, TO aévov, TO actp.popov, TO aicypov; see comments in Patillon—Bolognesi, 

pp. xci-xciii, and cf. iii 14 ff. n. In 4855 i 25 dca¢y Kal adyAa corresponds to 76 cagéc of [Herm.] 

and dcaféc of Theon; zapévouo[c corresponds to 7d vouysov of [Herm.]; aduxoc of line 27 corre- 

sponds to 76 Sixavov of [Herm.] and 76 dducov of Theon. On the passage as a whole Prof. Heath 

offers interesting considerations, based on the following table of the series of headings contained in 

{Herm.], 4855 and Theon, which he constructed by converting the heads of 4855 and Theon into 

the ‘positive’ terms of [Herm.]: 

{Herm.] 4855 Theon 

I. cadéc 1. capéc 1. cahéc 

2. dikarov 3. VOLLULOV 5a. duvarov 

3. vdtpov 2. dikatov 5B. avayKatov 

4. cupepépov 2 3. VOMLUyLOV 

5. duvarov ? 2. dikarov 

6. mpézrov ? 4. cuppépov 

6. mpézrov 

We see that all three authors place 76 cadéc in the first position; 4855 has in common with 

[Herm.] the second and third heading, but in reverse order. From that we could easily infer that 4855 

also could have completed the analysis of the law according to (at least) 76 cupP€pov, 76 duvarov, and 

TO mpémov, probably using the same syntactic structure already applied for the first two headings, Le. 

a conditional clause introduced by the conjunction 6rav. 

24-5 The pair aca¢y kal adyAa concludes what has emerged from the whole previous analysis 

of the law, focusing on the fact that the actual wording of the law does not provide for special cir- 

cumstances. This recalls Theon’s treatment of law on the basis of the rézroc “to acagéc” (p. 95.9 = Pp. 

129.9; cf. 1 24~7 n.) in the section at pp. 95.13-98.40 (= pp. 129.13-130.40), which represents the only 

treatment of this heading in the proposal of law in the extant progymnasmata ([Herm.] simply intro- 

duces it with a short quotation from Demosthenes). But the ‘qualitative’ difference between Theon 

and 4855 is remarkable. On the one hand, Theon illustrates several aspects of obscure, faulty, am- 

biguous, and problematic formulation by considering grammatical, syntactical and linguistic aspects 

(like prosody, homonymy, polysemy, synonymy, archaism, pleonasm, ellipsis) and offers numerous 

examples from various laws (see the analysis of C. Atherton, The Stoics on Ambiguity, Cambridge 1993, 

194-9, 480-2), resulting—as Prof. Heath observes—in a pedantic, overelaborated, and unfocused cas- 

uistic. In this respect it is noticeable that in Theon the same law of the father-beater is simply one of 

many examples, being briefly mentioned to illustrate the case of obscurity due to ellipsis kat’ aiziav 

(see 1 2-3 n.). On the other hand, 4855 applies the heading 70 cad¢éc in an organic and articulated 

analysis of a single law offering a quite instructive example of a strategy of analytic argumentation, 

i.e. a technique indispensable in declamation training, where one has to argue whether and how a law 

applies in given circumstances. This opens the possibility that the treatment of the law in 4855 is not 

a progymnasma tout court but a post-progymnasmatic exercise (cf. final remarks after ii 17-18). 

25-7 tapavomo[c d€ drav. In reconstructing this passage (and contrasting tapavomo[c of 25 and 
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adixoc Of 27 with dcafy Kai &dyAa of 25) I have taken into consideration the syntactic articulation of 
the sequence of reAcca kedaAava found in [Herm.] p. 27. 2-10: . . . TH wev cael, We... TA vOMipLa 
d€, Grav Néywmev Ott. . « TH Sixalw Se, drav Néywpev ott. . . KTA. Tapdvomolc and aéducoc both 
agree with an implied 6 véjoc, which is the subject of the subordinate clause in 2O—7see 12 Otten). 
Therefore I restore 6€ dav to parallel 27 8€ é7av; some such conjunction is required to govern the 
subjunctive 7 in 26 (this 7 could also be interpreted as 7, but this does not seem to make any sense). 
The difficulty is that we would expect the words 6 véuoc to appear somewhere, yet there is no room 
left for them at the end of 95. It is possible that the whole section was headed zrepi vdpov, so that the 
subject 6 véjoc could be omitted and easily understood. Alternatively one could think that it has been 
accidentally omitted at the end of 25, i.e.: tapavopo[c 5€ (6 vdpoc) av. Cf. [Herm.] p. 27.5-7 (from the 
passage already partially quoted in this note): r@ vopiww dé, drav Aéywpev Ste “rapa rode apyatouc 
Ectl vomouc” TH diKaiw dé, drav A€ywpev Ste “Tapa tiv dicw Kal mapa TO boc”. 

26f. The verb eicyyéopac is used here in a technical sense to indicate the proposal/introduction 
of a law, as in Theon p. 87.29 (= p. 123.29), in Dio Chrys. Or Ixxx 3.10 and D. H. Antiquitates Romanae 

1.76.4 and 2.27.4; the noun efeyyycic occurs in Theon p. 95.5—6 (= p. 129.5-6), and in Nic. Soph. 

p. 78.10; the synonym eicfépw in: Theon p. 95.29 (= p. 128.29); [Herm.] Inv. 2.3, p. 113.15; Nic. Soph. 

p. 78.14; the noun efc@opa occurs in [Herm.] Jnv, 2.3, p. 112.13, p. 113.12-13. 

The proposal of law—eicdopa or eicyyncic vdsov—represents an exercise in the Progymnasmata, 

treated by Theon pp. 95-8 = pp. 129-130; [Herm.] pp. 26-7; Aphth. pp. 46-51; Nic. Soph. pp. 77-9. 

It consists of two parts, a confirmatio and a confutatio of the law, slightly differently named by the differ- 

ent authors (katackevn/avackevn by Theon p. 95.45 = 129.4-5; cuvnyopta/Katynyopta by Aphth. p. 

47.7; etchopa/Adbcuc by [Herm.]} Jnv. 2.3, p. 113.13). This exercise was performed through the applica- 

tion of the so-called reArca xedarAava (see 1 24-7 n.). 

In our passage, we have to take into consideration the following participle in the dative roé[< 

. k ]exupwévoic, which clearly indicates something that has been enacted, and therefore it is plausi- 

ble that it refers to laws. On this basis, I have supplied in the lacuna the adverb 757; cf. Theon p. 95.31 

(= p. 128.31) wepi d€ THv HdN Keyrevwy vouwv,. Alternatively, the adverb 7aAar is equally suitable for 

the sense and the space; cf. Syrian. in Hermog. Commentaria 2, p. 162.26—7 kata b€ vowou maAat Keyrevou 

KUpwcw Kal avaipecu. Thus 6 viv eicnyotpevoc is said to be ‘contrary to the (laws) [already] enacted’. 

This contrast suggests that yéjoc is to be supplied with efcyyovpevoc as subject of the sentence, and 

that therefore eicyyotvpevoc must be taken as a passive, while in the passages previously mentioned the 

verb eicnyéowar has the active sense. The passive use seems grammatically possible, although rare and 

mostly in Byzantine authors (see Theophylactus Simocatta 3.2.7.5; Michael Attaliates, Historia 246.16; 

Anna Comnena, Alexias 15.8.4.19). Note J. A7 19.179.1 mpoewcnynpeva. 

27 oray mw. |. If at first glance the space for avy seems slightly narrow, one may compare the 

sequence TA in 15 -cerau and the ligature between A and N in 23 -Gavy. Of the last letter of the line 

only a tiny mark is preserved. In any case we need to reconstruct a conjunction that would introduce 

a subordinate clause parallel to that in 25~7. 

The missing part of the text probably defined the case of unjust law through arguments that 

may have a strict relation with the law of the father-beater. It is worth taking into consideration the 

discussion by Theon in a passage preserved only in the Armenian translation (see Patillon—Bolognesi, 

pp. 100-101). Here the examination of the law according to 76 di«avov consists of the question 

whether the law is just for all citizens or whether it has been introduced for individuals in particular 

conditions. The example considered is the law that the one who strikes and causes wounds shall pay 

the amount of 1,000 drachmai, otherwise he shall be charged with ariuia. This law is defined as 

unjust because it does not take into account the conditions of individuals: in fact, a poor man will 

be charged with driuia for not being able to pay this amount. On this basis I propose the following 

supplement e.g.: 
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colave7 ad.Kkoc O€, OTay pilav Tyww- 

col. iit = [piav 7104 macw icwc oddev aAAo AoyiCope- 

2 [voc 

to be translated as: ‘but unjust is [the law] when it establishes the same punishment for all without 

taking into consideration anything else’. However, one could object that this supplement, although 

plausible, is too restrictive, i.e. it is only one of a very wide range of possibilities for a law to be unjust. 

While the heading 76 cadéc is handled in remarkable detail (see i 24~5 n.), the following heading ro 

vouysov would be—if this supplement is right—covered in one short sentence. Therefore we can 

think of a more general formulation, for example something similar to [Herm.] p. 27.6-7 (already 

quoted in 25-7 n.): r@ Sixalw S€, drav Aéywpev Ori “rapa tiv pbc Kal Tapa 76 €Boc”. Since the 

traces of the last uncertain letter of the line are very scanty, it is also possible to reconstruct at the end 

orav qn and propose the following supplement e.g.: 

col. 1 27 adiKoc de, OTav py) [TH pvcec 

col.ui  [pndé rd Cer cvvérrnrar 

or, with a slight variation, 

col. iit [unde Toic Kowoic Tavtwv avOpamwy €- 

a [Gece cuvémnrat 

to be translated as: ‘but unjust is [the law] when it complies with neither nature nor custom (or all the 

customs common to mankind)’. 

Col. 11 

1-6 Classification of the @écevc, which must have been introduced in the previous column (col. 

uu), into three categories: Béceuc Pewpytikat, AOiKat, and mpayparixai (cf. mtrod.). As already said 

above, the Oécevc 7AcKai as a category are not found in the other authors of Progymnasmata but they are 

very close to the Oécerc mpaxrtixai (cf. G. Reichel, Quaestiones progymnasmaticae (Leipzig 1909) 99, and 

H. Throm, Die Thesis: Ein Beitrag zu threr Entstehung und Geschichte (Paderborn 1932) 81, 84-9, 92-4, 98), 

especially if we take into consideration the examples offered to illustrate them, which occur in other 

authors in the group of the practical/pragmatic thesezs (see below 111 3 and 4 nn. and overall assessment 

of 4855 after i 17-18 n.). Note that according to Diogenes Laertius both Chrysippus and Herillus 

wrote works entitled Oécerc 7AKai (see DL 7.199 and 7.166 respectively); on Stoic echos in theses cf. 11 

1n.; on the relationship between theses in rhetoric and theseis in philosophy within the so-called doxo- 

graphical tradition, see J. Mansfeld, ‘Doxography and Dialectic: The Sitz im Leben of the “Placita’”’ 

ANRW 11.36.4, 3056-229, esp. 3125-6, 3193-205. 

1-6 First subdivision of @écece illustrated by examples introduced by the conjunction ofov, as 

for the other subdivision in 7-14. Content and structure are quite close to Theon’s treatment, p. 83. 

7-84.15 (= p. 121. 7-15). 

I et mpovo[tja divorced Ka[t] to may recalls Theon p. 83.8-9 (= p. 121.8-9) ofov ei Geol 

mpovoovrrar Tob KOdcwov, which is introduced as an example of Gécic AewpytiKy as opposed to Hécic 

mpaktiKy. Since the following portion of the text of 4855 contains two other groups of Oéceic, 7AiKai 

and mpayyatixat, it is highly probable that this sentence represents an example introduced to illus- 

trate a previous group of écewc, which should be the group of @écerc Pewpytixat. This first group 

of the subdivision would have been introduced in the final part of the previous column. Exploiting 

the wording used for introducing a subdivision in line 7, the definition of Bécic Pewpytixai given by 

Theon (p. 83.7-8 = p. 121.7-8) and the average number of letters for line in 4855, I conjecturally 

reconstruct the last three lines of the previous col. ii as follows: 
a / € z > , € 9\ 

[tay Oécewv Ql [LEV ELCLV Oewpyrtikal, at be 

> , € oO. / \ Ni ted: 
HOiKaL, at be TpPAayWaTriKat. dewpynrixal MeV O- 
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cat Gewpiac evexa povov Cytobvtat: oiov| 

col. i ed trpdvo[ija Score’ Kali] ro wav... 

Here the use of xa{¢] implies that zpovova governs a more limited sphere (e.g. human life as well as 

the whole universe). 

Elsewhere, Theon offers the development of the Oécic “ei Geol mpovootvrar Tob Kdcuov”, pp. 

91.7-94.9 (= pp. 126.3-128.4), which shows a Stoic flavour (as observed by Reichel, Quaestiones progym- 

nasmaticae 27-9, 104-5; cf. Throm, Thesis 78 n. 2). Compare also Quint. 3.5.6. Similar examples of 

Gécecc of speculative type are: ef charpoerdnc 6 odpavoc (Aphth., p. 41.19-20, Nic. Soph., p. 76.18-19 

and [Herm.] p. 25.7), e¢ Kécjou moAAoi ([Herm.] p. 25.8 and Aphth. p. 41.20), and «7 6 qAvoc mop 

((Herm.] p. 25.8). 

On the different character of @écevc speculative and practical/pragmatic, see also Theon 

pp. 83.10-84.15 (p. 121.10-15); cf. Nic. Soph. p. 76. 21-22 and Patillon—Bolognesi, pp. Ixxxiv—lxxxvii. 

On the basis of the extant progymnasmata, it is very likely that the classification of the type of 

theses was introduced by a general and short definition of this exercise, possibly preceded by a head- 

ing, e.g. epi Oécewe. 

3 mac TéEKva madevréov. As far as I know this thesis is not paralleled in progymnasmatic litera- 

ture. The topic itself, however, is certainly not new, given the role played by upbringing and education 

in Greek civilization, especially within philosophical debate. Among the treatises devoted to this topic 

only Ps.-Plutarch’s wept maidwyv aywyrc (Mor. 1a—14c) has entirely survived, while from others we 

have only the title and scanty fragments: a wep! taidetac by Aristotle (DL 9.53, frr. 62-3 Rose), a zrepi 

Talowy aywync by Theophrastus (DL 5.50, Theophr fr. 436 no. to F), a rep! raidwy aywyye attested 

in a treatise on Hellenistic monarchs transmitted on papyrus in LX XI 4809 ui 12-13, a wepl aywyjc 

by Cleanthes (fr. 481.27 Armin), a zrep! tratdetac by Clearchus (fr. 13-16 Wehrli), a wept maudetac by 

Aristippus (DL 2.83-85 = fr. 144 Giannantoni), a rept EAAnvixje mavdetac by Zeno of Citium (frr. 41, 

250 Arnim), a work by Chrysippus to which Quint. 1.1.17 refers as praecepta de liberorum educatione (frr. 

732-738 Armin), waidevtixol vouor by Aristoxenus (frr. 42-43 Wehrli). At Rome Gel. 4.19.2 quotes 

Varro’s Catus aut de lberis educandis, a dialogue belonging to the Logistorici (fr. 17 Riese). According to 

Quintilian (first book of the Jnstitutiones) upbringing and primary education play a crucial role in the 

development of the future orator (see in particular 1.1.1-37, 1.2.1-31, 1.3.1-17). Clearly for this topic 

also the relation between philosophy and rhetoric has to be taken into consideration: cf. 1 1 n. on 

Stoic echo on fheseis, and final remarks after i 17-18 n.; see also Atherton, Stoics on Ambiguity, 473-82. 

Finally note that Men. Rhet. p. 363.30 Spengel, p. 66 RW lists the topic 7 t@v Traldwy aywyy as a 

relevant one in the praise of cities. 

4 mac pido xpycréov; cf. Cic. Part. 18.65, where the quaestio quibus officus amicitia colenda sit is 

mentioned as an example of quaestio whose propositum is an actio, as opposed to cognitio, 1.e. it 1s classified 

as a practical thesis (see above ii 1-18 n.). 

For the motif of diAou compare Ioan. Sard. p. 232.4—5 671 crovdactéov vrep tatpidoc 7 didwy, 

which from structural/formal standpomt is a @écuc cuyKpitixy (see below). 

4-5 The definition of Oéceuc tpaypatixai of 4855 is not exactly parallelled in the extant rhe- 

torical texts. In 5 the traces do not allow a certain reconstruction of the text. We could restore the verb 

apa[7]z[e]w, assuming that the lower part of the upright of tT has been abraded and that the 1 has 

a round tip because in ligature with the preceding € in lacuna. For the ‘Attic’ spelling -r7-, see in 12 

n. (the alternative form zpa[c]c[e]1v would be palaeographically possible, since the two traces visible 

after the first lacuna may represent the two extremities of the arc of the required c). At first glance 

the noun z7p4[y]a[c]w would paleographically be suitable, assuming that the two traces after the first 

lacuna belong to the left-hand diagonal of the required a, which would have then a very slightly in- 

clination; however, the first lacuna is in fact too small to contain the sequence rm, which in this script 

occupies at least a space about 2 mm larger; moreover we would have to assume a 1 with a blurred 
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‘round’ tip. In any case, zpa[y]a[c]e would produce a syntactically odd construction with the verb 

[5]eSdacxw as a dative plural in the meaning of ‘teach in relation to actions (?)’; one would in fact ex- 

pect an accusative. As said above, the wording of the definition of 4855 is unique, especially for the 

use of the verb 8vdackw. The closest formulation is Theon p. 83.910 (= p. 121.9—10) ai d€ mpaxtiKat 

cic Twa mpaéw THY avadopav éxoucat (cf. also Aphth. p. 41.16-17 Kal modutiKal ev al mpagw exoucar 

TOAW cuvexoucar, otov el yapnreov, €l mAeucTeov, el TELYLCTEOV). 

5-6 «i ypy| wAetv . . . ef xpr) yewpyeiv. Compare Aphth., p. 41.17. Lib. (vol. viii, pp. 564-6) 

offers the development of the exercise «{ 7Aevcréov, while Themistius has a rather articulated piece 

entitled @écic ef yewpynréov (vol. ii, pp. 181-6 Downey, Yarnon, Schenkl). 

6 ef xp1) yapetv. This Oécic is mentioned as an example of fécic tpaxtixH by Theon p. 83.10 

(= p. 121.10), [Herm.] p. 25.18, Nic. Soph. p. 72.19—20 and pp. 74.15~75.12, Aphth. p. 41.17; cf Quint. 

2.4.24~—25 ducendane uxor, and 3.5.8. The complete development of the exercise is in Aphth. (pp. 42-6) 

and Lib. (vol. viii, pp. 550-61). 

el yp1) yewpyeiv. Compare [Herm.] p. 25.19-20, where agricultural activity represents the sec- 

ond member of the Oécic dir entitled ef aOAnTéov waAdov 7) yewpynréov. 

7-14. Second classification of the écexc into two categories, admAal and cvy«pitiKal (cf. introd.) 

g-10 ef |[A]oywr emyreAnréov. The topic of this thesis may be compared with [Herm.] p. 25.5 

el pntopeuTéov. 

10 cuyxpitiKat. As said in introd., this type of #éceve corresponds to the Gécere durAai treated in 

the other authors of progymnasmata. For the use of this term, see Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini, Scholia 

ad Hermog. Status, RG 4, p. 708.4. Compare also Quint. 2.4.24: thesis autem quae sumuntur ex rerum compa- 

ratione (ut ‘rusticane vita an urbana potior .. .’). 

12 xpeitrov. Uhe ‘Attic’ spelling in -rr- might indicate the stylistic level aimed at by the writer. 

Note however that -77- is the norm also in documentary papyri from the third century onwards; see 

Gignac, Grammar i 146-7. 

13-14 emyreAnréov o7Awv 7 Ad|[y]wv. Compare Quint. 2.4.24 wuris perutt an militaris virt laus mauor, 

who refers to the obvious example of Cic. Mur. 19 ff. Individual topics of this double @écic, belonging 

to the military and the rhetorical field respectively, may be compared with two other Oécetc amAat: 

et TevyicTéov (mentioned in Aphth. p. 41.17; Lib. contains the development of the exercise, vol. viii, 

pp. 561-4); €¢ pyropevréov (mentioned in [Herm.], see 9-10 n.). This theses recalls many common- 

place reflections on the civil/military antithesis, like e.g. Cicero cedant arma togae (Pis. 72.8-9, 73.53; Off. 

L230. Ae 

14ff. List of the seven headings on the basis of which the @écic-exercise is to be developed. The 

headings are called pépy, like the headings under zpécwz7ov and mpaypa in col. i. Theon calls them 

root, Herm. and Aphth. reAuca kebadaca, corresponding to capitula finalia in Prisc. (p. 40.2 Passalac- 

qua = p. 555.10-11 Halm). Nic. Soph. p. 72.9-12. points out that terminology and headings vary from 

author to author: od A€Anfe yap pe, OTe ETEpoL Kal ETEpotc Ticly expycavTo KEepadaloic, ot ev TOIC 

teAckoic Kadovpévoic, Twec dé Kal dAAoLc, Kawa adToOic dvopnaTa TepiTibevtec. In the following table 

the list in 4855 may be compared with several similar lists found in the other sources. 
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Variations are found in the same author according to the exercise to which the headings are 

to be applied, as shown in the table by the two different lists found in Nic. Soph. Similarly, [Herm.] 

pp. 25-22-26.2, on the treatment of Oécic, offers a list of 4 items (dikavov, cupp€epov, duvarov, mpéz0r). 

Moreover, the conciseness of the treatment and wording itself sometimes suggest that they may be 

considered open lists, like Priscian’s list, which ends with the word similia (for similar lists see J. Martin, 

Antike Rhetorik: Technik und Methode (Munich 1974) 169-74, and Lausberg, Handbuch § 375.5). For the va- 

riety of lists and their relationship with the genres cupBovdAeutixoy and éyKwpuactixor, cf. Nic. Soph., 

pp. 72-3, and Patillon—Bolognesi, pp. Ixxxviii-xci. Lib., in his @écuc-exercises (vol. viii, pp. 550-66), 

offers examples of the application of the lists found in Herm. and Aphth. Theon, in his treatment of 

Oécic, offers a much longer and detailed list of rér01. This consists of 28 items of which the first 17 

may be ascribed to the genre cupBovdAevtixov, while the rest represent more general rézrox (cf. Arist. 

Rh. 2.23 [1397a.7-1400b.36], where the t6z0 éx tod évavtiov, ex Tod waddAov, and ex Tov Arrov are 

suitable for a more general application in comparison with the rézrox specific to each oratorical genre, 

as illustrated in RA. 1.3 [1358b.20—-5]). Compare also Rhet. Alex. 1421 b 24 ff. (§§ 4-5, p. 6 Fuhrmann), 

containing a list of eight headings to be applied to the genre cupBovdeutixdv: dixavov, voptipor, 

cupp€pov, Kaddv, 750, pad.ov, duvarov, avayKaiov; and Quint. 3.8.22—-32. 

14 kata dvcw. Compare Nic. Soph. p. 72.16 and 20 (and the table above, ui 14 ff. n.). Kata 

dvcw is also included as the second item of Theon’s detailed list (see 14 ff. n.), which is to be identified 

with véuuov according to the definition given at p. 84.28-32 (= p. 121.28-32): devrepov b€ dtu KaTa 

dobcw éctl Kal KATO Ta Kowa TOVT WV avo pwr €6y TE Kal VOMUYLa” ov yap amroxpy Tpoc TO mpaéat 

Ti duvaTov avTo etvat, eav uy KaTa Picw Kal KaTa vopov U7apxy. In Ioan. Sard. p. 241.212, azo 

pocewc 1s a sub-heading of dikavov: To dé Sikatov Tprydc AapBaverau: ard dicewc, amo eHouc, amo 

eyypadou. dixarov, the second item in 4855, occurs as second in Herm., Aphth., Aps., and Prisc. and 

as eighth in Theon’s detailed list; see 14.ff. n. 

15 cUpudopov T@ Biw. The trace may fit the head of 0, or be itself a very small 0, like the one at 

the very end of line 1; the space, rather narrow, leads me to restore this letter. In the other sources we 

find the synonymous cupdépov (second heading in Herm. and Aphth., a sub-heading under no. 18 é« 

tov evaytiov in Theon’s detailed list, see 14 ff. n.). In 4855 there are two palaeographical arguments 

against reading € here: (1) space too narrow; (2) no trace of the base of this letter or of the likely 

ligature with the following p (cf. e.g. 14 wepy, 15 pLeTEpxo). 

15-16 Bioc tod perepyo|[jJévov. In this context, the participle jetepydmevoc is used in the 

sense of ‘go seek’, ‘pursue’, ‘to put into practice’, and the object to be understood is the zpaypa that 

is taught by the féceuc mpayparixat, as stated in 5. The meaning of fioc is slightly different from the 

previous 7@ Biw. There it refers to human life in general; here it refers to the life of a category of 

people pursuing the activity that represents the topic of the @écuc. With regard to the examples of 

§écee given in 5—6, one should think of the life of the sailor and the farmer; for those in g—10 and 

in 13-4, one may think of the life of a rhetor or a student of rhetoric and the life of a soldier. This 

heading is not in the lists found in the other sources. However, one can compare the following passage, 

where pérexpr, a synonym of perépyopar, occurs: [Herm.] p. 24.11-15: amA@c tabTa Tavta adedovtec 

TO mpaypa eh’ EavTod Dewpycoper, TOV TpocdvTwy abt@ THv e&éracw Trorovpevor, olov Et TroLnTéov 

760 wrwioby dia TO TOLdd€ elvat Ta ATOBaivovta Toic weTLovcw. For this ‘restrictive’ meaning of Bioc 

we can consider Theon p. 94.13-21 (= p. 128.13-21), and Ioan. Sard. p. 242.220. In the development 

of the thesis ef yaunréov, Lib. (vol. viii, p. 554.11-18) offers a passage that may be connected with the 

heading 6 Bioc tot pwetepyopevov. 

16 cbyKpice[c. Compare the following passages, all related to the treatment of the kowdc té70c: 

Theon p. 64.3-5 (= 108.3-5); [Herm.] pp. 13.14-14.1; Aphth. p. 17.8-10; Nic. Soph. p. 43.6—14; cf. 

Ioan. Sard. pp. 99.11—100.19. 

17-18 The final sentence introduces the refutatio of the thesis. In 4855 this is named karnyopia 
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as in Theon p. 3.13-14 (= p. 61.13-14); [Herm.] p. 26.13; Aphth. p. 47.7; Nic. Soph. p. 78.11 (all 
these passages refer to the eichopa vdjov-exercise). The refutatio is alternatively named avackeuy (see 
Theon p. 90.21 = p. 125.21, p. 94.23-4 = p. 128.234) as opposed to xatackeur, confirmatio, also named 
cuvnyopia, as in Aphth.’s treatment (cf. Lib. vol. viii, pp. 568-71) or droAoyia (see Nic. Soph. p. 78.12). 
The pars destruens based on the opposite headings represents a substantial part of all progymnasmata 
(cf. R. Webb, “The Progymnasmata as Practice’, in Y. L. Too (ed.), Education in Greek and Roman 
Antiquity (Leiden, Boston, K6ln 2001) 300; Heath, Theon, 143; [. Reinhardt and M. Winterbottom, 
Quintlan: Book 2 (Oxford 2006) 76, 98-9). The conciseness and the wording in 4855 is comparable 
to Theon p. 84.20-3 (= p. 121.203): rv pv odv mpaxtikay Décewv Ta dvwtatw KeddAara [Kata] 

AapBaverar katackevalovre pev ex Tob dvayKaiov Kal Tob KaAod Kal Tob cuupepovtoc Kal TOU O€0C, 

avackevalovre b€ €k Tay evavtiwv . . .; cf. p. 90.21 (= p. 125.21): x S€ trav evavtiwy edrophcopev 

elc dvackeunv; p. 86.39 (= p. 123.39): ex dé Tav evavtiwv dvackevacréov; [Herm.] p. 26.6-7: ottw 
/ > Zz \ > o > 7 / M4 \ \ ¢ / > ya 

KATQACKEVACELC® avat péeyseuc be EK TWV EVAVTLWY. Adbcetc be KQL TAC EVPLCKOLLEVAC avtBécenc. 

I add some general observations about the significance of 4855 and its innovations and origi- 

nality within the progymnasmatic tradition. 

Starting from the most original feature, the classification of the theseis (cf. introd. and iti 1-6 

n.) into three categories including the hitherto unattested group of ethical theseis, one could observe 

that this tripartite scheme recalls the tripartite classification of the arts as theoretical, practical, and 

creative/‘poetic’ by Quint. 2.19. Further, Cic. Acad. 2.22 offers a bipartite classification into theoretical 

and practical arts, which is paralleled by the classification of the theses into practical and theoretical 

at Quint. 3.5.11 (cf. Remhardt—Winterbottom, Quintilian: Book 2, 353-4). If so, as Dr Innes points out, 

taking into consideration this parallelism/overlap between the classification of the arts in general 

and rhetoric 1n particular, it appears less striking that 4855 introduces a tripartite classification of the 

thesets, although not identical to the tripartite classification of the arts offered by Quintilian. 

Dr Innes also brilliantly suggests a possibility of tracing back the ‘origin’ of the tripartite di- 

vision of thesezs (theoretical, ethical, and practical) in 4855 through the analysis of Cic. Part. 62-7, 

who offers subdivisions of each of the two overall distinctions of theoretical and practical theses. In 

particular (in 67), the practical theseis are subdivided into moral duty (offictuwm) and emotion (i.e. éthos 

and pathos), the first being illustrated by ‘how to behave to parents’ (parents together with friends are 

in fact traditional examples for duty; cf. the longer list of moral officia, cluding moral behaviour to 

friends and parents, in Hor. Ars 312-16). In fact 4855 gives to the moral duty an equal place beside the 

theoretical and practical theseis under the label of ‘ethical theseis’, 1.e. 1t ‘upgrades’ to a main category 

what in Cicero is a subdivision. 

In the words of Dr Innes (communication of 16 July 2007) ‘What may have happened is that 

the author (no doubt not the first to do so) elevates the moral type to reflect the standard division of 

philosophy into natural philosophy (e.g. the nature of the universe) and moral philosophy (e.g. how 

to treat friends). For this ethical type he isolates moral duty. Then whatever is left over goes into the 

third category, the practical (career-oriented, one’s choice of bios, e.g. “should one farm?” “should 

one marry?”). So a pick and mix of traditional components, which nicely happens to be hitherto 

unattested.’ 

Moreover, Arist. Jop. leads me to further reflections. After having defined the thesis as mpoBAnwa 

(104b 29 ff), he offers a tripartite (sic!) classification of rpotaceic and rpoBAjpuara (105b 19-25): ecru 3’ 

wc Timm TepiraBeiv TAY TpoTacewy Kal THY TpOPANWATwY wEpH Tplay al wey yap AOLKAaL mpoTacetc 

eiciv, al d€ ducixat, ai dé AoyiKal. HOiKal rev odv at ToLavTaL, olov méTEpov Sei Toic yovetdct waAAoV 7 

Toic vowouc meapxeiv, dv diadwracu Aoyikal dé olov mOTEpoV TMV EvavTiwn 1 avTH ETLCTHLN 7) OV" 

ducixal dé ofov moTepov 6 Kdcpoc didioc 7 OV. Gjolwc de Kal Ta TpOBANpara. Here the given examples 

present striking similarities with the examples illustrating the Béceic Pewpytixat/duciat, and the type 
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of @écevc that—as we have seen—are named zpaxzi«ai in the progymnasmatic texts, and 74uxcat only 

in 4855. Thus 4855, within its tripartite classification, seems to preserve the ‘original’ denomination 

of a type of theses that have later been included in the group of theseis zpaxtvxai within the bipartite 

system common to the rest of the progymnasmatic tradition. This point may also be supported by the 

tradition of Aristotle as the edpernjc of the thesis-exercise involving at the same time training in philo- 

sophical debate and development of rhetorical skills (see DL 5.3 mpoc Bécw cuveytpvale rove pabyrac 

da Kal pntopixa@c émacxav; cf.: Theon p. 13.1-2 (= p. 69.1-2); Cic. Orat. 14.46; Reichel, Quaestiones 

progymnasmaticae 97-100; Throm, Thesis 172-3, 177-9, 182-3; Mansfeld, ‘Doxography and Dialectic’, 

3197-201). Moreover, the classification of theseis into three groups attested only in 4855 recalls Aristo- 

tle’s tripartite classification of tpotacecc and zpoBAnjpara, although it is not identical. 

Finally, a remark about the order of the progymnasmata in 4855 and the purposes of the work 

contained in it. We have seen that the exercise in col. i very probably belongs to the category of véjou 

eichopa, while col. iti deals with Oéceuc. We have also tried to reconstruct in outline the content of the 

missing col. ii: it surely included the end of the analysis of the law of the father-beater—probably 

the treatment according to the headings 76 cupdépov, 7d Suvardv, and 76 mpémov—and the begin- 

ning of the section on the thesis, consisting of an introductory definition of the exercise followed by 

the classification that carries on in the preserved col. ii (cf. 1 24—7 and i 1 nn.). From that it is clear 

that the écuc-exercise follows the vojov eichopa, a sequence that is unparalleled in the other extant 

progymnasmatic texts, where the opposite order is found: the @écic precedes the véou eichopa in 

Theon, [Herm.], Aphth., Nic. Soph. (cf: Quint. 2.4.24, 26, and 33, who presents the following series 

with the law in the last position: thesis, question of voluntas in the so-called causae coniecturales, legum 

laus atque vituperatio). This is at the first sight quite puzzling. On the one hand, it is true that in general 

terms the order of progymnasmata varies from author to author (see Patillon—Bolognesi, pp. xii—xvi and 

XXvill-xxx1; Webb, Progymnasmata, 294-6; Heath, Theon, 132, 139, 141, 143-4, 149-51; G. A. Kennedy, 

Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks of Prose Composition and Rhetoric (Atlanta 2003) xii; Rembhardt—Winter- 

bottom, Quintilian: Book 2, 74-7). Yet on the other hand the sequence Oécic — voxrov eichopa is shared 

by all extant sources and has an obvious rationale: the véuov eichopa exercise is the most advanced 

(Aphth. pp. 46.20-47.6 even points out that it could be considered almost a hypothesis, 1.e. a declama- 

tion) and consequently should come at the end. However, as Prof. Heath suggests, there are some 

pieces of evidence that may allow us to consider the non-standard order of 4855 only an ‘apparent’ 

oddity. (1) The awareness of the variety in the ordering of the progymnasmata, especially with regard to 

the later stages of the cursus, is attested by Nic. Soph. p. 67.18 ff: twee pera tiv coyKpicey edOde TH 

exppacw Taéavtec ovTwe eypaisav: ecu prev 7 TOV epee mpoyupvacuatwr rakic adiadopoc aAwv 

dAAwe tatTovTwy . . . This may point to a certain degree of ‘tolerance’ for an ‘unorthodox’ ordering 

of the exercises. (2) The two exercises Aécic and vojov eichopa are strictly connected through their 

similarities, as one could infer from an anonymous commentary on Herm. Stas., RG 7, p. 620.5—11: 

here the progymnasma, which has no specified circumstances, is opposed to the dimension and role of 

laws in hypotheses, which as such consist of a legal question where the specific circumstances of the 

case have always to be taken into consideration; the proposal is thus a kind of thesis: wavri pnt@ See 

TWa bTroKeicbar mepictacw, el peArer év v7obécet adda [7) ev Bécet AapBavecbat: orav yap auto ed’ 

éavTo(d) TO pytov apdicBytHTat, OeriKy yiverar 7) Kat’ ado e€€racic KATA vdpou eichopdy: ofov Ei 

dnunyopytéov Toic TA TaTpwa KatedndoKdcw, ef ToALTEVTEOV Toic HTaipynKoct; cf. ibid. p. 623.12—17; 

Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini, Scholia ad Hermog. Status, RG 4, p. 778.25-30. These similarities between 

the two exercises both coming at the end of the progymnasmatic program, may further be supported 

by Ioan. Sard. p. 267.7-12: commenting on Aphth. 47.1314 on the proposal of law, he states that two 

or three proems can be used in this exercise, and reports the opinion of ‘many’ who say that the thesis 

also could include three proems, on the grounds that it makes sense for a young man completing the 

progymnasmata to use three proems to prepare for proper Cy77arTa (subjects of dispute). To sum up, 
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given that the two exercises were ‘felt’ so similar and both came at the final stage of the cursus, an 
inversion of their order is not so striking. (3) As Dr Innes observes, a logical and didactical reason for 
the collocation of the thesis-exercise at the very end of the progymnasmata series may depend on the 
nature of the theszs itself: in fact, with the addition of the circumstances (person, facts, time, space, 
etc.) a thesis becomes a hypothesis (cf. introd.), often an exercise on deliberative themes (Lat. suasoria) to 
be practiced before the more complex forensic case (Lat. controversia). For example the thesis ‘should 
one marry?’ becomes ‘should Cato marry?” (see Quint. 2.4.25 and 3.5.8—11). 

In this direction, an even more ‘radical’ view about the nature of the thesis is expressed by Sopa- 
ter fr. 8.107-134 (in Aphth. pp. 68-9 = Ioan. Sard. pp. 251.5-252.5), according to which the thesis is 
a complete hypothesis with heads of arguments (cf. the definition of the proposal of law by Aphthonius 
as a ‘quasi-hypothesis’ mentioned above, and Quint. 3.5.8-9’s remark that specific references may be 
given even in a thesis: for example, from the simple thesis an res publica administranda one could make the 

more specific and complex formulation an in tyrannide administranda, which, although it is not a proper 

hypothesis, implies the consideration both of time and of quality by introducing the figure of the tyrant 

as a ‘hidden person’). 

From this standpoint, the thesis-exercise as the last progymnasma may be considered a sort of 

‘glide’ towards the next stage of the rhetorical syllabus including the exercises on deliberative topics 

(suasoriae). 

The non-standard order of 4855 could also be explained in slightly different terms: our text 

may not be s¢ncto sensu a treatise on progymnasmata, but a treatment very close to this genre, perhaps 

a post-progymnasmatic work composed for the very first stage of declamation training, and therefore 

the author could have taken more freedom in distributing and treating his material. An important 

element in this direction is the role played by the heading 76 ca¢éc in the analysis of the véuoc, which 

itself is not directly paralleled in the extant progymnasmatic tradition (cf. i 24—5 n.) and represents, in 

the words of Prof. Heath, ‘a significant and serious contribution to progymnasmatic literature’. The 

final title téyvn pyntopixy may also point in this direction. 

In any case it has to be observed that the section on thesis is comparatively short and concise 

(lacking any fully worked models) and can be classified as progymnasmatic tout court. ‘This fact may 

(virtually) reflect a ‘real’ teaching situation (cf. Heath, Menander, 218-19, on [Herm.] Progymnasmata 

as originated ‘in elementary classroom instruction’). We can imagine a rhetor engaged at the same 

time in the instruction of students at different levels of progression in need of diversified teaching in 

different progymnasmatic (and possibly post-progymnasmatic) exercises (but the authorship of the 

doctrine is not necessarily to be attributed directly to him). Alternatively, in the fluid activity of the 

classroom, the teacher could have chosen to focus on the véuou eichopa and offer a quite detailed 

and instructive example even going beyond the elementary progymnasmatic level, and to conclude 

with a cursory revision of the thesis in the elementary progymnasmatic format already known to his 

students. Indeed, the possibility that 4855 has originated from notes taken by students is not to be 

ruled out. But we have to take into account that the paleographical features—rapidly executed but 

still professional bookhand script—do not match with what is to be expected from an autograph 

working copy of a teacher or notes by students, i.e. a text jotted down without particular care, with 

errors and lapsus left uncorrected. Therefore, going back to what has already been said in the introd. 

about 4855 as an artifact written on recycled papyrus, we can assume that a professional scribe was 

engaged to write properly the ‘original’ notes in order to produce a copy that, though unpretentious 

and inexpensive (as written on recycled material), was still decent (as written in bookhand, equipped 

with some reading and punctuation marks, and corrected by the scribe himself), a copy to be used 

as a handy reference work. In other words, 4855 was meant to last beyond the span of time of a sin- 

gle or a couple of ephemeral lectures. At this point one cannot help recalling Quintilian’s mention 

(1.pr.7) of the edition of two works on rhetoric put in circulation under his name by his students: they 
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derived from the notes taken by the students themselves during his lectures and therefore were not 

yet perfectly structured and polished as expected in the case of a formal and systematic treatise for 

publication as opposed to an oral exposition in a classroom situation, which is always provisional, at 

least to some extent (cf. Heath, Menander, 225 and 261-3, including comparable episodes). 

D. COLOMO 



IV. DOCUMENTS OF THE ROMAN PERIOD 

4856-4890. TRANSFERS OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

This section publishes thirty-five documents of familiar kind, and peculiar 

to the Oxyrhynchite nome. All but two carry instructions for giro transfers out of 

private grain stocks held in state granaries; in one case the instruction is preceded 

by a notice of transfer (4887), while two others carry only such notices of transfer 

(4886, 4890). For discussions of such texts, see P. Pruneti, AnPap 6 (1994) 53-91, 

and most recently N. Litinas, <PE 160 (2007) 183—202, who offers a full edition of 

the descnpta III 615-22 and 628-32, as well as an analysis of the formulas and 

related issues. 

Forty-four orders for transfer of credit in grain (dvactoAiKa) have been pub- 

lished to date (in a few cases, the papyrus carries more than one order); see the list 
in Litinas, loc. cit. 198, to which add P. Lips. II 140-41 and SB XX VI 16493. The 

earliest are LX VI 4588 (33) and XLIX 3486 (c.41); there follows a silence in our 

evidence for just under eighty years, though there are a several “setologus receipts’ 

of this period which certify grain deposits. 4856 of 118 is now the earliest text in 

a new series that spans some sixty years (the latest is I 88 of 179). Was the practice 

of issuing such orders discontinued? By contrast, notices of transfer of credit in 

grain continue to be issued for another hundred or so years. 

With a single exception (4872), the papyri in this section were excavated 

during Grenfell and Hunt’s third season at Oxyrhynchus (1903/4); they belong to 

a larger group of documents relative to activities of szologi, which, to judge from 

the inventory numbers, were found more or less together. This is the source of 

many other such texts published hitherto: apart from XXXVIII 2863-71 and 

LXVII 4587-90, which concern transfers of credit in grain, this applies to XLI 

2958 and 2961-7, documents referring to the price of rupdc cuvayopactikéc, and 

to LVII 3902-9, which concern the supply of seed-corn. (In view of their links 

with documents published here, P. Lips. I 112-17, acquired on the market, may 

originally have been part of the same group.) These texts refer to sitolog: of about 

two dozen granaries, and span a period of over a century (the earliest texts in the 

group are 3902 and 3907, both of 11.xi.99; the latest is LXV 4590 of ¢.231). 

Although they are addressed to overseers of village granaries, whose signatures 

they sometimes bear, or were issued by them, their concentration in the same rub- 

bish dump of Oxyrhynchus shows that they do not come from village granaries. 

Some of the texts found with them, such as those published in volumes XLI and 

LVI, are addressed to strategi. We may consider whether this ‘archive’ emanates 

from a section of the office of the Oxyrhynchite strategus that was concerned with 

grain transactions. The strategus was the recipient of accounts and reports of sifologz 
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that recorded all activity in the granaries under their supervision (see e.g. the du- 

ties of the sitologus described in P. Mich. XI 604.16-18 and XXXVI 2769 15-17). 

However, it is difficult to see why all these chits should have ended there, unless they 

were required as a measure for checking the accuracy of the reports. 

It has not been my intention to present a comprehensive edition of the ‘ar- 

chive’ (this would not be practical at present). I have selected perhaps the majority 

of those texts that offer significant details for the prosopography of the landown- 

ers and generally the agrarian history of the Oxyrhychite nome. Many of these 

papyri attest Roman citizens and Alexandrians, some of them of very high rank, 

such as members of the family of Tiberii Iulii Theones or the archidicastes Claudius 

Munatianus; others refer to eminent Oxyrhynchites or individuals known from 

previously published papyri. These persons held giro accounts in various village 

granaries, and may be presumed to have had landholdings in the vicinity; several 

of them employed various managers, indicative of the operation of estates. This 

information is mostly new, and is of particular interest in the case of the Romans 

(other than veterans) and Alexandrians, who had previously made a fairly modest 

appearance in the Oxyrhynchite documentation relative to estates in the earlier 

second century.’ 
The persons who issued or in general appear in these orders are chiefly met- 

ropolites; the great majority have Greek names of the kinds that were favoured by 

the Oxyrhynchite elite. Although heavily represented in this category of texts, the 

movements of their accounts were a fraction of the daily business of a granary, 

which mostly concerned small deposits by villagers. Instructive in this respect 

is P. Mich. XVIII 786, the only granary account with a fixed second-century 

date (c.167), which records activity in the granary of ‘Tanais; cf. also XLIV 3169 

(200-212), taken to indicate that ‘the economic importance of metropolitans . . . 

far exceeds their numbers’ (3169 introd., and cf. Rowlandson, Landowners and Ten- 

ants 117). 

The purpose of these ‘private’ grain transfers is generally not stated; it is 

only in the third century when we find explicit references to taxes (see 4890 6 n.). 

In some cases we may have payments of rent in kind; in some other cases land- 

lords perhaps transfer wheat into the accounts of their lessees for the latter to pay 

dues on land. Loans or repayments of loans of wheat also come into play; XLIX 

3493—4 (175), two rather peculiar loans of wheat, were found with the sztologi docu- 

ments published here, and one of them (3494) bears a docket referring to sitologi. 

The backs of all are blank except for 4885, written on reused papyrus, and 

4861. The writing is with the fibres unless indicated otherwise. 

' See I. Biezunska-Matowist, ‘Les Citoyens romains 4 Oxyrhynchos aux deux premiers siécles 

de Empire’, in J. Bingen et al. (edd.), Le Monde grec: Hommages a Claire Préaux (1975) 741-7, esp. 745-6; 

cf. J. Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants (1996) 107 ff. 
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All toponyms attested in the papyri published here are well known; for further 

information, see the repertories of P. Pruneti, J centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite (1981), and A. 

Calderini, S. Daris, Dizionario det nomi geografici e topografici dell’Egitto greco-romano (and supple- 

ments), under the names. These standard works are mentioned in the notes only sparingly. 

Information on Oxyrhynchite granaries, including a list, is given in J. Kriiger, Oxyrhynchos in 

der Kaiserzeit (1990) 60-62, but no reference to it will be made in the notes, since the details 

are in need of serious update and revision. 

Il 615-22 and 628-32 are cited below without reference to page numbers in <PE 

160 (2007); the key is: 615 = pp. 183-4; 616 = pp. 184-5; 617 = p. 186; 618 = pp. 186-7; 

619 = pp. 187-8; 620 = p. 189; 621 = p. 190; 622 = pp. 190-91; 628 = pp. 191-2; 629 = 

pp. 192-3; 630 = pp. 193-4; 631 = pp. 194-5; 632 = pp. 195-6. References to line numbers 

in II 613 are based on inspection of an image. 

N. GONIS 

4856. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.50/B(1)a 7x 13cm 2 August 118 

This is the earliest document of this type dating from the second century (see 

above, general introd.). It concerns a transfer of sixty-two artabas of wheat within 

the same granary; this is specified by the use of the term #éua, which comes at 

a rather unexpected point (see below, 9 n.). 

(m. 2?) ci(toArAdy- ) _ .[ 

(m.1)  Avovdcioc ITavc[ip- 

Capariwv citroAdyw ArBoc 

rom(apxtac) Cepipewe Tém(wv) xatpeuv. 

5 diacreAlo|v ad’ dv exer €v 

Géuate mapa col mupod yevy(waroc) 

tov (é)vect@toc SevTépov 

érouc Adpiavot Tob Kuptouv 

Avocképw Avoyévouc Bena 

10 mupod aptapac €EnKovTa 

Sb0, (yivovras) (wupod) (a4préBar) EB. (€rouc) B Adpra[vo]o 

Tov KuUplou, Mecopy Q. 

io Ge 4 70? (bis) 6 yev" ie icon, Ie 

(end hand?) ‘Sitolog— of . . .’. (1st hand) ‘Dionysius son of Pausir— to Sarapion, sttologus of the 

western toparchy, district of Seryphis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit in 

your granary, from the wheat-crop of the current second year of Hadrianus the lord, to Dioscorus 
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son of Diogenes, as a deposit, sixty-two artabas of wheat, total 62 art. of wheat. Year 2 of Hadrianus 

the lord, Mesore 9.’ 

1 c(roAdy- ) __[. The unread letters should belong to a place name, seat of a granary. Ce[pv- 

dewc has obvious attractions but is difficult to read. I am not aware of a similar annotation in any 

other text of this kind; it is present in P. Kéln III 137.1 (88), an order for grant of seed emanating 

from a strategus. 

2 ITavc[tp-: Iavclipioc, Havc[upiwvoc, or even [Tauc[ipiou. 

4 Cepidewc. Cf. 4875 11, 4887 3, 4888 3. Sitolog: of Seryphis are attested in XLIV 3163 5 

(72), SB XXVI 16493.2-3 (c.123), XX XVIII 2867 3 (127), 2871 3 (175/6), 190 5 (179/80), XVII 2126 

3 (261/2), XII 1542 3-4 (307); the granary is also implied in XLI 2968 18 (190), XLIV 3169 208 

(200-212), and 3170 87, 104, 153 (m). On the village of Seryphis, in addition to the standard topo- 

graphical repertories, see LV 3795 13 n.; Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 12-13, 18. 

6 mapa cot. See 4861 5 n. 
9 Oéua. There is some writing above mu which I cannot explain; a short upright trace is all 

that is clear enough. The word @€ua could have been abbreviated, so that one would have to read 

é1a7(0c) (see below), but the position of the trace, further to the left than one would expect it, does 

not favour this option. 

As established by F. Preisigke, Girowesen im griechischen Agypten (1910) 72, the term 6éa refers to 

a private deposit in a granary. Among orders for transfer of credit in grain, it occurs at this pomt, 1.e., 

after the name of the payee and before the quantity of wheat to be transferred, in 4856 9, 4869 7, 

and 4884 5, 8. It is much more at home in (1) notices of deposit and/or (2) transfer of credit, intro- 

duced by pepérpy(rac) and dvecraX(n) respectively, and in (3) granary accounts. It is absent from most 

of the earlier texts of the first two categories, and does not seem to consolidate its place before the 

170s (see Litinas, ZPE 160 (2007) 197 with n. 11). It apparently indicates that a payment was made into 

a giro account held in the same granary as the payer’s. We may tell this from the fact that in other 

texts we find toponyms in this place: there, the transfer of credit is made to an account held in a dif- 

ferent granary from that in which the payer’s account is held. In most orders for transfer of credit, the 

transfer presumably takes place within the same granary, since there is no indication to the contrary. 

The use of the term #€ua in 4869 7 may be due to the fact that the order concerns two transfers of - 

credit, and one of them is into an account in another granary. The scribe of 4856 may have been 

particularly precise in matters of detail. 

In the categories of texts described in the previous paragraph, the word is usually abbreviated, 

and is often resolved as 0éu(aroc): (1) I 518 5, XLIV 3181 8; (2) IIL 614, XII 1539 8, 15, 1540 6, 

1541 4, 6; (3) XLIV 3165 2, 4, 3169 40, 50 et passm. However, when it is written out in full, it invari- 

ably appears as @éa: this is the case apparently here and certainly in 4884 5. The word appears 

without abbreviation in (1) XVII 2126 5, SB XII 11025.7 (see PE 160 (2007) 197 n. 9); (2) LX XII 

4887 5; (3) XII 1444 33, 35, 1526 8, PSI Congr. XXI 12 Ww 11, v 4. On the face of it, 6éua could be 

the subject of wewérpy(rac) or dvectaX(y), with apraBar in apposition; we find the latter (written out 

in full and) in the nominative in I 90 5 (also in LXII 4338 5, though the construction is different; 

see below). However, as mentioned earlier, é4a occupies a place where we find toponyms, and when 

declined these are usually in the genitive (see 4874 11 n.). Further, several texts give the names of the 

payees in the nominative, which could be taken as the subjects of the introductory verbs; see Litinas, 

PE 160 (2007) 197. It would be best not to seek a clear syntactical structure. 

A case apart is LXII 4338 5 (a ‘diastolikon-metrema document’ in Litinas’ classification; see 

APE 160 (2007) 201-2, though this text is not discussed there). The text runs wewérpy(tav) a6 b€uaroc 

.. . Oéwvi 7@ Kal HTrodepaiw Avtimxov v(ewrépov) H€ua(roc) aptaBar «7A. The papyrus has dena, 

with no indication that the word is abbreviated, but cf. 3, where avofeua = a0 Péwa(roc). I suggest 

reading 6:(a) #€a(roc); the abbreviation dubiously interpreted as v(ewrépou) is that commonly used 
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for 6.(a), even if it is somewhat different from that found in line 3 of the same document. This prepo- 

sitional construction is otherwise attested only in XII 1530 4, 9, 11,15, a granary account of 215/16. 

N. GONIS 

4857. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.47/B(5-8)b 8.8 x 15.8 cm 26 August 118 

An order issued by Achilles, secretary of Iulrus Theon, who also issued 4868 

some four years later. Iulius Theon, a scion of a well-known Alexandrian family, 

is a familiar figure in such documents (cf. 4872). The order concerns transfers of 

small quantities of wheat into accounts held by a woman in three different gra- 

naries; three such transfers are also mentioned in XX XVIII 2867 (127), which 

likewise emanates from a secretary of Iulius Theon. 

Ayirrede yp(appatede) TovrAiov O€w(voc) 

Ardipwr citoX(d6yw) Cw té7(wv) xat- 

exec €v B€uate Tod TovAio(v) 

5 O€wvoc tupot yevy(atoc) B (erouc) 

Tcapobt Avoyévor[c _.].. 

apTtaBac Téccapac Hwcv, 

Cotuc aptaBac dv0 HLcv 

tétapto|v], Cevtw apTaBnv) 

10 ptav tTéTapTolv], (yivovtat) emt TO 

avTo (mupod) (a4pTraBar) 7 L. (€rouc) B 

Aéspralvot Kaicapo|c rob Kupiou, 

Mecop|y em|ayo(uevwy) ¥. 

1 yp', Oe 2 ato'rt0o? 1. Cxw 4 tovdr® 5 yernBL 10 | Ir gone 

Lp 13 [et]ayo 

‘Achilles, secretary of Iulius Theon, to Didymus, sitologus of the district of Sco, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for Iulius Theon, from the wheat-crop of the 2nd year, 

to Isarus daughter of Diogenes, (for her account) at .. . , four and a half artabas, at Suis, two and 

a half and a quarter artabas, at Sento, one and a quarter artaba, grand total 8 ' art. of wheat. Year 

2 of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, Mesore epagomenal 3.’ 

1 Aywddede yp(apparede) Tovdiov Oéw(voc). Achilles recurs in 4868 1, which dates from some 

four years later. After that, another secretary of Iulius Theon makes his appearance in documents 

addressed to sztologi, viz. Heras, attested in 123 and 124; see 4872 1 n. Whether Iulius Theon employed 

a plurality of secretaries in his Oxyrhynchite estate or there was only one such post whose incumbents 

changed across the years, we cannot tell. 
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The presence of secretaries in such texts is not unusual. Julius Sarapion, another member of 

the family of Tulii Theones, also acts through a secretary (see 4869). Secretaries represent the lessees 

of an imperial estate in P. Lips. I 113 (127; see 4878 4 n.); a victor of the sacred games and ex-exegetes 

in III 516 (160); Dionysia alias Diogenis, a lady apparently of some standing, since she employs an 

otkonomos as well, in III 621 (162/3); and another person in III 627 descr. = SB XII 11167.2 (148) (see 

D. Hagedorn, ZPE 154 (2005) 199). See further below, 4858 10, 4861 1, and possibly 4877 2. 

TovAtov O€a(voc). Cf. 4868 1, 4872 1, 9. The identity of this person cannot be established with 

certainty. An important text is XLIV 3197 (111), a division of slaves of the deceased Ti. Iulius Theon 

(Theon 1), ex-hypomnematographus and gymnasiarch (of Alexandria), between his sons ‘Ti. Iulius Theon 

(Theon 11), ex-strategus and archidicastes, and T1. Iulius Sarapion, and his grandson Ti. Iulius Theon 

(Theon m), victor at the sacred games. Sarapion is no doubt the same as the hypomnematographus in 

2866 and 4869. The gymnasiarch Theon in 2865 and 2867, and now also in SB XXVI 16493 

and 4872, was tentatively identified with Theon n, though the possibility that he is Theon m had 

remained open; see J. D. Thomas, 3197 1 n. (P. J. Sijpesteijn, P. Theones p. 2, was less sceptical on 

the identification with Theon u, and even less so were Jones and Whitehorne, Register of Oxyrhynchites, 

under no. 4972). Given that the office of gymnasiarch was not as elevated as those posts Theon 

had held by 111, it may be preferable to identify the gymnasiarch with Theon m. The latter went on 

to hold other high offices; see 3197 2 n. para. 2. Iulius Theon in 4857 is certainly the same as the 

gymnasiarch, even though he carries no title (see also 4868). 

2 citoX(dyw) Cxwt tém(wv). The granary of Sco, a village in the upper toparchy, is well at- 

tested. Without counting abbreviated forms, a plurality of sztologi of this granary are mentioned in 

IH 619 2 (c.147), 620 1-2 (147), XXXI 2588 5 (148), XX XVII 2870 2 (176); possibly also in 627 

descr. = SB XII 11167.2 (148) (see PSI Com. 17.10-11 n.—to judge from the image, a conjecture rather 

than a reading). One sztologus again in XVII 2125 5 (225; see BL VII 144). Further references to the 

granary: XX XVIII 2840 5 (75), HI 617 3 (135), XLI 2967 11 (154), XX XI 2591 15 (158/9), LX VII 

4590 19 (¢.231). 

The family of luli Theones owned a bath-house in the area of Sco; see P. Theones 3.3—4 (156). 

6 __|... These must be the remains of a toponym. 

8 Covuc. This is the first occurrence of this locality in connection with a granary, and one of 

the very few references to a granary in the lower toparchy in texts of this kind. For the use of the 

nominative, see 4874 11 n. 

9 Cevtw. A village in the middle toparchy, whose granary is mentioned or implied also in P. Erl. 

44.1, etc. (1), and ILI 632 2 (159 or 160). 

11 avré. The reading is largely intuitive. 

N. GONIS 

4858. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.49/E(1)b 5-7 X 7.3 cm 12 August 119 

The upper part of the text is lost, and we do not know who issued the order 

and what granary was concerned; we may only infer from the subscription that 

a secretary was involved. ‘The chief point of interest is the attestation of the village 

Tvxwafirwov (6-7), previously known from III 501 = M. Chr. 349.7-8 (186), where 

it was first read as Tuywaxitwov (see BL VIII 236). 
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The writing is across the fibres. 

joou ev Gewate Tupot 
yevnwatoc Tpitov (€Touc) 

Adpiavod Kaicapoc 

5 Tov Kupiov Capamiwve 

Exuyraxov Tvxwafi- 
> / / ” 

Twov apTtaBac dvo. (€rouc) 

tpitov Adpiavot Kaicapoc 

Tov Kuptouv, Mecopy v6. 

(m. 2) 10 6.5 |.. yplappmaredc) éryveyK(e) Kal ecrw 

].. .yplanp- )- 

gL 10 yp emnvey" m ). ye 

*. . . on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the third year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, 

to Sarapion son of Epimachus, (for his account) at Tychinabitoou, two artabas. Year 3 of Hadrianus 

Caesar the lord, Mesore 19.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘. . . secretary, brought (this) and what is written above is his.’ 

1 It is difficult to match the expected d:acrevAov/diacretAare with the traces. 

2 mupov: only traces of uncertain distribution on damaged fibres. 

6-7 TvywaBitwov. See above, introd. A check of the original by A. Benaissa has shown that III 

501 has Tuywafitwov. This village may have belonged to the eastern toparchy, since in 501 someone 

originating from this village leases land near Taampemou, a village in this toparchy. 

10 yp(aypatetc). See 4857 1 n. 

1o-11 II] 620 19-20 has éemjveyk(e) Kal ectw adtod Ta mpoyeypap(uéva). The second part of 

the formula cannot be read here, though it apparently ends in a form of ypadew. 

The first person singular occurs in III 516 14 (160), where the payee adds his name followed by 

éemjveyKa at the foot of the document. We find the same form in II 613 4-5 (c.155), used by a person 

who asks that the transfer of credit recorded in the main text be carried over to him. (In SB XII 

11025.16 (201), [é]a4veyxa should probably be read in place of [we]r_veyxKa.) 

N. GONIS 

4859. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(14-17)b 11.7 x 9.7 cm 120/21 

This text, 4862, and 4863 stem from stewards and managers of Claudius 

Munatianus, a senior Alexandrian office-holder. Thanks to another text of this 
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kind (see 4863 introd.), we already knew that one Claudius Munatianus held an 

account in the granary of Ophis, and that he employed a steward, indicative of 

the presence of an estate. The new texts establish the identity of Munatianus with 

the Alexandrian dignitary of this name, and offer further information on his estate, 

which will have been of substantial size. 

Eppa ve oikovopoc KAavdiov Movvatial vot 

ceto\(dyw) Ilaxepkn amnAwrouv xalipery). duactetAov ad’ ob 

exeic ev O€uate Tob KAavdiov Movvaria- 
a a 7 ” Ry a 

vow Tmupod yevnwatoc 6 (e€rouc) Adpiavod 

5 Kaicapoc tot Kupiov ‘Hpaidi 7, . | 6.6 

Capamiwvoc aptaBac 6xTw dyd[oor, (yivovrat) (aptaBar) y 7. 

(€rouc) € Adpiavot Kaicapoc tot Kupi{ov month day 

2 ceito’\ |. citodoyw —X Ai) Ne 

‘Herma-us, steward of Claudius Munatianus, to the sitologus of Pacerce Eastern, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for Claudius Munatianus, from the wheat-crop of the 

4th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Herais.. . of Sarapion, eight (and) one-eighth artabas, total 

8's art. Year 5 of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, month, day.’ 

1 Epua. vc. The unread letter is tau (compare the shape of the letter in 5, rod) rather than 

upsilon. In either case, no known name offers a match, except perhaps for Epyavaic, well attested in 

sixth-century Aphrodito. 

oixovouoc. Cf. 4862 1, 4870 1, 4879 5, 4881 3. Few ofkovduor had previously occurred in 

Oxyrhynchite texts of this date; an ofkovéuoc of Ti. Claudius Theon 1 is attested in XLII 3051 1 

(89), and two others occur in orders addressed to sitolog: XX XI 2588 4 (148), in which the oicovopoc 

represents a former agoranomus and gymnasiarch, and III 621 2, 12 (162/3), where the ofkovdmoc acts 

for a woman who also employs a secretary. As for the function itself, ‘[i]n practice . . . it seems that 

the titles cheiistes, eputropos and orkonomos did not denote specific functions but were synonyms meaning 

“manager” or “admuinistrator”’ (D. Rathbone, Economic Rationalism and Rural Society in Third-Century 

A.D. Egypt (Gambridge 1991) 62). 

KxXavdiov Movvatialvod. There is no reference to an office or other description in any of the 

sitolog’ documents that mention him, but the amount involved in 4863, the presence of stewards, 

and the very name indicate that Claudius Munatianus was an important man, no doubt identical 

with Munatianus son of Munatianus (the latter a former archidicastes), member of the Museum, ex- 

chiliarch, ex-strategus of Alexandria, priest and archidicastes in 128; see P. Mil. Vogl. I 26.1 (with BL VII 

118), and VI 266.2, 3. 4862 2, KAavdiov Movvariavod vewr(épov), indicates that there was a Claudius 

Munatianus ‘senior’: these will be father and son. It is of course conceivable that 4859 and 4863 may 

refer to the father, but this seems less likely. SB X VIII 13156, a record of proceedings that mentions 

Knatédtoc Movvatiavic (8) two lines after a reference to 6 tepede Kal apyid[txactyjc (6), confirms the 

gentilicium of the priest and archidicastes (father or son), and corroborates the identification of Claudius 

Munatianus in the granary texts with the Alexandrian dignitary. 

2 citoA(dyw) ITaxepxyn anndAwrov. Cf. 4860 3, 4868 2, 4874 5. aznAwrov distinguishes it 

from the homonymous village in the middle toparchy. This village has occurred in connection with 

granaries also in XVIII 2185 3 (92), XX XVIII 2864 2 (123), VIL 1024 4-5 (129), XX XVIII 2868 10 
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(147) (the toparchy is not specified but is probably the eastern), LX VII 4589 31 (c.170), XLI 2968 18-19 

(190), XLIV 3170 97, 162 (111), 3181 3 (251/2). A single sitologus is mentioned in 2864 and 1024. 

5 7... [. This must be Herais’ patronymic, in which case Capaziwvoc would be her pappo- 

nymic. (77 «a[¢ does not seem a possible reading, even if eta is not ruled out.) 

N. GONIS 

4860. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(18—-21)b 10.1 x 17.2 cm 18 August 122 

This document is remarkable (though not exceptional) for its fairly elaborate 

structure. ‘he person who issued it, orders transfers of credit first into his own ac- 

counts in three different granaries, and then into the accounts of two brothers that 

formerly belonged to their mother, held in two other granaries. 

eee IItoAewaiov am’ O€vpiyx(wv) 76A(ewc) 

Pabctwr TO Kal Audio citroA(6yw) amndA(cwrov) 

tom(apxtac) Ilakepk(y) té7(wv) yaipeww. diacterA(ov) 

ad’ od €xeic wou ev Oéu(are) (rupod) yev7(watoc) ¢ (€Touc) 

5  Adpiavod Kaicapoc tov Kupiov vrep 

pev lotov dvémato(c) Ilaxepk(n) amnA(wrov) 

(aptaBac) émra xol(viKa) uwiav, 6 adr(oc) PapO(ewc) amndA(wwrov) 

(aptaBac) évvéa téTapt(ov) dydoor, 6 avt(oc) Catupo(v) 

érroik(tov) (apTaByv) pilav juicv tétapt(ov) yol(viKa) piav, 

10 «© AtroAAwviwn Kat Avovuciws TO Kat 

Apoita ap(doréporc) “Hpwvo(c) (mpdtepov) 7H(c) wnt(poc) ‘adra(vy CuAca(vioc) 

AdeEdvd(pov) OwcB(ewc) (a4ptaBac) mévTE Hecu 

Oydoov, TOic aUTOL(c) 6ol(we) (mpdtEpov) TH(c) a(UTHC) 

untpoc avTa@(v) CwAa(vioc) Cevoxmp(ewc) 

is —- (aptaBac) €€ yyucv Téraptor, (yivovtar) emt TO a(vTO) 

(4pTaBat) TpiakovTa jpucu xot(viKec) Ovo. 

(€rouc) ¢ Attoxpatopoc Kaicapoc 

Tpaiavod Adpiavot CeBactov, Meco(pm) Ke. 

I o€vpvy*r0" 2 cto" Dy 6, 7 am’ TOD TOD. Sacre.” 3,6 makep™ 

4 Oe'2yev" i Sige Ve 6 ovopar® 7, 8, 9; 12, 15,16 = TAO eaLO MY io CO" 

7 twp” 8,9 TeTap” 8 catup® Q emo." 11 a'npwr'a t"wn* II, 14 avr “cw” 

12 adeéav Buc” 13 avT° ou’ a T"o 14, cevoxw”™ 15 |, @ 18 joec® 

‘Her— son of Ptolemaeus, from the city of the Oxyrhynchi, to Faustus alias Amphion, sitologus 

of the eastern toparchy, district of Pacerce, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit 

for me, from the wheat-crop of the 6th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, for my own account at 
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Pacerce Eastern, 7 art. (and) one choen.; the same, at Psobthis Eastern, nine (and) one-quarter (and 

one-eighth art.; the same, at the hamlet of Satyrus, one (and) one-half (and) one-quarter art. (and 

one choen.; and to Apollonius and Dionysius alias Amoitas, both sons of Heron, (for the account 

formerly of their mother Sinthonis daughter of Alexander, at Thosbis, five (and) one-half (and 

one-eighth art.; to the same (persons), likewise (for the account) formerly of their mother Sinthonis, 

at Senocomis, six (and) one-half (and) one-quarter art., grand total thirty and one-half art. and two 

choen. Year 6 of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Mesore 25.’ 

Se) ee Ree 

2 Paictar ta Kai Apudiove ciroX(6yw). Faustus alias Amphion is attested in the same post in 

XXXVIII 2864 1-2 (123), which comes from the same ‘archive’. In P. Lips. II 141.1-2 of 133 we find 

him addressing the sztologus of Phoboou (see 4883 4 n.), a village in the same toparchy as Pacerce 

(only the alias survives but the restoration of his first name seems likely; this text also supplies his 

patronymic, viz. Ptolemaeus). His son Dionysius is likewise addressing sitolog in IL 516 of 160; he is 

described as a victor of the sacred games and a former exegete of Oxyrhynchus. A son who achieved 

such distinction surely had a father of some standing. The latter’s service as setologus must have been 

a liturgy connected with landownership at Pacerce; he was surely a metropolitan, and most probably 

an absentee landlord. It would be interesting to know whether he discharged his duties in person at 

the village or through paid deputies. If these suppositions hold, they offer a picture of the office of 

sutologus which appears to be new (not discussed in the relevant literature at hand, admittedly uneven 

and out of date). There are some clear parallels with the office of decaprotus, whose sphere of compe- 

tence, however, was much broader. 

3 Tlaxepk(n). Cf 6. See 4859 2 n. 

5-6 umep prev idiov dvo,:aTo(c). This expression has not been attested in any other document 

of this kind, though the context must be the same as in the fragmentary BGU III 746.9 (Herm.; 

259/60), where it occurs among references to artabas of wheat. It probably means that the transfers 

are to be made into accounts held by the person issuing the order at the granaries of Pacerce, Psob- 

this, and Satyrou; the quantities of grain transferred were presumably to be credited against his taxes 

(cf. 4890) or rents on land in the area of these villages. Such transfers from an account held at one 

granary to that held at another are those indicated by the expression d6i(actaAetcar) €avt@ + name of 

village, common in granary accounts; see P. Mich. X VIII 786.6, 17, etc., XLIV 3169 2, 45, etc., PSI 

Congr. XX] 1216, 12, etc. 

7 xot(viKa) yetav. Cf. 9. The word has occurred as feminine in some first-century ostraca from 

Caranis: O. Mich. I 31.3, 33.3, 34.3, 37-3, 41-4, 43-4, 46.4, 49.3. 

VaBO(ewc) amnA(wrov). See 4882 1-2 n. 

8-9 Cartpo(v) ézorx(iov). This is the first time this hamlet, located in the eastern toparchy, oc- 

curs in connection with a granary. 

10 One AzoX( )“Hpwvroc acts for a friend in XX XVIII 2869 1-2 (c.147). 

I1 (apotepov) 77(c) wnt(poc). Cf. 13-14. References to the previous holders of granary accounts 

are very few; this is the first time we have members of the same family, which suggests an inheritance. 

It is more common to find parcels of land described ‘formerly of (their) father/mother’. 

The same abbreviation was interpreted as (6véatoc KAnpovéuwr) in Theban ostraca; see J. C. 

Shelton, ZPE 20 (1976) 127-35, with the qualifications in P. Brook. 66.4 n. (by Shelton himself), and 

O. Heid. 66.3-4 n. 

12 OwcB(ewc). See 4873 3 n. 

14, Cevoramp(ewc). Cf. 4889 6. Sitolog or the granary of this village, situated in the western topar- 

chy, are also mentioned in XX XVIII 2841 5 (85), 2867 9 (127), SB XIV 11265.9 (11/m1), 12181.4 (mm). 

N. GONIS 
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4861. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(1o)a 6.7 x 6.16 cm 28 August 122 

This order stems from a secretary of (M.) Antonius Dius, who was known to 
have served as strategus of Alexandria and neocorus of the Great Serapeum, and to 
have had business interests in Oxyrhynchus. 

A sheet-join runs 1.9 cm from the left-hand edge. There is a short line of writ- 
ing on the back, which I have not been able to decipher in full; it starts with ypap 
(a form of ypayparedc? abbreviated ?), and ends (dpaxjat) A, ‘1,000 drachmas’. 

¢ a \ 

E|ppdc ypappateve 

Avrwvetov Atov 

citoA(dyouc) Cuvkeda T6m(wv) x(aipew). 

duactetAate ad’ ot éyeTe 
ah a > / 

5 tlap’ viv ev Géuare 

t]o0 Avtwretov Aiov (mupod) yer(ypatoc) 

TOU evecTwToc s (€ToUC) 

Adpiavot Kaicapoc 
A 7 / 

To|v Kupiov Aoyéver 

10 7T@ Kat| O€wrve O€wvoc 
Ae aN CaeA 
7 otc €lav atpyrar 

(aptaBac) exa]rov, (yivovrar) (a4pTaBar) p. 
” ¢ eS ~ , 

(€rouCc) S Adp|tavot TOU KUPLOV, 

Mecop7| én[ay]|op(évav) €. 

2, 6 |. Avrwviov 3 cuT0’, To?x§ 6 eyevs a \\ TOM com 

14 er[ay]o” 

‘Hermas, secretary of Antonius Dius, to the sitologi of the district of Sincepha, greetings. Trans- 

fer, from the amount you hold on deposit in your granary, for Antonius Dius, from the wheat-crop 

of the current 6th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Diogenes alias Theon, son of Theon, or 

to whomever he chooses, one hundred artabas, total 100 art. Year 6 of Hadrianus the lord, Mesore 

epagomenal 5.” 

I ypapparevc. See 4857 n. 

2 Avrwvetov Atov. This person was previously attested in 1 100 1-2 (133) as Mapxoc Avra@vioc 

Aeioc Kal we xpnwatilw, ctparnyncac AreEavdpetac, vewkdpoc Tov pweyadAov Capamidoc; he owned 

property in the city of Oxyrhynchus. SB VIIT 9904.5~-7 (154), Kaucapelou tot Kata|ckevachévtoc ev 

tH Avrwoov toAet | bd Avtwviov Aeiov, could refer to the same individual, since the building of this 

Caesareum must have taken place in the 130s. It is also possible that the same Marcus Antonius Dius 

is to be recognized in P. Koln II 98.16 (m), a land register of unknown provenance (not necessarily 

Oxyrhynchite). 
3 cit0A(dyouc) CwKeda to7(wv). Cf. 4867 8, 4880 2. Sitologi and/or the granary of this village, 
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situated in the upper toparchy, have occurred in P. NYU II 52.3, etc. (see 4889 16 n.) (early m), P. Lips. 

I 116.10 (123), 113.3 (1273; see 4878 4 n.), III 517 6 (130), 515 2 (134), PSI XII 1262.23, 25, 27 (137), 

XXXII 2676 36 (151); see also XLIV 3170 71, 106, 127 (m1). 

5 map’ vutv. Cf. 4856 5. Another occurrence in P. Lips. I 113.4 (127). 

11 7} otc élav aipyras. Cf. 4862 7, 4873 8. The same collocation occurs in P. Lips. I 116.6 (123) 

(see BL X 96), XLVI 3337 5 (c.142), and II 628 5-6 (159). 

13 The putative «upiov is very cursively written, but seems inescapable after rod. 

N. GONIS 

4862. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(8)d 9-3 x 13.3 cm 122 

An order issued by another manager (o’«ovdj0c), possibly a freedman (see I n.) 

of Claudius Munatianus (see 4859 introd.). 

Kratvd.v0c Peppav[dc| ofkovdjoc 

Kniavdiov Movvatiavot vewr(épov) 

ceitoA(dyw) Qoewc yai(perv). 

diactetAov ad’ ob Exeuc TOU 

5 mpoyeypapyrevov KAavd(iov) 

Movvatiavod béwatoc 

Anuynrpiwr 7 ofc €av atpyrar 

mupov yevyp(atoc) s (€rouc) Adpiavod 

Kaicapoc tot xup[ijou apraBac 

10 tpiakovTa [Té|ccapac ‘ypucv TéTapt(ov), (yivovrar) (apTaPar) Ad. 

(e€rouc) ¢ Adpiavod K[aicapoc t]ov Kupiov 

month day | vac. 

2 vew" 3 certo’; 1. citoX byw) xan‘ 5 KAav° 8 yevn" gine YE 

10 terap’, [> 

‘Claudius Germanus, steward of Claudius Munatianus the younger, to the sitologus of Ophis, 

greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for the aforesaid Claudius Munatianus, to 

Demetrius or to whomever he chooses, from the wheat-crop of the 6th year of Hadrianus Caesar the 

lord, thirty-four (and) a half (and) one-quarter artabas, total 34 art. Year 6 of Hadrianus Caesar the 

lord, month, day.’ 

1 KAatbéd.0c Peppav[dc] ofcovopoc. P. Erl. 38.6 KAavdvoc Deppavoc 6 «ai [ (?; 1) need not refer 

to the same man. That an estate steward bore the same gentilicium as the landowner makes it likely that 

he was a freedman (I owe this observation to Professor Rathbone). 

2 KnXavdiov Movvatiavot vewr(épov). See 4859 1 n. para. 3. 

3 ‘Qhewc. Cf. 4865 2, 4867 2, 4869 2, 4870 4, 4871 3, 4884 2. Other references to the granary 

of this village, situated in the eastern toparchy, are P. Lips. I 112.1 (122), XX XVIII 2869 2 (c.147); cf. 
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also XLIX 3497 6 (216), XLIV 3170 59, 169 (111). On the village of Ophis in general, in addition to 

the standard repertories, see LXIII 4397 22 n.; Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 13 n. 24; P. Koln 

X 415 introd. 

7 Anunrtpiac. The absence of the patronymic is remarkable. 

7 ofc €dv aipyrar. See 4861 11 n. 

10 ‘The papyrus is very damaged at the end of the line, but it seems that the quantity of three- 

quarters of an artaba, added above the line, was not included in the total. 

11 (€rouc) s. Of the L-shaped year symbol, only the base survives. A short semi-horizontal 

stroke above it, slightly sloping downwards, may be taken as the base of s(t)igma or zeta. I have 

hesitantly opted for sigma because zeta (not attested elsewhere in this text) would not have had such 

a long base. 

N. GONIS 

4863. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(11-12)a 12x 18cm 26 September 122 

An order for a transfer of 700 artabas of wheat out of the account of Claudius 

Munatianus, effected through a steward (émitpozoc). A sister piece, on which the 

restorations here are based, is P. Lips. I 112, which concerns the payment of 383 '2 

art. 3 choen. out of the same account and to the same person as 4863, and may 

date from one day later than 4863 (see below, 7 n.). The amounts of wheat trans- 

ferred are very large (700 art. is the highest figure found in such documents), and 

imply farming on a grand scale. ‘The reasons behind the transactions are unclear. 

The hand is an elegant cursive, the work of a professional scribe who could 

have penned important official documents. Elegant scripts are not unknown among 

texts of this kind; 4869 and 4876 are also written in a formal cursive script, though 

nothing compares with P. Lips. I 117 (175/6), written in a hand of the ‘Severe Style’. 

Kniatéd.0c Movvatiavoc [citoAdyau’Qoewc (?) Té7(wv) yaipew. 

duactetAov ad’ ob exec [Lov O€watoc mupod yevypwatoc 

tov dveAbdvtoc ¢ (€rouc) Adp[iavotd Kaicapoc tot Kupiov 

Adtuw ITrodenatov rob [ITroAepnaiouv pytpoc [Tpipac 

5 aptaBac émtaxociac, [(yivovrar) apTaBar w. erovc C 

Abtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Tpa[tavot Adpiavot CeBacrov, 

Oa6 KO. (m. 2) Aeovtac 706 t[poyeypappévov KAavdiov Mov- 

vatiavod émitpotroc cecypel|wuat TAC TpOKEpEevac ETTA- 

Kociacc), (yvovrat) (aptaBar) Wb. xpdovoc 6 avrToc. 

3 § g |> 

‘Claudius Munatianus to the sitologus of the district of Ophis(?), greetings. Transfer, from the 

amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the past 6th year of Hadrianus Caesar 
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the lord, to Didymus son of Ptolemaeus, grandson of Ptolemaeus, mother Prima, seven hundred 

artabas, total 700 art. Year 7 of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Thoth 29.’ (2nd 

hand) ‘I, Leontas, overseer of the aforesaid Claudius Munatianus, have countersigned the aforemen- 

tioned seven hundred, total 700 art. The same date.’ 

1 [croAdywr ‘Qdewc (?) 7o7(wv). Restored after P. Lips. 112.1, but it is also possible that 4863 

was addressed to the sztologus of some other granary. 

4 pntpoc IIpipac is restored after P. Lips. 112.6 [wnzp]oc IT peiuac, a suggestion by Viereck, 

recorded in BL I 215. Wilcken, ibid., countered that parallel texts made no reference to metronymics, 

but this only reflects the state of the evidence at that time. The addition of the mother’s name is rare 

but not inexistent; cf. e.g. 4869 6 and 4889 7. 

5, The line as restored seems short; possibly there were no abbreviations, or €8d6j10v was writ- 

ten instead of ¢. 

7 006 «6. P. Lips. 112.8, after BL I 215, is said to read [ 

[@a]@ A would suit space and trace. 

7-8 Aecovrdce tod z[poyeypaupévov KAavdiov Mov|vatiavod émitpomoc. The word order is 

| A; the on-line image indicates that 

unusual; P. Lips. 112.8-9 has Aeovrae émitpom(oc) ro[b] mpoyley|pappéevov KAavéiov [Movv|atiavod. 

Jones and Whitehorne, Register of Oxyrhynchites no. 2640, identify the overseer with Leontas son of 

Didymus in XXX VIII 2863 1 (123), who orders the transfer of 130 artabas out of his private account; 

but this is not inescapable. 

8 ézitpomoc. Preisigke, Girowesen 112, thought this term referred to a guardian, but this is ruled 

out by what we now know of Claudius Munatianus. 

8-9 Tac TpoKeipéevac érta]Kocia(c), scl. 4ptaBac, also omitted from P. Lips. 112.9. 

N. GONIS 

4864. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/G(3-4)a 3.9 x 6.12 cm 4 October 122 

The papyrus has lost the upper part, so that we do not know who issued the 

order and to which granary it was addressed. The text refers to the smallest quan- 

tity of wheat, 4 choenices, attested in a document of this kind (XX XI 2591 11 also 

records the transfer of 4 choen., but this is not the only such transfer recorded 

there). 

[68 — xJaltpleuv. 
duacrevro[v] ac exeuc 
> rZ > > > "4 

ev Oéwate em’ dvdp.aTo(c) 

Tov adeApod jrov Avovu- 

5 clov mupov yevnwatoc 

extov €rouc Adetavod 
A F- > / 

Tob Kupiov Amiwve ypap- 

patel mpakTopwr Ceve- 
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KeAawou y[o]uyKac 

10 téccapac. €rouc © 

Aédpiavot rob Kupiov, Baad CF. 

3 ovopar” ome Adpiavod 9 1. -KeAeou xYowiKkac 

*... greetings. Transfer the (artabas) you hold on deposit in the name of my brother Dionysius, 

of the wheat-crop of the sixth year of Hadrianus the lord, to Apion, secretary of praktores, (for his 

account) at Seneceleu, four choenices. Year 7 of Hadrianus the lord, Phaophi 7.’ 

3-4 €v Oéware em’ dvduaro(c) Tob adeApod cov. This expression is new in this context; else- 

where, for third-party deposits we find a simple genitive. és’ 6vowaroc, however, is no stranger to such 

texts: cf. IIT 613 5 (c.155). 

7-8 ypaupatel mpaxtopwv. This is the earliest reference to such a ypappatedc. There is little 

point in speculating on the possible remit of these mpax«ropec. 

8-9 CevexeAarov most probably refers to the granary in which Apion holds an account (see 

4881 4 n.), and is not to be taken with zpaxrdpwy (in that case, we would expect e.g. apyupixa@v or 

citiK@v to have come before the name of the village). 

g, cf. XLIV 3163 21-2 (72) yotwyxec. o> 9 xlo|tveyKac. For the spellin 

N. GONIS 

4865. ORDER FOR [TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(11-12)b 7.8 x 12 cm 6 October 122 

An order issued by the beneficiary of 4863 (and P. Lips. I 112) ten days after 

the transaction described in 4863 took place; cf: also 4866. In all these cases the 

same granary was involved. Such transfers were clearly made only ‘on paper’. 

Aidvpoc ITroAeuaiov rob [IroXAeuaiov 

Avoyéver citoA(dyw) amn(Awwrov) Tom(apytac) ’Qhewe TOom(wr) y(atpery). 

duactetAov ad’ ob exeuc rou ev Oeuaru 

Tupov yevnpatoc Tov OveAPOvToc ExTOU 

5 érovc Adpiavot Kaicapoc tot Kupiov 

Oéwrvr Cipiwvoc tupot aptaBac 

TEVTNKOVTA TETAPTOV 

yloivicac 6xran, (yivovtat) (upod) (apraBar) v d x(olveKec) 7. 

érouc €Bdduou Adtoxpatopoc Katcapoc 

10 T|paiavot Adpiavod CeBactov, Pawdu 0. 

2 cit0’ar"rorwpewcrTo?x§ 8 léxnrw feo, x" 

‘Didymus son of Ptolemaeus, grandson of Ptolemaeus, to Diogenes, svfologus of the eastern 

toparchy, district of Ophis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the 
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wheat-crop of the past sixth year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Theon son of Sirion, fifty (and) 

one-quarter artabas (and) eight choenices, total 50 %4 art. 8 choen. of wheat. Year seventh of Impera- 

tor Caesar ‘Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Phaophi 9.’ 

I Atdvpoc TTroXepatov TOU TTroAenatou. CE 4863 4, 4866 us 

2 Avoyéver ciroA(dyw). Cf. 4869 2. A Diogenes, sztologus of Phoboou (also in the eastern topar- 

chy), occurs in XXX VII 2863 (22.viii.123); this could be a namesake, but we might consider whether 

one person was responsible for more than one granary. See 4872 introd. para. 2. 

"Qde(we). See 4862 3 n. 

N. GONIS 

4866. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/G(3-4)b 6.10.5 x 14 cm 122/3 

An order issued by the same person as 4865, and possibly written in the 

same hand. Unlike 4865, the transfer is made into an account held at a different 

granary. 

Aidupjoc TtoXepaiov rob [TroAenaiov citoX(6yw) [ay(Avwrov) (?) tom(apyxtac) 

"Qdewc (?) tTé7(wr)| yatpew. dvacretrov ad’ ob Exerc lou ev Oéware 

mupov yelyyjatoc Tov dteABdvToc ExTov [é€ToUC 

Aédpiavot Kai|capoc Tob Kupiov Anuyntpiar Aroyev|ouc 

5 ¢4 ®oB|wou mupot apraBac tpiaxovta [| 6.5? 

c.6 | €rouc €Bdduou Adpravot Kaicapoc rob [Kupiov, month day 

I cto’ 

‘Didymus son of Ptolemaeus, grandson of Ptolemaeus, to the sztologus of the eastern(?) topar- 

chy, district of Ophis(?), greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the 

wheat-crop of the past sixth year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Demetrius son of Diogenes(?), 

.. . (for his account) at Phoboou, thirty .. . artabas of wheat. Year seventh of Hadrianus Caesar the 

lord, (month, day).’ 

1-2 The supplements for the end of 1 and the beginning of 2 are based on 4865, and are by 

no means certain. 

4 Anuyntpiwr Avoyév[ouvc. A Demetrius son of Diogenes issued another order of this kind in 

133 (P. Lips. I 115). 

5 PofB|wov. On this village, see 4879 1 n. It is not clear what is lost immediately before it. It 

could be a word describing the payee (some letters could have been lost also after Avoyév|ouc in 4); 

it is less likely, though it cannot strictly be excluded, that it is another toponym, a village sharing the 

same granary with Phoboou. 

5-6 Further numbers (and a reference to a number of choenices) will have stood at the end of 

5 and the beginning of 6. 

N. GONIS 
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4867. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(3-6)b 6.5 x 9 cm 122/3 

This transfer concerns a small quantity of wheat from the granary of Ophis 
to that of Sincepha; the order was issued by the brother of the ‘payer’. 

Aiduproc ottiwvoc 

cu(roAdyouc) Qhewe T67(wv) yatpew. 

duacteikate ac verte 
> / a 4 

pov ev Géware (zrupod) yevy(tatoc) 

5 Tov dveADdvtoc €x[ Tov 

erovc Adpiavot 

Tov kuptov Ariwye |} [ 
voc Ciykeda tow aptap(ac) 

a / / / > vy He 

Tpetc yol(viKac) Técapac, (yivovrat) (4pTaBar) y y(otvexec) 6. 
” > / i. 

10 (erouc) € Atvtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc 

Tplatavod Adpravod Ce[Ba]c[700, 

2 Cl, 70? 4 eyev" 8 apra® g xo, >, x° 1. réccapac TOM 

‘Didymos son of —ottion, to the sizolog: of the district of Ophis, greetings. Transfer, from the 

(artabas) you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the past sixth year of Hadrianus the 

lord, to Apion son of —n, (for his account) at the district of Sincepha, three artabas (and) four choe- 

nices, total 3 art. 4 choen. Year 7 of Imperator Caesar ‘Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, (month, day).’ 

I ottiwvoc. I have tried to read Kortriwvoc, a rather rare name, but kappa is very difficult; the 

letter looks like a large beta. *Borriwy is not attested, though one may compare the name Bérroc (cf. 

Korriwy and Kérroc). 

2 ‘Qdewc. See 4862 3 n. 

7-8 [@é€w]|voc suits the space better than e.g. [Aziw]voc (the trace at the end of 7 is too small). 

8 Cuyxeha tomwv. See 4861 3 n. ro7wv indicates that the granary 1s meant, a detail not usually 

supplied at this point; I have found it only in HI 630 10, XXXI 2591 15, P. Lips. I 114.4, 116.7, 14. 

N. GONIS 

4868. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(8)a c.8 x 15 cm 122/3 

The left part of another order issued by Achilles, secretary of Iulius Theon; 

cf. 4857, which seems to be the work of the same scribe as 4868. The address to 
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the sttologus of Pacerce implies that Theon held land in the area of the village; this 

information is new (see further 2 n.). Two transfers are apparently requested, into 

accounts held in granaries about which we know little. 

AyiX(Aedc) ypl(appwatedc) TovA(iov) O[éwvoc citoA(6yw) 

amn(Auwtov) tom(apytac) Ilaxlepxyn T6m(wv) x(atpev). duacr(ecdor) 

ab’ ob éxeuc ev [Oéuate Tov 

Tovitov Oéwr[oc (mupod) yev7(watoc) 

5 ExTou etouc __ _[ 

Twvbe[ 

Toov [apraBac 

(yivovtat) Tecca| p- 

(erouc) ¢ Ad[pravotd 

ico) rc 1 axe ypfiov" 2 am"ro? 8 | 

‘Achilles, secretary of Iulius Theon, to the stfologus of the eastern toparchy, district of Pacerce, 

greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for Iulius Theon, from the wheat-crop of 

the (past?) 6th year, to... at(?) Ionthis . . . at(?) Toou... artabas . . ., total four (or: forty) . . . Year 7 

of Hadrianus.. .’ 

1 cutoA(oyw). I have restored the form in the singular after 3 éyevc. XX XVII 2864 1-2 (123) 

and VII 1024 3 (129) also refer to a single sztologus. There is no room for positing a name in the 

lacuna. 

2 Ilax|epxn. On this village, see 4859 2 n. The mysterious Arsinoe daughter of Theon, 

who had a connection with Iulius Theon, also had dealings with the granary of Pacerce; see 4872 

para. 2. 

4 There does not seem to be enough space for restoring tod deA(Bdvtoc) at the end of 

the line. 

5 After érouc, we expect Adpiavod tot Kupiov; the payee’s name would have followed, at the 

end of the line or in the next, and then the patronymic. A toponym begins the next line; this means 

that either there was no reference to the emperor, and the payee’s name was written in 5, or that there 

was no reference to a payee, and the transfers were to be made into accounts held by Iulus Theon in 

other granaries. However, there is no exact parallel to the latter possibility among texts of this kind; 

the wording in 4860 is different, while P. Lips. I 116 (175/6) refers to a transfer of what remains of 

a deposit without specifying the beneficiary. 

6 Twv6t [. The scribe may have written’7wv6c, though the trace is too small to confirm this; for 

the use of the nominative in this context, see 4874 11 n. The village of Ionthis is mentioned imme- 

diately after Pacerce in XLI 2968 19 (190), in a context that implies the presence of a granary there. 

For further references to the village, see P Hamb. IV 253.7 n. 

7 Toov. This may be the village in the eastern toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome, attested in 

PSI LX 1036.3 (192) as Toou amyAwwrov. Other villages of this name were located close to the Hera- 

cleopolite and Hermopolite borders; see Pruneti, J centri abitati dell’Ossirinchite 206-7, with P. Wash. 

Univ. IT 78 11 14. n. The possibility exists, however, that toou here is the end of the toponym; cf. 

TuywaPitwov in 4858 (<4, 
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8 What I have taken as the symbol for (yivovrac) may be the extension of the upright part of 

the symbol for (érouc). After that, read récca[pec or tecca[paxovra. The symbol for the artabas was 

apparently not written. 

N. GONIS 

4869. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.52/D(1-3)b Op 9 sul. Can 28 June 123 

An order issued by Sarapion, secretary of [ulius Sarapion, another scion of 

the family of Theones. A sister piece is XXX VHI 2866, which is closely contem- 

porary (it refers to the same wheat-crop of year 7), and is written in the same hand 

as 4869. Unlike 2866, 4869 is complete; it concerns transfers to two different 

payees; one of them held an account in the same granary as lulius Sarapion, as the 

use of the term éja implies (see 7 n.). 

The text offers a new, if unexceptional, dies Augusta of Hadrian; see 10 n. 

Avoyéver cit0A(dyw) arnA(\@rov) tom(apytac) "Qpe(we) T67(wv) 

xal(ipew). duacrerdov ad’ ob exeic ev O€- 

pate TUpod yevy(watoc) TOU éve(cTwWToc) C (E€rouvc) Adpiravod 

5 Kaicapoc tob Kupiov tod TovA(iov) Capan(twvoc) 

Capatiwve Capariw(voc) n(tpoc) Taucipioc 

Cedw (aptaBac) €€, O€wri Ovve(ppiov) G€éu(a) 

(apraBac) d@dexa, (yivovrat) émt 76 a(d70) (apTaBar) cy. 

(€rouc) €Bdéuov Adpravot Kaicapoc Tob 

10 Kuplov, Ered 5, CeBacry. 

I ypa, [ca]pam.“umo" 2 ann‘r02wd To? Be 4 yer ev Cf 5 wov capa? 

6 capame” py 7 7, ov De" B wy, |, ca @ IL 

‘Sarapion, secretary of Julius Sarapion, hypomnematographus, to Diogenes, sitologus of the eastern 

toparchy, district of Ophis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for Tulius Sara- 

pion, from the wheat-crop of the present 7th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Sarapion son of 

Sarapion, mother Tausiris, (for his account) at Sepho, six artabas; and to Theon son of Onnophris, 

(as a) deposit, twelve artabas, grand total 18 artabas. Year seventh of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, 

Epeiph 4, dies Augusta.’ 

1 = XXXVIII 2866 1-2. 

no. 4280; see further XLIV 3197 2 n. He was a brother of ‘Theon Il’, on whom see above, 4857 1 n. 

2 Avoyéver citoA(6yw) amnXA(wwrov) tom(apxiac) "Qdpe(we) To7(wv). See 4865 2 n. 

5 Tob TovA(tov) Capam(iwvoc). As in 2866 7, this part is misplaced; it should have come after 

éyevc (3) or after Féuare (4). 
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6 pn(tpdc) Tavciproc. See 4863 4. n. The addition of the metronymic, not given for the second 

payee, might have served to distinguish this Sarapion son of Sarapion from a namesake. 

7 Cehw. Cf. 4875 14. This village, in the Thmoisepho toparchy, has occurred in connection 

with a granary in PSI X 1121.6 (236/7) and XLIV 3170 13, 34, 233 (m). 

éu(a). In view of the reference to Sepho, we would expect a village name here, but no Oxy- 

rhynchite toponym beginning @eu- has been attested. The alternative, which I have adopted, is to 

resolve @é.(a): the transfer would be made into Theon’s account in the granary of Ophis; see above, 

4856 9 n. No other document of this kind attests anything comparable, referring first to an outward 

giro transfer and then to a transfer inside the home granary. 

10 Erelh 5, CeBacr#. The fourth day of a month was regarded as a dies Augusta on account of 

the birthday of Titus; see W. F Snyder, Aegyptus 18 (1938) 223-4, and Aegyptus 44 (1964) 162. Snyder 

knew of no example from the reign of Hadrian; now there are three, all of them occurring in Oxy- 

rhynchite documents of the same kind: 4869 10; P. Lips. I 113 (28.vii.127; see 4878 4 n.), Caesarius 

(= Mesore) 4 (at the end of 1. 9, ed. pr. read cec(nweeeba), but the on-line image allows reading 

CeBa(cr#)); and P. Lips. II 140.7 (1.ix.133), Thoth 4. One or two other dies Augustae of the reign of 

Hadrian have been attested in papyri: PSI I 40.16 (10.11.129), Mecheir 16; and possibly P. Strasb. 1V 

250b.3 (2.x1.137), Hathyr 6, after BL V 140, but contrast P. Customs p. 148 (no. 144). 

N. GONIS 

4870. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(7)a 7.6 x ¢.14 cm G22 3% 

An order issued by the steward of a woman known from a text dating some 

thirty years later. The date has not been preserved, but it may have fallen in year 

6 or 7 of Hadrian, like most other texts addressed to the sztologus of Ophis in this 

group (P. Lips. 112, 4862, 4865, 4867, 4869, and possibly 4863 and 4866; the 

exceptions are 2869 of ¢.147 and 4884 of 157). 

Ebpnpoc oixovomoc 
AyaboxkXetac THe Kat 

Arodhwviac Tcxupi(voc) 

aito\dyw) Qhewe yaipew. 

5 duacteiX(ov) ac Exerc frou 

ev Béwate (upod) yevn(watoc) |_| (€rouc) 

Adpiavot tod x[v|p[tov 

Arokiw|- 

4 

3 wcxupe” 4 cto” 5 Svacrer" 6 e2yvye%L 

‘Euphemus, steward of Agathocleia alias Apollonia, daughter of Ischyrion, to the sitologus of 
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Ophis, greetings. Transfer the (artabas) that you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the 
... year of Hadrianus the lord, to Apollo— .. .’ 

1 Evdypuoc. The name has not occurred in any other papyrus, but is well attested outside 
Egypt. 

2-3 Ayaboxwdciac tHe Kal AroAAwviac Tcxvpi«(voc). Agathocleia had been attested in XXXI 

2564 = C. Pap. Gr. II.1 44.3 ff. (153), in which she declares the death of a slave of hers, with her son 

Ischyrion son of Theon acting as her guardian. 

4 ‘Qhewc. See 4862 3 n. 

6 The year may be 6 ([s]) or 7 ([Z]); see above, introd. 

N. GONIS 

4871. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(7—-10)b 9.3 x 5.1 cm 6.122—3? 
Plate XIV 

Only the upper part of the text survives; the date is lost, but in view of the 

papyri found in its immediate vicinity it must date from some time in the reign of 

Hadrian (the hand looks early enough) or Antoninus Pius. For the argument for 

placing it in the period 122~3, based on the address to the sztologi of Ophis, see 4870 

introd. Needless to say, the dating is extremely uncertain. 

The gentilicium of the lady who issued the order and the presence of a steward 

(bpovtictyc) indicate that she was of some standing; nothing else is known of her. 

Otarepia Aprenidwpa du’ “E- 

madpoditov dpovtictov citoA(6youc) 
=) / / m”" 6 

annAwrov TOTWY Qdewc TOTHV 

xalpew. dvacteidate ad’ ob 

5 Elxle]ré rou ev eat mupov 

ye|vnwatioc Told dteABovro{itc 

A / : > / 
2 clTO 3 annAwwrtou ToTwy: |. a. TOTTAPK LAC 

‘Valeria Artemidora through Epaphroditus, steward, to the sztolog: of the eastern toparchy, dis- 

trict of Ophis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop 

of the past (nth year)...’ 

1-2 Exadpodirov dpovtictod. Cf. 4879 5, where we find an oixovoyoc of this name in the 

service of of another lady. The name suggests that he was a slave or freedman. An Epaphroditus, 

freedman, is attested in P. Genov. II 62.1 (Oxy.; 98). Freedmen are no strangers to managerial posts; 

cf. e.g. below, 4881 2-3. 
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3 Tomwyv written for romapyxiac: cf. XLI 2964 13 = 2965 13 ~ 2966 12 (154) dvw To7wr, followed 

by Movijov TOTW. 

‘Qdewc. See 4862 3 n. 

N. GONIS 

4872. ORDERS FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

45 5B.57/G(1-2)a 10 x 17.3 cm 2 September 124 
Plate [IX 

Two orders issued by Heras, secretary of Iulius Theon, and addressed to sv- 

tologi of two different village granaries. ‘The first concerns 591 artabas 3 choenices, 

the third largest amount of wheat attested in a text of this type (see 4863 introd.), 

close to the 600 art. paid out of the same account in XX XVII 2865. The benefici- 

aries include Arsinoe daughter of ‘Theon, a lady well represented in such texts; see 

below, 5 n. There are two other such orders by Heras, written by the same scribe as 

4872, 2865 and SB X XVI 16493, both dating from about a year earlier (they both 

refer to the crop of Year 7 of Hadrian). 

The orders are written on the same sheet, one after the other; it would be 

a reasonable assumption that they never reached their destination (note that this 

papyrus does not stem from the ‘archive’ that has produced all the other texts pub- 

lished in this section). A comparable item is P. Lips. I 116, which likewise carries 

two orders for transfer of credit, out of accounts held possibly by the same person 

(see Preisigke, Gzrowesen 123), and into accounts of Arsinoe daughter of Theon. The 

two orders are addressed to sztologi of different granaries; the sitolog: bear the same 

name (Theagenes, rare in this period), and we may be dealing with one person 

holding both posts (the editor thought that the two orders are the products of two 

different hands, but it seems to me that the ‘second hand’ is only a more cursive 

version of the ‘first’, and I would associate them both with the same scribe). The 

sitologt in 4872 are not mentioned by name, which leaves the possibility open (cf. 

also 4865 2 n.). 

‘Hpalc| ypayppatede TovAiov) O€| wvo(c) yupva(cuapxov) 

citodoy(w) C[x]@ x(aipew). diactlerov 

al[’| o(5) exeuc €v P€uare tod TovA(iov) O[ éwvo(c) 

(7upov) yevy(watoc) y (erouvc) Adpiavod Kaicapoc tot Kupiov | 

5 |. p() Capam(iwvoc) kai Apcivd(n) O€w(voc) _.. aptaB(ac) mevtak[o- 

ci[a]c evevyKovTa pilav xol(viKac) TpeEic, 

(ywovrat) [(apraBar)| doa x(otvexec) y. (€rouc) 8 Adprav[o]i Kaicapoc 

Tov Kupiov, Owé ~. 

(vac.) 
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pac ypapparede TovX(iov) O€a[v]o(c) [yu] uva(cudpyov) 

10 citoA(oyouc) Cever(ta) x(atpew). duactetAatle ad’ ob exere 

tov TovX(iov) Oéwvo(c) év Féware (upod) ylevy(uaroc) y (€rouc) 

Adpiavot Kaicapoc tot Kupiov Avdv[p- 

Oéwvoc t0(b) Abyvaliov) apraB(ac) EE(nxyovta tét[ aprov 

xol(vixac) tpeic, (yivovtat) (apTaBar) € d x(otvixec) y. (€rouc) 6 Adpiavod 

15 Kaicapoc tot x[upjiov, Oa ~. 

1, 3, 9,1 tou" 2 ciToAo” 2,10 Xf 3 ald” 4, [11] eye” 5 |.pcapar, 

apcw Be” 5, 13 apta® onve Fy ia ror ek 9, 11 few” 10 ciroceve? 

13 Tabnv* 

‘Heras, secretary of lulius Theon, gymnasiarch, to the sitologus of Sco, greetings. Transfer, from 

the amount you hold on deposit for Iulius Theon, from the wheat-crop of the 8th year of Hadri- 

anus Caesar the lord, to... son of Sarapion and to Arsinoe daughter of Theon . . . five hundred 

ninety-one artabas (and) three choenices, total 591 art. 3 choen. Year 9g of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, 

Thoth 5. 

‘Heras, secretary of [ulius Theon, gymnasiarch, to the sztolog: of Senepta, greetings. Transfer, 

from the amount you hold on deposit for Iulius ‘Theon, from the wheat-crop of the 8th year of Hadri- 

anus Caesar the lord, to Didym— son/daughter of ‘Theon, grandson/-daughter of Athenacus, sixty 

(and) one-quarter artabas (and) three choenices, total 60 4 art. 3 choen. Year g of Hadrianus Caesar 

the lord, Thoth 5.’ 

1 Apa[c] ypappatetc. This is the third secure reference to Heras, after XXX VIII 2865 and 

SB XXVI 16493 (see above, introd.). A secretary makes his appearance also in XX XVII 2867 1 of 

127: the edition prints [_._].. ypapparedc, but the lacuna is not as large as indicated; ['Hp]ac can be 

neither confirmed nor excluded. 
Sijpesteijn, P. Theones p. 2 n. 7, entertained the suspicion that “Hpwv ypayparedc in XLIV 

3197 6 (111), a slave who was part of the share of Theon n, and the only ypappartedc in that docu- 

ment, might have been the same as ‘Hpac. It seems more likely, however, that ‘Hpac is a diminutive of 

a name beginning ‘Hpaka- than of “Hpwyv. 

TovA(tov) Oé€[wvoc yupva(ccapxov). Cf. 9. On this person, see 4857 1 n. The resolution 

yupva(cvapxov) is suggested by XX XVIII 2865 2 (c.123) and 2867 2 (127), in which the word is written 

out in full. 

C[x]w. See 4857 2 n. 
5 .].p(): perhaps Clap(arv) or Clap(a), suggested by N. Litinas (not C]ap(amiwy:): the abbrevia- 

tion would be unusual). 

Apcw6(n) Oéw(voc). (This note updates and expands the discussion in AnPap 13 (2001) 29.) 

Besides 4872, Arsinoe daughter of Theon is the recipient of wheat from the crop of the 7th year in 

three other such documents: XXX VUI 2864 (26.viii.123), where her account at Pacerce is set to be 

credited; P. Lips. I 116 (123), where further credit transfers are made into an account she holds eg 

mpaxropetac Ilaxepxn 7é7(wv), a singular expression; and SB XXVI 16493 (c.123), where the same 

Tulius Theon as here authorizes a transfer of 75 art. into an account she holds at Seryphis. Apart 

from Seryphis, Iulius Theon possessed an account with the granary at Pacerce too (see 4868). I had 

once suspected that Arsinoe might have been Julius Theon’s daughter, but this cannot be proven; it is 

a curious coincidence that the payers in 2864 and P. Lips. 116 are also called Theon. 
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Another question is who her fellow payee, the ‘son of Sarapion’, was and what was their re- 

lationship. ‘This is further hampered by the unread letters in this line (see below). To view them as 

a married couple is tempting, but the idea of a couple holding a joint account would be anachronistic 

(the case of LX VII 4590 is too uncertain). Payments made jointly to two persons are recorded in III 

619, XX XVUI 2863 (in both cases, brothers), and perhaps XX XI 2590. 

__,- This is either part of the description of Arsinoe or of Theon; or a toponym, as in 10. (The 

first letter may be alpha.) 

10 Cevén(ra). (Cevorr(wAewc) is less likely.). The granary of Senepta, a village in the middle 

toparchy, is referred to explicitly in XX XVII 2866 3 (123), PSI XII 1262.21 (137), and probably SB 

VI 9088.12 (m1). References to payments of grain into accounts held in this granary are also men- 

tioned in 4888 7 and perhaps XX XVIII 2867 10, where the edition prints Cev_( ) but Cevéz(ra) 

seems acceptable; cf. also III 517 2, which seems to refer to a payment made out of Senepta. In ad- 

dition, there are numerous entries in the account XLIV 3169 (200-212). (Note that in 3169 46 the 

papyrus does not have Cevér[7t]a, as reported in XLVII p. xviii, but Cévvewc, as read in ed. pr. (one 

might wish to dot the two nus). It is entirely possible, however, that this is a scribal error, as suggested 

in KPE 30 (1978) 186 n. 1.) 

12 Avdv[p-: Avdd[uw, Avdd[un, Avdv[uarr, Ardv[piwrs, etc. 

N. GONIS 

4873. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(3-6)d 4.4 x 9.5 cm 132/3 

An order for the transfer of 100 artabas addressed to the sztolog: of Thosbis. 

The upper part is lost, carrying away the names of the person who issued the order 

and of the first sztologus. 

4 |.x.[ 6.15 
Kat IT]|amovta@|[ te ceroAdyouc 

O|acBewe tomav [x(atpew). dvactetAa- 
yy eo / > / 

te ah’ ob éxeré [wou ev O€ua- 

5 ti] mupod yevy[watoc Tob ExKal- 

dexatou €rouc A[dpiavod Tob 
/ ie 

Kuptov Daviau |[ c.10 
” a ON CoA es) y 
7 olic €av aipyrar m[vpod aptaBac 
¢ / / > Zt: ” 

ex|a7ov, yelvovt[ar (apTaBar) p. érouc 

10 emtakaioexatou Al[tvtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc 

Tpaiavod Adpravod [CeBactob, month 

kK). 

9 I yivovTat 

¢ . and Papontos, sztologi of the district of Thosbis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you 
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hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the sixteenth year of Hadrianus the lord, to Phanias 
... or whomever he chooses one hundred artabas of wheat, total 100 art. Year seventeenth of Impera- 
tor Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, month 28.” 

3 O)acBewc. Cf. 4860 12. The granary of this village, situated in the middle toparchy, was 

previously known from III 614 (179/80). 

5-6 éxxar|dexarov. émrakat|dexarou seems to be excluded by the space. 

7 Paviar : lf: or Pavia iL é 

8 7) olic éav aipfra. See 4861 11 n. 

11-12 The earliest possible date is 25 September (Thoth 28) 132. 

N. GONIS 

4874. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(7-10)d II x 12.4 cm 25 July —23 August 135 

This order is issued by an Alexandrian, member of the Euthenodotean tribe 

(not among the commonest in papyri), represented by a cousin. The beneficiaries 

are a woman and another Alexandrian (but of a different tribe). 

AdéEavdpoc Anuntpiov Evénvo- 

dé6tevoc 6 Kal AABatede dia O€wvoc O€- 

wvoc aveys[ob] AmoAAodaver kat Evav- 

yédw cettoAdy(ouc) [ary |Awwrov toTrapyiac 

5 Tlaxepxn T67(wv) xaiplelw. duacteiAa- 

te ah’ ov exeTé rou ev Deuar(u) 

(rupod) {(aptaBac)} yeviu(atoc) v8 (€rouc) Adpiavod rod Kupiou 

TpwctArer Apprdcioc Ceveypau (aptaBac) k, 

Avovuciw Atovuciou Cwcikoc- 

10 peiw TH Kal AdM(arei) dia Zwid(ov) [ewivolv 

7» a(v7T}) K@pu(n) (a4ptaBac) s, (yivovrat) (4pTaBar) Ky. (Erouc) A 

Abrtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Tpait|avod 

3-4 1. EbayyéAw 4 cevtodo”; |. ctoAdyouc 5 makepky: P corr. from K TO? 

6 dena” 7 eoyen"“L Sh tar 10 1. -pia ar®, Lan” Il naKkw!oc [> 

‘Alexander son of Demetrius, of the Euthenodotean tribe and the Althaean deme, through 

Theon son of Theon, (my) cousin, to Apollophanes and Euangelus, svtolog: of the eastern toparchy, 

district of Pacerce, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat- 

crop of the 19th year of Hadrianus the lord, to Trosilla daughter of Harmiusis, (for her account) at 

Senepsau, 20 artabas, (and) to Dionysius son of Dionysius, of the Sosicosmian tribe and the Althaean 

deme, through Zoilus son of Geminus, (for his account) at the same village, 6 artabas, total 26 art. 

Year 19 of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Mesore n.’ 
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1-2 EbOnvodéresoc 6 Kai AdOaredc. On the Euthenodotean tribe, see P. J. Sipesteijn, APF 41 

(1995) 184 with n. 5 (the text published there is SB XXII 15327); in all its occurrences it is combined 

with the same demotic as here. Another Alexandrian is among the payees; see g—10. Other such texts 

attesting Alexandrians are 4880 (144) (payer), III 623 descr. = SB XII 11165 (c.144) (payer), and 632 

4 (159 or 160) (payee). 

5 Ilakepxy. See 4859 2 n. 

8 TpweidAe. This is no doubt a version of the Roman name Drusilla, rare in the papyri 

(most references are to the well-known lady involved in a protracted legal case). Her Egyptian patro- 

nymic (Appwé<c1oc) would have been truly remarkable had it not been for XLIV 3169 146 ApawciAda 

ITerceipiol[c. 

Cevepav. This was a village in the western toparchy; the presence of a granary there is implied 

by this passage, 4876 12, and 4889 11. 

g Aovuciw Avovuciov. Persons of this name but with no further description issued similar 

orders to the szologi of Syron (western toparchy) in 133 (P. Lips. I 114) and of Sco (upper toparchy) in 

147 (ILI 620). 

Q-10 Cweikocuetw T® Kat AXO(are7). This is the commonest combination of Alexandrian tribe 

and deme names. 

Il 4 a(vr7) Kwp(n) = Ceveav. 7 a(drH), referring to ‘the same village’ (k@p7 is usually not 

written), is common in granary accounts; see XLIV 3169 29 n., and L. C. Youtie, ZPE 30 (1978) 182 

(the text published there is SB XIV 12181). More recent examples include PSI Congr. X XI 12 11 31 et 

passim (261), an account, and LX VII 4590 22 (c.231), a notice of transfer of grain. 

When the name of the village is written out in full, it mostly appears in the genitive; see 2867 

g (127), P. Strasb. 127.6 (135), 4878 7 (c.135), 623 descr. = SB 11167.6 (148), 629 9, 14 (159/60), 622 11, 

630 11 (both 161), 2871 5 (175/6); 4867 8 (122/3), which adds 767wy after the name of the village, 

may offer another example. It is given in the nominative in 4874 11 and 4876 8; also in 2839 3 (64), 

2840 6 (75), and SB 12181.8 (if correctly read; the genitive is used in 1. 4). 

(€rouc) .. Only ink flecks are visible, but a later date is not likely, since it would imply that the 

grain was more than one year old; see 4878 4 n., last para. 

N. GONIS 

4875. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.51/J(i—-3)a 7.5 x 17.5 em 23 August 135 

This and the following item (4876) are orders issued by Dius son of Acusilaus 

through representatives (here, his son Acusilaus). Both are addressed to sttologi of 

the same granary, and concern transfers of credit to two different giro accounts. 

Dius was a member of an affluent Oxyrhynchite family, previously known 

from the activities of his father and of his son; see further 1 n. 

Atoc AkouciAdov 61a A- 

KouctAdov viovd cLTO- 

Abyotc Kepxedipewc 

xalpew. duactetAate 
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5 agp’ ob éveTé rou ev Oé- 

MATL TUPOD YEvnLaToc 

TOU EVVEAKALOEKATOU 

e€rouc Adpiavot Kaicapoc 

Tov Kuptov Cuvtiyn 

10 ateAevbépa Capamiadoc 

Atovuciov Cépudic 6xtw 

TETAPTOV YOWLKEC 

ert, HpakaAnw T@ Kat 

Ariwv A[miw|voc Cedw 

15 d00 qicu TéTApTOV 

xolvikac Tpeic, (yivovtar) emi TO 

avTo (aptaBar) va d. (€rouc) 8 Adtoxparopoc 

Kaicapoc Tpaiavot 

Adpiavot Ce[Balcrod, 

20 Mecopy X. 

12 |. yotvKac 16 | if Welk 

‘Dius son of Acusilaus, through Acusilaus, (my) son, to the sitologi of Cercethyris, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the nineteenth year 

of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Syntyche, freedwoman of Sarapias daughter of Dionysius, (for her 

account) at Seryphis, eight (and) one-quarter (artabas) (and) seven choenices, (and) to Heracles alias 

Apion son of Apion, (for his account) at Sepho, two (and) one half (and) one-quarter (artabas) (and) 

three choenices, grand total 11 '4 art. Year 19 of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, 

Mesore 30.’ 

1-2 Atoc AxovciAdov dia AkovciAdov viod. This and 4876 are the only texts in which Dius 

appears in the first person. His father occurs in P. Lips. I 120 = M. Chr. 230.2 (after 89) Avov( ) rod Kat 

Axouc{t|A(aov) Aiov rob Avor( ) [r]ob cat Apdiz[o|c, in which he tries to secure repayment of a debt 

of 1o00(+) drachmas. II] 494 = M. Chr. 305 = Jur. Pap. 24 = Sel. Pap. I 84.3 (156), attests Dius’ son 

and refers to his lineage, which helps establish the name of the grandfather (Dionysius): AxouctAaoc 

Aciov tov Atovuciov tod Kal AxouciAaov puntpoc Arovuctac Oéwvoc. (This latter detail escaped Mit- 

teis’ notice, as well as of Jones and Whitehorne, who list Dionysius in Register of Oxyrhynchites 69 (no. 

1280) as DION( ).) In view of this family’s tendency for grandsons to take the name of their paternal 

grandfathers, it is likely that the grandfather of Dionysius alias Acusilaus was also called Dionysius 

(it is unclear whether this putative Dion(ysius) alias Amois is related to those recorded in Register of 

Oxyrhynchites under nos. 1311 or 1354). 

494 is Acusilaus’ will, made when he was 48 years old; it was opened in 165. “The testator, 

after conferring freedom upon five of his slaves . . . leaves his son Dius heir to his propery [including 

additional slaves], subject to a life-interest reserved for Aristous, the wife of Acusilaus’ (494 introd.). 

Acusilaus’ wife was also his cousin, daughter of his paternal uncle Heraclides. If Acusilaus was 48 

years old in 156, in our text he is (around) 27. His father Dius will have been in his fifties. 
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The following stemma summarizes what we know of this family: 

Dion(ysius?) alias Amois 

Dius 

Dionysius alias Acusilaus 
| 

| | 
Dius © Dionysia (d. ‘Theon) Heraclides ce Herais (d. Alexander) 

Acusilaus c9 Aristous alias Apollonarion 

he 

da AxovciAdov viod. A son acts for his father in LXVII 4590 11 (¢.231). (6u(a) t(od) mrar(d0c) 

Capam(iwvoc) is read in XX XI 2591 8, but I have doubts about 7(08) zau(ddc).) 

3 KepxeOvpewc. The granary of this village, situated in the western toparchy, was previously 

attested only in 4590 to. 

9 Cuvtixn. The name is rare in the papyri, but not uncommon outside Egypt. The only other 

papyrus that attests it is PR IFAO I 7.1 (1 Bc). (There is a gap between sigma and upsilon, probably 

because of a hole that was already there in antiquity.) 

11 Cépud¢ic. For the village, see 4856 4 n. It was situated close to Cercethyris; see Rowlandson, 

Landowners and Tenants 12, and cf. LXTX 4747 6-8 (296). For the use of the nominative, attested also 

in 4876 8, see 4874 11 n. 

13 ‘HpaxAjnw. This is a dative of HpakArjc rather than ‘HpakXevoc, though the latter possibility 

cannot be excluded; see Youtie, Scriptiunculae 1 819, and Gignac, Grammar 1171. 

14 Cedw. See 4869 7 n. Unlike Seryphis, this village was not located in the vicinity of Cer- 

cethyris. 

17 The grand total indicates that the artaba of 40 choenices was used (8 % art. 7 choen. + 

2% “4 art. 3 choen. = 11 art. 10 choen. = 11 4 art.). 

Adtoxparopoc is written in Verschleifung. 

N. GONIS 

4876. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(10)c 9.2 x 20.1 cm 24-29 August 135 

An order issued by the same person and addressed to the same stfologi as 4875, 

a few days later. This time Dius is represented through a secretary. The hand is 

an elegant professional cursive. 

Aioc Akoucirdov bia Atoyévouc 

ypapp(atéwc) ciroA(dyouc) Kepx[e|O0pewc 

xalpew. diacteiAlalre 

adh’ ob éxar ev O€wate rupob 

5 yevn(atoc) Tov evect@toc uO (éroUuC) 
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Adpiavot Kaicapoc 706 Kup[tou 

Irokepaiw [Irodewaiov 

Kepxevpa aptaBac 6xtan, 

(yivovrat) (ap7aBat) y, O 

10 dra Appudeufo|e Kat Hparoc 

yewpyav Cevehau aptaBac 

emt, (yivovrar) (upod) (4praBar) C, (ytvovtar) emi 76 a(d70) (apréBar) te. 

(€rouc) 0 Adtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc 

Tpaiavod Adpiavot CeBacrod, 

is Meco[py] eray(opever) .. 

2 ypapprcro” 4 1. &yw 5 yevn", § 8 1. oxrw 9 |=, veorro” 

12 [2~sClemt0a ote 1 Ike 15 emay 

‘Dius son of Acusilaus, through Diogenes, secretary, to the szologi of Cercethyris, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount I hold on deposit, from the wheat-crop of the current 19th year of Hadri- 

anus Caesar the lord, to Ptolemaeus son of Ptolemaeus, (for his account) at Cerceura, eight artabas, 

total 8 art., (and) to Th— son(?) of Neoptolemus, through Harmiysis and Heras, farmers, (for his(?) 

account) at Senepsau, seven artabas, total 7 art. of wheat, grand total 15 art. Year 19 of Imperator 

Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, Mesore epagomenal n.’ 

2 ypayp(atéwc). See 4857 1 n. 

Kepx|e|@tipewc. See 4875 3 n. 

8 Kepxevpa. This was a village in the middle toparchy; the granary is mentioned in HI 631 3 

(158) (coupled with Petne), XXXVI 2766 (305); cf: also XX XVIII 2839 3 (64), 2840 6 (75), XII 1531 

20 (m1), XLIV 3170 37, 197 (111). Kepxreupwcewe t67wv occurs in II 625 descr. = SB XIT 11168.4 (158), 

and this has led to the resolution Kepxeu(pa@cewc) in 516 5 (160); this is not necessary. It is likely that 

Cerceura and Cerceurosis refer to one and the same village; see S. Daris, StudPap 19 (1980) 117-18. 

For the use of the nominative, see 4874 11 n. 

10-11 dua . . . yewpya@v. For the expression, cf. P. Mich. XVIII 786.10-12, etc. (¢.167), 

XXXVII 2871 5 (175/6), XLIV 3169 49-50, etc. (200-212), XII 1526 9 (222/3), PSI Congr. XXI 

12 v 4, 5, etc. (261), etc. 

11 Ceveav. See 4874 8 n. 

N. GONIS 

4877. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(6)a II.7 x 10.5 cm 13 September 135 

This order is issued through an intermediary, possibly a secretary (see 2 n.), 

and concerns a transfer to take place within the same granary. 

The writing is across the fibres. 
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Aya[86|¢ Aaitwv Aiov 61a Capamiwvoc 

c.6 | ewc ci(roAdyouc) Movip(ov) yatpewv. duact(eiAate) 

ad’ dlv exete ev Oéul(ate) Tob Ayabot Aaipo(voc) 

(rupod) yevy(watoc) To] evveakawdeKatou eTouc Adpiavov 

5 Kaiclapoc tot Kuptov Avovuciwr Pirickou 

6 | ¢ dpraBac é€jnxovta, (yivovtat) (apTaBar) €. €[ rove 

etxoct|o0 Adtox[patopo|c Kaicapoc T[p|aliavot 

Adpiavod| CeBalcrod, Oa] 6 te. 

2 ctnove", duac™ 3 Oe, day? 6 [ow 

‘Agathus Daemon son of Dius through Sarapion . . . , to the sitolog: of Monimou, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for Agathus Daemon, from the wheat-crop of the 

nineteenth year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Dionysius son of Philiscus . . . , sixty artabas, total 

60 art. Year twentieth of Imperator Caesar Traianus Hadrianus Augustus, ‘Thoth 15.’ 

2 c.6] ewe. The unread letter is lambda or tau. If the latter, read ypaypalréwe. Otherwise, we 
ay may have Sarapion’s patronymic, e.g. AyiA]Aéwe. [am’ O€(uptyywv) 76]Aewc would be out of place, 

let alone that we would expect 7éAewe to be abbreviated too. 

Moviu(ov). Cf. 4878 3. There are numerous references to the granary or sitologi of Monimou, 

a ‘hamlet’ in the upper toparchy: P. Wisc. II 39.2 (¢.120), P. Lips. I 115.1 (133), III 515 2 (134), 1 89 5 

(c.141), III 623 descr. = SB XII 11165. (c.144), HI 624 descr. = SB XII 11166.5 (148; see 4878 4 n.), 

XLI 2964 13, 2965 13, 2966 12—13 (all three of 154), III 613 2 (¢.155), 628 2 (159), 629 2 (159/60), 

XXXI 2589 2 (159), 2590 2 (159), 2591 7 (c.159), XLIV 3170 40, 148 (1m). 

6 ¢.6 |.c. This must be the end of a toponym, a village granary in which Dionysius held an 

account, rather than of an alias of Dionysius (or a papponymic). 

6-8 The line-divisions are not entirely certain. 

N. GONIS 

4878. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/H(8-11)a WA Ee (8h) am C.135 

This text stems from a man with an Egyptian name and patronymic, a relative 

rarity in documents of this sort, where Greek names predominate. The order is 

addressed to two szfologi and their ‘associates’, which is unexpected in an Oxyrhyn- 

chite text of this date (see 2 n.). The transfers of grain requested are destined for 

accounts held by the payee in two different granaries. 

The regnal date clause, which usually closes such documents (though contrast 

4883), was apparently not written. It is less likely that the text is incomplete at the 

foot, since there is plenty of free space in line g. 

Qpoc Ilavcipioc da Appwviov dirov 
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AroAha() kat Aprajc Kai petdx(o1c) ciroAby(ouc) dev 

tom(apxtac) Moviwou tom(wv) yatpw. duacrerdov 

dc €xeTé wou ev Dewars mupo[d] yevi(aroc) 8 (€rouc) 

5 Adpravod Kaicapoc tod kupiov Pappude ap- 

pdooc MeppépO(wv) aptaBar etkoce té- 

taptov, Ictpou errouxiov aptaB(ac) €€ yuucu 

teTapt(ov) [x]ol(veKac) extra, (yivovtat) émi 76 a(d7d) mupo(d) 4pTaB(ar) etxoce 
¢ / ag Ls x 

EMTO XOUVLKEC) ETTA. 

2 1. Apmancer amodAd", wero*cit0A0” 3 70? (bis) 1. yatpew, dvactetAate 4 yern 8S 

6 peppep 1. apraBac 7 aptap 8 terap’, |, arupoaptaB 8,9 xou 

‘Horus son of Pausiris through Ammonius, (his) friend, to Apollo— and Harpaesis and their 

associate sitolog: of the upper toparchy, district of Monimou, greetings. Transfer the (artabas) that you 

hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the 19th year of Hadrianus Caesar the lord, to Psam- 

mis son of Psammis, (for his account) at Mermertha, twenty (and) one-quarter artabas, at the hamlet 

of Istrou, six (and) one-half (and) one-quarter artabas (and) seven choenices, grand total twenty-seven 

artabas (and) seven choenices of wheat.’ 

1 pidov. See XX XVIII 2869 2 n.; other examples in IT 620 10-12 (147) and 4888 2. 

2 AzoAXa( ). Omega is very slightly raised, which implies that an abbreviation was intended. 

The alternative would be to read AzoAA@, but it is less likely, since this would be a very early example 

of this form of the dative of AmodAdc (see Gignac, Grammar ii 61). AzodAw(vi«) is the likeliest res- 

olution. 

peeTOx(otc) citoAdy(orc). Such péroxor were not previously attested in Oxyrhynchite documents 

later than 99 (LVII 3905 2), and there they are always mentioned with a single sztologus, not two. They 

are very common elsewhere, especially in the Fayum. 

3 Movipov. See 4877 3 n. 

4 mupo[d] yevy(waroc) 18 (érouc). This is the crop harvested in late spring 135. The text will 

have been written in the summer of 135 or shortly thereafter, as 1s the case with all texts in which the 

crop year is not described as ‘current’ or ‘past’; the latest date I have found is Hadrianus (= Hathyr) 

11, year 23 of Antoninus Pius (= 8.x1.159) in XX XI 25889 (there are of course even later dates, but 

in those cases the reference is to a crop of a ‘past year’). In consequence, the dates of several docu- 

ments assigned by the editors to the full year mentioned in the text (here, this would have been 134/5) 

need to be revised. ‘Two representative datings that require such slight correction are XX XVIII 2865 

and 2866: 

2865 refers to the crop of year 7 of Hadrian; its date clause is lost, and it has been assigned to 

‘c. A.D. 122/3”. This should be revised to ‘¢.123”. The same applies to SB X XVI 16493, which has the 

same dating co-ordinates. Cf. also III 623 = SB 11165 (c.144, not 143/4), XX XVII 2869 (c.147, not 

¢.146/7), XLVII 3337 (¢.142, not ¢.141/2). 

2866 refers to the crop ‘of the current seventh year of Hadrian’; its date clause is lost, and it 

has been assigned to 122/3. But its date ‘must fall in [summer of 123] since the document was issued 

after the harvest of the [seventh] year, which is said still to be current’ (quotation from XLIX 3497 

2n., adapted; sim. LX VI 4587 2 n.). Cf. also P. Lips. I 116 (‘current 7th year’: 123, not 122/3), III 617 

(135, not 134/5), LXII 4338 (183, not 182/93); sum. P. Petaus 57 (184, not 183/4), SB XII 11151 (215, not 

214/5), XII 1444 (249, not 248/9), 1526 (223, not 222/93). 
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Some other cases call for more specific comment: 

The date of P. Lips. I 113 had long remained uncertain: 127 or 128, the editor having read the 

year figure in the date clause as __ dex(a)rov (1. 8). Pruneti, AnPap 6 (1994) 62, assigned it to 28.vil.127, 

‘poiché si parla del raccolto dell’anno 110 di Adriano (e dovrebbe essere l’anno in corso, perché 

manca la precisazione tod dveAPdvtos érous’; BL X 96 further added that the reading should be 

assumption that needs qualification: there are numerous texts dating from the year after that of the 

crop, although the latter is not specified as ‘past’ (e.g. 4864, 4872, 4877, 4879, 4881, 4885). 

In ILI 624 descr. = SB XII 11166, the crop is of year 11, but the date is also said to be year 11, 

Thoth n. This is implausible, and in fact the on-line image allows reading (€rouc) «[a]]B instead of 

(€rouc) va in |. 12; the date-range is 29.vill.—27.1x.148 (cf. already the description in vol. I: ‘Dated in 

the twelfth year of Antoninus’). 

PSI Congr. XX 9, a notice of transfer of credit, refers to the crop of year 20 (or 21? the reading 

is not entirely certain) of Antoninus Pius and carries no other date. It has been assigned to 157-61, the 

time between the crop of year 20 and the end of the reign of this emperor. ‘This is much too cautious; 

the text will have dated from within a few months, a year at the most, from the year of the harvest. 

Wheat a year and a half old is transferred in XLIX 3496, but there it is explicitly described as such, 

and it seems to be a special case. 

5-6 Pappude Mappudoc. Cf. P. Harr. 1 72.4 (1/11) Papic Yapidoc py(tpdc) Oeppovbuoc (erav) 

«s (= Jones and Whitehorne, Register of Oxyrhynchites no. 3823). 

6 MeppépO(wv). The granary of this village, located in the upper toparchy, is also mentioned or 

implied in I 276 11-12 (77), XLIV 3337 1 (c.141), U1 619 14 (c.147), 629 14 (159/60), XLIV 3170 74, 

100, 140 (111), 3179 2 (248/49). 

7 ‘Ictpov éro.xiov. The granary of this ‘hamlet’, situated in the middle toparchy, is mentioned 

or implied in IT 630 11 (c.161), P. Mich. X VIII 786.6, etc. (¢.167), XII 1444 22 (249). 

N. GONIS 

4879. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/G(3-4)e 10.9 x 7cm 29 August — 27 September 141 

The beneficiary of this order is Claudia Ptolema, already known as a land- 

owner from one or two documents; see below, 4—5 n. As would have been appropri- 

ate, Ptolema is represented by an o/kovéjoc. Claudius Chaeremon, who issued the 

order, is not known otherwise. 

A sheet-join runs 4.6 cm from the right-hand edge. The scribe left some space 

blank in the middle of line 7, before the sheet-join; the reason is unclear (not avoid- 

ance of overwriting the sheet-join). A much longer space was left blank in line 8. 

Kravdioc Xaipjy[wv cit]o[A(dyorc) aanX(wwrov) tlotapyx(iac) PoBwov 

ToTm@v xalpew. di[ac]tetAate ad’ od eye- 

Té rou ev [Bé]pate mupod yevrwatoc (€Touc) 8 

Avtwreivov Kaicapoc tot kupiov KAavdia 

5 ITrod€ua 51a Exadpodeitov oikovojuou mupot 
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> / m” ” / > £ 

(apTaBac) ELKOCL. ETOUC TTELLTTTOU Abroxpatopoc 

Kaicapoc Titov Al Atov Adpiavot 

Avtwveivou CeBactod EvceBood(c) 

Oar. 
(vac.) 

10 (m. 2) ; Xarpju[ wy] ge 

sale 4, 8 |. Avtwvivov 5 L. Exadpoditov Onaoy 8 evceBov 

g |. Owe 

‘Claudius Chaeremon to the sitologi of the eastern toparchy, district of Phoboou, greetings. 

Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the 4th year of Anto- 

ninus Caesar the lord, to Claudia Ptolema through Epaphroditus, steward, twenty artabas of wheat. 

Year fifth of Imperator Caesar Titus Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Thoth . . .’ 

(2nd hand) ‘Chaeremon .. .” 

1 ®oBwov. Cf. 4866 5. Further references to this granary are SB XII 11145.3 (65/6), P. Lips. 

I 116.2 (123), XX XVIII 2863 2 (123), 2865 2 (c.123), XLI 2956 3 (148/9), VI 973 (168/9), SB XII 

11025.5 (201); cf. also XLIX 3497 g (216?), XXII 2346 17 (11). 

4-5 Kaavdia [rod€eua. This lady is first attested in IV 810 of 1347/5, in which she (sub)leases 

(royal) land near Sinary in the upper toparchy (a full edition of this text is in preparation). There too 

she acts through an intermediary, viz. a ¢povtictyc. A further reference to her may be detected in III 

627 descr. = SB XII 11667.5—6 (148), another order for transfer of credit in grain, where the edition 

prints KAa{ | _ | LroAewa(iov) Tciov Katw; the on-line image allows reading KAa[vd]ia [Trod€ua 

(what ed. pr. took as an abbreviation sign is a diaeresis: ic.ov pap.). 

XLIX 3497 6-7 (216°), Aéu(atoc) KX(avdiac) | [IroX€wac tH K(at) Al, ‘is hardly likely to [refer 

to] the same person [as in 810] unless her private account was kept up under her name after her 

death’ (note ad loc.); but the latter practice is not otherwise known in documents of this type, unless 

there is an explicit reference to the ‘heirs of so-and-so’ (see e.g, below 4890 6). ‘This latter Cl. Ptolema 

might be the same as KAavdia ITroAeua in PSI VI 713.8, an Oxyrhynchite tax list assigned to the 

third century. 

5 6a Enadpodeitov oikovépuov. Cf. 4871 1-2, where a person of this name appears as the 

dpovtictyc of another woman. 

10 It is not clear whether the traces before Xapyu[ wv] belong to an abbreviated version of 

RKAaté.oc. cecnetwar, abbreviated in some way, may have stood at the end of the line, but too little 

survives for any text to be confirmed. 

N. GONIS 

4880. OrpDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.47/B(g-11)a 8.2 x 12.3 cm 2 September 144 

The text of this order is remarkably short, without the elaborate formulas we 

find in other documents of this kind. It was issued by an Alexandrian, member of 

the little-attested Nilanabatean tribe. 
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o [ ¢8 Jwvoc NervavaBarevoc 

6 kat AdOarede citoA(dyouc) Cry(Keda) TOTwY 
e / ¢ f 

xaipew. duactetAate Axwpr 

Tépaxoc tmupob apraBac mévte, 

5 (yivovrat) (m7upod) (a4ptaBat) €. (€rouc) y Avrwvivou 
/ a / \ ae 

Kaicapoc TOU KUPLOU, Our €. 

2 cto cy 3 yarpew: a large blob over y (yax written over something else?) 1. Axwpex 

5 jew L 6 1. 048 

*... son of —on, of the Nilanabatean tribe and Althaean deme, to the svtolog: of the district of 

Sincepha, greetings. Transfer to Hacoris son of Hierax five artabas of wheat, total 5 art. of wheat. 

Year 8 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Thoth 5.’ 

1-2 NewAavaBarevoc 6 Kal AXBaredc. This combination was known from P. Lond. II 254 = M. 

Chr. 332.7 (124) and 1100 3~4 (133); the Nilanabatean tribe also occurs in SB XVI 12526.33 (11). 

2 Cty(keda). See 4861 3 n. 

3-4 Axwpi Tépaxoc. A Hierax son of Hacoris, grandson of Mal—, member of the gymnasial 

class of Oxyrhynchus, occurs in the census return I 202 descr. = SB XXII 15353 of 146/7. There he 

is 66 years old, and registers with him his son Hierax. It is possible that this Hacoris is another son 

of his. 

N. GONIS 

4881. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.47/B(g-11)b 6.5 x 13.5 cm 20 September 147 

This order was issued through yet another freedman and manager, who 

added his subscription, in a ‘slow’ hand. The transfer requested is to be made into 

an account at ‘Qpovu ézoikiov, a new toponym. 

Avovicic Ave [ dua 

Nopepiov ameAevGé| pov Kat 

oikovomov citoA(dyouc) ALBo[< Ttom(apxiac) 

Cevexedev tom(wv) xalpew. dra[c- 

5 teiAate ac Aowrac exw 

ev Jéuate mupod yevnwatoc 

u (€rouc) Avtwvivov Kaicapoc 

tov Kuptou IIvedepare 

Eppiov ‘Qpo(v) érotk(iov) a4praBac 

10 6 [ erouc év- 
/ > / 

OEeKaTOU Adbrtoxpatopoc 
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Kaicapoc Titov AiXiov 

Aédpravotd Avrwrivov 

CeBactot EvceBotc, Ow 

15 xB. (m. 2) Newépic amre- 

Aebbepoc Tob Tpoy- 

eypapyrevov Avo- 
/ > bs 

vuctou €TLO€OwKa. 

r 
3 ClTO 4 70? 7 § Q WPpoeETrOLK 

‘Dionysis son of Anti—, through Nomertus, freedman and steward, to the sztologi of the eastern 

toparchy, district of Seneceleu, greetings. Transfer the remaiming (artabas) that I hold on deposit, 

from the wheat-crop of the 1oth year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, to Pnepheros son of Hermias, 

(for his account) at the hamlet of Horus, ... artabas .. . Year eleventh of Imperator Caesar Titus 

Aelius Hadrianus Antoninus Augustus Pius, Thoth 22.’ (2nd hand) ‘I, Nemeris, freedman of the 

aforesaid Dionysius, have submitted (this).’ 

2 Nopepiov. Newépic in the subscription (15) may suggest that this is the Greek name Nepéproc 

rather than the ‘Roman’ Numerius; on the interchange « > 0, see Gignac, Grammar 1 290-92. This, 

however, is far from certain. We find Nowepiov in SB XX 14248.4, 14, 30, 34, 37 (1/1), but Newepiov in 

22; this is a list of soldiers from Quseir al-Qadim, and it is tempting to take these forms as versions of 

the name Numerius (as the editor has done). o is often used for u in the transcription of Latin names; 

see Gignac, Grammar i 219-21. The form in Nej- may be phonetic version of Noy- rather than a ren- 

dering of Num-; on o > e, see Gignac, Grammar i 289-990. 

2-3 dmeevbé[pov Kai] ofkovowov. On oixovdpor, see 4859 1 n. Another freedman represents 

the nominal payer in III 630 1—2 (158). See also 4871 1-2 n. 

4 Cevexedev. Cf. 4864 8-9, 4885 2. Sitologi of Seneceleu are also mentioned in LVII 3903 7 = 

3904 5 (99), P. Lips. II 140.2 (133), [V 740 26 (c.200-201), and LXVH 4590 g (c.231). A plurality are 

mentioned here, but we find a single szfologus in P. Lips. 140 and 4885. 

5 ac Aourdc. Cf. II] 625 descr. = SB XII 11168.6 (158), XX XVIII 2870 2 (176); also II 613 3 

(c.155) Aoun(ov) A€u(a) (a4pTaBn) a. 

9 “Qpo(v) érroux(tov). This toponym is new. 

1@ O .| [. One would not have much difficulty interpreting the traces as 5€[«]a (yivovrac) 

(rupod) (ép7éBa.) (of the symbols, the lower parts only), but where we would expect to find « (= 10), 

there is the base of a curved letter. This would admit f (U-shaped), which would entail reading do at 

the beginning of the line, but this is not easy. Thus I have preferred to suspend judgement. 

18 é78é5wxa. This verb, common at the close of petitions and declarations to officials, is not 

found in any other text of this type. We would expect émjveyxa; see 4858 10-11 n. 

N. GONIS 
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4882. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.47/B(1-4)a 10.3 x 9.5 cm 13 August 153 

Heraclides son of Heraclides, who issued this order, may have occurred in one 

or two other texts of this kind; see 1 n. The text is written across the fibres. 

‘Hpakdetdyc Hparretdo[v citoA(dyw) 

amnX(votov) tom(apxiac) Pwpbewc rom(wv) x[atper|v. 

duactetrov ac exe[t]c plov] | |. .” ev Gé[ (are) 

mupov yevnu(atoc) Tov evecT@TOC EK- 

5 KavdeKatou eTrouc Avtwreivouv 

Kaicapoc tot Kupiov Avoyéver Caparriw- 

voc Tupob (aptaBac) elkoce mévTE x[o]iv[(LKac) 

tpeic, ZwiAw Hrodmpw trupod 

(4praBac) dbo, yi(vovtar) ém(i ro adro) (apraBar) Kl y(owKec) y. (€Touc) us 

10 «= Avrwveivov Kaic[aploc [t]o0 Kupiou, 

Mec|o]|py F. 

2 ann, 70? (bis) 4 yevn” 5, 10 1. Avrwvivov Fs 0) 8 1. AHAvodwpov 

9 tte?, peal 

‘Heraclides son of Heraclides, to the sitologus of the eastern toparchy, district of Psobthis, greet- 

ings. Transfer the (artabas) you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the present sixteenth 

year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, to Diogenes son of Sarapion, twenty-five artabas (and) three 

choenices of wheat, (and) to Zoilus son of Heliodorus two artabas of wheat, grand total 27 art. 3 

choen. Year 16 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Mesore 20.’ 

1 HpakAetdnc “HpakdAetdo[v. Two other such orders are issued by a person of this name: 

P. Strasb. III 127 (135), addressed to sitolog: of the same granary as here; and XXXI 2590 (159), 

addressed to the sitologg of Monimou (upper toparchy). Not all three texts need refer to the same 

individual. 

1-2 citoX(dyw) amynA(wwrov) ... YaBO(ewc). Cf. 4860 7, 4886 5. The sitolog of Psobthis in the 

eastern toparchy are also mentioned in P. Strasb. 127 (see previous note), XXX VIII 2868 3 (147), and 

XLIX 3494 39 (175). In the two earlier texts, a plurality of sifolog are attached to it; here only one. 

The granary is also implied in XLIV 3170 84, 179 (111). The sitolog: mentioned in XLVII 3408 7 (rv) 

may be of this Psobthis (it is less likely they were of Taampemou, as thought by Kriiger, Oxyrhynchos 

in der Raiserzeit 61 n. 72). 

3 ‘| |.“ Too little remains of what was written above the line; it also unclear how much is lost 

(but part of what is presumably im lacuna may survive on some detached fibres). The only word that 

would suit the context 1s Aoun(ac) (abbreviated), as in II 625 descr. = SB XII 11168.6 (158) (see also 

4881 5 andn.). 

9 yt(vovrat). A similar abbreviation, with iota cutting through the horizontal of gamma, occurs 

in P. Lips. II 141.7 (133), but was interpreted as (yiverat) (7upod): read yi(verar). 

N. GONIS 
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4883. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(4-5)a 8 x 11.8 cm 0.153 

This order stems from and is signed by Theon son of Apollonius, a former 
gymnasiarch of Oxyrhynchus, not known previously. He is presumably the same as 
the one who authorizes a similar transfer eleven years later, in 4885. 

Oéwv Ator\Awviov Tav 

YEYUULVACLAapYNKOTWY 

thc O€upvyxeitav mOAEwe 

citoA(oyouc) amnAwtov Ton(apyxiac) Taapm(ewov) 

5 TOm(wv) xalpev. dvacteiAate 

Apupwviw Avoyévouc 

(7rupod) (apTaBac) ka J y(olviKac) y ad’ ob éxe- 

Té pou ev Oéuate mupot 
f- ” x / 

yevnwatoc us (€rouc) Avtwveivou 

10 Kaicapoc rob Kupiov. (m. 2) Oéwv 

cEcnEelwpar. 

3 1. Oupuyxitav 4 ciT0, To? Taap? 5 To? Gp Ea Ie o} | 

iL Ayvtwvivou 

“Theon son of Apollonius, former gymnasiarch of the city of the Oxyrhynchites, to the sztolog: 

of the eastern toparchy, district of Ttaampemou, greetings. Transfer to Ammonius son of Diogenes 21 

¥4 artabas (and) 3 choinices of wheat, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat- 

crop of the 16th year of Antoninus Caesar the lord.’ (2nd hand) ‘I, Theon, have signed.’ 

1-3 See above, introd. There is no way of telling whether XLI 2980 14 (11), Oéwvo(c) AzoAXw( ) 

tparreCirov, refers to the same person (a banker would have had the standing to serve as a gymna- 

siarch). 

4 Taapr(epov). Srtologi of Taampemou are mentioned in PSI Congr. XX 9.2 (¢.157; see 4878 

4n.), II 621 3 (162/3), 626 = SB XII 11244.2 (166/7), and probably 615 3 (179/80) (see note ad loc.). 

A further occurrence may be detected in P. Lips. II 141.3 (133), where the on-line image allows reading 

Taapr(eov) (raau? pap.;[..... | ed. pr.) Té7(wv). See also above, 4882 1-2 n. 

Q yevnpatoc us (€rouc) Avrwyreivov. This is the crop harvested in late spring 153. On the impli- 

cations for the date, see 4878 4 n. 

1o—11 Very few such documents bear the signature of the person who issues the order: P. Lips. 

I 116, III 630, XLVI 3337; see also P. Lips. I 112, II] 621, and probably 4858 10, signed by the 

intermediaries mentioned in the text. 

N. GONIS 
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4884. OrDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.48/G(18-21)a 9.8 x 9.2 cm 14 October 157 

The order concerns transfers of substantial amounts of grain to two different 

accounts held in the same granary. The text is of interest for the use of the term 

Oéwa at a certain point (see 5 n.), and for some of the names it attests. 

The writing is against the fibres. 

Axitync Apovvdddpic da Oéwvoc O€wvoc didrov aro 

O€upiyywv roAEwce ciToA(6youc) amNA(LHTOv) Tom(apyiac) ‘Qdewc Tém(wv) Xatpew. 

duact(etAate) ad’ dv éxeré ou ev Oéware (mupod) yevy(watoc) K (€rouc) Avrwrivov 

Kaicapoc Tob Kupiov KAnpovépoic O€wvoc Tod Kal 

5 Tatov Iletetpioc 6.’ Axttov Axitrou yewpy(od) Géua 

apTaB(ac) €BdounKovta d00 kat Taovvwdper 

TH Kal Xaipnuovids Atov(uciov) du’ avdt(ov) Axitov yewpy(ov) 

Bé(wa) ap(ra)B(ac) €BdounKovta téccapac, (yivovrat) (apt.) 06, (yiv.) emt 70 a(d70) 

apTaB(ar) éxatov Teccapaxovra €€. (erouc) Ka 

10 Avrwvivov Kaicapoc tot Kupiov, Badd f. 

1 1. Apovvadproc 2 cto ann*r0?, To? 3 diac’, 2yev", § 5,7 yewp” 

6,9 apra® 7 .0Vv, aut 8 déapf, | (bis), >, one 

‘Acytes son of Haronnophris through Theon son of Theon, friend, from the city of the Oxy- 

rhynchi, to the sifologi of the eastern toparchy, district of Ophis, greetings. ‘Transfer, from the amount 

you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the goth year of Antoninus Caesar the lord, to 

the heirs of Theon alias Gaius, son of Peteuris, through Acytes son of Acytes, farmer, as a deposit, 

seventy-two artabas, and to Taonnophris alias Chaeremonis, daughter of Dionysius, through the 

same Acytes, farmer, as a deposit, seventy-four artabas, total 74 art., grand total one hundred forty-six 

artabas. Year 21 of Antoninus Caesar the lord, Phaophi 17.’ 

1 Axtryc. Cf. 5, 7. The name in this form is not attested elsewhere. Axotc, gen. Axotrtoc, is 

common. Axodvrou is in some cases a heteroclitic genitive, but probably not in BGU IV 1173.3 (5/4 

BC?), where it must be the genitive of Axovdroc, a name attested in various parts of the Greek world 

(see LGPN IIA, IIIB, and IV s.n.). 

Apovvadpuc. This is the first occurrence of this name i an Oxyrhynchite text; it is common 

elsewhere in Egypt. 

pirov. See 4878 1 n. 

2 ‘Qhewc. See 4862 3 n. 

4-5 tod Kat Iaiov. The Roman praenomen Gaius appears as an alias also in P. Mich. V 238.237 

(Tebt.; 46), P. Fam. Tebt. 7.17 (Tebt.?; 102/3), PSI V 450.23 (Oxy.; 1/11). 

5 Jé€ua. Cf. 8. For the use of the term in this place, see 4856 9 n. 

7 6.’ adr(od). Assuming that the reading is correct, we should have had 6:4 tod adrod; the 

article is also missing in II 622 14. A single yewpyéc is associated with a plurality of account-holders 

e.g. in XII 1526 9-11 (223). 

8 ap(7a)B(ac). This kind of abbreviation is unusual at this time, but common from the sixth 
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century onwards. However, it could be that the scribe omitted ra by mistake; he wrote apta? in 6 

and 9. 

g A hole in the papyrus between €€ and the year symbol may have already been there when 

the text was written. 

N. GONIS 

4885. ORDER FOR TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.42/H(6)b 6 x 11.2 cm 24 October 164 
Plate X 

The person who issued this order, Theon son of Apollonius, is presumably 

the same as the ex-gymnasiarch in 4883, even though no function is mentioned; 

the inventory numbers suggest that the two papyri lay close to each other in the 

rubbish mound. Still, it is impossible to be certain with names so common among 

Oxyrhynchites. 
The text is written across the fibres on the back of a piece cut from what seems 

to be a fiscal register mentioning slaves; there are repeated references to a 22nd 

year and a sum of 7 dr. '2 ob. This 22nd year should be that of Antoninus Pius 

(158/09). 

Oéwv ArodAXAwviov 

cu(toAdyw) AuBoc Tom(apxiac) Cevexed(ev) 

TOm(wv) yaipew. dtactedA(or) 

ab’ ob exeuc ou ev 

5 Géuate mupod yernp(atoc) 

6 (€rouc) THv Kuptwv CeBact'aov’ 

Capate ITavcipioc dia 

Zyvat.._.. Cever[eA(ev) 

apTaBnv piav, (yiverat) (apTapy) a. 

10 (e€rouc) « AvpyAtov 

A]|vrwveivov kat Ovn| pov 

t|@v Kkupiwyv [CeBactov, 

P)aaddu KC. 

a GE, TOPCEVEKE” 3 Suacteu 5 yevn” 6 §; ceBact> pap. 9g |= MO) IL 

1. AdpyAtwv 11 1. Avtwvivou 

‘Theon son of Apollonius to the sttologus of the western toparchy, district of Seneceleu, greet- 

ings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit for me, from the wheat-crop of the 4th year of 

the lords Augusti, to Saras son of Pausiris through Zenas . . . , (for his account) at Seneceleu, one 

artaba, total 1 art. Year 5 of Aurelius Antoninus and Verus, the lords Augusti, Phaophi 27.’ 
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1 Oéwv AzoAAwviov. See above, introd. 

2 Ceverxed(ev). See 4881 4 n. 

6 8 (€rouc) ta&v Kupiwv CeBacta@v. The omission of the names of the emperors is unusual; it 

may be parallelled only by C. Mil. Rec. 76.14.14 (179). 

8 Zyvar.__.. One possibility is to read Zyva T—, T— being a patronymic, but I have not been 

able to match the writing with any name. Alternatively, read Zyvaroc __, but what follows is difficult. 

I have thought of vi(od), but this abbreviation does not seem to have occurred anywhere else, and the 

last letter resembles sigma more than iota. 

Cevex[eX(ev). The reference to Seneceleu (no other restoration seems possible) is rather unex- 

pected, since in all but one document of this kind (P. Strasb. III 127; the case of 4889 8 is not com- 

parable) the name of the village granary into which a giro transfer was made is specified only if it is 

different from the one in which the payers hold their accounts. 

10 AdpnAtov is a mistake for AdpnAiwv. We find the same mistake in O. Ashm. Shelton 24.1. (In 

BGU I 102.5, for Adpy|Atov] read Adpy|Atwr].) 

N. GONIS 

4886. NoTIcE oF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.51/J(1-3)b 6.7 x 7.4 cm 175/6 
Plate X 

A brief note confirming the deposit of thirteen artabas of wheat. The text is 

signed by a ‘secretary of the szfolog’ and another person who does not specify his 

function (wherever else this is stated, it is that of sztologus). 

This type of document (‘metrema receipts’) is discussed by N. Litinas, ZPE 

160 (2007) 196-7; 4886, as well as 4890 below, displays the same structure as the 

other six receipts that date from the late second and third centuries. 

[eweT(pnTat) Etc TO Oy(dcLOV) (7UpOd) yevy(waroc) 

Tov deA(O6vTo0c) ve (€rouc) AdpyAtou 

Avrwvivov Kaicapoc 

Tov Kupiou 64(a) ciToA(d6ywr) amnA(vwTov) 

5 tom(apxtac) PwBO(ewc) té7(wv) Eidaiuwv 

Oéwvoc O€(wa) ap7(aB.) dexa- 

Tpeic, (yivovrat) (apTaBar) vy. Atoyévnc 

yp(aypatevdc) _. citoA(dywr) cecn(wetwpar) Tac TOd 

(upod) (apTaBac) vy. (m. 2) Xaipyuwyv 

10 ce|cn(wetwpat) Tac Tod (zupod) (4ptaBac) vy. 

I pene’, Oneyev" 2 due’ § 4 4, amy’ 4, 8 cto" 5 TorbwB “ro? 

6 béap™ q ire 8 yp? 8, 10 cec” 9,10 2o 

‘Measured into the public granary, of the wheat-crop of the past 15th year of Aurelius Antoni- 
nus Caesar the lord, through the siolog: of the eastern toparchy, district of Psobthis, Eudaemon son of 
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Theon, as a deposit, thirteen artabas, total 13 art. I, Diogenes, secretary of sitolog, have countersigned 

the 13 art. of wheat.’ (2nd hand) ‘I, Chaeremon, have countersigned the 13 art. of wheat.’ 

I-2 yevy(watoc) Tob deA(AdvTo0c) ve (€rouc). The reference is to the crop of 175. 

5 PapBO(ewc). See 4882 1-2 n. 

6 ap7(4B.). See 4890 6 n. 

7-10 Among similar documents of this period, two signatories occur in I 89 (140), LX VII 4587 

(179), LXII 4338 (183), P. Koln II go (184), SB XII 11025 (201). In all other cases, e.g. 4890, there is 

only one signatory. 

8 yp(ayparede) _. citoA(dywr). I have not been able to make out the writing between the two 

abbreviated words. The first trace is a mere blob of ink; the second has an oblique stroke above (it can 

hardly be a number). I think it less likely that one should read ypapi(watedc): the foot of rho continues 

upwards in a curve, indicating an abbreviation. 

The secretary may have been a private employee of a sitologus, acting as a deputy or a substitute 

in the liturgy. The duties of such a secretary are detailed in P. Mich. XI 604 of 223 (see introd. there 

and 12-13 n.); cf. also XH 1510 (1/11), which refers to the payment of a salary to a secretary by the 

sttologus. 

N. Lewis, The Compulsory Public Services of Roman Egypt? (1997) 47, speaks of a liturgic ypappatedc 

citoAdywyv in P. Berl. Leihg. II 46 (136); this was also the view of the editor of the papyrus, but there 

is nothing in the text to substantiate this (otherwise not implausible) assumption; the ypaypareic 

mentioned there has fled following an alleged embezzlement, not because he wished to escape from 

a liturgical office. Lewis further associates such ypapprareéc with the liturgies providing assistance to 

a sitologus in P. Ryl. II go (1), but there is no proof for this. 

N. GONIS 

4887. NoTICE OF AND ORDER FOR TRANSFERS OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.52/D(1-3)c 8.5 x 13.7 cm 175/6 

Sixty artabas of wheat were transferred to the giro account of Dionysius son 

of Harthoonis, and of this transaction he received notice. Then Dionysius ap- 

pended a note ordering that the same amount be transferred to another person. 

A close parallel is XX XI 2591 (159), which bears a notice of transfer and two suc- 

cessive orders for transfer of credit, and III 630 (c.161), which carries two successive 

orders, the second issued by the beneficiary of the first; cf. also III 613 (¢.155) and 

616 (c.162). It has been thought that such documents ‘could become negotiable 

instruments, if endorsed by the payee with his signature and a further order to pay. 

_.. the documents circulated freely and so functioned almost as a paper currency’ 

(2588-91 introd.; cf. already Preisigke, Girowesen 128-31); contrast N. Litinas, ZPE 

160 (2007) 200, who argues that all arrangements were made in the office of setologr, 

which is plausible (4887 is the work of a single scribe). 

Svect&A(7) (upod) yevy(uatoc) Tob dreA(BdvrToc) ve (€rouc) AdpyAtou 

Ayrwvivov Kaicapoc tot x[uptolu 

5u(&) ce(roAdywv) ABd(c) Tom(apyiac) Cepipe(we) TO7(wv) amo GEwaroc 
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Diro€évo(v) Tob K(at) Pir(ickov) Avovicvoc 

5 Apbowvioc Oéua apraB(at) €€jKov- 

ta, (ywovtat) (upot) (a4pTaBat) €. Atovici(oc) cu(toAdyoc) cecy(jretwpar). 

Avovicioc ApBow(vioc) 6 mpoyey(pappevoc). duactetA(ov) Avovuciw 

H_ otroc tac mpok(eévac) aptaBl(ac) €€nKovrta, 

(yivovras) (apré Ba) €. 

1 dvecra’eyev", die ve§ 3 ActrALB°*rorcepudeto? 4 piro€ev’rou"pu" 5 apra” 

6 [e~o, dvovucectcecyn™ 7 apo”, mpoyey§Ouacreu" 8 mpo"apra” 9 |o 

“Transferred, from the wheat-crop of the past 15th year of Aurelius Antoninus Caesar the lord, 

through the sztologi of the western toparchy, district of Seryphis, from the deposit of Philoxenus also 

called Philiscus, to Dionysius son of Harthoonis, as a deposit, sixty artabas, total 60 art. of wheat. I, 

Dionysius, stologus, have countersigned. 

‘I, Dionysius son of Harthoonis, the aforesaid. Transfer to Dionysius son of . . . the aforemen- 

tioned sixty artabas, total 60 art.’ 

I dectaX(n). dvéctaA(rax) is another possibility; see Litinas, <PE 160 (2007) 199. 

3 Cepide(we). See 4856 4 n. 

4 PDiro€évo(v) rob (at) BiA(icxov). A Bird€evoc 6 Kat Bidickoc Acovuciov occurs in II 613 4 

(¢.155), a notice of transfer of credit in grain. 

Atovicioc. We expect the dative, but nominatives occur in three other texts (III 613 3, XX XVUI 

2871 4, PSI Congr. X XI 9.4); see Litinas, <PE 160 (2007) 199 n. 15. 

5 Oéua. See 4856 g n. 

8 H__otroc. Though little is missing, we have not been able to read a known name. 

J. DEJONG 

4888. ORDER FOR TRANSFERS OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.52/D(1-3)a 10 x 9.5 cm 16 January 176 

Ammonius through his friend Apollonius orders the svtologi of Seryphis to 

transfer small amounts of wheat to the accounts of two other persons, held at the 

granaries of Athychis and Senepta. 

The text is written across the fibres. 

Appovioc II[poxdov bu? éuot AmoA- 

Awviov Pobdou didov ceitoX(6youc) ALB(dc) ToT(apxtac) 

Ceptdew(c) Tom(wr) xatpew. diacteiA(ate) ah’ od €- 

XETE wou ev Geu(art) (upod) yevy(juaToc) Tob dieA(PdvTOC) ve (eTOUC) 

5 Tlexicer vewr(épw) [labwO(ov) Addy(ewc) (aptaBac) y 

Kat Anuntpia Qpov dia Oéa(voc) Zwid(ov) 
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Ceverrra (apTaByv) a d x(otviKac) B, (yivovrar) dp7(&Bar) téccapec 

Téraptov xol(vixec) dbo, (yivovrat) (4pTaBar) 5 d y(olveKec) B. (€rouc) us 

Abpyriov Avtwrivov Kaicapoc tot 

10 Kuplov, TbB(t) K 

2 cevtoAL’ro? lL. cutoAdyouc 3 cepude’ro?, Suacreu’ 4 OeuS every, bueve§ 

5 vew maw ‘abu*> 6 bean" 7 =, x fap” 8 you, fo, y* 10 tue 

‘Ammontius son of Proculus, through me, Apollonius son of Rufus, (his) friend, to the sitologi of 

the western toparchy, district of Seryphis, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold on deposit 

for me, from the wheat-crop of the past 15th year, to Pecysis the younger, son of Pathothes, (for his ac- 

count) at Athychis, three artabas, and to Demetria daughter of Horus, through Theon son of Zoilus, 

(for her account) at Senepta, 1% art. 2 choen., total one and a quarter artabas (and) two choenices, 

total 4% art. 2 choen. Year 16 of Aurelius Antoninus Caesar the lord, Tybi 20.’ 

2 didrov. See 4878 1 n. 

2-3 Cf. 4887 2. See 4856 4 n. 

4 pov should refer to the nominal payee, and sits oddly with éod in 1, used for the intermedi- 

ary; the scribe used the formula independently of the context. 

5 Addy(ewc). See 4889 15 n. 

7 Ceverrra. See 4872 10 n. 

J. DEJONG 

4889. ORDER FOR [TRANSFER OF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

26 3B.47/B(5-8)a 1g} 5 1116), Chal 176/7 
Plate XI 

This document is addressed by an Oxyrhynchite to the sztolog: of ‘Talao in the 

middle toparchy, a village not known previously. In what is preserved, thirteen giro 

transfers are mentioned, the highest number of such transfers lumped together in 

a text of this type (the seven in II 619 is the second highest number; HI 616 is 

a case apart). Among the payees, women make a strong appearance. 

ArodAwvoc 6 Kat Evéainwv Evédaip(ovoc) 

am’ O€(uptyxwv) 7é6X(ewc) certoAdy(orc) Tadaw pécnc T67(wr) 

yalpew. duactetiate ad’ av ExeTE frou 

(rupob) yevy(ua)toc TOU dieABdvTO(c) us (€rouc) AvdpyAtov 

5s Avtwvetvov Kaicapoc tot Kupiov Adnvo- 

Sampw Kal Avov(uciw) Cevoxwpewc (aptaBac) Kk, (yivovrat) 

apTapar elkoct, Tayvot|[Bler Aupwviov junt(poc) 

Apacioc TaX(aw) (apraBac) 6, (yivovrat) apraBac réccapec, 

Kpovotr. Neorrodépu(ov) ITawp(ewc) (aptaByc) J, Thewc (apraBac) 6d 7, 
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10 Apupwrarte QpedAatoc Ti(ewc) (a4praByc) J, Tcxvpare 

Tcyup( ) Ceverbau (a4ptaBac) a 7, (yivovrat) (apréBat) ém7a, Acdup( ) 

xenulatil.) wnt(poc) CwvAc(vioc) OwA(Bewc) pécn(c) (a4praBac) €, (yivovrat) 

dpTaB(at) mévTe, 

Arohrwviw Adre€(avdpov) (apraBac) An d x(otviKac) B, (yivovrar) apraf(ar) 

TplaKovTa 

bKTw TéTaptov xol(viKec) d00, Hpawte IT1roAeu(aiov) 

1s Tcetou NecA(a) (a4ptaBac) a 7’, 7H a(b7H) APbyewc (aptaBac) a 7, 

Avovucia K(at) Tarexices Abbyewc (at) [otvewc (aptaBac) a 7 x(otvxac) 7, 

‘H]pweire Apy( ) ABdy[ewc (aptaBac) 5] d, (yivovtar) apTraBar Téccapec 

. TéTapt(ov) 

Clapamiwve apr )[ | xotvex(ec) 6x7, 

I evda" 2 o€mo’cettoAo” 1. ceroAdyouc 4 tyevntoc, dveAfovr is 5 1. Avtrwrivov 

6 d.0v (Sh, teh Gh, WO, i, HO, TY NG, WG) "tex 6. Oo Tiesto. i Th ey ihe 8 raX§ 

Q veotrroAe Taw" 10 7", icyuparte II tcyup§, dudv" 12 ypnps, cw “Ow wee", apr? 

13 are€§, x" 14 xo, mToAe" 15 icevouvec’, @ 16 dvovucia”, abuyewe ‘Trovvewc, x” 

17 |. Hpwidi ap*, rerap™ 18 ap’, xou™ 

‘Apollonius alias Eudaemon, son of Eudaemon, from the city of the Oxyrhynchi, to the sv- 

tologi of the district of Talao Middle, greetings. Transfer, from the amount you hold for me, from 

the wheat-crop of the past 16th year of Aurelius Antoninus Caesar the lord, to Athenodorus and 

Dionysius, (for their account) at Senocomis, 20 art., total twenty artabas; to Tachnubis daughter of 

Ammonius, mother Harasis, (for her account) at Talao, 4 art., total four artabas; to Cronous daughter 

of Neoptolemus, (for her account) at Paomis, %4 art., (and) at Teis, 4 % /s art.; to Ammonas son of 

Ophelas, (for his account) at Teis, % art.; to Ischyras son of Ischyr—, (for his account) at Senepsau, 

1% art., total seven artabas; to Didym— officially known as the son/daughter of Sinthonis, for (his/ 

her account) at Tholthis Middle, 5 art., total five artabas; to Apollonius son of Alexander, 38 4 art. 2 

choen., total thirty-eight (and) one-quarter artabas (and) two choenices; to Heros daughter of Ptole- 

maeus, (for her account) at Is(i)eion Nesla, 1 '/s art.; to the same (Heros), for (her account) at Athychis, 

1'/e art.; to Dionysia and Tapecysis, (for their account) at Athychis and Poynis, 1 '/s art. 8 choen.; to 

Herois daughter of Arch—, (for her account) at Athychis, 4 “4 art., total four (and) one-quarter arta- 

bas; to Sarapion son of .. . eight choenices . . .’ 

2 Tadaw pécyc t67(wv). This is the first secure attestation of this village. We previously knew 

only of ‘Talao in the upper toparchy. 

3-4 év Oéua7r ought to have come between pov and (upod); this may be an inadvertent omis- 

sion rather than a deliberate variation of the formula. 

6 Avov(vciw). [am not entirely certain that right-hand vertical of nu is there; if not, read sigma, 

1.€., Avoc(Kopw). 

Cevormpewc. See 4860 14 n. 

8 Apacioc. On this name see P. Mich. X VIII 786.12 n. 

TaX(aw). Though not called TaA(aw) wécnc, it is more likely that this is the same village as that 

in 2 than the village of the upper toparchy, which also possessed a granary. 
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9 LHaap(ewc). A village of the Thmoisepho toparchy; further references to its granary are sup- 
plied by XXXVI 2670 4 (127), XII 1541 3 (192), [V 740 14 (c.200), XLIV 3170 11. 

Thewc. Cf. 10. Another village of the Thmoisepho toparchy; its granary is mentioned or im- 
plied in XLI 2961 15, 2962 10, 2963 15 (154), XLIV 3170 8, etc. (a). 

10 ‘2deAaroc. The name appears to be typical of the area of Oxyrhynchus. The Ophelas in SB 
XVI 12742-3 is a citizen of Antinoopolis but cannot have been born there, since he registers his infant 

son in 157; like many others, he could have moved to Antinoopolis from Oxyrhynchus. 

‘QdeX(ac) was read in P. Fouad 60.8 (156), a penthemeros certificate said to be of unknown prov- 

enance, but probably Arsinoite, as suggested by the formula and the name WevoBdcrewc in |. 6 

(VevoBuysaxo(v) or PevBcewyo(v) ed. pr; neither name is attested otherwise). Q¢eX(_) occurs also in 

P. Ross.-Georg. III 34.3.5, 7, 9 (Ars.; 1). Although one cannot exclude that the name is to be resolved 

as ‘Qdedac, QhéAroc or QdeAiwv may also be considered. 

11 Tcyvup( ): Tcyup(aroc) or Tcyup(twvoc). 

Cevepav. See 4874 8 n. 

(yivovrat) (apraBar) éxra. This is the total of the giro transfers mentioned in g-11. The reason 

for lumping them together is unclear. 

A.dvp( ) could be the beginning of either a male or a female name (for a range of options, see 

4872 12 n.). Thus in 12 I have not supplied an ending to the participle. 

12 OwA(Pewc) jécy(c). Its granary is mentioned or implied in III 630 2 (161) and XLIV 3170 

221 (iil). 

13 AroAAwviw Ade€(avdpov). There is no mention of the granary in which Apollonius held an 

account. This may have been the same as the one mentioned in the previous line, but it 1s also possible 

that we have a mere scribal slip. 

15 Icetov Nec\(a). On the face of it, this is a new locality; there are several Oxyrhynchite vil- 

lages named after a temple of Isis, and to find yet another would be no great wonder. It could also 

be that this an alternative name of Nesla, a village in the upper toparchy, owing to the presence 

of an Iseion in the area. There was in fact an Iseion nearby, which complicates matters: several 

documents refer to land situated epi 76 Tcefov Ilayyd év repiywpati Nécda; see Pruneti, I centri 

abitati dell’Ossirinchite 72, 117, and Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 45 with n. 50. The name of the 

meplywa, ‘inundation basin’, may be due to its proximity to Nesla; that Is(ijeion Panga lay close to 

Nesla is also implied by PSI VII 772. 

Nesla possessed a granary; see II] 622 12 (161). No granary is attested for IsG)eion Panga, 

though it would not be a surprise if there were one; cf. Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 18-19. 

Could this be a granary serving both Is(i)eion Panga and Nesla? 

Addyewc. Cf. 16, 17. A village in the upper toparchy; its granary is mentioned or implied in 

P Prince. II 42.2, 7, 18, 25, 33, 35, 37, 49 (92/3; see BL VIII 283, X 218), XLI 2958 12 (gg), and LXXII 

4888 5 (176). 
16 Avovucta kat) Tamextcer. x(at) here and after Afvyewc in the same line is superscript, as is 

often the case in the abbreviation o“= 6 x(a) and the like. 

ABiyewc «(at) [Totvewc. Cf. P. Princ. 42.18 Afdy(ic) Kat [a(vic), as read by W. Clarysse, N. 

Kruit, ZPE 82 (1990) 123-4 (= BL IX 218). It is remarkable that Athychis is mentioned on its own 

in 15 and 17, but with Poynis in 16; P. Princ. 42 offers a similar picture, with Athychis mostly on its 

own. Perhaps this was a satellite granary of the main one in Athychis, serving some outposts of the 

village as well as a nearby settlement. But then how to explain that Athychis is combined with Chysis 

in 2958 12? 
According to Clarysse and Kruit, /7@(vic) in P. Prine. 42.18 is a variant of [otvec (not [Tobvc, 

as the use of the diaeresis here indicates; I do not wish to pronounce on the accent), which occurs in 

lines 3 and 4 of the same document. The village is also attested in PSI TV 315.8 (136/7; see BL VII 

234) as [Iw vw; see PE 82 (1990) 124 = BL IX 313. 
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Athychis and Po(y)nis also occur in P. NYU II 52 (ed. ZPE 149 (2004) 121-3 with Taf. rx) of the 

early second century, published, as the editors say, chiefly for the occurrence of many Jewish names. 

They describe it as a ‘Private Account’ of uncertain import (and provenance). It is in fact a granary 

account; if it predates the Jewish revolt, it is among the earliest Oxyrhynchite documents of this kind. 

This new interpretation relies on the entries that come between the column of names and the column 

with amounts of wheat: these are villages (for the arrangement, cf. e.g. P. Erl. 44 or SB XIV 12181, 

both Oxyrhynchite granary accounts). 7) a(d77) «cé(~7) in 10 follows after cvyx( ) in the previous line; 

cuyk( ) was tentatively associated with ‘the village Sinkere in the Hermopolite nome or Sinkepha in 

the Oxyrhynchite nome (but there are also other village names in Lvy«-)’. 7) a(dr7) Ka@(un) recurs in 

12; the corresponding entry in 11 was read as y(6prov), but this should be a toponym. 7 a(d77) tout court 

comes in 4-5, 16, and 18—22 after cuyx( ), and in 25 after a6( ), dubiously related to a@7pa, ‘wheat por- 

ridge’; but this too must be a toponym, and the same applies to 7w( ) in 23. Read Cryx(ega) in 3, 8, 9, 

15, 17; X(dcuc) in 6, 11, 14; AO(vyic) in 7, 24; [7H(vic) in 23. All these are villages in the upper toparchy 

of the Oxyrhynchite nome. 

17 Apx( ): perhaps Apy(fov), the shortest name starting Apy-. This could also be a compound, 

but in that case one would expect a less equivocal abbreviation. 

18 _ apz( ). The unread letter may be mu; if so, one may consider reading Mapr(aAiov) 

(Maprvp.oc is not a name one expects to find in this period). 

N. GONIS 

4890. Notice oF CREDIT IN GRAIN 

27 3B.40/F(1-3)a 13 x 12.8 cm QII 
Plate XIV 

This text records four deposits into the granary of Enteiis by three individu- 

als or groups of individuals (for the erratic use of cases, see 5 n.). The first two 

deposits were for city dues at Enteiis; the third and fourth, by the same person, 

were destined for city dues at Enteiis too, but also for the depositor’s own account 

at the granary (for this type of payment, see XLIV 3181 5 n.). The references to 

the two latter deposits were subsequently cancelled, and a second hand added that 

they were meant for municipal dues at Nemera. The original grand total was left 

uncorrected, but a revised total was appended. 

The recording of a plurality of deposits that apparently are unconnected with 

each other in a single text may be parallelled from XII 1541 (192), which refers to 

two separate deposits by two persons. 

pewet(pytat) etc TO Synp(dcvov) (zrupod) yevy(jatoc) Tob évect(WTOC) 

L]0 (erouc) Mapxov AdpndAiov Avrwvivov 

Kat ITovBXiov Cemtiiov Téra Bpetavixay 

peyictwv EvceBav CeBactav d(a) cetoA(6ywv) 

5 avw Tom(apxtac) Evreiewe tém(wv) Capamiac Avtioy(ov) 

du(a) KopvnA(iov) Evreiewc 76X(ewc) (ap7aB.) if d x(otv.) B, KAn(povdpor) 

Qpeiw- 
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voc Tov K(at) Bepevixcavod Evretewe 76X(ewc) 

(ap7aB.) €, [AmodAwvia t& K(at) Caparrappwri]] 

[[Evreiewc méAewc (apraB.) « J x(otv.) a, TH adt@ ArrodAw-] 
(m. 2) Newépwv 16X(Ewc) 

10 |[viw O€ua (apraB.) @ x(oiv.) O]], (yivovrat) dpr(4Bar) tprdxovra 

enta TéTapTov xol(viKec) S00. Hpakretdyc 6 Kat ‘H- 

pac citoAdyoc cecypetwuar Tac TOU TUpOD 

apTapac TpiakovTa émTa TéTApTOV yXot- 

verxac Ovo. (m. 2) (yivovrat) {(a4praBar)} (Aourat) (4praBar) KB d y(otvexec) B. 

I poewe’, On eyevn, evec™ BG 3 1. Bperavvixay 4 &ciro" 5 GOR, TROD 

avT.o* 6 Qxopvn KA" 1. Qpiw- 6, 7,9 70" 6,14 x® ©, &, ©, WO, 14 Fer 

7 Tov" 8 Tw“ 9 x" 10 x Jap” Il you TA |,a, lo -vixae 

‘Measured into the public granary, of the wheat-crop of the present rgth year of Marcus Au- 

relius Antoninus and Publius Septimius Geta Bretannici maximi Pu Augusti, through the sztologi of 

the upper toparchy, district of Enteiis, Sarapias daughter of Antiochus through Cornelius, at Entetis, 

for city dues, 17 4 art. 2 choen.; the heirs of Horion alias Berenicianus, at Enteiis, for city dues, 5 

art.; seolloainadlias Sasemasmon for-eity-dues-at Enteis, 54 artt-choen the same Apollonias,as 

adepesit,q-art-9-cheen.,” (2nd hand) ‘at Nemera, for city dues’ (1st hand) ‘total thirty-seven (and) one- 

quarter art. (and) two choen. I, Heraclides alias Heras, sitologus, have countersigned the thirty-seven 

(and) one-quarter artabas (and) two choenices. (2nd hand) Total (there remain) 22 % art. 2 choen.’ 

I-2 yevy(atoc) Tob evect(@roc) [1|@ (€rouc). This was the crop of ait. 

5 Evreiewc. The granary of this village is also mentioned in III 616 3, 14 (c.162), LX VII 4589 

37 (171/2), 42-3 (172/3), XLI 2968 16 (190), and implied in P. Princ. II 42.5 et pass. (92/3). 

Capamiac Avtidy(ov). Cf. 8 AmoAAwrviw 7@ K(al) Caparraupwr; 9 tT adt@ ArroAAwviw. The 

use of the cases is confusing; names are given in the nominative and dative with no difference in 

meaning. Both cases are attested in this context; the nominative is the most common (eg. above, 4886 

5), but the dative occurs in III 517 g (130) and 518 5 (179/80) (the editors’ reading was doubted in CPE 

160 (2007) 197 n. 8, but the on-line image confirms it). 

6 76A(ewc). Cf. 7, 9. The opinion generally held is that these are payments for municipal dues, 

and this I have adopted in the translation, though not without reservations (the issue is too broad to be 

discussed here). See XLIV 3181 5 n.; L. C. Youtie, ZPE 30 (1978) 178 n. 8; LX VII 4590 4-5 n 

(ap7aB.). In view of the lax syntax, I have chosen not to supply an ending. We mostly find the 

accusative, but the nominative too makes an appearance; see Litinas, <PE 160 (2007) 197. 

6-7 ‘Qpetwvoc 708 (at) Bepevixcavod. Several papyri refer to this man, first attested as a gymna- 

siarch and eutheniarch and former exegetes in VI 908 = W. Chr. 426.13-14 of 199; he recurs in P NYU 

II 36.13 (= ZPE 140 (2002) 148), a land register possibly of 200/1, in which he is represented by a man- 

ager (érritporroc). 4890 offers the earliest posthumous reference; there are two further instances, and 

both relate to landholdings: L 3565 22~3 (245), and P. Coll. Youtie II 70.12 (273/4 or 278/49). 

10 interlin. Nejwépwv. References to the granary of this village of the middle toparchy are found 

in XII 1525 3 (216), XLII 3049 13 (247), XLIV 3170 17, 29, 85, 200 (m1); cf. also XLI 2960 24 (100). 

10-14 The arithmetic is correct: 17 “4 art. 2 choen. + 5 art. (+ 5 % art. 1 choen. + 9 art. g choen.) 

= (37 % art. 2 choen.) 22 %4 art. 2 choen. 

14 (Aoural). The abbreviation is that commonly used for Aourai et sim., on which see A. 
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Blanchard, Sigles et abréviations (1974) 30-31 (for the earlier views, see Youtie, Scriptiunculae i 374 with n. 

69). However, it has never occurred in a comparable context. 

N. GONIS 

4891. APPLICATION FOR SEED-CORN 

22 3B.19/C(7-8)a 9.3 x 23.5 cm 28 October—26 November 222 

What survives, the lower part of an application for seed-corn, follows closely 

the standard pattern for such documents, which consist of the prescript, request 

clause, description of the land, amount of seed, purpose, repayment clause, oath, 

date, and subscription. Its closest parallels are the contemporary P. Hamb. I 19 

(225) and VII 1031 = W. Chr. 343 (228). The lost upper part of the papyrus will have 

contained the names of the addressee(s) and applicant, as well as a description of 

various plots of land and amounts of seed-corn requested. The first ten lines extant 

carry the application for various amounts of seed-corn to be sown in four different 

plots of land, specifying the location of the land, its tax rate, the number of arou- 

ras, and the number of artabas of seed-corn required. The total of 150 arouras 

represents the total amount of land for which the applicant requested a loan of 150 

artabas of seed-corn (the information that survives concerns 79.5 arouras and an 

equal number of artabas). Then follows the promise to sow the land (12-15) and to 

repay an equal amount of corn plus taxes (16-18); the oath (18-21); the date (21~5); 

and the subscription (25-9), written in a second hand. In this last part, the ink is 

faded, as if someone tried to rub it off. 

This document is rich in details on the location of the land, its tenurial history, 

and the dues imposed on it. Part of the land involved was located in the vicinity 

of the village of Nemera, in the middle toparchy. The category of the land is not 

stated (it will have been indicated in the part now lost), but from the tax rates at- 

tested (3.5 art.; 3.75 art.; 4 art. 8 choen.) we may surmise that it was royal land, as 

in most other documents of this kind; for these rates see J. Rowlandson, <PE 67 

(1987) 292 (Table m1). The amount of seed-corn, 1 art./ar., 1s the usual one. What 

is remarkable is the very large amount of land involved, which finds no parallel 

among documents of this kind. Aurelius Heraclas, who submitted the application, 

may have been an agricultural entrepreneur, and may have employed other labour 
for the farming. 

These applications, of which fourteen (with 4891) have been published, are 

one of the three types of documents relative to the government issue of seed-corn 

to farmers of state land (the other two are the orders to supply seed-corn and the 

receipts). Kor a summary of the evidence and analysis of their formal structure, see 

LVI 3902-6 introd. (also 3907-9 introd., on orders to supply seed-corn). The 

administrative aspects of the exercise are discussed in detail by Th. Kruse, Der 

honigliche Schreiber und die Gauverwaltung 1 (2002) 406-63. 
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sce 
c.6  (dpovpac) vy] J (apréBac) vy J Kal mepi rv au(77V) 

dua THv amo Tob HpakAetov (mpdtepov) Anunrpi- 
ov Iavcipioc Kat Iaamoc éx tot ‘Eppo- 

5 Aaov av(a) y § (apotpac) k (aptaBac) x Kat wep! Newepa 
(7pdtepov) ITactwvoc AxiAdNwvoc ex THC ad v6- 
Tov Kal amnA(vwrov) wepidoc av(a) y J (4podbpac) LO (4préBac) 18 
Kal Tepl THY av(TrV) (mpdTepov) AevKtov Arkwiavod 
Mapriadiov éx tot AdeEdvdpou Kai vdr0(v) 

10 Kal amnA(wwrov) pwepidoc avr(a) 5 x(olviKac) n (apobpac) Ks J 
(aptaBac) xs g, rac emt rd ad(7d) (dpovpac) py (4ptaBac) pv, 

actep KoKKoAoyy(cac) a6 KpiOAc Kal €- 

pyc Katabycw eic THY yHv byiac 

Kal mucTwc emaKoAovbotvTwr 

15 TOV ELC TOUTO TPOKEXELPLCLEVWY 

Kal ey véwy aTodwcw Tac icac 

cov TOIC ETTOMEVOLC Ga TOC THC 

yc yvnctou TeA€cwact. Kal Opvbw 

tHhv Mapxov Adpnrtov Ceounpov 

20 AXeEavdpov Kaicapoc tot Kupiou 

Toxnv py €[yed]cBar. (erouc) B 

Adbroxpatopoc Kaicapoc Mapkov 

AdpnAiov Ceounpov AreEavdpou 

EvdceBotc Ettuyotc CeBactot 

25 (m. 2) AOdp (vac.) AdpynA(voc) HpaxAdc Ne- 

xXOeviBioc emidédwKa Kal W- 

paca Tov opKov. AvpyA(toc) HpakAet- 

dnc Hpakdcidou eypaisa br(Ep) ad7(od) 

py €lO6TOC ypappaTa. 

2 et passim &, Oy, {81 We (oh 3, 6,8 al Fe LOM 7 ann’ Q voT® 

10 azn’ 12 KoKkodoyy 12-13 |. aipye 16 |. ék Bu WL 25,27 aupy’ 

27 |. -woca 28 va" 

*.. 13 % arouras, 13 “4 artabas; and at the same (village), through those from Heracleiou, from 

the holding of Hermolaus, formerly of Demetrius, son of Pausiris, and Paapis, (taxed) at the rate of 

3 2 (artabas), 20 arouras, 20 artabas; and at Nemera, formerly of Pasion son of Achillion, from the 

southern and eastern sections, (taxed) at the rate of 3 4 (artabas), 19 arouras, 19 artabas; and at the 

same (village), formerly of Lucius Licinianus Martialis, from the holding of Alexander and the south- 

ern and eastern sections, (taxed) at the rate of 4 (artabas) 8 choenices, 26% arouras, 26 % artabas; 
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this altogether makes 150 arouras, 150 artabas, which I shall clear of barley and darnel and sow in 

the ground honestly and in good faith under the supervision of those appointed for this purpose, 

and I shall repay out of the new crop the equivalent amount with the additional charges, together 

with the regular dues on the land; and I swear by the fortune of Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander 

Caesar the lord that I have not lied. Year 2 of Imperator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander 

Pius Felix Augustus.’ (2nd hand) ‘Hathyr. I, Aurelius Heraclas son of Nechthenibis, have submitted 

(this) and swore the oath. I, Aurelius Heraclides son of Heraclides, wrote on his behalf because he is 

illiterate.’ 

3 dia Té&v ard Tob HpaxAciov. The people involved were farmers residing there and cultivating 

royal land in a different village. On the significance of the phrase, see J. Rowlandson, “The Organisa- 

tion of Public Land in Roman Egypt’, in J. C. Moreno Garcia (ed.), L’Agriculture institutionnelle en Egypte 

ancienne: état de la question et perspectives interdisciplinaires = CRIPEL 25 (2005) 192. 

rob Hpaxdeiov. This was a village in the middle toparchy; see Pruneti, / centri abitati dell’Osstrinchite 

52-3. The use of the article implies that it is an ézroikcov, as in the official accounts VI 989 descr. (7@ 

‘Hpakreiw éeroixiw), X 1285 9, 100, XXIV 2422 67, and P. Corn. 36.6 (76 ‘HpaxdAciov). It is designated 

a kun in X 1260 12 (286). In the later period, it is called a «rH in XVI 2020 21 (vi), but a Kapy 

in XIX 2243a 11. 

4-5 Eppoddov. This kleros appears to be new. 

5 Newepa. On this village of the middle toparchy, see Pruneti, J centr abitati 114-15; Calderini 

and Daris, Dizionanio geografico 1 331, Suppl. 1 204, Suppl. 11 80. See also 4890 ro n. 

Ilaciwvoc AytAXNwyvoc. He is no doubt the same as the (ex-?)gymnasiarch of this name in XII 

1540 5 (187/8). 

6-7 €« THe a0 voTou Kal amnA(LwTov) epidoc. Cf. g-10 Kal véTo(v) Kal amnA(vw@Tov) pwepidoc. 

In response to our enquiry, Dr Rowlandson notes: ‘I have not come across a case quite like this before; 

other merides I know are (i) early first century AD sub-divisions of (some?) Oxyrhynchite toparchies, 

or (i) later, divisions of estates, often named after individuals. But here I would say they refer to 

parts of the village land of Nemera; if you pay attention to the exact word order, the Southern and 

Eastern merides have the same status as the kleros references, and serve the same purpose, to identify 

the land. . . . I assume this designates land at Nemera that had never been assigned as kleroi, and was 

therefore divided up differently.’ 

These details may have serve to indicate which portions of the property within one kleros were 

under lease; cf. Rowlandson, Landowners and Tenants 217. 

8-9 Aevkiov Atkiwviavod Mapriadiov. This person may be related to Licinius Martialis, attested 

as a banker at the Serapeum of Oxyrhynchus in PSI XII 1262 11 3~4 (137) and XXXIV 2722 9 (154); 

see Jones and Whitehorne, Register of Oxyrhynchites, 30 BC — AD 96 136, no. 2699. 

9g AdeEavdpov. A Kleros of this name is attested in the area of the village of Senepta in the mid- 

dle toparchy; around ‘Tychinpsalbo in the southern toparchy; and around the eporkion of Satyrus in 

the eastern toparchy. See Pruneti, Aegyptus 55 (1975) 166-9; Calderini and Daris, Dizionario geografico 

Suppl. 1 23 f. XII 1508 7-8 (11) mentions a kleros of Dorcon and Alexander, formerly of Menon, near 

Senepta. 

10 av(a) (sci. apraBac) 5 yx(otviKac) 7. This tax rate is also attested in VI 1044 15. 

12 dcrep Koxkodoy7(cac). This clause appears in XLIX 3474 15 (197), VII 1031 17-18, and 

P. Hamb. I 19.21-2. Apart from these ‘technical’ texts, the verb ckoxxoAoyéw is attested only in one 

other papyrus, P. Miinch. III 65.12 (mm). 

14-15 €raxodovbotvtwy . . . mpoxexerpicuévwv. These are the officials who supervised the sow- 

ing, a group that may have included the katasporeus, the komogrammateus, and the komopraktor; see LVI 

3902-6 introd., sect. E2 (p. 103), 3907-9 introd., sect. G2 (p. 119). 
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17 cbv Toic énopévouc. Cf. P. Hamb. 19.20, 1031 20. These were additional charges to be paid 
with what had been borrowed. Similar surcharges are described in P. Coll. Youtie I 26.18 (Apoll. 
Hept.; 156) as rote pocrapaypadncopévouc. J. Rowlandson, ZPE 67 (1987) 292 n. 19, queried whether 
the rates on basilike ge also carried the a supplement levied on private land. These surcharges might 
represent something similar. 

17-18 dua roic THe ye yuyctoue teAEcwace. The same phrase, with minimal variation, occurs 
in 3474 24-5 (without yvnciouc), P. Hamb. 19.20-21, and 1031 21-2, all of which add 706 évect@roc 
érovc. Earlier texts offer slightly different expressions. See 3902-6 introd., sect. F2 (p. 103), 3907-9 
introd., sect. D2 (p. 120). 

25 Adip. The second hand added the name of the month, leaving a blank space, perhaps for 
the day. It was not necessary to have an exact date. All applications and orders that have one, however, 
fall in November or December; see 3902-6 introd., sect. H (p. 104), 3907-9 introd., sect. F (p. 120). 

25-6 AdpHA(coc) Hpaxrdc NeyOeviBioc. The Aurelius Heracles son of Nechthenibis in PSI VII 

807.33 (280) is certainly not the same person. 

26-7 w@paca, |. @uoca. For the spelling, see Gignac, Grammar ii 296; for the use of the perfect 

and aorist in the formula émdéd@xa Kal dpoca Tov dpKov, see Mandilaras, The Verb 162-3. 

Gi ONT 

4892. Report(?) oF VILLAGE SCRIBE 

28 4B.57/A(i-5)c il x 9.2 cm: 17 July 236? 

What survives is the lower part (except for the line-ends) of a document, giv- 

ing the regnal date clause and the subscription of a village scribe through a deputy. 

For the type of document, cf. the contemporary XLIII 3133 (239), a report submit- 

ted to a strategus by a village scribe. There are several long strokes in the left-hand 

margin, as if they belonged to a previous (lost) column. 

The interest of this papyrus lies in its reuse. A piece of the original document 

was reused to carry 4895, a writing exercise reproducing a loan dated to 380. (It is 

unclear whether the line-ends had been lost by the time of the reuse, 1.e., whether 

there existed a larger piece than what we have around the year 380.) Such a long 

time gap between the first and second use of a papyrus is extraordinary. Apart from 

a very few documents, chiefly from the archive of Heroninus, reused after just over 

100 years, only one other text seems to attest a longer interval than we have here, 

P. Bouriant 41 of 197, a roll reused to form a Christian codex of the fourth/fifth 

century (P. Bouriant 3 + P. Achmim 1). On the issue of recycled documentary pa- 

pyri in general, see E. G. Turner, ZEA 40 (1954) 102-6, and BASP 15 (1978) 163-9. 

(€rouc) [B Avtroxpa]ropoc Kaicalpoc Iatou 

Tovitov [Odjpov Ma€éip|ivov Evce|Botc 

Ebrvyotc CeBactot Kai Taiov TovdA[iov Ovjpou 

Ma€éipov TOU lepwTaTtou Kaicapoc C[{eBacrob 
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5 viobd Tob CeBactod, Emeid ky. 

(m. 2) AbpyAroc ITavcaviac KWILOY p(A[LpLaTEvc) Xbcewe ju e€u[ ov 

q 1b 2,3 tovArov 3 yatouv 6 Kwpoyps 

‘Year 2 of Imperator Caesar Gaius Iulius Verus Maximinus Pius Felix Augustus and Gaius 

Tulus Verus Maximus the most sacred Caesar Augustus, son of the Augustus, Epeiph 23.’ 

(and hand) ‘Aurelius Pausanias, village scribe of Chysis, through me. . .’ 

1 (€rouc) [f. It is less likely, though not impossible, that y is to be restored instead of 6: in sum- 

mer 237 (year 3), we would expect the regnal formula to have included victory titles; see R. Kienast, 

Rémische Kaisertabelle (t996°) 184-5. 

4 fepwrarov. A version of Lat. nobilissimus; see F. Mitthof, <PE 99 (1993) 97-111. 

6 AdpyAoc Ilavcaviac kwpoyp(apparedc) Xbcewe 8’ €u[od. A name and perhaps the verb 

em.o€dw«Ka followed in the lost part of the line. For the collocation cf. SB I 4419.5 f. (224) AdprAroc 

Adpodsicioc kwpoyp(appatedc) | du’ euot trod a. ov; XLII 3133 20f. (239) AdpyA(voc) AxdAac 

Kwp(oypappatedc) du’ uot | Ne [| émd(édwxa). 

Xtcewc. On this village, see LV 3792 1 n. (p. 59), with references to further literature; for the 

later period, see PE 142 (2003) 117f. 

N. GONIS 
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4893-4922. MiscELLANEOUS DATED DOGUMENTS 

The documents published in this section, which is a sequel to LXVIII 

4675-4704, have been chosen for their chronological and prosopographical in- 

terest. They mostly come from the late fourth and fifth centuries, the least well- 

documented period in the papyri. Many of these texts provide the earliest or latest 

known dates for the use in Egypt of certain consulates for dating purposes. Several 

others add to our evidence on the militia armata and militia civilis at that time. 

Abbreviations used: 

CLRE = R. S. Bagnall, A. Cameron, S. R. Schwartz, K. A. Worp, Consuls of the Later 

Roman Empire (1987). 

CSBE° = R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, The Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt? 

(2004). 

4893. Top or DOCUMENT 

85/35(C) 10.7 x7 cm 26 April 375 

This scrap, probably of a contract, offers further evidence for the presence of 

soldiers of the unit of Mauri scutar in Oxyrhynchus in the fourth century. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. A sheet-join runs ¢.1 cm from the 

right-hand edge. 

peta THY UTaTElav TOO SecTr6Tlov nudv I'patvavod aiwviov Avyovcrou 

70 y Kat PAaovio|y Eixutiov rob Aap(mporarov), II[ax]av a. 

Praoviw name patronymic crp|atwwtn avadep|opev|w 

cic Tov apiov Matpwv Cxvtapiwy| trav ev Adxalv 7oAle 

5  OlaKELLEevwY C.20 Jrwrar | 

iba 

2 aps 

‘After the consulship of our master Gratianus, eternal Augustus, for the 3rd time, and of Flavius 

Equitius, vir clarissimus, Pachon 1. 

‘To Flavius . . . , soldier seconded to the numerus of Mauri scutari stationed in Lycopolis . . .’ 

1-2 On the consulship, see CLRE 282-3 (cf. 284-5); CSBE* 189-go. P. Turner 45.9-10 (374), 

which offers the only other Oxyrhynchite attestation of the formula, likewise has aiwviou without the 

article, but adds «6u70¢ after Aap(aporatov). 
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2 Eixuriov, |. Exutiov. This spelling of the name of Equitius is new; other variant spellings 

are Exv6iov (BGU XIII 2332.2, SB VII 9311.2), Exouriov (P. Turner 45.10), Exuciou (W. Chr. 381 = P. 

Gen. I 66.22). 

4-5 The restorations are based on LXII 4381 3~4 (375) dpi|Qu00 | Matpwv Cxvtapiwy trav 

év Abcwv rodet diaxeyrevwv v0 [latAov mpaitoccrov, which refers to two members of this unit who 

owned a camel stable at Oxyrhynchus. Other papyri attesting the presence of Maun in Oxyrhynchus 

are LX 4084 6 (339), where we find the wife of a biarch of the numerus of Maun scutaru comitatenses who 

is ‘dwelling’ in Oxyrhynchus, and perhaps LX VII 4628 (late rv), which refers to Mau in general. 

On this unit, see 4381 3~4 n.; CPR XXIV p. 23 n. 3. Most documents referring to Maun con- 

cern the cuneus stationed in Hermopolis; apart from 4893 and 4381, the Lycopolite cuneus is attested 

in BGU XII 2137.4 (426), SB XXVI 16532.3 (535), and some unpublished papyri in the collection of 

the Académie des Inscriptions in Paris (see J. Gascou, Pap. Congr. XXII 542). The Maur in O. Oasis 11 

= SEG XXXVIUI 1736, and perhaps O. Douch IV 457, may have belonged to the Lycopolite cuneus. 

5 It is tempting to restore crpat|.wrayr, and if we supplied yervaroratwy before that, we would 

fill the lacuna. However, crpatiwra@v would be otiose after Cxuvrapiwv, and in any case we do not 

expect any further description of the unit after dvaxeévwv other than a reference to the praepositus, 

as in 4381 4 (cited above). 

N. GONIS 

4894. PETITION 

95/30(a) 17.7 x 8.8 cm 2 August 379 

The lower part of a petition from a woman to an official whose name and 

function are lost. The text furnishes the earliest Egyptian dating by Ausonius and 

Olybrius coss. 379. 

On women’s petitions in late antique Egypt, see the study of R. S. Bagnall in 

J. Gascou, D. Feissel (eds.), La Pétition a Byzance (Paris 2004) 53-60. 

The back is blank. 

da 
J.uro cae Ld 6.15 

| rovrov 7a akddovba mpaénc Kal. [ «5 | [ Jv 

| wérpaxev Taiwv kat éyw adux, [| [ 

5 b|matiac PAaoviwyv) Adcoviov Kal OdvBpiov Tav AaprpoTatwv 

erapywv,  Mecopr 0. 

(m. 2) Abpnria Mapia émidédwxa. 

4 yatwve 5 ldbmaretac dA 

*,... that you act accordingly and. . . sold to Gaion and I am wronged (?). 

‘In the consulship of Fl. Ausonius and FI. Olybrius, clarissimi praefecti, Mesore 9.” 

‘I, Aurelia Maria, have submitted (this). 
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1~4 How much is lost at the beginning of the lines? If 3-4 were aligned with 5, which seems 

likely, the loss would be minimal; but if 5 was inset, we cannot tell. 

4 ade, [| [. ddckodpar is expected but is hard to recognize in the traces. 

5-6 On the consulship of D. Magnus Ausonius and Q. Clodius Hermogenianus Olybrius, prae- 

Jecti praetorio, see CLRE 292-3 (cf. 295), CSBE* 190, and F7P 33 (2003) 72. It is otherwise attested only 

in Hermopolite documents, all of which refer to the postconsulate. The formula in 4894 is similar to 

that in CPR VII 19.1, which however omits ®Aaoviwv. In the other two recorded instances (P. Strasb. 

VIII 749.1, P. Misc. inv. 179b.1), the name of the other consul is given as Hermogenianus. 

N. GONIS 

4895. Loan or Money (WRITING PRACTICE) 

28 4B.57/A(i-5)c g.2 x 11cm 14 October 380 

On the back of the lower part of a document of 236-7 (4892), at go° and 

along the fibres, someone penned the beginning of a loan. He stopped half-way 

through the main body, just before he would have run out of space. This is appar- 

ently a writing exercise, which may well be later than the date recorded in its text; 

another loan contract/writing practice is LXI 4117 (for another writing exercise, 

see below, 4905). What is remarkable is the time gap between the two texts; see 

4892 introd. 

UTATELAC TMV OECTTOTMV 

yjuav I'patvavod 70 €// Kat 

Ocodoctov 76 a// TaV 
> / > 7 

aiwviwy Ayotctwr, 

5 PDawddr ne 

Abprjrtoc Pirdvixol[c 

Avovucodmpov amo 7[Hc 

Aap(mpac) Kat Aap(mporaryc) O€upvyx[e|z[ av 
td \ i: / 

moAewc tapa AvpyAiov 

10 Ocodmpov Anuytpiov amo 

THC avTHC TOAEWC 

xaipew. duoroyad éecxnké- 

Val Tapa cov ev xXpTce Ot- 
\ \ 72 ” > > / 

a yetpoc €€ olko cov etc Ldi- 

15 av ov. (vac.) 

4 1. Adbyotctwy 6 1. AdpynAiw Birovikw 8 Aap (bes) 13 1. ypyceu 

14 |. otkou iOu- 

‘In the consulship of our masters Gratianus for the 5th time and Theodosius for the Ist time, 

the eternal Augusti, Phaophi 17. 
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‘To Aurelius Philonicus son of Dionysodorus, from the splendid and most splendid city of the 

Oxyrhynchites, from Aurelius Theodorus son of Demetrius, from the same city, greetings. I acknow- 

ledge that I have received from you on loan, by hand and out of your house, for my own...’ 

1-4. For the consulship of Gratianus Aug. v and Theodosius Aug. 1 coss. 380, see CLRE 294-5; 

CSBE® 190. Its earliest occurrence in a papyrus dates from three days earlier (P. Flor. 1 75 = W. 

Chr. 433). 

6-7 Pirdvixo[c] Avovucodmpov. The name P.Aédvixoc is not very common, and Avovucddwpoc is 

rare in this period. It is a curiosity that the only other known bearer of the name ®.Advixoc in Oxy- 

rhynchus at that time is the son of Besammon (VII 1041 6 of 381), another pagan theophoric name 

not common in this period. 

15 .. The scribe wrote an upright, and then stopped. «ai was intended. 

N. GONIS 

4896. Loan or MONEY 

102/166(c) g.2 x 11cm 386 

The upper right part of a loan, most probably of money (see 8 n.), lent by an 

assistant of the office of exactor. A point of interest is that the consular date clause 

is phrased somewhat differently from those hitherto known. 

A sheet-join is visible at the right-hand edge. The back is blank as far as it is 

preserved. 

¢ / a / ¢ A ¢ / a 

Utateiac TOU dec7r6TO|v Huddy Ovwpiov Tob 
> / ec oa A re ¢€ a / 

emipavectatou viov Tov dlecmétou nudv Oeodociov 

Avyotcrov Kat] Praoviov Edodiou tot Aau(mporartov). 

Abpynriw _. |. wy Kpoviwvoc amo tHe 

5 ‘Hpakdeorro|Aeitav Bonded é€axtopeiac 

Abpyrtoc _. |, 0c Amdotroc a6 THc Aape(apdac) 
\ / > A / z 

Kat Aap(mpotatyc) O€|upuyxit@v m6Aewe yaipew. 

omodoy® ec|ynKévar mapa cov év ypyce 

6.15 lel eel co: 

3,6 Aaps,, 5 1. HpaxdAeotroAit av, eEaxtopiac 8 1. ypncec 

‘In the consulship of our master Honorius, the nobilissimus son of our master Theodosius Au- 
gustus, and of Flavius Euodius, wir clarissimus. 

“To Aurelius —on son of Cronion, from the (city) of the Heracleopolites, assistant to the office 

of exactor, Aurelius —us son of Apphus, from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhyn- 

chites, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received from you on loan. . .” 

1~3 On the consulship of Honortus, nobilissimus Caesar, and Fl. Euodius, see CLRE 306-7 (cf. 
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308-9); CSBE* 191. The text must postdate 26 June 386, when the postconsulate of the previous year 
was still in use in Oxyrhynchus (SB XVIII 13916); the earliest record of the consuls of 386 dates from 
29 August (XXXIV 2715). 

The element viod rot de|cr6r0u Hudv Oeodociov Adyodcrov is not found in any other consular 

or postconsular clause of 386 or 387, but is comparable to the manner Valentinian is styled in (post) 

consular formulas of 369-70 (see CSBE* 188). It is remarkable that in Honorius’ description none 

of the versions attested in papyri agree with each other (in this too the clauses of 369-70 offer a par- 
allel): 

PX. ‘Ovwpiov rob éemupavectarov (XXXIV 2715 1); 

[rod decr6t0|v judy Ovwpiov rod | [émupavectatov viot rob dlecrérouv Hua@v Oeodsocior | 

[ Adyotvcrov (LX XII 4896 1-3); 

To[v decr6T0v H|u@v | Ovwpiov [70d émupavect|atov | Kaicapoc (P. Kell. I 45.24-6); 

[PA.] O[v]wpio[v] t[ob] emupavectar[ov] | marddc (SB XIV 11285.1-2). 

4 _.,], av. Apparently not Kpolvianv. 

5, ‘HpaxAeoro}Xert@v suits the space better than ‘Epyovmo]Aectav, the only other real altern- 

ative. 

Bon8@ e€axropetac (I. -piac). This is the second earliest attestation of this office, attested exclu- 

sively in Oxyrhynchus, after P. Michael. 33.3 (¢.367-8; see R. S. Bagnall, CE 66 (1991) 284-7), which 

also comes from Oxyrhynchus and refers to BonO& e€axropoc. 

8 opodroya éec|ynKévat mapa cod ev ypycu. This phrase (or sim.) is typical of Oxyrhynchite loans 

of money, but there are exceptions: BGU XIII 2339 (378), a loan of wheat; and I 133 (550) (12 év 

xprcer Kal TapapenetpycOar) and LXIII 4398 (553), both loans of wheat for seed, and the only such 

loans from Byzantine Oxyrhynchus published to date. 

g One could read [81a yerpoc €& oikov cov] e[ic], but after that the expected idiav is not sup- 

ported by the traces. 

N. GONIS 

4897. Loan or MONEY 

40 5B.109/K(6)a 14.2 x 18.3 cm 5 March 391 

A loan of one solidus lent by an optio to a bread-seller, due to be repaid within 

eleven days; there is no reference to an interest rate. The text offers some early at- 

testations of certain monetary terms (see g n.), and is the latest (and only) record for 

the postconsulate of Valentinianus Aug. rv and Fl. Neoterius coss. 390. 

The spelling is erratic and there are several odd divisions of words between 

lines (8, 10, 13); the formulas, however, are correctly employed. 

peTa THY UTaTiav TOU SecrrOTOU Nu@v Ovadrev- 

Twiavod aiwriov Avyotcrou 70 6 Kal Praoviov 

Newrepiov 706 Aapmp(orarov), Dapevad 8. 

Abpyroc Nikw(v) Kupiddov Kataywomevod 

5 év tH O€upvyxitav médeu aptwmddeuc 

Praoviw Mapkiava wipiove 

yai[per|v. duodoya ecxnKévar Tapa cov 
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7) *¢ \ \ > ” > 2Q7 Woe 

ev x[p|jcee dua yipdc e€ olkov cov etc idia ov Kal av- 

ayk[atlav ypiav ypucod déxyrwv evctabuwr 
/ “ / o > la 

10 v[opic|watiwy ev Karparéov, amep eTrav- 

ayKec AT0dbWcw cor TH ElKacL TOD OVTOC 

unvoc Dapevad rob évectWtoc €Touc 

EL As avev Twoc brepbécewe Kal Evpyc- 

royiac ywlol|wéevyc (cot tT[ Ale mpakewc 
/ > A Wats a € / 15 tlalpa te euold Kal ex tav [v7a]pxovTwr 
/ 4 . eee te ca 

3 tA ¢€ A 4 \ TO ypaupato|y amAobvv ypadev [Kat 
> \ ¢ vA 

errepwTnleic wuoddyy|ca. 

C.20 |. ecyov ev xp[jcee 

Back, downwards, along the fibres: 

20 u) Nixkwvoc aptworer | 

1 |. brateiay 4 KupyAdou: p corr. from A; |. Kupiid\ouv 5 lL. adprommAnc 

6 L. émriove 8 L. yeupoc, idiav 9 1. xpelav, ddKipwov evcrabuov 10 |. vopiicjatvov, 

Kepadatou, o7ep Ir lL. etKade 20 w/ |. dptrommdAou 

‘After the consulship of our master Valentinianus, eternal Augustus, for the 4th time and Fla- 

vius Neoterius, ver clartssimus, Phamenoth 9. 

‘Aurelius Nicon son of Cyrillus, resident in the city of the Oxyrhynchites, bread-seller, to Fla- 

vius Marcianus, opti, greetings. | acknowledge that I have received from you on loan, by hand and out 

of your house, for my own and pressing need, one solidus of gold, approved, of full weight, as princi- 

pal, which of necessity I shall return to you on the twentieth of the present month of Phamenoth of 

the current year 67/36 without any delay and subterfuge, you having the right of execution against 

both myself and all my belongings. . . . This contract, written in a single copy, is binding, and in reply 

to the formal question I assented. . . . | have received on loan...’ 

*... of Nicon, bread-seller . . .’ 

1-3 On this consulship, see CLRE 314-5; CSBE” 191-2. This is its latest occurrence in a papy- 

rus. Tatianus and Symmachus, the consuls of 391, are first attested very shortly thereafter, in P. Lips. 

I 42, which dates from March/April (Pharmouthi); see R. S. Bagnall, K. A. Worp, BASP 17 (1980) 7 

= BL VII 171. 

5 aptwroAeuc, |. aprommAnc. A rather uncommon term; cf. E. Battaglia, Artos’: Il lessico della 

panificazione nei papin greci (1989) 171-83. The compounds in -77wAnc and -7parnc have received a fair 

amount of attention in the literature; see H.-J. Drexhage, MJBAH 10 (1991) 1-17; 20 (2001) 1-4; 21 

(2002) 74~8q; and (for the inscriptions) K. Ruffing, ZBAH 21 (2002) 16-63. 

6 wryiov, 1. dmriwv. The spelling is slightly curious (Gignac offers no comparable examples 

of 7 spelled as « after 7; mc = yf), but no other word could have been intended. On optiones, see the 

literature collected in LXIV 4434 2 n.; further references have accumulated since: O. Douch IV and 

V pass, BGU XVII 2715.2, CPR XXIV 2.3, 4.27, SB XXII 15627.2, and possibly P. Sijp. 51.1. Fl. 

Marcianus could have been a member of one of the two military units with links to Oxyrhynchus in 
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the later fourth century, namely the numerus of the Mauri scutarii (LX 4381, LX XII 4893) or the /egio 

I Maximana (P. Col. VII 183; LXXII 4900). The contemporary loan XIV 1712 3 (394) is addressed 

orriove papurtac 4[yewovrxye (a civil servant; see note ad loc.). 

9 ddky.wr edcrabuwyr, |. ddxyuov evcrawov. This is the earliest exactly dated reference to the 

term evcrafuoc, and the second earliest (after P. Kell. 1 44.7 of 382) mention of the term ddxuyuoc used 

for solidi (unless P. Lond. II 985 = W. Chr. 466.7, assigned to the fourth century, is earlier). 

I1 etkact, |. efxade. Gignac, Grammar i, offers no example for the interchange 6 > c, but refers to 

transcriptions of prevocalic ci or ¢u as di in Coptic texts (75 n. 3), and there are several examples for 

the interchange of 6 and ¢ (76), the latter occasionally interchanging with ¢ before vowels (123). Given 

the common spelling of 6 as 7, perhaps the underlying reason is the same as in a@ypiovs in 6, where tt 

was spelled as sv. 

Phamenoth 20 = March 16. 

11-12 There are several short-term loans from the fourth century (see the list in P. Kell. I 

pp. 11516), including some to be repaid within a month, but the term specified here, 11 days, seems to 

be exceptional (O. Montevecchi, La papirologia 226, refers to a term of 10 days as the shortest attested, 

but offers no further details). 

13 Oxyrhynchite era year 67/36 = 390/91; see CSBE® 139. 

16 I do not see what could have stood in the unread part of the line. There is no room for 

Kabamep €x diknc; one may consider reading we mpéx«(evraz), but the traces cannot confirm it. 

19 The break at the beginning of the line must have taken away the borrower’s name and 

patronymic. This would suit the space, but the first letter after the break is probably omega; KupiAdov 

could of course be spelled as KupiAAw, but it would be hazardous to impose the form here. 

20  ). I do not see what the word is. The first letter may be sigma, which dips below the 

baseline to reach the lower part of the putative iota. 

N. GONIS 

4898. DocUMENT ADDRESSED TO A SYSTATES 

102/165(b) g.1 x 12cm 391 

The upper left corner of a document addressed to an Oxyrhynchite systates 

not known previously, Aurelius Heliodorus son of Muses; see below 2-3 n. The 

prescript is comparable to LI 3622, a contract concerning a liturgy. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

brateiac PAaoviw Tatrave kai Cuupaxyou tav Aaumpotatwy month, day 

Adpyriw Hdwwdapov Movcéwe [amo tHc Aap(mpac) Kat Aap(mpotaryc) 

O€upvyx(ita@v) 76X(ewc) 

cuctatn pudjc Apopa Ivpvaciolv cal ddAdwv aupodwv rapa AvpydAiov 

Avikjrov amo tHe abtHc TOAEwc [ 6.28 

1 1. PAaoviov or PAaoviwv, Tatvavod 2 |. AHdvwwdaHpw 3 1. Apoprou 

‘In the consulship of Flavii Tatianus and Symmachus, vii clarissemi, . . . 
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‘To Aurelius Heliodorus son of Muses, from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxy- 

rhynchites, spstates of the tribe of the “Avenue of the Gymnasium” and other quarters, from Aurelius 

Anicetus from the same city. . . .’ 

1 For the consuls, see CLRE 316-7 (cf. 318-9); CSBE” 192. 

2-3 Adpynriw ‘Hdwwdapov (l. -w) Movcéwe . . . cucraty. The only systates previously attested 

in Oxyrhynchus between 356 and 386 is Aurelius Muses son of Theon. The very long time-span of 

Muses’ career and other considerations have led to the suggestion that ‘the post was a permanent 

one, not involving reappointment at intervals as previously thought’ (LI 3622 introd.). It is conceiv- 

able that Heliodorus is Muses’ son, and succeeded his father. Heliodorus first occurs in office in the 

unpublished P. Ashm. iny. 12 of 29 August 384; he will have entered office some time after 381/2 (PSI 

X 1108), when Muses is still the systates. We find Muses again in office in 386 (XXXIV 2715); it may 

be that this was a temporary replacement for Heliodorus. 

It is tempting to assume that the systates Parion son of Heliodorus in 4904 of 417 is the son of 

Heliodorus the systates; if so, it would follow that over six decades three generations of the same fam- 

ily ran the office, which will have lost its earlier liturgical character by that time. (Between Heliodorus 

and Parion there intervened at least one other systates, Hierax, attested in P. Flor. I 39 of 29.viii.396). 

A list of Oxyrhynchite systata: is given in P. Leid. Inst. pp. 277-81. Besides Heliodorus and 

Parion, add now Theon, recorded in SB XX 15171 (‘1v/v’ ed. pr., but the published photograph (<PE 

go (1992) Taf. vita) suggests a date in the fifth century), and Martyrius, attested in SB XXII 15274 (vr 

ed. pr., but Prof. T. Gagos kindly informed me that ‘the inv. catalogue lists it as v a.p. and I think that’s 

very plausible’). 

3 Apwpw (1. -ov) Mvpvacto[v. On this Oxyrhynchite quarter, see the references collected by 

S. Daris, ZPE 132 (2000) 215 = Dizionario . . . Suppl. 3 p. 99. On the tribes of Oxyrhynchus and their 

relation to the office of systates, see LI 3622 introd. para. 2. 

N. GONIS 

4899. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT 

105/51(c) 10.5 x 7.7 cm 27 April 393 

Only the upper right corner of the document is preserved. An unknown 

person addresses a group of heirs and acknowledges receipt and payment. For 

speculation on the possible nature of the transaction, see 6 n. 

The text offers the latest record on papyrus for the postconsulate of Arcadius 

Aug. 1 and Fl. Rufinus coss. 392. 

A sheet-join runs 3.3 cm from the right edge. The back is blank as far as it is 

preserved. 

feTa THV UTTaTElav TOU decTOTOU 7|uUav ApKadiov aiwviou 

Abyotcrov 76 B Kat PAaoviov Pov|divov 706 Aau(tpotatov), Ilayav B”. 

G27 -|iov amo tic Aaptpac Kal 

Aapmpotatnc O€upvyxita@y 176 |Aewc KAnpovdpmouc 

5 C.25 |c Alariov Aciwvoc amd THe 
ae / / G ra eae 4 p \ A 

QUT7C TOAEwWC XALpelv. opo|Aoya QATTECKNKEVAL KQL teTAnpwcbar 
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6.30 J.L.J.[ 66 Joe 

2, Aapes 

‘After the consulship of our master Arcadius, eternal Augustus, for the 2nd time and of Flavius 

Rufinus, vir clarissimus, Pachon 2. 

*... from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, to the heirs of .. . Aeatius 

son of Acion, from the same city, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received and been paid...’ 

1-2 On the consulship, see CLRE 318-19 (cf. 320-21); CSBE? 192. This is its latest mention in 

a text from Egypt; the consuls of the year first appear on 12 October 393 (4900). 

5, |< Alariov Aeiwvoc. One may think of restoring rot ti epithet uvyjpy|c, but there are no par- 

allels for such an expression at this date. One finds tod tic Suacnwotarnc/Kpatictyc pwvynnc in a very 

few second- and third-century documents, used for Roman equestrians, but the Byzantine epithets 

for the non-senatorial dead do not make their appearance before the fifth century (Aaumpac prnpnc 

first occurs on papyrus in P. Mich. XI 611.3 of 412). 

The name Alatioc may also be attested in P. Vindob. Bosw. 17.9 (a/tt1) Aiat((ov). Cf also BGU 

VII 1719.5 (Iv?) Aiara (gen.). 

6 opolAoya ‘ar’ecynxévar Kal memAnp@cbat. This collocation is found only three times in 

DDbDP: XIV 1645 6 (308), a receipt for the return of ‘personal effects’ belonging to a deceased per- 

son; P. Dubl. 33.8 (513), a sale of a monasterion; and SB 1 5320.12 (vi), a sale of land; see also SPP II 

P- 34-12 (343), a receipt for payment of transport charges, which reverses the order of the infinitives. 

Much more common is the collocation écynKkévar kal teAnpwcbar, typical of Hermopolite and An- 

tinoopolite sales on delivery. 4899 need not be a sale; the appearance of heirs may suggest a scenario 

comparable to the story in 1645, 1.e., we may have a receipt of goods and/or money that might have 

been mistaken for part of the deceased’s estate (I owe the observation to Dr Rea). 

N. GONIS 

4900. Lease or Lanp 

42 5B.75/F(1)a 10 x 11.5 cm 12 October 393 
Plate XV 

The upper right part of a contract, of interest for its consular date clause and 

for the attestation of a soldier(?) of the legio T Maximiana. 

The reference to what seems to be aruras and to a ‘ground’ (6-7) suggest that 

this contract refers to land: a sale or a lease. The latter is more likely in view of the 

arrangement of the text; see below, 3 ff. n. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

bmatelac Tob decT6TOV HU@V] Oeodociov aiwviov Avyovctou 70 y/ 

xat PAaoviov ABovy|davtiov tot Aapmpo(tatov), Pawdu ce. 

epicbweev Kata pucbarroxny AldpyAoc [TroXewatlo]c Amgotroc 

6.35 |. Praoviw Appw- 

5 Ve- ¢.20 Neyedvoc mpwtyc Mj a€éimravjc 
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6.35 | OG TAC UTrapyovcac 

6.35 }.[. 1.0.1... e6agouc 
eel 

J. uf 

2 Aapmp° 4 pdAaoviw 

‘In the consulship of our master Theodosius, eternal Augustus, for the 3rd time and of Flavius 

Abundantius, vir clarissimus, Phaophi 15. 
‘Aurelius Ptolemaeus son of Apphus . . . leased upon prepayment of rent to Flavius Ammoni— 

... of the legio prima Maximiana . . . the (aruras) that belong... ground...’ 

1-2 On the consulship of Theodosius Aug. 1 and Fl. Abundantius, see CLRE 320-1 (cf. 323); 

CSBE* 192. This is its earliest attestation on papyrus. These consuls are also recorded in LXUI 4386, 

but no month and day survive there. 

3 ff. We do not have a prescript of the A-to-B or B-to-A type, but an arrangement in which 

some text stood before the reference to the contracting party who is the subject of the missing verb. 

If the document is a lease, it must have been a lease of the private protocol type and not an epzdoche, 

common in this period. cata picbaroyny, restored to fill the space, is modelled on P. Harr. I 82.3 (345) 

and SB XXVI 16507.2 (475), the two latest Oxyrhynchite leases of the private protocol type and which 

refer to a pucbamoyy (also in the undated, but of the fourth/fifth century, P. CtYBR inv. 1257.3, being 

edited by A. Benaissa). On pcbamoxai, see P. Miinch. III go introd. 

3 Amdottoc. The putative ¢ does not look like any other phi in this text, but no other reading 

suggests itself. It would be easier to read iota, but this would receive support only from the uncertainly 

read O. Strasb. 577.1 (Theb.; 1) Amodroc. 

4 The break at the beginning of the line must have taken away Ptolemaeus’ orgo (azo THC 

O€vpvyxita@v 76Xewc?) and occupation. 

5 Aeyedvoc mpwrync Mja€muavijc. Cf. P. Col. VIL 183.7-9 (372) crpatiwrn Aeye@voc | mpina 

MaEyuarjc diaxevnc ev O€v|ptyywv. The legio 1 Maximiana was formed under the Tetrarchs, and 

was stationed in Upper Egypt, to guard the southern frontier. The Notitia Dignitatum, whose pars Orientis 

dates from around 400, records that this legion was garrisoned at Philae and was under the command 

of the dux Thebaidis (Or. xxxi 37). The Columbia papyrus implies that the legion was stationed at 

Oxyrhynchus in 372, but there is no need to assume that the entire legion had moved there. This may 

have been only a detachment; see D. Hoffmann, Das spatromische Bewegungsheer und die Notitia Dignitatum 

11 (1970) 175 n. 825 (this text is cited there as SB 9603). On the basis of 4900, one could think that this 

unit was in Oxyrhynchus until 393, though this is not the only possible implication. (In 6 there is not 

enough space to restore dvaxeyevync ev O€vptyxwyv in full, but the name of the city may have been 

abbreviated.) We do not even know whether Fl. Ammoni— was in active service or a veteran. That 

he seems to be leasing land is not conclusive, especially in view of the increasingly civilian activities 

of the soldiers at that time; cf. P. Charite 8 (348), in which an eques of the Mauri scutarti appears to have 

taken ten aruras on lease. 

The first editors of P. Col. 183 offered an elaborate interpretation of the presence of this legion 

at Oxyrhynchus (A#Ph 81 (1960) 171-3), which however does not hold. Given that the papyrus comes 

from Caranis, it was stated in the re-edition that ‘nothing here identifies the place as the distant 

Oxyrhynchos rather than, as reason argues, the nearby village of Oxyrhyncha; the genitive proves 

nothing, as confusion of genitive and dative is commor’ (P. Col. 183.8—-9 n.). 4900 seems to turn the 
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scales in favour of Oxyrhynchus. The name of the soldier, Ouenaphrios, is typical of the Fayum, and 
may explain his presence at Caranis. 

6 |. voc. The traces are compatible with yyvéc, but in that case we would expect the name of 

the month to be mentioned (e.g., we should have had d76 veopnviac rob bvtoc pnvdc Badd). 

Tac Urapxovcac will have been followed by dpodpac somewhere in the next line. This must have 
been arable land. 

7 At the beginning of the line, there may have stood ad7«, followed by a reference to the loca- 

tion of the land under lease. édaouc will have been followed by a name + xadoupévov, and then by 

the number of aruras leased. 

N. GONIS 

4901. SaLe or WINE ON DELIVERY 

63 6B.70/B(1—2)b 14.5 x 14.2 cm 1 June 408 

This is the earliest securely dated Oxyrhynchite sale of wine on delivery to be 

published; see the list in P. Heid. V pp. 296ff., supplemented in Laverna 10 (1999) 

152, and APF 51/1 (2005) 78. The contract was made between the domus diwina, 

through a steward, and a deacon, and concerned the provision of eighty-eight jars 

of wine. 

The deacon originates from a hamlet that belonged to the domus dwina some 

time in the sixth century, but later was controlled by the Apions; see below, 4 n. It 1s 

likely that the vineyards that would have produced the wine belonged to the domus 

dwina, and that the deacon was in its employ. This recalls XLITX 3512 (4.92), where 

a colonus adscripticius of an Oxyrhynchite curialis receives from the latter the price of 

the wine in advance of delivery. 

The scribe had little control over spelling, grammar, and contract formulas. 

Like the rest of the text, the consular date clause is garbled, referring to Arcadius 

vu instead of Honorius vii (Arcadius was also dead at that time). 

The text is written across the fibres on the back of what seems to be a petition, 

of which too little remains to warrant publication (it ends Jew efc Bonfecar). 

\ \ ¢ vs a a € A x ti 

peta THY UTaTtiav TV decroTav yuav ApKadiou 

76 € kal Oeodociov 76 B tav aiwviwy Aoicrwr, Iain €. 

toic Bevotatnc oiketac 61a Mapivov rp(ovontod) (vac.) 

Abpynriw Iapotv Motitoc aro érouxiov Kwiac 
/ A > / / 

5 dvakwmvov KabwAiKyc exKAnclac xalpw. 

Opodoya@ ecxnKevar Tapa cov amo Adyou THC 

cuvrehdwrnpevnc mpoc GAAHAovE (TYyLHAC) oivov dumA@v 

weccTa@v evapectov evTwma o€v[pluyxiTiKa 

{Suda} evdonKkovTa WKTw, yi(vovTar) du(7AG) 7H WO(va), 
A A a A \ \ 

10 emi TH pe TAUTA cou Tapacyiy T@ Mecovpy pyvi 
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THC EBodouylc Wv]duK(tTl@voc) avuTrep[GEeTw |< Kal xwpilc 

twlolc edpyciro[ytac,] yeyvoue[va]e cov Tale 

1 1. braretav 2 |. Adyotctwv 3 1. 7H Gevoraty oikia 7p 4 1. AdpjAcoc 

5 1. dtaKovoc KaboAKic, xalpew 7 1. cupredwvnpevnc 8 1. pecta@v edapéctwv evtoTiav 

O€upuyxXUTLK@V 9 ytAdnu’ — |. bydonKovTa oKTw 10 |. rapacxetv, Mecopy 11 1. éB- 

ounce — [w]bue 

‘After the consulship of our masters Arcadius [stc, for Honoritus] for the 7th time and Theodo- 

sius for the 2nd time, the eternal Augusti, Pauni 7. 

‘To the domus divina through Marinus, steward, (from) Aurelius Pamun son of Muis, from the 

hamlet of Cineas, deacon of the catholic church, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received 

from you on account of the jointly agreed price of eighty-eight full, satisfactory, local, Oxyrhynchite 

double-jars, total 88 double-jars only, on condition that I supply them to you in the month of Mesore 

of the seventh indiction without delay and without any subterfuge, you having (the right of execu- 

tion)... 

1-2 ‘Arcadius viv is a mistake for ‘Honorius vir’; see above, introd. This may be due to the fact 

that in 406 Arcadius held his sixth consulship, and documents from the earlier part of 407 (e.g. VIII 

1122) were dated by his postcosulship. 

This is the latest attestation of the postconsulate of [Honorius] vi and Theodosius m1 coss. 4.07, 

on which see CSBE? 193. The consuls of 408 are first attested on 26 September (LX VIII 4677). 

2 Aotcrwy, |. Adyotctwy. For the spelling, see Gignac, Grammar 1 74. 

Tatve ¢ = June 1. This is a late date for this contract to be made, though there are a couple of 

sales of wine which date from July; see the table in CPR XIV pp. 31-2. 

3 toic Jevoratnc oikelac (l. tH Bevotaty oikia) dua Mapivov mp(ovonrod). A similar address 

may have stood in L 3582 1-2 (442), read as [ - - - émi|favecrarnc yuadv dSecroivnc ApKadiac | 

[ - - - Jel. ]u dclo]uxnrod (perhaps read [77) Gevorary otkia THe emi|pavectaryc KTA. | [dua PAaoviov 

Crparny]tlo]u d4[o]xn708). 
mp(ovontod). This is the earliest reference to a tpovonryjc on the employ of the domus divina; the 

second earliest is in VIII 1134 (421). These were local stewards of the ordinary kind, not administra- 

tors of the kind we have e.g. in 4905-6. 

4 AdpyAiw. On the ‘Aureliate’ of clergymen, see K. A. Worp, <PE 151 (2005) 145-52, esp. 146-8 

for the deacons. 

erouxtov Kwac. Cf. PSI III 196.1 and 197.1 (v1) 6 Aeioc ofkoc Bixtopt mpov(onry) Kwéac, which 

implies that the hamlet was part of the domus diina. The hamlet had passed to the administration or 

possession of the Apions by the beginning of the seventh century; this had been implied by XX VII 

2479 2 (see J. Gascou, T@MByz g (1985) 77), and was confirmed by the full publication of I 192 desc. 

= SB XXII 15362.4-5 (614/15; 600/615 ed. pr, but loannes, who signed for an illiterate, was active in 

the 610s; see LX VI 4536 32-6 n., LXXI 4800 19 n.). Property lines, however, are not always easy to 

draw; XVI 1915 (557 or later; see BL X 144), which refers to this locality twice (Il. 11, 19), shows that 

the Apions administered landholdings of the domus dwina. See further LX VII 4615 7 n.; T. M. Hickey, 

A Public ‘House’ but Closed (Diss. Chicago 2001) 58-60. 

6-7 amo Aoyou THC cuvTepwvypernc mpoc aAANAOVC (TYwHAc) olvov. Apart from the omission 

of tuAc, no doubt a scribal error, we have a variation of the formula, which in Oxyrhynchite docu- 

ments runs tHv mpoc aAAjAouc cuunmedwvypevny Kal apécacav jror TYLNV TAHpHC oivov; see P. Heid. 

V pp. 307-8. 
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8 evtwma, |. évromiwv. The word is often used for wine; cf. e.g. LVI 3875 2 (360). 
o€u[pluyxituna, |. dEvpuyxitex@v. On ‘Oxyrhynchite’ jars, see H. M. Cockle, RS 71 (1981) 97. 
9 For eddojxovra = dydojKovra, see D. Hagedorn, ZPE 67 (1987) 99-101. 
10 €mt T@ we Tab74 cor papacyiv. This formulation is novel in texts of this type; on the formu- 

las used in other Oxyrhynchite texts, see P. Heid. V pp. 312-13. 

11 THC €Boddun|c iv}dc«(riwvoc). This indiction 7 ran from 408 to 409; the fiscal indiction 
(praedelegatio) started on 1 May, while the chronological, at Oxyrhynchus, on 29 August. There is no 
need to assume that this document offers evidence that the latter indiction was already under way (cf. 

LXVII 4681 9-11 n.). Such documents refer to the pucic of a certain indiction, which is reckoned 

from the fiscal indiction starting on 1 May; cf. e.g. XLEX 3512 17-18 (492). But contrast P. Heid. V 

358.7-10 (524/5) €[v] 7H tpvyn tod Me[copy | unvoc tod evect@roc] erovc ca po THC Tpity[c tv|d.- 

Kriovoc, oivov] poi[c]e[we t]y[c c]dov bed teTaprn[c | emweurcewc. 

avurrep[GéTw|c. Berw will not fit in the break; the word was probably abbreviated or mis- 

spelled. 

11-12 xwpilc] tw[lo]c edpyciAo[yiac]. This collocation occurs only in P. Lond. I (pp. 204-7) 

113.2.24 (Ars. ; Vii). 

12 The readings in this line are even more uncertain than the dots indicate. 

N. GONIS 

4902. Loan or MONEY 

97/198(a) ISS BELG) ial 19 October 415 

Two fragments giving the top and foot of a loan of one solidus; though there 

is no reference to Oxyrhynchus in what survives, the text was most probably writ- 

ten there, given the absence from the dating clause of a reference to the indiction. 

The creditor is a scriniarus on the staff of a comes Aegyptiaci lmitis, which 1s a novelty 

in the papyri; see below 5 n. Another point of interest is the consular date clause, 

the first Egyptian dating by Honorius Aug. x and Theodosius Aug. vi coss. 415. 

The text is written in an unpractised hand; the phonetic spellings are numer- 

ous. A sheet-join runs 0.3 cm from the right-hand edge. ‘The back is blank. 

XY 
imatiac TMV decroTav nuad|v Ovew|piou 

70 t Kal Oeodociov TO F THY aiwviwy AbyotcTwV, 

Pawdr Ka. 

5 Praoviw Avrwviw ckpiviapiw TOAEEWC 

Tov peyadorpe|mlectat[o|u Kounroc 

rob Alyuntevakxol[ 6] Ayiz[o]u da Tl w]avvo[v 

Ban Gob Abpnrolc Alupev A [ 2-3 J. aL 
aro younc _ | 

10 vo|uov _[ 

ie. 
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lhe eal 

70 ypap[pa|ru[ov aAod]v yplalpev Kat 
errepwTnbetc wuoddyynca.// 

15 Abpihrvoc Aupwv 6 mpoyeipwevoc 

Ecyov (TO) TOU ypuUCcod vopicLaTLov 

év Kal GTrodwcw{ch we mpdyelTe. 

Abpnri[o|c Twavvyc avakvarckeic 

eypaiba vrep avTov ypaypata 

20 [un €(TOTOC. 

2 |. drartetac 6 Kopnroc: first o corr. from w 7 1. Aiyurriaxod 8 1. 

Bon@ob g lL. Kopne 15 |. mpoKetpevoc 17 1. mpdKertat 18 1. dvayvewcrne (?) 

20 |. etd6T0c 

‘643. In the consulship of our masters Honorius for the 1oth time and Theodosius for the 6th 

time, the eternal Augusti, Phaophi 21. 

“To Flavius Antonius, scriniarius of the officium of the magnificentissimus comes Aegyptiact limits, 

through Ioannes, assistant, (from) Aurelius Ammon son of A—, from the village of ... of the... 

nome, . . . This deed (is binding), written in a single copy, and in reply to the formal question I as- 

sented. I, Aurelius Ammon, the aforesaid, received the one solidus of gold, and I shall return it as 

aforesaid. I, Aurelius Ioannes, lector (?), wrote on his behalf because he does not know letters.’ 

1 xwy. Cf. 4912 1, 4921 1. On this Christian symbol, which I take to indicate an isopsephism 

for Oedc Bonféc, see the literature cited i CPR XXIII 34.1 n. 

2-3 On the consulship, see CLRE 364-5; cf. CSBE* 194. It has not been attested in any other 

papyrus. 

5 cxpurapia. This is the first attestation of a member of the staff of the comes limits Aegypti in 

a papyrus. On the officium of this comes, see B. Palme, An Tard 7 (1999) 107-8, 110; on scriniari, see the 

references collected in CPR XXIV p. 74 n. 2. 

This scrintarus may have been a landowner, if the boethos who represents him in the contract 

is a private employee, but this is not the only possibility (see 8 n.). Another scriniarius and landowner 

occurs in P. Prag, II 193 (Ars. ?; v). 

6-7 rot peyadompe[mlectatlo]u Kountoc tod Aiyumrevako[b] Aizlolv. For the formulation, 

cf. SB VI 9598.3 (427/8 or 442/3; see BL X 201) rob peyadomperec(|t]arov Kal avdpiwrarov KomuToc 

tob Aiyuntiaxod Apitrov; SPP XX 143.2 (435; see BL VI 196) képurtoc tod Aiyurtiaxod AywHt[o]v. 

This official, whom the Notitia Dignitatum calls comes limitis Aegypti or comes rei militaris per Aegyptum (Or. 

XXVill I—2), was the supreme military commander in Egypt at that time; he had the rank of wr specta- 

bilis. See J.-M. Carrié, An Tard 6 (1998) 106-11, and F. Mitthof, Annona Militaris i (2001) 149-51 (with 

references to further literature). 

8 Bw7ob, |. BonPod. This could have been a functionary of the kind known from the archive 

of Papnuthis and Dorotheus, and an employee of the scrinianus. Alternatively, as Bernhard Palme 

suggests, Bonf6c could be the Greek translation of the official title adiutor, who would act as a deputy 

to the scriniarius. 
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A |. This is likely to be the beginning of a patronymic, though an occupation may also be 
considered. 

9 youn, |. kaune. For the interchange x > y, see Gignac, Grammar i 77, 79-80; cf. mpoyelevoc 

in 15, and mpdyevrar in 17. 

At the end of the line, tod O€vpuyyizov is likely. 

13 TO ypay[ua]re[ov would have been preceded by «épxov in the previous line, now lost. 

16 €cxyov (70) Tob xpucod vopcuatvov. The omission of the article may be due to haplography. 

Alternatively, one could think that rod is a mistake for 76, but this would yield a rare formulation; 

P. Kell. I 45.28 (386), ecyov 7d [ypucod voyicwa]|tov, seems to be secure by the length of the break 

(there is no space for 700). 

18 avaxveckeic. | assume the word intended is avayvactyc. avaxv- for avayv- is parallelled 

from P. Mich. V 3224.43 (46), O. Narm. 93.13 (11/1), or P. Mich. XIII 667.46 (v1) (see Gignac, Grammar 

178), but -«euc for -rnc is odd. On (church) lectors, see E. Wipszycka, 77P 23 (1993) 194-205 = Etudes 

sur le christianisme dans l’Egypte de VAntiquité Tardive (1996) 238-48 (204-5 = 247-8 on lectors acting as 

witnesses or amanuenses). 

N. GONIS 

4903. Loan or MONEY 

42 5B.75/K(1-3)c 14.5 x 12 cm 1 August 417 

A sausage maker acknowledges a loan of 9,000(+) (?) myriads of denaru 

from a ‘headman’, perhaps of the guild of sausage makers; the loan was probably 

‘interest-free’ (see 10 n.). The text offers the latest Egyptian record of the postcon- 

sulate of Theodosius Aug. vu and Palladius coss. 416. 

There are traces of an earlier document, washed off incompletely. 

peTa THY UTaTiav TOD SecTrOTOU HuUdY Oeodociou 

aiwviov Abyotctou 76 6 Kai PXaoviov) ITaAdadiov tot Aap(mporarov), Mecopy 7. 

Aibpndwoc Eidpavri0c PoiBappwvoc 

EppotoAiryc tcixapioc Katayvyvomevoc ev TH 

5 Aapmpa kat Aautpotarn Okupvyxita@v TOA ec 

Abpnriw Owvia emuctatyn xaipew. 

6] wodoye ecynxévar Tapa cob ev xpyce dia yelLpoc 

e€€ oi|k[o]v cov eic idiav ov Ka[t avayKatay xpeiav 

apyupijov pupiddac evy[akicxtAtac (?) 6.2 

10 C.10 | axwéduv [ |... a0 mavroc [Kwddvov 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

ypappatiov Evdpartitov - - - 

1 1. brateiav 2 $X, rAaps 4 tcuKvaproc 7 1. xpice 

‘After the consulship of our master Theodosius, eternal Augustus, for the 7th time and F'. Pal- 

ladius, vir clarissemus, Mesore 8. 
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‘Aurelius Euphrantius son of Phoebammon, a Hermopolite, sausage maker, residing in the 

splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius Thonius, headman, greetings. I ac- 

knowledge that I have received from you on loan, by hand and out of your house, for my own and 

pressing need, nine thousand(+) (?) myriads of silver . . . free of all risk. . .’ 

Back: ‘Contract of Euphrantius . . .’ 

1-2 For the consulship, see CLRE 366-7 (cf. 369); CSBE* 194. Honorius Aug. x1 & Fl. Constan- 

tius II coss. 417 are first attested on 15 November 417 (Pap. Colon. XII, a Hebrew papyrus). 

3 Eidpavrioc. This is not a common name; besides this passage, it occurs in O. Oasis Bahria 6 

= SB XX 14889.2 (374/5), P. Dubl. 32.19 (512), SPP X 153.14-15 (vn), P. Prag. II 136.11 (vn). 

4 ‘Epporodirnc. The term indicates the native of Hermopolis. It is fairly common in papyri of 

the Roman period, but seems to have fallen out of favour with scribes in later times. This seems to 

be its latest attestation. 

icixcaproc. This occupation is also attested in SPP XX 85.29 (320/1?), P. Ryl. IV 639.211, 640.10, 

641.30 (all three of rv), and P. Strasb. I 46.10 (Antin.; 566), which refers to tHv ta&v iccccapiw[r] 

xpsilav]. 
Kataytyvopevoc. See LX VIII 4681 7 n. 

6 Owviw seems to have been inserted, possibly by a second hand, into an inadequate gap. 

émuctaty. That the term is not further specified may suggest that this émucraryc was the head- 

man of the guild of écc«tapror, even though such a guild is unattested. If so, this would become the 

earliest instance of the title used in this sense; the next earliest is SB XX 14425.3 (443). On such 

émictatat, see J. Gascou, K. A. Worp, CRIPEL 10 (1988) 140 (n. 1. 3). 

Q pupiadac évy|axicytAtac (?). The use of this currency is exceptional, since practically all other 

money loans of this period are in gold; only the earlier VII 1041 (381) refers to a loan in myriads of 

denarii. It may be worth noting, however, that in Oxyrhynchus in that period house rents were often 

payable in myriads; cf: SB IV 7445 (382), XLV 3203 (400), VII 1037 (444), VIII 1129 (440), P. Yale I 

71 (456), LX VII 4696 (466), XVI 1961 (487), etc. 

It is less likely that one has to restore évy|axoctac (sic). At that time, 9,000(+) myriads of denarii 

would have had the value of about 2 solidi; see R. S. Bagnall, Currency and Inflation in Fourth-Century 

Egypt (BASP Suppl. 5: 1985) 61-2, and P. Kell. IV p. 225. goo myriads would correspond to less than 

one-quarter of a solidus, which is not much. The principal in most late fourth- and fifth-century 

Oxyrhynchite loans of money is never lower than one solidus, and is rarely very large: 1 sol. in LX XII 

4897 (391), 4902 (415), P. Leid. Inst. 66 (427), LX XI 4831 (429), L 3599 (460), P. Wisc. I 10 (468), SB 

XXVI 16756 (467 or 497?); 2 sol. in P. Select. 1 (454), XVI 1969 (484), VI 914 (486), LX XII 4918 

(494-6), BGU XVII 2686 (v); 3 sol. in LXXII 4904 (417); 4 sol. in P. Harr. I 86 (444); 5 sol. in PSI 

XIII 1340 (420); 6 sol. in XIX 2237 (498); 12 sol. in VII 1130 (484); 40 sol. in CPR VII 39 (405/6; 

see BL VIII 112). 

10 At the start of the line, perhaps restore [kefaAaiov]; there is only one but uncertain parallel, 

P. Mich. XV 728.2. 

axwovv [ |... amo mavroc [kwdtvov. We ought to have axwdivouc, or axwdtvouc odcac, to 

agree with pvpiddac, but this is hard to read. a6 mavrdc stands on a separate fragment, and is pre- 

ceded by letter tops; the first of these might be the tops of vy, but am puzzled by what follows. I have 

toyed with axwdtver, but the use of the genitive is hard to explain, though one might adduce P. Lips. 

13.10-12 ef’ @re | [t]ovtwr [a]kepaiwy dvrwy Kal axwdbvwv | [Sod]vat cor. 

The occurrence of the formulation at this point suggests that there was no reference to interest 

payable on the principal: there is no space for it in 9-10. 

10 Kwwdvvov may well have stood in the next line. 

N. GONIS 
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4904. Loan or Money 

41 5B.89/E(1-2)a 6.21.5 x 12cm 7 December 417 

A loan of 3 solidi taken by Aurelius Parion son of Heliodorus, systates (the lat- 
est known holder of the office) and his wife. It is tempting to identify Parion’s father 
with the systates Heliodorus, recorded in 4898 of 391, himself conceivably the son 
of a systates. 

Umatia Tov dSecrétov yudv Ovwpiov rob aiwviov Adyobcrov 76 Ta 

Kal Pdaovi[ov] Kwvcravtiov 706 Napymp(otatov) 76 B, XowdK Ta. 

AbpyAror Hapiwy Hdv0de[pov cluctaryc Kai 4 [t]odrou yaperr Aupwvod[c 

Caparrappwvoc aro THI ¢ Aalumpac Kai Aaumporarnc Oevpvyxitav 

5 mOAewc Adpnriw |. [leo [TovAiov amd ric abric TOAEwC x(alpew). 

dporoyooper e€ GA[Anreyy]inc ecxnke[v]ar maple] cod ev 
xpncer dia xeup[oc €€ oikov cov etc iSia[v] yuadv [Kal avayKail|av 

Xpelav xpucod amdA[a ddxa] evctabua vomuicul[ar|va tpla, yi(vovrar) vo(uicuatia) Y 

ceh[a]Aaiov, arep axiv[duva ao tavtoc Ki|vdbvou én|davayKec 

10 at|odw|copev TI @- C.12 Tov] €[i|cudvroc e€Touc oe [£6 

6.30 thc] mpagew|c 

Back, downwards, along the fibres: 

(m. 2) ypap(uarov) [lapiwvoc Kai tH[c tobTouv yapetnc Aupwvotroc - - - 

1 1. drareia 2 Aaurp 4 tocar] 8 tpia: « corr. from 7 ren 

12 ypay.§ 

‘In the consulship of our master Honortus, the eternal Augustus, for the 11th time, and of Fla- 

vius Constantius, vir clarissimus, for the 2nd time, Choeac 11. 

‘Aurel Parion son of Heliodorus, systates, and his wife Ammonous daughter of Sarapammon, 

from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius . . . son of Iulus, from the 

same city, greetings. We acknowledge on mutual security that we have received from you on loan, by 

hand and out of your house, for our own and pressing need, three solidi of gold, pure, approved, of 

full weight, total 3 sol., as principal, which, being free from all risk, we shall of necessity return to you 

... of the coming year 95/64... the right of execution. . .’ 

Back: ‘Contract of Parion and his wife Ammonous.. .’ 

1-2 On the consulship, see CLRE 368-9 (cf. 371); CSBE* 194. This is its second earliest attesta- 

tion on papyrus, after the Hebrew Pap. Col. XII of 15.xi.417. Constantius’ iteration number is not in- 

dicated in P. Kéln II 102.2, dated by the postconsulate (in CPR X 111.3, which also has a postconsular 

clause, the part that will have contained the iteration number is lost). 

3 [apiwv Hrw0da[pov cluctaryc. See above, introd. This now becomes the latest dated refer- 

ence to the office. (In LV 3796 3 (412), the name of the office holder is lost in the break, where ¢.25 

letters are presumed lost; the sequence AdpyAvoc MTapiwy HAvodwpov is 23 letters long.) 
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Another loan made to a married couple is 4921. 

5 ...[.]eo. o looks preferable to w; if the reading is correct, the phonetic spelling looks odd in 

an otherwise correct text. 

10 Considerations of space suggest that the text must have run 7[@ name penvi Tov). 

Oxyrhynchite era year 95/64 started on 29 August 418 (see CSBE* 141), which means that the 

loan was to be repaid after nine or more months. 

11 thc] mpagew[c would have been preceded or followed by ywopévyc cou. The line will have 

started with an expression meaning ‘without delay’ or the like; cf. e.g, 4897 13-14. 

N. GONIS 

4905. Top or DocuMENT (WRITING PRACTICE) 

85/22(b) 16.6 x 8.4 cm 16 October 419 
Plate XII 

All that is written on this sheet is a consular date, which happens to be the 

earliest Egyptian dating by Fl. Monaxius and FI. Plinta coss. 419, and a formula of 

address to Fl. Phoebammon, ex-protector and administrator of the domus divina. ‘his 

person was already known from VIII 1134 (421), and recurs in 4906. The exagger- 

ated lettering in line 4, and the fact that the text comes to an abrupt end after that, 

indicate that this is a draft or writing exercise. 

The back is blank. 

vratia PAlaoviwy Mova€ijov cat [TA[ivta tav Aapt|pl(oTatwr), 

[ | addi vm. 

Praoviw [Po.Pappwve aro mpl|wrynkropwv diorcxoby[ re 

Ta mpay[pata tH OlecoTaTyc ol[ Kiac 

| ) (vac) 
(vac.) 

1 1. drareta 

‘In the consulship of Flavii Monaxtius and Plinta, wir clarissimi, Phaophi 18. 

“To Flavius Phoebammon, ex protectoribus, administering the estates of the most divine house 
> 

1 Cf. 4906 1-2. On the consuls, see CLRE 372-3 (cf. 374-5); CSBE* 194. The postconsulate of 

418 was still in use on 6 July 419 (PSI XIII 1365). 

3-4 Draoviw [PoBappwvre aro mplwryKtdpwv d.oixody[71] ta mpay[wara tHe Olevoraryc 

of[xtac. Cf 4906 3-4; VIII 1134 2-3 (421) PAdovioc PoiBappwv vide Avoyévove amd mpwrnKTd6pav 

dioik@v Ta Tpaypata | THC PevoTtaTnc oiKiac. 

amo mp|wrnxtopwv. On the office of protector, see LXII 4367 2 n.; CPR XXIV 15 introd. 

(pp. 98f.). 

dvorxoby[ tt] «TA. XIV 1973 5 (420) attests a procurator (éitporoc) of the domus divina, probably 

a different function from that of dcouca@v. (The man in 1973 was an ex-praepositus, which parallels the 
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former officer we have here.) On curators of imperial estates, see R. Delmaire, Largesses sacrées et res 
privata (1989) 218-33; for the few known functionaries of the domus divina in Egypt, see Delmaire, 
CRIPEL 10 (1988) 129-31 (nos. 49~55). Another administrator of the domus divina may be recognized in 
the payictpravoc of P. Wash. Univ. I 24.2 (see BL IX 371; cf. below, 4909 3—4 n.), though the papyrus 

breaks off after dcoccobvee. 

5 |. What the scribe intended is not clear. 

N. GONIS 

4906. LEASE 

97/202(a) 11.5 x 13.5 cm 28 July 420 

The upper part of a lease that involves on the one hand Fl. Phoebammon, ex- 

protector and administrator of the domus dwina, and on the other Aurelius Maximi- 

nus, from the city of Oxyrhynchus, and another person, originating from a village. 

All other details of the transaction are lost. In VII 1134, of 3 March 421, Phoeb- 

ammon acknowledges receipt of rents collected by Maximinus in the capacity of 

pronoetes. This offers an indication that 4906 is a lease of land. 

There is writing of obscure import above the first line of the document, close 

to the left-hand edge, possibly a later annotation or addition. ‘The back is blank as 

far as it is preserved. 

peta] THY UTatiav PrAaoviwy Movakiov cai ITXdvta 

tav Aautpo[t|atwv, Mecopy 6. 

Paovliw DoiBaupwve ard mpwty[KT6]pwv d.[orK(ovvre) 

TO. mpalypara THC Oevotatyc olkifa|c  (vac.) 

5 mapa Alipnrtwy Ma€émivov [viot Aupwvoc (?) (+ 6.5?) 

amo T|Ac Aapmpdc Kal Aapmplotaryc O€upvyx(ita@v) Kat 

6.6 vijob Xwotroc amo Kkwp[ne cao 

Exouciwc] éemdexopeba prrc[Pa@cacHar azo 

i ape 
Vl 

1 inatiavpdAaoviwr; |. bratetav 

‘After the consulship of Flavii Monaxius and Plinta, viz clarissomi, Mesore 4. 

‘To Flavius Phoebammon, ex protectoribus, administering the estates of the most divine house, 

from Aurelii Maximinus son of Ammon (?), from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxy- 

rhynchites, and . . . son of Chéus, from the village . . . We voluntarily undertake to lease from . . .’ 

1-2 On the consulship, see 4905 1 n. The postconsulate of Monaxius and Plinta was used for 

dating purposes as late as 18.xi.420; the consuls of 420 have occurred only in postconsular clauses. 
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3-4 di[orxodvte | Ta mpalypata TH Bevoraryc oikila]c. See 4905 3~4 n. Though there is space 

for further writing in the break, the line seems complete as it stands. 

4 Even though the papyrus is not intact, nothing seems to have been written after o¢«i[a]c. VIII 

1134 4 continues a76 tTHc Aaprpdce Kal Aaumpotarync O€upvyxitav TroAEwc. 

5 AdpyrAiwy Magipivov [viod Appwvoc (?). The patronymic is restored after 1134 5. 

N. GONIS 

4907. Loan or Money 

83/15(a) fr. 2 14 x 21.8 cm 28 September 422 

Two fragments with the very top and the lower part of a loan of three and 

a half solidi, to be repaid four months later, taken on by a cuyyovAdpuoc; the latter’s 

subscription is in the awkward capitals characteristic of a ‘slow writer’. There is no 

reference to an interest rate. The formulas used indicate that the document is of 

Heracleopolite origin (see 3, 9, 11-12 nn.); cf. SPP XX go (415), P. Select. 15 (435), 

SPP XX 123 (445). The text offers the earliest Egyptian dating by Honorius Aug. 

xu and Theodosius Aug. x coss. 422. 

vmatelac TMV decToTa|Y HUadV 

‘Ovelp|io[v] to ty Kai Oeodoci[ov 76 ve THY aiwviwv 

Abyotctwv,| Baddu a, iv[duxtiwvoc ¢. 

oe lela 

traces from the ends of two lines 

7 c.18 ] xe[v]}cod vopicuara 
Kepad[at}lou tpic jpicu, y(iverar) xpucod vo(uicuata) y §, aep 

eTravayKec amrodocw [clou tT[@ em|rdvre envi 

10 TB. tHe edtTVYObC ExTHC ivdiK[Ti]ovoc avuTeEp- 

férwc Kal dvev mache avTidoyiac Kal obK e€€cTat or 

GAAnv mpobecuiav airncacbar THe mpakewc 

cou ovcnc Kal THC Tapa cov é€k T’ €[po]d Kai TY drap- 

XOVTwWY LOL TAaVTWY. KUPLOV TO ypau~pLaTLoV 

15 Kal eTmepwTybetc wuordynca. (m. 2) BA(dovioc) Apwv cuy- 

youAdpioc 6 TpoKipjevoc cup- 

povi mo. TaVTA WC TpO- 

KLTQL. 

Back, downwards, along the fibres: 

] kedadaiov xpucod vo(uicuatwr) y § 
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8 ltpia yy’ 8,19 N 9 |. atodHcw 13. tote 16 |. mpoKeljevoc 

17 l. -dwvret 18 1. -Keitau 

‘In the consulship of our masters Honorius for the 13th time and Theodosius for the roth time, 

the eternal Augusti, Phaophi 1, indiction 6. 

*... solidi of gold of principal three and a half, total 3 % solidi of gold, which I shall of neces- 

sity return to you in the ensuing month of Tybi of the auspicious sixth indiction, without delay and 

without any objection, and it shall not be possible for me to ask for another deadline, the right of 

execution being with you and your agents against both myself and all my belongings. This deed is 

binding, and in reply to the formal question I assented.’ (2nd hand) ‘I, Flavius Aron, singularis, the 

aforementioned—eyverything satisfies me as aforementioned.’ 

Back: *. . . of principal 3 2 solidi of gold.’ 

1-3 On the consulship, see CLRE 378-9 (cf. 380-81); CSBE” 195. It was previously attested only 

in postconsular formulas of 423. The only other consular date clause of 422 refers to the consuls of 

the previous year, and dates to 29 August (SPP XX 118), one month earlier than 4907. The new con- 

suls will have become known in Egypt in September, which is common enough in the fifth century. 

3 ty[duxriovoc s. Contrary to notarial practice elsewhere, Oxyrhynchite documents of this date 

do not normally refer to the indiction at this point. This is a further indication for the provenance of 

this text. 

5-6 Where the papyrus is intact, abrasion is too severe to allow for any textual gain to be 

made. 

7 The reading is to a great extent mtuitive. 

Q t[@ em]idvre peqvi. A rather rare collocation, mostly found in Heracleopolite documents of 

the fifth century; see B. Palme in ,, Eine ganz normale Inschnift“ . . . und ahnliches zum Geburtstag von Ekkehard 

Weber (2005) 475 (n. l. 6), to whose examples add now P. Vindob. G 15162+20732.6-7, ed. APF 51/1 

(2005) 76-86 (546/561). It refers to a future month other than the next one in P. Rain. Cent. 123.15, 

P. Vindob. G 15162+20732.6-7, and apparently here, but not in the earlier and Oxyrhynchite XXXI 

2569 23-4 (265), where émudvtoc is equivalent to eicidvToc. 

11-12 Kal ov« e€éctar por GAAnY mpobecuiay airjcacOar. Cf. CPR X 39.17-18 (443) Kai 

ob« e€écrar ror GAAnV aitHcachar | mpobecwiav rept THY amddwew; V 14.17-18 (475) od e€€crac 

Kou|[Aatvew tHv] mpobecuiay treplt THY amddocw,. 

13 Kal Hc (1. roic) wapa cod. Cf. CPR X 38.17 (420), 39.18-19 (443), SPP XX g0.15 (415), 123.20 

(445) (same spelling as here). 

15-16 cvyyovAapioc. This person probably belonged to the mulitia officialis, 1.e., he was on the 

staff of the praeses Arcadiae, acting as a ‘dispatch rider’, rather than to the militia armata. See CPR XIV 

39.13-17 n.; LVIII 3932 3 n.; P. Thomas 27.1 n. (para. 6). 

N. GONIS 

4908. Tor or DocuMENT 

83/91(b) 7x 4.5cm 423 

This scrap attests the Oxyrhynchite version of the consular formula of 423, 

which differed from that used in other regions; see 1-2 n. 

The back is blank. 
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UTraT |etac Piaoviwv Ack|A]n[710d670v KaL Mapwavod 

| tév Aapwrplo|tlarwv 
dal 

‘In the consulship of Flavii Asclepiodotus and Marinianus, vir clarissimi, . . .” 

1-2 On the consulship, see CLRE 380-81 (cf. 382-3); CSBE* 195. It has occurred in three other 

papyri: SB XII 11023 (424), probably from Oxyrhynchus, which offers the same formula as 4908 (the 

suggestion to restore ®A(aoviwr), recorded in CSBE’, is certain); P. Rain. Cent. 92 (423), of unknown 

provenance, which calls the consuls r@v peyadomperect[4||twv Kal é€l[v||Eoxorara|vy] éerapxe[v] | 

Tov tepav mpalt|tw| piwy (2-4); and SB XXII 15620 (424), from the area of Antinoopolis, where the 

consuls are called [trav peyadorper|ec[t]atwv erapxywv Tov lepovd mpaitwpiov. 

Both 4908 and P. Rain. Cent. 92 attest consular formulas, but the references to the month and 

day are lost. They must postdate 24 July 423, when one still dated by the consuls of the previous year 

(P. Kéln HI 151). A consular formula is also found in SB 15620, but the indiction implies that tvateiac 

is an error for peta tHV brarteiav (see BL XI 240), which is very likely, given the generally erratic 

character of the text. 

N. GONIS 

4909. Top or DocuMENT 

105/72(b) 14 x 6.8 cm 15 October 444 

The upper left part of a document of unknown nature, of interest for attest- 

ing F'l. Phoebammon, a payictpravéc (agens in rebus) not known otherwise. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

peta THY Ua[al|tiav DAaolviw|y Magipov ro BS «lat Ilatepiov 

Ttav Aautpotatwv, Dal @]du un. [ 

Praoviw PoiPaypwvi TO klabwewpéevw pwayictprava 

Tov Veiwy oddikiwv via BE [- 6.15 TH 

5 Aapmp|a Ka[t] Aa[pmplorary) O]Evpuy[xirav rode 

é c 7 ‘ ? 
1 vmatvav; |. vraretav 3 ddaoviw 4 vie 

‘After the consulship of Flavii Maximus for the 2nd time and Paterius, vi clarissimi, Phaophi 18. 

“To Flavius Phoebammon, the devotissemus magistrianus of the sacra officia, son of E—, . . . in the 

splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites . . .” 

1 On the consuls, see CLRE 420-21; CSBE” 196. 

2 Nothing seems to be written after 17. We would not expect a reference to the current indic- 

tion at this point in a text of this date, though cf. LVIII 4688 3 (442°). 
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3-4 Draoviw DoiPappwvrr td k[abwewpévw payictprava| tov Velwy ddduxiwy. For the for- 

mulation cf. SPP XX 121.3 (439), CPR VI 6.3 (439), X 39.3-4 (443), SB XXII 15461.3 (481), P. Rain. 

Cent. 108.2-3 (484-6), P. Cair. Masp. II 67126.58 (541). In P. Wash. Univ. I 24.2, after BL IX 371, 

restore t@ Kabwciwpevw before wayictprava.) 

This Fl. Phoebammon is not known from elsewhere. A wayicrpavéc whose name is lost occurs 

in a text dating from less than a year earlier than 4909, viz. CPR X 39.3—4 (Heracleopolis; 13.xi.4.43). 

If there was only one agens in rebus in a province at a time (see CTh VI 29.2.1 = CF XII 22.4, of 395), 

one may consider whether this unknown payictpeavoc is Fl. Phoebammon (®oiBapypwve would just 

fit in the break in 1. 3; cf. 1. 4 as restored by B. Palme, Tyche 10 (1995) 250); but CPR XXV 13 (v/v1) 

now attests two payuctpravol in a Hermopolite context, and one may infer that they both operated in 

the same province. Another unknown payictpiavoc occurs in the Oxyrhynchite P. Wash. Univ. I 24.2, 

assigned to 425—50 (the possible dates are 10 May 428-30, 432-3, 435, 437-8, 443-4, or 447-50), but 

he is probably not to be identified with Fl. Phoebammon, since he had a capacity that Phoebammon 

apparently did not have, that of the administrator of an imperial estate (see above, 4905 3~4 n.). 

The term payictpiavéc (Lat. magistrianus) was a colloquial rendering of agens in rebus, an official 

in the service of the magister officiorum (but C. Gloss. Biling. II 9.31 translates payuctpravoc as magistri- 

anus). For literature on the office, see B. Palme, CPR XXIV 11.4 n., and 22 introd. nn. 1-4. A list of 

Egyptian payicrpiavol is offered by P. J. Sijpesteiyn, CE 68 (1993) 165~7, updated in CPR XXIV 22 

introd. n. 1. 

4 yeovyotvre év 7H] is a likely restoration; an indication of residence in Oxyrhynchus, e.g, 

dvayovrt, is another possibility. 

N. GONIS 

4910. WorkK CONTRACT 

105/206(c) 12.3 x 15.7 cm t May 447 

The upper right part of a contract through which a tradesman agrees to pro- 

vide services of some sort to a speculator on the staff of the praeses of Arcadia. ‘This 

is the first speculator explicitly said to be attached to this praesidial officium, and the 

latest attestation of the office of speculator in a papyrus, though it no doubt contin- 

ued to exist long thereafter. 

On the back there are exiguous remains of another text written against the 

fibres, which ends avaAwpac (sic) | Bawdu a. 

pera TH bratelav DPraovilwy Aeriov 76 tpitov Kat Cuuppaxov tav Aap(mpoTatwr), 

Tlax|owv s. 

Phaoviw AG calexovAdtopt Ta€ewe Hyenoviac emapxiac ApKadiac 

C.20 |] AdpyAtoc PorBappwv vide Emyayou unrpolc 

5 c.16 TO €|miTHOEvpa ATO THC avTHC TOAEWC XalpeLv. 

Sporoya bia tabryc pov THI] eyypago[v] achareiac cuvteHetcBat 

6.30 ].[.].. & tate catramc[rev- 

OMEVALC C.4.0 Miles 
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1 Aap, (unless this is a mere extension of 1) 

‘After the consulship of Flavii Aetius for the third time and Symmachus, wirt clarissimi, Pachon 6. 

“To Flavius . . . , speculator of the praesidial office of the province of Arcadia, . . . , Aurelius 

Phoebammon, son of Epimachus, mother... , . . . by profession, from the same city, greetings. 

I acknowledge through this written bond of mine that I have come to an agreement... in the... 

entrusted...’ 

1-2 For the consulship, see CLRE 426-7 (cf. 428-9); CSBE* 197. It had previously occurred in 

CPR X 116 (446?) and P. Rain. Cent. 97 (3.xi1.4.47). 

3 cmlexovAaropr. On this office, see P. Neph. 20.23 n., pp. 96-9 (list); LIX 4002 6 n. The specu- 

lator in 4002, a private letter of the late fourth or early fifth century, may have been a member of the 

officium of the praeses Arcadiae, but this is only an inference. 

Tagewe nyewoviac émapxlac ApKadiac. On the officia of governors in late antiquity, see B. Palme, 

AnTard 7 (1999) 85-133, esp. 100-11. On the appellations of the province of Arcadia, see Palme, Tyche 

12 (1997) 258. 
4 [amo thc Okupvyxitav 76Aewc| would suit the space (for the omission of the honorific titles 

of Oxyrhynchus, see 4916 8 n.), but there could also have stood a phrase indicating (temporal) resi- 

dence in the city, e.g. €vdqwodvr., as in LIX 3986 12 (494); still, I consider the former option more 

likely. What is virtually certain is that there was a reference to Oxyrhynchus: the lack of a reference 

to the indiction in 2 is typical of Oxyrhynchite documents of this date. 

6 6pwodroyd .. . cuvteBeicbar. See P. Heid. V p. 152 with n. 40. we mpoc cé probably followed 

in the next line. 

7-8 & taic Katamic[tTevopévarc. The participle has occurred in three Oxyrhynchite work 

contracts: P. Mil. I 48.11-12 (v/v1) wavra ra | Katamuctevdper(a) or mapa c[o]0; 1136 8-9 (583) = 

LVIII 3952 8-9 (610) rc Katamictevou[é]ync | adt@ mpovoyciac. 

N. GONIS 

4911. LEASE 

97/220(b) 12.4 x 8.9 cm 24 September 449 

This fragment attests a soldier of the numerus Transtigritanorum, a unit otherwise 

attested exclusively in Arsinoite documents or contexts (the Oxyrhynchite SB XIV 

11574 refers to Transtignitani in the Arsinoite nome). The soldier is a native of Oxy- 

rhynchus. A further point of interest 1s that the text contains the latest reference to 

the postconsulate of Zeno and Postumianus coss. 448. 

If line 7 is read and restored correctly, the document is a lease; the object of 

the lease is conceivably city property. Cf. SPP XX 131 (Ars.; 518), where a soldier 

of this same numerus leases a bakery from his brother, who is also a soldier but of 
another unit. 

On the back there are exiguous remains of the endorsement. 

peta THY UTJateiav PAaoviwy Zivwvoc Kat [locroupwavod 

tov Aalutpotatwv, Oab KZ/. 



SG LEASE, Ip 

Prd|ovioc Kwveravtioc avahepomevoc eic TOv 

apiOuov| tov yervarcotatwv Tpavetpiypitavav 

5 vloc Twcn|¢ aro THI c| Og[vpvy|xita@v 7OAewe AdpnAiorc 

65 ~Gplyove |... ,] kai Avva Guyarpi Ayd[A]e[w]c 
amo THC avT|y[c TOAEwC. Exouciw|c €[mi]O€[ yowat 

4 |. Tpavetiypitavav 

‘After the consulship of Flavii Zeno and Postumianus, wim clarissimi, Thoth 27. 

‘Flavius Constantius, seconded to the numerus of the fortessimi Transtigritani, son of Ioseph, from 

the city of the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelii —ammon son of ... and Anna daughter of Achilles, from 

the same city. I voluntarily undertake . . .’ 

1-2 On this consulship, see CLRE 430-1 (cf. 433); CSBE? 197. This is its latest record on papy- 

rus. Protogenes and Asturius, the consuls of the year, are first attested in P. Mil. 45 of 7.x1.449. See 

further 4912 1-2 n. 

4 Tpavetprypitavar, |. Tpavetvypitavav. It is little surprise that the spelling gave difficulty; cf. 

SB XIV 11574.4 (406) Tpavcrpryitava@r, 12129.2 (IV/v) TpavctpiyAitavar. 

On the numerus Transtigritanorum, see the discussion and list in B. Palme, CPR XXIV pp. 87-9; 

a new instance has been furnished by P. Paramone 13. 

6 -ape]uwve. Presumably ®o.Bap.]uwr, though in theory there could also have been some other 

compound. 

__ [| We expect vi@, but what remains of the first letter does not admit upsilon. 

N. GONIS 

4912. Top or DocuMENT 

83/73(a) 13 x 77cm 1 October 450 

This fragment, probably of a contract, provides the latest instance of the use 

of the postconsulate of Protogenes and Asturius coss. 4.49. 

The back is blank. 

Nina 

plera tHv bratiav Praovi| wy [Tpwr]loyévouc 

kat Acto[v|piov Trav Aaprp(oTatwv), Bal a@]du 6. 

Aip)ydio Arfolyuctw [..J.[ 68 — t]H¢ 
5 Aap |rpac Kat Aalu|z[potat]|n[< O€upvyx(irav)] 7oA€[ wc 

lel 

a: UTaTELAV 3 Aautp 
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‘643. After the consulship of Flavii Protogenes and Asturtius, viz clarissim, Phaophi 4. 

‘To Aurelius Dionysius . . . from the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites 
sy 

2-3 For the consulship, see CLRE 432-3 (cf. 434-5); CSBE* 197. When the consuls of 450 

became known in Egypt, is unclear; they have been attested only once, in a text dated 7.x.451 (CPR 

IX 40B). 

3 Acro[v|piov. The same spelling is attested in CPR XIV 12.22 and XXIII 32.17, both from 

Heracleopolis, but the Oxyrhynchite P. Mil. 45.1 has Adcroupiov (the details in CSBE* should be 

revised accordingly). 

4 [..].[: not [vé]@; the trace is the top of a tall upright ([v]i{@] cannot be read either). 

The address to an Aurelius in a text of this date seems to suggest that this was the party to 

a contract rather than the addressee of an official document; if so, read azo t]7c. 

N. GONIS 

4913. SALE oF WHEAT AND BARLEY ON DELIVERY 

103/78(b) fr. 17.2 x 16 cm 2 December 462 

Two, non-contiguous fragments preserving line ends from the top and lower 

part of a ‘sale on delivery’ of wheat and barley. The only other document of this 

type which involves these two grains and nothing else is SB XVII 13947 (507). ‘This 

text too comes from Oxyrhynchus, and refers to a ‘buyer’ who is in the employ of 

a comes. We find a similar picture in LXII 4349 (504), in which the ‘buyer’ is a serv- 

ant (zraic) of a comes. It is conceivable that the employees acted on behalf of their 

ennobled employers, even if this is not explicitly stated. 

The text offers the earliest Egyptian record for the consulship of Leo Aug. 11 

cos. 462. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

Umateiac TOU decTr6TOU Hud@v P|A(aoviov) A€ovtoc Tob aiwviouv 

Abyotcrolu 76 B, Xowdk Ks, a ivdux(riwvoc). 

Abpyrioc - - - vide - - - a|76 Kane Tciov Tayya 

Tob O€upvyx(izov) vonot Adpnriw| CauBatiw vid CauBatiov 

5 C14 Tov meyado|mpemectatov KbmtToc 

c.10 amo THC Aapmpac| Kal Aapmpotarnc Okupuyyx(itav) 

ToAewe xaipew. 67 opmolAoya éecynKkévat mapa cov 

evtedlev THVv mpoc AAAHAovC| cuutle|bwvnwéevyv 

Kal apecacav ou TyLHY TANPNC cit|ov aptaBav 

10 = €xaTov Kat KpLOjc aptaBav TpLaKovTa], yi(vovTar) ci(rov) (apTaBac) p Kai KprO(jc) A, 

amep yernpata vea Kabapa Ke|Kockwevpeva 

¢.20 eTrav ayKec aTrodwcw 

DER 



4913. SALE OF WHEAT AND BARLEY ON DELIVERY iif) 

ie 
15 Leal 

6:22 KUpLov TO] ypapeeati- 

ov amAovv ypadev Kal émepwrnbeic aplodyyca. 

AdpyAroc name vide patronymic 6 mpoyeypap|wévoc 

Ecxov THY TyLNY TANpYC ciTov apraBav p Kal] KpLbAc 

2 «© aptaBadv X Kal amodwcw ev TH mpobecuia] Kal cup- 

Pwvel wor TaVTA TA Tpoyeypappeva We mplOKeTaL Kal 

emepwTnbelc wpordynca. AdphAoc name vidc - -| v.__ 

1 woek// 3 ictov; 1. Tc(v)etou 4. viw 6 o€upuyxs IO ytcto, Kp” 

‘In the consulship of our master Flavius Leo, the eternal Augustus, for the 2nd time, Choeac 

26, indiction r. 

‘Aurelius... son of . . . , from the village of Is(ijeion Panga of the Oxyrhynchite nome, to 

Aurelius Sambat(h)ius son of Sambat(h)ius . . . of the magnificentissimus comes . . . from the splendid 

and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received from you 

on the spot the full price jointly agreed and satisfactory to me of one hundred artabas of wheat and 

thirty artabas of barley, total 100 artabas of wheat and 30 (artabas) of barley; these produces, new, 

clean, sieved . . . I shall necessarily repay . . . This deed is normative, written in one copy, and in reply 

to the formal question I assented. 

‘T, Aurelius... son of ..., the aforewritten, have received the full price of the 100 artabas of 

wheat and of the 30 artabas of barley, and I shall repay (it) within the deadline, and all the afore- 

written (terms) are satisfactory to me as aforesaid, and in reply to the formal question I assented. I, 

Aurelius ...son of ..., wrote at his request in his place because he is illiterate. . . .” 

1-2 On the second consulship of the emperor Leo 1, see CLRE 458-9 (cf. 461); CSBE® 108. 

This is its earliest occurrence (it was previously attested only in postconsular clauses). (The text of M. 

Chr. 71 is too uncertain; the date recorded in CSBE’, ‘7.x?’, stems from a suggestion originally made 

in a draft of LXVUI 4694 1-2 n. but later suppressed.) The postconsulate of the previous year was 

used in Oxyrhynchus as late as 20.1x.462 (PSI II 175). 

3 Ictov Ilayya. See LX XI 4824 9-10 n. 

4 CapBatiw vid CapBariov. This is the latest attestation of this name, which is very common 

in the Roman period. (The resolution CapBa(Piov) in CPR VII 23.5 (v/v1) is unwarranted.) 

5 The function of Sambatius will have stood at the beginning of the line, but I cannot think of 

anything that would suit the space and be plausible. 

5-6 There are only two magnificentissimi comites attested in Oxyrhynchus at that time, Fl. Strate- 

gius (1), the forefather of the Apion family, and FI. Ioannes, attested in LXVIII 4696 of 484 and 

a number of texts of the 460s and 470s, currently being prepared for publication. Crparnyiov would 

suit the space; Twavvov is too short. It should come as no surprise, however, if these were not the only 

comites of this rank in Oxyrhynchus at that time. 

7 What is lost between yaipew and 6podoyw? 

8-11 The supplements are taken from SB XVIII 13947.7-10. 
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10 GpraBdv is restored in the break only with reservations; it seems rather long for the space, 

and could have been omitted, as later in the line. 

12 What is lost in the break is unclear. SB 13947.11 has wétpw dexatw dixaiw at this point. 

13 ff. The part lost contained the clause on the repayment of the loan. 

19-20 The supplements are modelled on SB 13947.17—19; cf. also XLIX 3512 23-5 (492), a sale 

of wine on delivery. 

breviated. 

N. GONIS 

4914. Tor or DOCUMENT 

1 1B.123/F(a) 18.1 x 6.7 cm 4 February 465 
Plate XIII 

This fragment, perhaps of a lease, offers the earliest attestation of a Christian 

priest who is also described as a landowner in Oxyrhynchus; see also 4915. A fur- 

ther point of interest is the consular date clause, which may be the latest dating by 

the postconsulate of Fl. Vibianus cos. 463. 

On the back, remains of the docket; after traces of what may be a cross, there 

seems to be a large M, which suggests reading pul icAweuc (cf. 4915). 
A 

weTa THY Ut[atetav] PA(aoviov) BiBiavod rob Aaymp(orarov) Kat Tod 

dnAwbyncopévov, Meyetp 0, y ivdiK(riwvoc). 

TO evAaBectatw Maptupiw mpecBuTEepw TNC 

alylac KaboruKkje ExkAnciac vid Tob THe a[pilc- 

5 tn] pyvnunc Ed@npiov yeovyobvre ev 7H AlLa]umpla 

kat Aaw|rplorat|n [O€vpuyxita |v 7oAe 7a[pa] Avpy|Ai- 

I vm[atevav], PAS, Aaump 4 viw 

‘After the consulship of Flavius Vivianus, wr clarissimus, and the consul to be announced, 

Mecherr 9, indiction 3. 

“To the most pious Martyrius, priest of the holy catholic church, son of Eutherius of excellent 

memory, landowner in the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, from Aureli— 

1-2 Vibianus was the consul of 463; see CLRE 461 (cf. 463), and CSBE? 198-9. This is the lat- 

est certain dating by his postconsulate, and comes more than a year after the end of his consulship 

(though SB XVIII 13596, which does not refer to an indiction, could in theory date to 13.111.4.65). A sec- 

ond postconsular year is mentioned in VI 902, which adds 76 f’. On this basis, 902 has been dated to 

20.x1.4.65 (there is no mention of an indiction), but there are three documents from earlier in the year 

which are dated by the postconsulate of Rusticius and Olybrius coss. 464: SB I 4821 (Ars.; 3.iv), PSI 

VII 768 (Herm.; 23.vii), and P. Heid. IV 331 (Oxy.; 16.x). Another problematic text is the Arsinoite 

P. Prag. I 37, which dates to 14.1.4.65 (so ed. pr) or 466, depending on the reading of the indiction figure. 



494 TOP OF DOCUMENT 5) 

It has been suggested that ‘in line 2 one can read 6 instead of y as the indiction number, cf. (dll, SSOMDK 
which would remove the difficulty of the reference to the ‘crops of the fifth indiction’ (CSBE* 199); 
however, the plate does not seem to me to confirm the suggested new reading (ed. pr. expressed a slight 
preference for reading y). Whatever the case, we have to reckon with an anomaly: either that towards 
the end of 465 one or more scribes reverted to the postconsulate of the previous year, or that in 902 
ro B’ was used inappropriately, and the text dates from 464, not 465 (contrast CSBE? 89). 

2 y Wdcx(riwvoc). Of the putative y only the stem remains; it is not possible to read B. 
3-4 T@ evAaBectarw Maprtupiw mpecBurépw. Even if this may well be a different person, it is 

worth noting that XLEX 3512 (492) attests Fl. loannes, an Oxyrhynchite curialis and landowner, said 
to be the son rod rjc edAaBotc pvyunc Maprupio(u) (5) (an Oxyrhynchus papyrus of 485, edited by 
A. Benaissa in his DPhil thesis, refers to another curialis, Phoebammon, who is the son of ‘the late 

deacon Martyrius of pious memory’: a different person from the one in 4914 but potentially the same 

as the one in 3512). 

4 alylac KaboduKjc €xxAnciac. This is the episcopal church of Oxyrhynchus, even if this is not 
stated explicitly. 

4-5 4[pt|c|z[y]c. I owe this reading to Dr Rea. In documents of this period, the collocation 

THC apictync jvjunc is used predominantly for deceased fathers of men on government (civil or mili- 

tary) service or holders of municipal office. The fathers too were sometimes former members of the 

militia armata or cwilis, and in certain cases it was the tenure of office on the part of the deceased that 

conditioned the choice of this epithet; cf. VI 913 3-4 (443), where we have a daughter of a deceased 

curialis, and P. Cair. Masp. UI 67309.26 (569), which refers to an ex-scriniarius of the ducal office of the 

Thebaid. Cf. next note. 

5 Ev@ypiov. This name is not attested in any other papyrus published to date, and appears to 

have been rare. There are only three instances in LGPN, all in vol. IV, but there are more references in 

PLRE; 4.in vol. I, 2 in I, and 1 in INA. These are mostly persons of very high rank (the only one with 

an Egyptian connection is a fourth-century praeses of Augustamnica). Our Eutherius must have been 

a person of some standing, which tallies with his being described as rjc apictync puvnunc (see previous 

note), and with the reference to his son as a landowner. 

yeovyoovrrt. Cf. 4915 3-4. This implies that Martyrius owned land on a substantial scale, which 

is unusual. The evidence collected by G. Schmelz, Kirchliche Amtstrdger im spatantiken Agypten (2002) 

220-32, indicates that, unless they were bishops, the landed clergymen who appear as landowners 

in the papyri were not among the magni possessores; cf. also E. Wipszycka, Les Ressources et les activités 

économiques des églises en Egypte du IV’ au VII" siécle (1972) 160-71. Certainly there will have been lower- 

ranking clergymen from relatively well-off backgrounds; cf. the case of ‘Taurinos, a scion of a prop- 

ertied Hermopolite family, who became a priest after a career in the imperial service (for references, 

see BGU XVII p. xxxvi; cf. CPR XXIV to introd.). 

N. GONIS 

4915. Leasre or LAND 

97/22(c) 8.5 x 15 cm 10 October 467(?) 
Plate XV 

A landowning priest leases a plot of three (or more) aruras to two villagers. 

The priest’s name has not survived, but it is tempting to think that he is the same as 

the one in 4914; the space does not contradict this hypothesis, and I have ventured 

to restore the name and patronymic accordingly. The postconsular date clause is 
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also restored; if correct, this would be the latest dating by Fl. Leo Aug. 11 e. ¢. fn. 

coss. 466, and the only consular date of 467 recorded on papyrus. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

peta TH Uratelav Tob Secrétov Hudv B]A(aoviov) A€ovroc Tob aiwviov Avyovcrouv 

TO y Kat Tob dnAwWOncopévov Bad] du 1B, apx(H) [s] ivdux(Tiwvoc). 

t@ ebr\aBectatw Maptupiw mpecButlépw tic ay[tlac Kabodukyc exKAn- 

clac vid TOO THe apictyc pvHpNnc EvOnpiov yeovyolbvr. evratba 7H Aapmpa 

5 Kai Aaumpotarn Okvpvyx(ira@v) 7oAer AdpyAtor 6.5? |, vide [Térpou azo érrouxiov 

6.35 amo] Kwunc .. tov O€upvyxitou 

vojob xalpew. éxouciwe emdexopueba picbacacbar] €€ aAAnAEyyinc amo Tod 
> a yy lal a € va > / e} \ tal ¢ / 

evecT@Toc €TouC pd ply cmopac THC EBdduyc vd.]K(Tiwvoc) amo THY UTAapXOVTwWY 

6.38 ]... dpovpac tpeic 
10 0.50 Jwv 

0.45 umrep| Popov 

C45 Je 

I IAS 2 ap”, wok 

‘After the consulship of our master Flavius Leo, the eternal Augustus, for the 3rd time and of 

the (consul) to be announced, Phaophi 12, beginning of 6th indiction. 

“To the most pious Martyrius, priest of the holy catholic church, son of Eutherius of excellent 

memory, landowner here in the splendid and most splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, we, Aureln . . . 

son of Petrus, from the hamlet... , and... , from the village . . . of the Oxyrhynchite nome, greet- 

ings. We voluntarily undertake to lease by mutual security from the present year 144/113, of the crops 

of the seventh indiction, from the belongings... three aruras.. . for rent...” 

1-2 On the third consulship of the emperor Leo, see CLRE 466-7; CSBE* 199. 

2 70 y Kal TOU dSnAwOycopévov Paw] du o8, apx(H) [s] tvdex(tiwvoc). The alternative would be 

to restore 70 B Dawd|du . . . [8] ivdux(riwvoc), but the length of indentation would be extreme—not 

impossible, but less likely. Considerations of space in 8 (see n.) also seem to favour the restoration 

adopted into the text. A reference to the first consulship of Leo (p.c. = 459) or the fifth (p.c. = 474) is 

excluded by the length of the break in 8. The ‘crop indictior’ referred to in that line would be the one 

immediately after the indiction mentioned in the date clause and would have been written out in full. 

TeccapackaioeKarye, 1.e. the indiction starting after 459 and 474, would be too long for the break. The 

fourth consulship (p.c. = 472), held with FI. Probinianus, is ruled out by chronological considerations; 

by that time, scribes in Oxyrhynchus would have dated by the consul of 472 (see LX VII 4695). 

apx(j) [s] t@d(uxtiwvoc). It is late to speak of the beginning of an indiction in the month 

of Phaophi, but there is a near-contemporary parallel from Oxyrhynchus, VII 1130 (484); see 

CSBE? 115. 
5 The text restored is indicative rather than certain. 

8 €rouc pd pry cropac TH EBddunc ivdi]K(Tiwvoc). If the document was dated by Leo’s second 

consulship (see 2 n.), the era year would be 140/109 (py p@), and the crops would be of indiction 3 

(tpiryc). The resulting sequence is slightly shorter than that adopted in the text, which provides a bet- 



4915. LEASE OF LAND la 

ter match to the length of lines 1 and 7 as restored. It should be noted, however, that with so much 
text lost, the argument from the space offers no guarantee. 

g The line may have started 77) cj etdAaBeta (cov is less likely), followed by a reference to where 
the parcel of land was located, e.g. év wediouc THe adtic KOULNC. 

10-12 Several texts suggest restoring eic cropav] dv | [edv alpdpeba yevnuatwv Kal TeEcopev 
bmep]| popov | [dmoraxrov xrA. (see LX VIII 4687 10-11 n.), but this will not fill the break in tr. 

N. GONIS 

4916. Top or Contract (LOAN?) 

101/130(a) 7.5 x 9 cm 7 March 472 

The upper right part of a contract—a loan, if my reconstruction of line g 
holds. The putative borrower is a woman, native of the village of Tinotbe (5), 
which is not known from elsewhere. The text records a consular formula whose 
wording is somewhat different from the other clauses of this year. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

N \ € af A je € A Me 

peta THY UTaTEi|av TOU decrréTOU Hua@v Aéov- 

Toc atwviov Av|yovc|tlouv 76 0 Kat PX(aoviov) ITpo- 

Bwravod tov Aapu(mporatov),| Dapevad va, t ivdiK(tiwvoc). 

Aipnria 610  -] ete buyarnp Capami- 

5 wvoc uNnTpoc 6.7 amo Kw|unc TwwrtBe 

TOU C10 -itov vowob] Katapévouca 

c.18 Adpy|rAiw Aw 

via 6.14 amo TH|c [O]Evpuyxit[ Ov 

ToAewc xaipew. dpodoya@ éecyn|Ké[vlale 

2 brS 3 wwoux 4 Ovyarnp: 6 corr. from € 7 atwve 

‘After the consulship of our master Leo, eternal Augustus, for the 4th time, and Flavius Probi- 

nianus, vir clarissimus, Phamenoth 11, indiction to. 

‘Aurelia —is, daughter of Sarapion, mother . . . , from the village of Tinotbe of the —ite nome, 

residing... , to Aurelius Aion son of . . . , from the city of the Oxyrhynchites, greetings. I acknow- 

ledge that I have received .. .’ 

1-3 On this consulship, see CLRE 476-7 (cf. 479); CSBE® 199. It is attested in three other 

documents, all three of Hermopolite provenance: P. Lond. V 1793.2-3, P. Rain. Cent. 105.1-2, and 

P. Strasb. III 148.1-2. These three papyri refer to the consuls as ®\(aoviov) Aéovtoc (or Aéwvoc) Tob 

atwviov Adyotvcrov 70 6 Kal [TpoBwiavot. The collocation rod decrétov judy is also absent from the 

consular formulas of the Heracleopolite CPR XIV 8 (476?) and P. Rain. Cent. 124 (492). 

2 There does not seem to be enough space to restore tov before aiwviov (the article is missing 

from the consular clause in PSI IX 1075.14, of 458). 
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3 wwdug pap. Was the dot added to distinguish between the two iotas, each of which had a dif- 

ferent function? 

5-6 aro Kw|unc . . . Katapévouca. Cf. P. Wisc. I 10.5-6 (468) ao Kwpnc Képxe rob ave 

OeodociomoXirov vouod Katapévovte éevtavda tH Okupvyxitav moda. evtadda 7H OFvpvyx(irar) 

76Aet would suit the length of the break in 7, but in that case we would expect a6 ric abric TOAEwC 

in 8. 

8 amo tHJc [O]Evpvyyxiz[av. In theory we could have had do ric Aaprpajc «7A. (there is no 

space for Kai Aapeporarnc), but this is not necessary; the honorific titles of Oxyrhynchus are not 

given e.g. in PSI XIII 1365.5—6 (419), LX VIII 4692 3 (453), 4694 4 (466), 4698 5-6 (490). 

g The line as restored suits the space and traces. 

N. GONIS 

4917. Tor or DocUMENT 

14 1B.206/F(c) 13.7 x 10.6 cm 13 November 473 

This text is addressed to a landowner by someone acting with a guarantor; 

the presence of the latter suggests that the document concerns a financial transac- 

tion involving a risk. The body of the text begins with a reference to a lease, and 

perhaps the rent to be paid on it (see 10 n.). There are several leases in which lessees 

appear with guarantors (see 8 n.), but this is not a lease of common type. One may 

consider whether there was a previous leasing agreement whose terms are qualified 

or renewed through this document; but I know of no real parallel. 

The landowner is the well-known Flavia Cyria, clarissima femina; for the latest 

update on her dossier, which spans the years 469-73, see Tyche 17 (2002) 86-8. An- 

other point of interest is that the text offers the first instance of the fifth consulship 

of the emperor Leo 1 in a papyrus. 

The back is blank as far as it is preserved. 

Umateiac TOU decT6TOU| Hud@v PX(aoviov) A€ovtoc Tob aiwviov 

Abyotctou T]o €, Abdp KC, 8 ivdtx(tiwvoc), év O€upiyy(wr). 

Praovia Ku]pia 77 Aappotary dia Ilamvovbiov aidecijsov 

c.4 yeovxolicn evta[tOla tH AauTpa Kat Aapmpotarn O€vpvyyxita@v 

5 Abpyrioc 64 |, 6 péyac vide Oéwvoc mepryitync pet’ eyyun- 

Tov TOU avadexo]|pévou ad|t]ov atomAnpobvta eic amavtTa 

6.19 |. €uob AdpyAiov DoiBappwvoc viot Koddot’bou 

oi2 alo tHe alv¥|tjc moAewe xaipew. picbwew 

G.13 ].[ o]u dcagépovt[o]c 7H cH peyadompereta 

a. | 
xo > 

10 Gau2 TIOTQAKT | Kao €KQACTOV €viauTov emre|t 

1 haf 2 wo.K, o€upuyx§ 5 uloc, ey yun 7 vlov 
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‘In the consulship of our master Flavius Leo, the eternal Augustus, for the 5th time, Hathyr 27, 
indiction 12, in Oxyrhynchus. 

“To Flavia Cyria, clarissima femina, through Papnuthius, the most revered . . . , landowner here 
in the splendid and most splendid (city) of the Oxyrhynchites, Aurelius . . . the elder, son of Theon, 
bath attendant, having as his surety, guaranteeing that he fulfils (or: pays) in full... , me, Aurelius 
Phoebammon son of Colluthus, .. . , from the same city, greetings. A lease . . . belonging to your 
magnificence . . . fixed rent(?) for every year...” 

1~2 On the consulship, see CLRE 480-81; CSBE? 199. As late as 14 September 473 (SB XVIII 
13620, with BLIX 304), Egyptian scribes still dated by the postconsulate of Fl. Marcianus and of ‘the 
consul to be announced’. 

This indiction 12 = 473/4. 

2 ev O€upbyx(wv). See LX VIII 4701 2 n. 

3 Pdaovia Ku|pia 77 Aaywapotary. See above, introd. The only other landowning clarissima 
Jemina attested in Oxyrhynchus at that time is Flavia Isis (LXIII 4390-91; P. Thomas 26v), daughter 

of Strategius 1, of the ‘Apion family’. 

4 61a ITamvovGiov aideciwov. Pamuthius’ capacity will have been indicated in the next line. 

One would think he was an administrator of Cyria’s estate, e.g. a dpovtictjc (the word would have 

been abbreviated), but the epithet aiéécywoc has not been attested with such a functionary. In the fifth 

century, it is found exclusively with persons of curial rank or civil servants. If a person of this status 

was in the employ of this clarissima femina, she would have been a landowner of a very substantial 

standing. 

5 The text printed assumes that the expected 7éXe. was not written, which is uncommon 

though not unparallelled (see ZPE 141 (2001) 161 with n. 13), and that 6 péyac is an appellation (see 

P. Wash. Univ. II 93.2 n.; CPE 132 (2000) 196). (AdpyAtov in 7 suggests that AdpyAcoc in 5 was not ab- 

breviated.) Alternatively, one might try reading [76Aer AdjpyA]vo(c) Méyac vide «rA., which would suit 

the space, but the methodological difficulty is obvious. 

mepixvtyc. On baths in Oxyrhynchus and the personnel attached to them, see J. Kriiger, Zyche 

4 (1989) 109-18. 

6 amomAnpobrta ic aravta or eic aay 74. | have not found an exact parallel. The object of 

amomAnpodvra must be a word meaning ‘requirements’ or ‘dues’. 

8 The line will have begun with the indication of Phoebammon’s occupation. 

picbwew. lam not aware of any other document whose main body begins in this fashion. Per- 

haps the text ran, ‘having made (?) a lease of [a property] that belongs to you, and having undertaken 

to pay as annual rent...’ 

Leases in which the lessees appear with guarantors include SB XVI 12487 (Herm.; v); P. Cair. 

Masp. III 67303 (Aphrodite; 553), a lease of agricultural machinery; SB VI 9293 (Ars.; 572) and 

P. Strasb. V 319 (Herm.; vi1/vu1), both land leases; P. Ross. Georg. HI 51 (Ars.; 631) and SB XVI 12481 

(Ars.; 668), both leases of vineyards; P. Cair. Masp. I 67066 (Aphrodite; vi), a letter referring to a land 

lease; PSI VIII 963 (581) and SB VI 9591 (Herm.; vu), leases of house property. 

9 The genitive -] [ o]v modifies ppicOwew. The first trace after the break would admit p, or 4; 

A is also possible though less likely. [ayreAckod yw] p[to]v would suit but cannot be confirmed. ‘The 

verb governing picOwew (a past form e.g. of zrovodjar or TiHewar) may have stood at the start of this 

or the next line. 

Th ch weyadompereta. For the use of this abstract with holders of the clarissimate, see LX VIII 

4697 8 n. 

10 a|moraxr, : perhaps a]zoraxrw, in which case ém’ a|qoTaxTw is a possibility, though 

the expression seems typical of documents from Aphrodito. It must be a reference to a fixed rent 
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payable on the property under lease, probably a plot of land (a7é7axroc is not used for rents of 

buildings). 

erre{u. Perhaps ézre[t (1. esr’) 7@, introducing a condition of the lease. 

N. GONIS 

4918. Loan or Money witH INTEREST IN KIND 

106/108(a) 18.4 x 15.7 cm 17(?) March 494-6 

The upper part of a loan of two solidi made by an Alexandrian tradesman 

to a native of a Cynopolite village but resident in Oxyrhynchus. The interest is to 

be paid in flax. The same tradesman occurs in VIII 1130 of 484, another loan of 

money with interest in kind; this is tow, a flax product. 

On loans of money with interest in kind, see LX. XI 4831 introd. Apart from 

1130, other loans with interest in tow are P. Rain. Cent. 86 (381) and SB XX 14.425 

(442). Cf. also 4923. 

peta T7[v vrratelav PAaoviov EliceBiov tot Aaurp(otatov) 76 B’, DayevwO 

Ka, [ivdix(riwvoc) n, ev] OEvpbyxwy méAev. 

Adprrtoc [inode vidoe Kynp[ |. entpoc MapOac ard cwpne 

Cwovv tov Avw Kuvoroditov vopod diaywv evtat0a TH AauTpa 

5 O€upvyxitav TOAE. AtpynAiw Tear vid 706 THC waKapiac 

penne Nirov yevopévov madativov amo tic pweyadoTroAewc 

AxeEalv]dpeiac dcatpaypatrevopévw éx toAAOD TOb ypovou 

evt[adOla 7H abr} Okvpuyxitav [76]Aer yaipew. ouodroya éecyn- 

Ké[var tlapa THC cHlc apeTHc elv yprcer bua yewpoc e€ ol- 

10 Ko[v aldryc eic (d[iav wou Kall avayKaiay x[pletav ypucod 

vop[ic|uatia amAd [dectrotiKa] €[U]crabua ddxura 

apt[A]|u@ dbo, yi(vovtar) x[p(vcod) vo(urcuatia) B Kedladaiov, eli] TH we wapa- 

cxetv cou UTrep S[tahdpov av|r@v aype THC EEC 

dnAovupevyc [mpobecuialc Awoxadaync 

15 decu[idua =c10 ~— Jop [| «3 | Ke.[ Jov [ 

Back, downwards, along the fibres: 

(m. 2) yp(appratvov)| IInnw aro Cwovv vo(urcuatiov) 6 

oO 1 Aaptrp§ 5 tcaxviw 6 1. NetiAou 12 yt 16 N 

‘After the consulship of Flavius Eusebius, vir clarissimus, for the 2nd time, Phamenoth 21(?), 

indiction 7, in the city of the Oxyrhynchi. 

‘I, Aurelius Pieus son of Cem—, mother Martha, from the village of Sooun of the Upper Cy- 

nopolite nome, residing here in the splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius Isac, son of Nilus 

of blessed memory, former palatinus, from the great city of Alexandria, conducting business for a long 
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time here in the same city of the Oxyrhynchites, greetings. I acknowledge that I have received from 
your excellence as loan, by hand out of your house, for my own and pressing need, two pure, impe- 
rial, of full weight, approved solidi of gold, total 2 sol. of gold, as principal, on condition that I shall 
provide you as interest on them, until the end of the term stated below, .. . bundles of flax... 

Back (2nd hand): ‘Contract of Peeo [sic] from Sooun for 2 sol.’ 

1~2 On the second consulship of Fl. Eusebius, held in 493, see CLRE 521, 523, 525 (cf. 527); 
CSBE* 201. No consul was recognized in the East in 4.94-—5, so that Eusebius’ postconsulate was used 
during these two years. In Egypt, it is last attested on 15.i.496 (SB VIII 9776, with BL VII 214), but its 
use may have continued for some time: the only other consular dating from that year, by the p.c. of 
495, dates from 22.xi.496 (XVI 1899). The break in line 2 does not allow establishing the date of this 
text with certainty; the indiction figure could be one of 2, 3, or 4 (see CSBE* 146), and the date would 
range between 494 and 496. I think it less likely that one has to read « B [ivdi«(ziwvoc)]; the letter on 

the edge is too close to « not to be part of the same numerical unit. 

3 Knypl |.: Knua? Apparently a new name. 

3-4 Kw@punc Cwovv 706 Avw KuvoroXitov vopod. This village has not been attested elsewhere. 

4-5 7H Aapmpa Okupuyxitav méXeu. See below, 4920 7 n. 

5-7 Aurelius Isac is described in 1130 5-6 as vies NiAw amo | ric weyadwrodAcoc AdeEavdpiac 

T pay LaTEVvTH. 

Other Alexandrian tradesmen resident at Oxyrhynchus occur in XVI 1880-81 (427), and 

probably LXUI 4392 9 (470). 

6 madativov. On palatini, see LX VIL 4693 3 n. 

7 dvatpaypwarevouevw is synonymous to tpayuatevty7. The word otherwise occurs in XVI 

1982 17 (497), and below, 4922 7. 

ex ToAAod Tov ypovou. Cf. 4922 7. This prepositional phrase also occurs in P. Par. 2tbis.4 (592; 

see BL VII 158) viv d€ po moAdod Tod ypovou ev 7H Kun Owoc; also P. Ness. III 15.5 (512) é« aoAAob 

x[povou apdorepor] ravby évtadba emi tHe Pwoxopoupitay éx[olvtec. 

12ff. ém[t] t@ pe x7A. For the clause, see LX XI 4835 16 n. 

14 AwoxaXapune. On flax, its products, and the terms used for them, see P. Laur. IV 176 introd.; 

J. Gascou, K. A. Worp, CRIPEL 10 (1988) 40; CPR XIV 5 introd. and 10 n. 

15 decu[idva (not décua[c, a term used in earlier centuries for such bundles ) is more likely 

than decu[idvov. The putative delta is of the triangular type, unlike the d-shaped deltas in the rest of 

the text. 

The text will have continued with a reference to the quality of the flax, the number of the bun- 

dles, and the indication of the time when the payment of interest was due. But I have not been able 

to make much out of what remains. 

N. GONIS 

4919. Tor or DocuMENT 

102/30(a) 15 x ¢.10 cm 30 August 501 

This and the following item add to the meagre number of Oxyrhynchite 

documents attesting the military unit of Leontoclibanarn; see below, 7 n. 

Nothing can be said about the nature of document other than that it seems to 

be a contract between an unknown second party and two brothers, both members 

of the numerus and apparently landowners in Oxyrhynchus. The papyrus 1s dark, 
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brittle, and shredded in places, in one of which there seems to lurk a new formula- 

tion (see 4 n.). 

The back is blank. 

F imateia PXaoviov) Toumniov rob évdokorarov, 

Oa0 B, vdk(tiwvoc) t. 

PXaoviowe Twavvy Kai Ilapovbiw rote 
aD > / > a > a \ 

C5? avadepopevwr etc Tov apiOuov 

5 tav yevvja[ctjoratwy Kal Kafocuwpéevwy 

AeovrokAiBav|aptov vioic [ |. . 7. 

C.14 |. yeou[xobcu 

1 UmaterapAs 2 wa, 3 ddAaovioiciwavyyn 5 1. Kabwciwpéeve 6 1. Aeov- 

ToKAiBavaptwv vLoLc 

‘In the consulship of Flavius Pompeius, wir gloriosissimus, Thoth 2, indiction 10. 

‘To Flavii Ioannes and Pamuthius . . . seconded to the numerus of the fortissomt and devotissim 

Leontoclibanarn, sons of ..., landowners...” 

1-2 On the consulship, see CLRE 536-7; CSBE* 202. This is its second earliest occurrence in a 

papyrus, after P. Lond. V 1797 = P. Bingen 129 of 10?.vii.501; a third attestation is offered by BGU XII 

2174 (Herm.; 23.1x.501). Pompeius is invariably styled évd0é6raToc. Avienus, the Western consul of 

the year, has apparently occurred only in a postconsular formula of 502 (CPR XXIV 18.1, as restored 

in CSBE? 202). 
4 It is unclear whether there was anything written before avadepopevwy; the surface is too 

damaged and dirty to allow certainty. If there was, this could be r@v, a novel formulation, even if we 

read {zoic} t@v. One might also think that the genitive is a mistake for a dative; in that case, we could 

try Toic | duct avadepopevwy (1. -ovc) but there are no parallels for this expression from this period. 

5 Tav yevvialijoratwy Kal Kabocuwpévwy. yevvaroratoc is usually applied to a military unit, 

while ka8wcuwpévoc is normally used for individual soldiers; see CPR XXIV p. 89. The two epithets 

occur together also in 4920 4-5, P. Warr. 3.5, SB VI 9455.3 (Leontoclibanaru); LXVUI 4700 4-5, 

(Pharanitae); SB XVIII 13620.2—3 (Maur scutari); and in the earlier BGU IV 1027 = W. Chr. 424.14 (tv), 

referring to soldiers in general. 

6 [AcovroxA:Bav]aptoy, |. -iwv. On this military unit, see B. Palme in Gedenkschrift Ulrike Horak 

= P. Horak (Pap. Flor. XXXIV: 2004) 311-32. Not mentioned in the Notztza Dignitatum, the unit makes 

its first appearance under the name of «A:Bavapvor in documents of the fifth century, while the name 

AeovrokAiBavapior, probably taken in honour of the emperor Leo 1, first occurs in 487. The unit 

seems to have been stationed in the Heracleopolite Alyi, and members of it mostly occur in Arsinoite 

papyri. The other Oxyrhynchite documents attesting them are P. Warr. 3 (before 504; see BL VII 93), 

XVI 1882 (c.504) (the reference is to kAiBavapror), and below, 4920. 

viotc. Two other brothers who are both soldiers, though in different units, occur in SPP XX 

131 (Ars.; 518). 

[ |. .7,. One could try reading [ro]6 7c in 8 (nothing seems to have been written after that 

in this line), but there is not enough space to restore epithet (e.g. ppaxapiac pvc) + name in 7. This 

must therefore be part of the father’s name. 
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7 yeou[xovc.. Cf. 4920 6 as restored. 

N. GONIS 

4920. Top oF Contract 

97/201(b) 11.9 x 9.7 cm Fifth/sixth century 

The upper right part of a contract concluded between a soldier of the numerus 
of Leontoclibanarn, apparently a landowner at Oxyrhynchus, and a woman from an 
Oxyrhynchite village. 

The back was reused for another text, apparently a letter, of which only line 
beginnings remain. There is no trace of a docket. 

F roic pera tH drarelay P[Naoviov) name rob epithet 

Mecopy, te, [ivd(extiwvoc) n. 

Praoviw Makinw 7@ cai Xp[- 68 davadepo- 

ev eic TOV apiOuov Tar [yervaroTatwr Kal 

5 Kabocuwpéevwv AeovtokA[ iBavapiwy vid 

TOU THC paKkaplac puvyunc [ 65 yeovyobvTe 

evtavla 7H Aapmpa Okvpvyxit[@v wé6Aec Adpyrta 

Oancia bvyatnp Am pytpoc [| G12 a7r0 

kone Taxova tod O€upvyxi[tou vosot 

Aaoviw 5 1. cabwowwpevwv 8 am’ 3) i 

‘Under (the consuls) after the consulship of Flavius... , vir... , Mesore 15, indiction n. 

“To Flavius Maximus alias Chr—, seconded to the numerus of the fortissimi and devotissimi Leonto- 

clibanam, son of .. . of blessed memory, landowner here in the splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, 

Aurelia Thaesia, daughter of Ap, mother . . . , from the village of Tacona of the Oxyrhynchite nome 
> 

1 On the totic peta tHv bratetav formula, see BASP 37 (2000) 74-5, with list in n. 3 (add now 

BGU XVII 2682.1 and CPR XIX 8.1, both of 481 and referring to the second postconsular year of 

Leo Aug. 1 cos. 479). Most instances date from the last quarter of the fifth century, the latest being 

XVI 1891 1 of 495 (the formula resurfaces in the mid sixth century, in postconsular clauses of Fl. 

Basilius cos. 541). This tallies with the reference to Leontoclibanari, a unit not attested under this name 

earlier than 487 (see 4919 6 n.). The way Oxyrhynchus is described (see below, 7 n.) would admit 

a date in the early sixth century. 

The length of the break indicates that only one consul figured in the formula; however, the 

candidates are too many to be worth mentioning. 

2 Mesore 15 = August 8. 

3 Diraoviw Magkiw tH xa Xp[-. Maximus may have been the name that Chr— took after he 

joined the army. Another Leontoclibananus with an alias is Fl. Menodorus alias Apaol (P. Rain. Cent. 
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114.5, SPP XX 139.5), while an alias should perhaps be recognized in the case of Fl. Callinicus Iuvin- 

nianus (cf. CPR XXIV 18.3 n.). 

4-5 See 4919 5 n., 6n. 

6 yeovxodvre is restored on the basis of évrad@a in 7. In theory, we could also have a participle 

denoting residence (e.g. katapévovr.), but the Leontoclibananii were not stationed in Oxyrhynchus. (LIX 

3986 12 evdnpuodrrec, used for two quaestionart’ of the praesidial officium in Heracleopolis who were 

temporarily present in Oxyrhynchus, 1s too isolated to serve as a parallel.) 

7 7H Aawmpa O€vpvyyxit[@v moder. The omission of the epithet Aapporarn is standard from 

the early sixth century onwards, but there are such examples already in the fifth century; see D. Hage- 

dorn, <PE 12 (1973) 290 (several examples have accrued since then). 

8 Oancia. This name, a late by-form of Oancic, is rare in Oxyrhynchite documents; besides 

4919, it occurs in LX VIII 4681 6, 15 (419), and (cf. BL XI 172) LXI 4132 9g (619). 

Arn (am’ pap.). This name was previously attested in P. Petaus 116.16, 117.38, 40 (Ars.; 184-7), 

and P. Mich. XV 734.6 (Oxy.; 572). The diastole, found already in P. Petaus 116.16, signals that the 

name was indeclinable or ‘foreign’ (see GMAW’ p. 11). 

g Kw@pnc Taxova. This was a village in the northern part, in the old lower toparchy, of the Oxy- 

rhynchite nome. It may be relevant that there was a mansio in the area of the village (see LX 4087), 

and thus there were frequent military visitors. It is surely a mere coincidence that the Thaesia of 4681 

(see above, 8 n.) is also a native of Tacona. 

N. GONIS 

4921. Loan or MONEY 

103/6(f) 12.8 x 10.8 cm 14 July 523 

A loan of an unknown number of solidi made to two salt-fish sellers, the two 

a married couple. The text offers the latest record for the use of the postconsulate 

of Symmachus and Boethius coss. 522. 

The back is blank. 

xe 
+ peta THY Uratelav PXaoviwv) C[up]uayou Kat Bontiov trav 

Naptrpo(tatwv), Emelh K, ivd(tKtiwv)o(c) a, ev O€upbyx(wr). 

Abpyrror [lamvot uc vidoe Twavvov ntpoc Hpaeidoc 

5 Kal 7 TovTou [y]auetn Xoupotc Ovyatynp Avtwviov untpoc 

Piro€€évalc] apporepor tapryom@Aor amo THe Aap- 

1 |pac O€v[puyx|it[@]v [m]o[A]ewe AdpynAiw Aavinriw 

vid) C15 ].7 vvoc a6 THe abric 

TOAewc xaipew. oujodoy[o]iuev e& aAAnAeyytyc 

10 EcxnKevar Tapa cov ev x]pnce[t] dua yerpoc e€ otKov 

cov etc Olav Hudv Kal avayKatlav [ypeljav ypucot 

VOMLCLAT LA. C.20 | a iwrteKe 

Cvy@ C.22 keh |adatov 
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c.10 akwwouva ovra amo TavToc] KWwdbvov 

19 6.30 Ne ee? 

2 pdr 1. BonBiov 2 Aaptpp’, wd°/, o€vpvyx§ 4 vtoc 1. Hpatdoc 
g addAnirey’yunc 12 tOwwteKw 

‘643. After the consulship of Flavii Symmachus and Boethius, vii clarissimi, Epeiph 20, indiction 
1, in Oxyrhynchus. 

‘Aurelii Papnuthis son of Ioannes, mother Herais, and his wife Churus daughter of Antonius, 

mother Philoxena, both salt-fish sellers, from the splendid city of the Oxyrhynchites, to Aurelius Da- 

nielius son of ...,(mother?)..., from the same city, greetings. We acknowledge on mutual security 

that we have received from you on loan, by hand and out of your house, for our own and pressing 

need, . . . solidi of gold by private (standard) . . . as principal . . . being free of all risk. . .’ 

2-3 On the consulship, see CLRE 578-9 (cf. 580-81); CSBE” 204. This is now the latest attes- 

tation of the postconsulate of Symmachus and Boethius, unless SB XVI 13037, which refers to the 

consulate, dates from 24 October 523, as the indiction indicates. Fl. Maximus, the consul of 523, is 

first attested in XVI 1984 of 28 October 523 (see BL VII 143; LX VII 4616 2-3 n.). 

5 Xovpotc. The name appears to be new. 

6 @iro€éva[c]. In the later period, the name is exclusively attested in Oxyrhynchite docu- 

ments, which squares with the fact that most bearers of the name ®.Ad€evoc occur in documents from 

this area. 

taptyoT@aAo.. This occupation was known exclusively from literary sources (the resolution 

Taptx(omm@Aou 2) in P. Bad. IV 97.14 is not inescapable) until it appeared very recently in P. Count. 

3.104 (229 BC) and P. Sijp. 30.47, 119, 121 (1); cf. also tapryowArky in P. Graux I 21.8, which corre- 

sponds to the more common rapiynpa. A tapiyomparicca is attested in P. Coll. Youtie II 92.8 of 569 

(cited in LSJ from P. Cair. Masp. I 67023, which belongs to the same document). On the compounds 

in -7@Anc, see 4897 5 n. 

Taptyom@Ao. need not be a mistake for tapuyommAa. There are a very few compounds in 

-7@doc, attested mainly in lexica, e.g. BiBAvoT@Aoc, oivoTr@Aoc, tpoBatoTa@doc. 

8 | 7. vvoc. This must be the ending of Danielius’ metronymic. 

12 | a. The trace on the edge, a short descending oblique, would admit mu of a shape such as 

that in 5 [y]auern, but probaly not kappa. [vopucuaria aA decrrotiKa 66xe] ua would have about the 

right length, but the resulting sequence is without parallel. Whatever the case, |_a seems to suggest 

that the loan involved a plurality of solidi. 

14 I do not see how to restore the line convincingly. 

15 emévayKec aTrodw@comev €€ GAAnAeyybyc probably stood in the lost part of the line. 

N. GONIS 

4922. Loan or Money(?) 

86/g0(a) 19.3 x 9.5 cm 4 May 582 

The upper part of what seems to be a loan of money with interest or repay- 

ment (a ‘sale on delivery’) in kind; cf. 4918. The creditor, Martinus, a dealer in tow, 

probably recurs in VI 893, assigned to the sixth/seventh century. 
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The back is blank. 

/ a / \ > / i? a / / + Bactvetalc rob Pevorarov Kal evceBectarou y[a@v dectoTOU peEeyicToU 

evepyétou Praov|iov TiBepiov Kwvcravtivou tov aiwviov Avyovcrou 
i > / ” _ « / al > A > / i? a / ” 

Kat Adtoxpatopoc €rou|c 7, Umatiac Tob adbrod edceB(ectarov) ywv decrroTov €TOUC 

6, Ilaywv 8, ivd(txtiwvoc) té//. 

5 T@ Oavpacwwratw Kupiw Maprivy vid Tob ric waKxapiac 
i > ‘6 2 a > \ ap pvnunc Twavvov I]iiewv crimmompaypatevty amo Ta 

Suatrpa|ypatevoneva ex ToAAOb TOU xpovou ev KHpn dec 

700 O€upvyx|itov vonotd AdpynAtoc Mynvac vide ABpaapiov untpoc 
74) < / > \ ‘4 7 A % / 

_a_e€ince Oppa|pjevoc amd KtHpwatoc ABivync tot Oupvyxirou 

10 = vo | wod xaipew. duodoya dia tabt[ nc pou THc] eyypadov achal[Aciac 

eel eyelet | 6.25 

ie fr. 3 

], ware, _[ lai 
|. €/ kal tratra oporoye [ |rreouc evapéctoic Kal 

3 l.vmatetac evceBS 4 w6// 

‘In the reign of our most godly and most pious master, greatest benefactor, Flavius Tiberius 

Constantinus, the eternal Augustus and Imperator, year 8, in the consulship of our same most pious 

master, year 4, Pachon 9, indiction 15. 

“To the most admirable lord Martinus, son of loannes Pileon of blessed memory, dealer in tow, 

from ‘Ta—, conducting business for a long time in the village of Ophis of the Oxyrhynchite nome, 

Aurelius Menas son of Abraamius, mother . . . , originating from the holding of Lithine of the Oxy- 

rhynchite nome, greetings. I acknowledge through this written bond of mine that I have received from 

your admirableness now on the spot . . . (fr. 2) and these I acknowledge . . . (fr. 3)... . satisfactory...’ 

1-4 On this combination of regnal and consular formulas, see CSBE® 212; the closest parallel 

is P. Iand. III 48 (29.v.582). 

5 T® Oavpacuwratw Kupiw. This collocation otherwise occurs only in in the docket of the letter 

CPR XXV 18 (v1/vm) (P. Got. 9.3 has té Oavpacuwratw Kipw; see BL I.2 69, and R. Rémondon, 

CE 41 (1966) 174). 

5-6 Mapriw . . . crimmompaypatevty: Mapivou crimmompaypartevry (1. -0d) VI 893 3. This 

is the only other occurrence of this occupation (and word) in Greek. It is very tempting to think that 

both texts refer to the same person, even if the writing of the name varies (note that the spelling in 

893 is fairly erratic). 

6 ITAéwv. This must be an Egyptianized Greek name, formed by the masculine demonstrative 

article in Egyptian and the Greek name/noun Aéwv/A€wy (= ‘this Leo/lion’), and treated as indeclin- 

able. It does not seem to have occurred elsewhere. 
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ca - [have not been able to read any known toponym in the traces (neither Ta(a)uewou 
nor Ta(a)jopov can be read). The letter after Ta is pz or (less likely?) a; the last letter is € or c. 

7 dvarpalypatevomévw ex moAA0b Tob xpovov. See 4918 7 n. 
Kaun Qher. See 4862 3 n. 

g KTHpatoc AvBivyc. This hamlet was part of the Apion estate; see LV 3804 241 n. 3804 im- 
plies that it was situated in the southern part of the Oxyrhynchite nome. 

10-11 oporoya dia tabt[ He pov tic] eyypadou acha[Nelac éc]ynxévat. This is not a common 
sequence in Oxyrhynchite documents; I have found it only in XVI 1891 4—5 (495). It is more at home 
in documents from the Thebaid. 

delivery. 

fr. 2 

1~2 Itis tempting to read Ade€a[vdpeiac in 1 and AA]eé(avdpeiac) in 2, indicating the monetary 
standard of Alexandria. However, Cuy@ is difficult to read in 1: it is hard to reconcile the first two 
traces on the line with Cv. 

2 kal TavTa Spodoya. The reference is to the borrowed principal that will have to be repaid; 

cf e.g. XVI 1892 16-17 (581) kal radra opodloya] mapacyeiv 7H ch aldecyudryte KTA. 

fr. 3 

2 |rreouc evapécrouc. edapécrore would be part of the description of produce, to be delivered in 

a ‘satisfactory’ condition; cf. e.g. BGU XII 2185.10 (512?) ev xJaAdpouc K[ad]oic Kai edapéctouc. Given 

that the creditor is a dealer in tow, the reference could be to tow (or flax), and |zeo1c may be restored 

as c(r)um]éouec, |. ¢(r)umm(e)iouc; cf. P. land. VI 132.5 (v1/vit) crimea. For the construction cf. PSI V 

369.19 (334) [e]v ¢[temmJim xabap@ eda[péctw], P. Miinch. HI 89.20 (339) ev cim[aiw emjirydio Kat 

evapéctw; other passages in which edapecrov modifies ¢(r)immuov are P. Herm. 22.17 (394) and VIII 

1130 13 (484). 

N. GONIS 

4923-4930. DOCUMENTS FROM THE DOSSIER OF THE ‘APION FAMILY’ 

Most of the documents in this section stem from the archive of the ‘Apion 

estate’. 4923-9 belong to the well-documented period when the estate was under 

Fl. Apion m1, and complement certain documents published in vol. XVI of The 

Oxyrhynchus Papyn. They are receipts and payment orders recording disbursements 

of meat and bread on behalf of the estate to military personnel and inhabitants 

of certain settlements respectively. As is often the case with documents of this type, 

the exact purpose of the payments or the relationship between the estate and the 

payees and intermediaries of the payments are frustratingly inexplicit (hypothetical 

contexts are offered below, in the general introductions to the two groups of docu- 

ments). 4930, though it does not concern directly the affairs of the estate, attests 

one of its high-level central administrators. 
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4923-4925. RecEIPTS FOR MEAT RATIONS 

The following three receipts of meat were issued by Menas, pork butcher 

(yopoysdyeupoc) in the service of the ‘Apion’ estate (€vdo€oc ofkoc; cf. 4923 1), 

to various military personnel between 550 and 552. Menas appears in a similar 

capacity in XVI 2013 (25.vii.551) and 2014 (25.v.551; now fully published by B. 

Haug, ZPE 160 (2007) 217-19), and he may be identical to the yorpoayerpoc of this 

name attested as the recipient of a large money payment in the Apionic account 

XVI 2032 87, g1 (540/41; see BL VI 105). Menas might conceivably have been an 

independent butcher, with the Apion estate as his principal customer. It is more 

probable, however, that he was a central employee of the estate analogous to the 

otvoxerpectyc and charged with overseeing the production and distribution of meat 

within it (on the otvoyeupectrync see T. M. Hickey, A Public ‘House’ but Closed (Diss. 

Chicago 2001) 126ff.). As in the case of the oivoyeupuctyc, there may have been only 

one xorpouayerpoc at a time serving the Oxyrhynchite estate. By 561, at any rate, 

a different butcher appears in this role (XVI 1903 1). 

The recipients, periods of payment, and amounts of meat in the five receipts 

issued by Menas can be summarized as follows: 

4923 (7.1x.550) 10 cTpaTL@rau 1 month 300 lbs. 

4924 (21.x1.550) 5, buccellaru 2-8 days (10-40 lbs.) 

2014 (25.v.551) 10 cTpaTi@Tau 1 month 300 lbs. 
+ ‘Faustinus’ 16 days 16 lbs. 

2013 (25.v11.551) Q cTpaTi@rau 1 month 270 lbs. 
4925 (8.111.552) 14 cTpaTiorar 3 days 42 lbs. 

The shorter periods relate to those soldiers said to have come from elsewhere 

(4924, 4925), whereas the longer ones apply to those ‘staying’ (7apapévoucr) at the 

estate. The quantity of meat issued to the soldiers (unpreserved in 4924) is always 

equivalent to a daily ration of one pound per person, which is also attested in other 

military payments recorded in Apionic accounts: XVI 1903 (561); 1920 (after 563; 

see BL X 145); some of the entries in 2046 (564; see BL X 146; on the variable 

rations in this account see the analysis of F’ Morelli, Olio e retribuzioni nell’Egitto tardo 

(1996) 66-78). The Apionic ration is thus higher than the traditional military annona 

of 2 pound of meat per soldier; cf. F. Mitthof, Annona militaris: Die Heeresversorgung 

im spatantiken Agypten i (Pap. Flor. XXXII: 2001) 238-45. Like the recipients in 1920 

and 2046, the above soldiers were probably also entitled to rations of bread, wine, 

and oil. 

The functions performed by the soldiers are not stated. ‘The interpretation of 

the nature of the payments depends to a great extent on the model of the Byzan- 

tine ‘large estate’ adopted and how the relationship between large estates and the 

imperial government is conceived. Since Jean Gascou’s influential thesis that estates 
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such as that of Apions are ‘semi-public’ institutions (argued most fully in T@MByz 9 

(1985) 4-90), the view has prevailed that all soldiers receiving rations from the Apion 

estate are imperial troops: the supply of their annona was a public munus incumbent 

upon the estate, and the soldiers served under the latter’s authority in the fulfil- 

ment of public functions (mostly policing or assisting with the collection of taxes); 

see J. Gascou, “L’'Institution des Bucellaires’, BIFAO 76 (1976) 143-56; O. Schmitt, 

‘Die Buccellarii’, Tyche 9 (2001) 147-74, esp. 167-8; Mitthof, Annona militarts i 244-5. 

Lately, however, Peter Sarris, Economy and Society in the Age of Justinian (2006) 162~75, 

has revived the idea that at least some soldiers appearing in the Apion archive were 

‘part-time’ retainers illegally recruited from the imperial troops to serve the estate’s 

private ends. Sarris emphasizes the legislation prohibiting this practice and the use 

of the verb zapapeévw in papyri to describe the relation of crpatidrat, buccellarii, 

and cvjp.axor to the estate, a verb that he takes to imply a specific contractual rela- 

tionship (Gascou, “L’'Institution des Bucellaires’ 145, also interprets the verb in this 

manner but does not see it in contradiction with the public function of buccellaru; cf. 

also Haug, loc. cit. 219 [1 n.], for a non-technical understanding of wapapéve). The 

present receipts, while further illustrating the close association of military forces 

with the Apion estate, do not help to steer the debate in a particular direction. 

4923 and 4924 are written in the same hand, which is also that of 2013 and 

2014, while 4925 appears to be the work of a different scribe. They are written 
in three lines across the fibres on broad rectangular strips of papyrus. ‘Their backs 

are blank. 

A. BENAISSA 

4923. RECEIPT FOR MEAT SUPPLIED TO SOLDIERS 

1 1B.120/H(a) 31 x 5.5 cm 7 September 550 

A receipt for 300 pounds of meat issued by Menas to ro soldiers ‘staying’ 

(rapapévouci; see above, general introd.) at the ‘glorious house’, for their subsist- 

ence over one month. It parallels 2013 and 2014, which likewise concern ‘staying’ 

soldiers. 

+ €860(qcav) dua) Myva xoupopayip(ov) (vac.) tote ” ctpati@t(acc) mapapeévouc(t) TH 

evd06E(w) olk(w) Ady(w) avad(@paroc) 

Tob Owb pun(voc) THe TeccapackadeKaTyc ivd(tKTi@voc) Kpéwe AiTp(at) TpLaKoctac, 

yi(vovrat) Kp(éwc) Al(rpar) T wo(var). (m. 2) yi(vovtar) Kpé(we) Aitp(at) TpLaxociac. 

(€rouc) cxl pos, OedO t, ivd(txTiwvoc) TeccapackadeKaryc. (m. 3) yl(vovtat) Kp(Ewc) 

Ni(tpar) 7 wO(vat). 

1 €50 (Se, youpowayrp (I. -yetpov), crpatiwr§mapapevouc§ Twevdo€SorxAoyfavaX 2 ph, wa, 
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Aitp, yexpATpp, yexpe Artp l. tpvaxdccac (b05) 2,3 |. reccapeckardeKaryc ot NL, (PN, 

yerpAT ug 

‘Given through Menas, pork butcher, to the 10 soldiers who are staying at the glorious house, on 

account of expenses of the month Thoth of the fourteenth indiction, three hundred pounds of meat, 

total 300 pounds of meat only.’ (2nd hand) “Total three hundred pounds of meat.’ 

‘Year 227 = 196, Thoth 10, indiction fourteenth.’ 

(3rd hand) “Total 300 pounds of meat only.’ 

1 Mnva yowpopayip(ov). See above, general introd., and below, 4924 1 n. 

ctpatimt(aic). Cf. 4925 1. These were soldiers of the regular army, and should not be confused 

with BovxeAAapror; see O. Schmitt, Tyche 9 (1994) 167 n. 175, and B. Palme, Zyche 11 (1996) 254. An 

important text is XVI 2046, which distinguishes between crpatidrar and BovxedAaprot. 

ctpatim@t(aic) tapapévouc(t) T@ evd6E(w) olk(w). Among the receipts issued by Menas, we find 

the same formulation in 2013 1 and 2014 1; cf. also PSI VIII 953.18, 29, etc. (buccellaru), XVI 2045 

I (cbppayot). 

T® €vdoE(w) oik(w). On this designation of the Apion estate, see LX XI 4835 9-10 n. 

Aoy(w) avad(wparoc). Cf. 2013 1, 2014 1, 4924 2, 4925 1; see the discussion below, 4924 2 n. 

2 Kpéwe Aitp(ac). The meat is as a rule pork; see H.-J. Drexhage, MBAH 16.2 (1997) 97; Mit- 

thoff, Annona militaris 1 214-15. 1 pound = 327.4 g; see J. Gascou, ‘La Table budgétaire d’Antaeopolis’, 

in Hommes et richesses dans ’ Empire byzantin 1 (1989) 287, for other possible conversions. 

3 For the conversion of the date to its Julian equivalent, see CSBE* 150, 159. 

Ow v. It is remarkable that the date of the payment is ten days later than the beginning of the 

period covered by the rations. 

A. SYRKOU 

4924. RecEeIpT FOR MEAT SUPPLIED TO BUCCELLARII 

97/35(c) 16 x 6cm 21 November 550 
Plate XIII 

A receipt for meat issued by Menas to five individuals from Cynopolis, no 

doubt duccellarn stationed in this city (see 1-2 n.). The document is incomplete at 

the right and irregularly damaged at the top. The amount of meat is lost, and the 

period of payment could range from 2 to 8 days (see 2 n.). 

+ €564(ncav) du(a)| M[nva xorlplo]u[a]yip(ov) vac. rotc € [BovxeAX(apiouc) - - - 

amo thc Kuvad(v) Ady(w) avaA(@patoc) THv ard py(vdc) Abdp KB €we x[_ rod adr(od), 

nuEpav n, Kpéwe Nitpar n, yi(vovtar) Kp(éwc) Al(Tpar) n. 

(€rouc) ck pos, Addp Ke, vd(tkTiwvoc) TeccapackadeKaTn|c. 

1 -|yip |. xotpopayetpou 2 kuvwdoyfavax, wh 3 L,wa 1. reccapecwar- 
deKaTHC 

‘Given through Menas, pork butcher, to the 5 buccellarw . . . from Cynopolis, on account of 

the allowance from the 22nd of the month Hathyr to the 2-th of the same (month), (total) n days, n 

pounds of meat, total n pounds of meat. 
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“Year 227/196, Hathyr 25, indiction fourteenth.’ 

1 M[nva xor]p[o]u[a]yip(ov). The restoration of Menas’ name is guaranteed by the identity 
of the hand in 2013, 2014, and 4923. The list of papyrologically attested youpoudayerpor by H.-J. 
Drexhage, MBAH 16.2 (1997) 102 n. 23, is incomplete; add XVI 1903 1 (561), 2032 87, gt (540/41; 
see BL VI 105), 2052 5 (579); P. Cair. Masp. II 67141.1.35, 36 (v1), 67164.3 (569); P. Ross. Georg. III 
18.14 (v1/vu); P. Strasb. I 47.37, 39, 51, 48.8, 10, 49.7, 9, 19, 50.17 (566); SPP III 425.1 (vm). The earliest 
attestation of the term is in PSI LI 202 (338), which mentions an association of pork butchers (kowév 
TOV Xo“pomayeipwyr); otherwise the remaining instances are all from the sixth and seventh centuries. 

P. Prag. I 72 (vm) seems to provide an example of a youpoéyecpoc in the service of an Arsinoite estate: 

the butcher David orders the pronoetes Menas to issue 15 lbs. of meat (see BL IX 215) to the notarius 

Marianus, which suggests that David worked in the same estate as Menas. youpouayerpo are involved 

in the supply of meat to soldiers also in XVI 1903, P. Mich. XIII 673, and PSI 938; cf. also P. Lond. 

IIT (p. 236) 1254.22 (rv). 

1-2 toic € [BovxeAA(apioic) - - - | avo tHe Kuva(v). The recipients are almost certainly a de- 

tachment of buccellaru, given their provenance; cf. XX VII 2480 3, 6, 13, 60, 75, 80 and PSI VHI 

953-41, which similarly record the issue of wine to buccellarii from Cynopolis. On buccellarii, irregular 

state soldiers in the service of a military officer or public official, see the comprehensive treatment 

of O. Schmitt, Tyche 9 (2001) 147-74 (with further bibliography), and cf. the works of Gascou and 

Sarris cited above, general introd. Buccellarii serving under the authority of the Apions’ évdo€oc ofkoc 

in Oxyrhynchus were garrisoned at Cynopolis, Heracleopolis, and Coma (Heracleopolite nome). 

A number of Apionic accounts and receipts detail expenditure on their alimentary provision during 

their stay in the city: 1 150 (wine); XVI 1903 (meat); 2046 (bread, meat, wine, oil and wood); XX VII 

2480 (wine); PSI VIII 953 (wine); cf. 1 156 1-3. The size of the Cynopolite garrison of buccellarii is 

unknown, but they never exceed 35 in individual account entries and receipts (cf. XX VII 2480 68, 

75, 80). As 2046 44 ff shows, buccellaru were often paid by contuberniae, sub-units of up to seven buccel- 

lari, as seems to be the case here; see Schmitt, loc. cit. 165 with n. 150. The rest of line 1 was probably 

occupied by a generic phrase such as €Afotcw évtadda (see 4925 1 with n.). 

4924 appears to be the earliest attestation of buccellaru in Oxyrhynchus to date. On the impos- 

sibility of restoring roic [__ BovxxeAAa]p(éouc) in SB XVI 12608.1 (511), see P. J. Sypesteijn, Aegyptus 

68 (1988) 86 = BL IX 287. 

2 Ady(w) avaX(@paroc). The phrase is usually associated with expenditure of rations; see 

Morelli, Olio ¢ retribuzioni 26: ‘Pespressione é usata spesso con un significato simile a dep tpodic e 

puo quindi essere intesa nel senso di “per le spese, per il consumo, per il bisogno di una certa cosa” 

(see also n. 60). 

amo pn(voc) Abdp KB éwe «[_. The time span could range from the 23rd («[y) to the 29th («[4) 

of the month. For the restoration of tod adz(od) (scil. unvdc), nuepav n, cf. PSI VII 953.1v.34, 36 etc. 

(567/8; see BL V 125), VIL 1043 2 (578). The amount of meat would have been based on the rate of 

(1 Ib. x 5 buccellarit) x n days; see above, general introd. Thus, assuming that the period of payment 

runs up to the day of the receipt’s issue on 25 Hathyr, one could restore a6 un(voc) Abdp KB ewe x[e 

Tov avr(ovd), jwepav 6, Kpéwe Aitpar elkoc, yi(vovtat) Kp(éwe) Ai(rpar) x]. The confirmation of the 

amount of meat, written in a different hand, would have occupied the end either of this line (cf. 2013 

2, 4923 2) or of the following line (cf. 4925 3). 

3 The fourteenth indiction as defined by the Oxyrhynchite era numbers 227/196 is the equiva- 

lent of the Julian year 29 August 550 to 28 August 551; for the conversion of the date, see CSBE* 

150, 160. 

A. BENAISSA 
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4925. RECEIPT FOR MEAT SUPPLIED TO SOLDIERS 

1 1B.120/ H(b) 30 x 4.cm 8 March 552 

A receipt for 42 pounds of meat for the supply of 14 soldiers who had come to 

Oxyrhynchus (é€AGotcv évrat0a) for a period of three days. 

+ €60(ncav) Sa) Myvé xorpopayip(ov) (vac.) rote 8 crparir(acc) CAM(odcw) evtabba 

Noy(w) avadwp(atoc) Huep(@v) ¥, jweplo]u(ciwc) Kpéwe [Ait] pac 

dexatéccapec, Kpéwe Aitpac TeccepaKovta vo, yi(vovtar) Kp(éwc) Ai(tpar) uP mova. 

(€rouc) cxn pol, Dapevod oB, v8(txTiwvoc) méuTTyc (Kal dexatyc). (m. 2) yi(vovrat) 
/ , / iy 

KPEWC Nitpac TECCEPAKOVTA duo. 

I So Fd, Xoipomayip, crpatiwteAO, AottavakwKynuep, nue[po]p 1. xorpopayetpou Ti, 2 

3 1. XNirpa 2,3 |. reccapaKkovra 2 yeKp% = 1. povar 3 L, wa, ye 

‘Given through Menas, pork butcher, to the 14 soldiers who came here on account of expenses 

of 3 days, at 14 pounds of meat daily, forty-two pounds of meat, total 42 pounds of meat only. 

“Year 228 = 197, Phamenoth 12, indiction fif(teenth).’ 

(2nd hand) “Total forty-two pounds of meat.’ 

1 €AM(odcw) evratOa. The soldiers presumably came from a garrison outside Oxyrhynchus. 

The phrase recurs in various accounts, receipts, and orders for payment, especially in connection 

with military personnel: XVI 1888 2 (488) (crpati@rar), 1920 1 (after 563) (avOpwror of the dux of 

the Thebaid, including various soldiers and officials), 2046 1 (564) (BouxceAAGpior), XX VI 2480 3-4, 

etc. (565/62) (BouxceAAapior, vewrepor, craBAirar, Kpoppvdc@rar), 1 150 1 (590) (BouxneAAapror from 

Heracleopolis and Coma); also SB XVI 12608 1 (511) (recipients uncertain; see BL [X 287). Some of 

these examples, like 4925, do not specify the provenance of the recipients. Cf. also 4924 1-2 n. 

3, For the conversion of the date to its Julian equivalent, see CSBE* 150, 162. 

IX. SNORI LOMU! 

4926-4929. ORDERS AND A RECEIPT FOR THE SUPPLY OF BREAD 

4926, 4928, and 4929 are orders from the ‘glorious house’ of the Apions 

to Pamuthius, provost of the monastery of Musaeus, for the delivery of bread 

to groups of people from various villages. A similar order has been published as 

XVI 1952, now to be dated to 21 May 564 (cf. 4927), where read provacryp(iov) 

Movcaiov for the editors’ wovact(npiov) ‘Omooucion (first suggested by A. Syrkou in 

her PhD thesis). 4927 is a receipt by Pamuthius for a similar delivery of bread. The 

particulars of this group of documents can be summarized as follows: 
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Date Village ovom“ata pupa 
4926  Pachon 26 Meskanounios and _ 100 (50 x 2) 300 

Megalou Choriou 
1952 ~— Pachon 26 Tarouthinou 200 600 
4927 = Pachon 28 Senokomis 213 639 
4928  Pachon 2[?] Theagenous 292 66 
4929 Pauni 2 Laura 24 72 

The number of recipients is remarkable. Assuming an equal distribution, the 
quantities of bread imply a ration of three apia per person. In 4927 2 the pur- 
pose of the deliveries is said to be Adyw tpod(jc) [Taya xn, which suggests a daily 

ration for sustenance. As the dates of the documents coincide with the peak time of 

the grain harvest, and most of the settlements named are known to have been part 

of the Apion estate, one possibility is that the deliveries of bread were intended for 

the provision of estate labourers involved in the harvest. Compare the free supplies 

of bread to eporkidtai of the earlier Appianus estate for their extra casual labour in 

this period; see D. Rathbone, Economic Rationalism and Rural Society in Third-Century 

A.D. Egypt (1991) 161, 181 n. 6, 183. For the later period, cf: the payments of bread 

(inter alia) to vintagers in SB XII 10990 nos. 1~15 (v/vi). These distributions in kind 

to 6voyara from various estate settlements have a close parallel in XVI 2012 (30. 

ix.590; see BL XI 157), a receipt by an oimocheiristes for the issue of wine to a total 

of 164 individuals from five Apionic hamlets. (The villages in these documents, it 

may be noted, do not form a geographically coherent group.) If the hypothesis 
suggested here is correct, 1t remains unclear whether these labourers were paid for 

work they performed in their own epoikia and villages or in a different part of the 

estate. 

The relationship between the Apion estate and the monastery of Musaeus 

is not entirely transparent. R. Rémondon, CE 47 (1972) 274, interpreted 1952 as 

an indication that the monastery was under the trusteeship of the estate and was 

thereby exploited to become a ‘centre de distribution de ses aum6nes person- 

nelles’. If the bread deliveries were charitable or festal distributions, however, we 

would expect an expression such as Aoyw éoptik@v/evceBetac, not Aoyw TpoPyc in 

4927 2. Furthermore, the only other attestation of the monastery in XVI 2020 

38 (c.567-88) suggests that it was administratively and financially independent of 

the estate, since its (small) fiscal payment in this text is distinct from that of the 

évdoéoc otkoc (cf. 2020 15; Rémondon could not have made the connection as he 

relied on the reading jpovact(npiov) ‘Omoouctov in 1952). We may consider whether 

the monastery ran a commercial bakery, whose services were hired by the Apion 

estate for the provision of its labourers during times of intensive agricultural work 

(the estate also possessed at least one bakery of its own, cf. LI 3641 9-10 (544) 

KpiBavelw . . . THC weTepac Ureppvetac, but it was probably insufficient when very 
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large quantities of bread were needed). Compare the role of other Oxyrhynchite 

monasteries in the production of rope for a variety of estate installations: LI 3640 

(533), 1 148 (556), XVI 2015 (556), SB XVIII 140613 (556). The involvement of 

monasteries in the bread-making trade is not well documented in the papyri, but 

it is plausible considering that coenobitic monasteries were usually well equipped 

with mills and ovens; see e.g. H. E. Winlock, The Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes 

i (1926) 53-4, and cf. XVI 1890 (508); on the trades practiced in monasteries, see 

generally J. Gascou, in The Coptic Encyclopedia v. 1640-41. It is interesting that in 

a Coptic letter by the ascetic Moses of Abydos (v/vi) to the superior of a convent, 

he admonishes the nuns for ‘baking for lay people’; see E. Wipszycka, ‘L’Ascétisme 

féminin dans l’Egypte de l’Antiquité tardive’, in H. Melaerts, L. Mooren (eds.), Le 

Réle et le statut de la femme en Egypte hellénistique, romaine et byzantine (Studia Hellenistica 
37: 2002) 367-8, for references and commentary (we thank Professor Wipszycka for 

bringing this passage to our attention). The reproach may hint that the practice 

was not uncommon among some monastic establishments. 

4926 and 4928 were written by the same scribe, who also distinguishes him- 

self from the scribes of the other texts by using the terms mpoectwc and pov7 for 

the equivalent apyiwavdpityc and povacrypiov. The inventory numbers of 4927 

and 4929 indicate that these two papyri were found together, but although their 

hands are similar, they do not appear to be the work of the same scribe (1952 is in 

yet another hand). All documents but 4927 are dated by month and indiction only, 

but the additional use of the Oxyrhynchite era in 4927 5 allows the others to be 

assigned to 564. 

The papyri are written across the fibres and are blank on the back. 

A. BENAISSA 

4926. ORDER FOR THE SUPPLY OF BREAD 

52 1B.26(C)/D(4)b 14.2 x 6.9 cm 21 May 564 

A complete order from the ‘glorious house’ to Pamuthius for the delivery of 

bread to a total of 100 people from Meskanounios and Megalou Choriou. It is writ- 

ten by the same scribe as 4928. 

+ 7@ evAaPect(atw) [Tapovbiw mpoect(@71) wove M[ovc|aiou 

6 evdo€(oc) oiko[c]. mapacyou Toic a6 Meckavotvioc 

ovou(act) v Kat Totc amo Mey[a]Aov Xwpiov dvop(act) v, yi(vovrat) dvou(ara) p, 

pwpia tTprakoca, yi(vovtar) pap(ia) tT wo(va). Ilaywv xs, 

5 Wwd(uKtiwvoc) ob. FPP 

1 evAaBects, mpoect§ 2 evdoEs 3 ovons (bis), yeovops 4 yeboustpp 

5 WA 
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“To the most pious Pamuthius, provost of the monastery of Musacus, (from) the glorious house. 
Provide the 50 people from Meskanounios and the 50 people from Megalou Choriou, total 100 peo- 
ple, with three hundred loaves of bread, total 300 loaves of bread only. Pachon 26, indiction 12.’ 

I mpoect(wr.). Cf. 4928 1. For the term’s equivalency to épyy.avdpiryc in certain contexts, see 
P. Barison, Aegyptus 18 (1938) 37, and E. Wipszycka, in The Coptic Encyclopedia vi. 2021. 

2 Meckavovmoc. For the instances of this ftema in relation to the Apion estate, see R. Mazza, 
Larchinio degh Apioni (2001) 182. It is not attested earlier than the sixth century. 

3 Mey|a]Aov Xwpiov. See Mazza, Larchivio degli Apioni 180, for additional attestations of this 
Apionic eporkion. 

4 ywpia. Payments of bread in Apionic documents are usually expressed in (4ptwv) Atrpac. 
Presumably one yswiov implied a standard weight or amount of grain per loaf of bread. Cf. F Mo- 
relli, Olio e retribuzioni nell’gitto tardo (1996) 101-2; Rathbone, Economic Rationalism 308. 

A. BENAISSA 

4927. RECEIPT FOR THE SUPPLY OF BREAD 

54 1B.25(A)/D(4)b 15 x 7.5 cm 23 May 564 

A receipt for 639 loaves of bread given to the people of Senokomis by Pam- 

uthius ‘on account of food’. The receipt implies that Pamuthius received from the 

administration of the Apion estate an order similar to 1952, 4926, and 4928-9. 

+ €004(y) d:(4) LTapovBiov apyuavdp(irov) wovactyp(tov) Moucaiov 

Toic amo Cevorwpe|we 6]vdu(ace) cvy Ady(w) tpod(jc) Ilayav Kn 

ivd(ukTiwvoc) dwoeKaTnc Pupl(la) €Eakdcia TpiaKovTa evvea, 

yi(vovtat) pwplia) xAO o(va). fer 
/ (€rouc) cu kal cB, Tlaywv Kn, vd(uKtimvoc) dwoeKaTnc. 

1 €50 bt, apypavdppovacryp 2 ovops$cuyAoyStpod 3 wa, pops 4 yepbopsyrAd ug 

5 EE wa, 

“Given through Pamuthius, archimandrite of the monastery of Musaeus, to the 213 people from 

Senokomis on account of food for Pachon 29 of the twelfth mdiction, six hundred thirty-nine loaves 

of bread, total 639 loaves of bread only. Year 240 and 209, Pachon 28 of the twelfth indiction.’ 

2 Cevoxwpe|we. For the connections of this village with the Apion estate, see Mazza, L’archwio 

degh Apron 185. 

Ady(w) tpod(7c). For the resolution of zpo¢( ) and parallels, see P, Hamb. III 216.3 n. (“Bei diesen 

Wendungen handelt sich immer um eine bestimmte Lebensmittelmenge fiir einen bestimmten Zeit- 

raum’); cf. also F. Mitthof, A. Papathomas, ZPE 103 (1994) 61. 

5 The twelfth indiction as defined by the Oxyrhynchite era numbers 240/209 1s the equiva- 

lent of the Julian year 30 August 563 to 28 August 564; for the conversion of the date, see CSBE* 

151, 163. 

A. SYRKOU 
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4928. ORDER FOR THE SUPPLY OF BREAD 

53 1B.26(D)F(3)a 15.1 x 4.6 cm 16-24 May 564 

A complete order to Pamuthius, presumably from the same ‘glorious house’ 

of 4926 2 and 4929 2, for the delivery of bread to 22 people from Theagenous. It 

is written by the same scribe as 4926. 

+ 7@ evrAaBect(arw) TTapovbia mpoect(@re) [o]vyic Moucaiov. 

mapacxou Toic ad Oeayevouc dvop(act) KB pwp(ta) 

é€jxovra €&, yi(vovrat) paplia) Es pd(va). Tayav x ,, v8(uxtiwvoc) oB. 

PPP 
1 evAaBectS, mpoects 2 ovons 3 yepopsEspp, wr, 

‘To the most pious Pamuthius, provost of the monastery of Musaeus. Provide the 22 people 

from Theagenous with sixty-six loaves of bread, total 66 loaves of bread only. Pachon 2-, indic- 

tion 12.” 

2 Oeayévouc. For the instances of this eporkion (8th pagus) in relation to the Apion estate, see 

Mazza, Larchwwio deglt Apioni 186. 

A. BENAISSA 

4929. ORDER FOR THE SUPPLY OF BREAD 

54 1B.25(A)/D(4)c 15 x 77cm 27 May 564 

A complete order to Pamuthius from the ‘glorious house’ for the delivery of 

bread to 24 people from Laura. 

+ 7@ evAaB(ectatw) lapovbiw apxywavdpit(yn) wovactip(tov) 

Movcaiov vac. 6 évdo€(oc) otkoc. vac. (mapacxov) Toic KO op(_) ( ) 

amo Aatpac fapi(a) €BdounKovta dvo, 

yi(vovtar) fwpt(a) oB. [Latve B, vd(uxtiwvoc) 8B. PPP signs 

1 evAab§, apyavdpits, wovactip 1. povactnpiov 2 evdoes 3, 4 Pwr 

4 yepope, Wd, 

“To the most pious Pamuthius, archimandrite of the monastery of Musaeus, (from) the glorious 

house. (Provide) the 24... from Laura with seventy-two loaves of bread, total 72 loaves of bread. 

Pauni 2, indiction 12.’ 

2 op(_).( ). Not ovop(ace) as in the other documents. The first letter, a very tall upright with 

some scattered traces to the right, is either ¢ or x. The final letter is a tall upright undercut by an ob- 

lique abbreviation stroke. Some traces to the left suggest the loop of delta, but the loop would be very 

small compared to other deltas in this hand. What remains of the presumed p may also be interpreted 

as t with a horizontal join from the right near the top, e.g. «7 (compare iz of apyiwavdpiz(y) in 1). 
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3 Aadpac. This is probably the village of the Cynopolite nome attested in X 1256 7, 16, 24 

(282), on which see N. Litinas, APF 40 (1994) 159. XVI 1867 (vii), a letter possibly but not certainly 

belonging to the Apion archive, mentions two villages by the name of Aadjpac "Ecw (10) and Aavpac 

"E&w (16). 

ea NaR Ke O]U) 

4930. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DEBT 

65 6B.37/H(1-3)b 12.5 x 34 cm 29 August — 21 November 614 
Plate XVI 

Victor, headman of the curialis Valerius, acknowledges that he owes 4 solidi 

and 6 carats to Fl. Sergius, comes and dwecetes of the ‘glorious house’; Sergius might 

supply an example of promotion within the bureaucracy of the estate (see 4 n.). 

There is no mention of interest. The solidi are said to be ‘of 18 carats on the Alex- 

andrian standard’, which is new (see below, 13-16 n.). 

A blank space of 9 cm separates the main body of the document from the 

remnants of the notary’s signature. The endorsement is in a hand similar to that 

of the subscription. 

evepyétov| PA(aoviov) HpakAeiov tov [aiwviou 

Abyotctov| kat Atdtoxpatopoc €[tToluc 

n, month, day| ¢(v)d(uKtiwv)o(c) ¥. 

Paolvilw] Cepyiw t@ mepiPAe(mTw) KopeTe 

5 Kal OjiorKnTH TOO evddEov olKoV Via 

to]0 THC paKapiac {rob THC} wYnUNC 

Bli|xz[o]plo]e amo ric O€upuyxit(av) 7oAewc 

eyw Bixtwp perlorepoc Ovarepiou 

Tov pweyadotpe(mectatov) ToALTEVOMEVvoU 

10 amo THC a’THc TOAEwWC. Opodoy|[ a 

odetrew 7H buetépa AayTpdo(TyTX) 

Kal ypewc|t(etv)| Kabapwe Kal aToKpoT wc 

ypucod vopicuata Téccepa 

Kal Kepatia €€ €xactov 

15 G0 KEepatioy deKaoKTw 

A[Ale€avdpeiac. kal tavTa 

6[loAoya diddvae adry €v 7H 

eikade ExTH T[o]0 Abdp 

unvoc THC Tapovcyc 

20 tpitnc t(v)d(uxtiwv)o(c) avuepberw{c. 
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KUPLOV TO YpapLLaTetov 

amN(obv) ypad(ev) Kal éep(wrnfeic) 

wpodoyynca.t (m. 2) Bikrwp 

preclorep(oc) cToLyet Lor 

25 TOUTO TO yp(apyeatvov) we mpdK(erTat). MapKoc 

éyp(arsa) (rep) adtob ayp(aupatov) ovToc.+ 

(vac.) 

|. .[y-2 etle[liot]i 

Back, downwards along the fibres: 

(m.2?) +ypa]u(uarov) Bixrop(oc) wel(orépov) O|dadepiov trod 

peyaN(orpemectatov) todite(vomévov) aso TH ['O]E[v]p[vy]xlerav 

30 xp(vcodt) AX(eEavdpetac) vo(picpatiwv) 6 Kep(atiwv) s 

ExacTo(v) amo (Kepatiwv) iy 

1 pas 3,20 iva 4 mepiBX 7 o€upvyxe Q peyarorp Il vpetepadapurp 

22 amXypadg, emep 24 pelorep 25 yp, TpoK 26 eyps, ayp 29 peyaXroAt, 

[olé[v]p[vy]* 30 ypaXNdxepsexactatgin 

‘... benefactor Fl. Heraclius, the eternal Augustus and Imperator, year n (= 4 or 5), month, day, 

indiction 3. 

‘To Flavius Sergius, vir spectabilis, comes and duoecetes of the glorious house, son of Victor of 

blessed memory, from the city of the Oxyrhynchites, I, Victor, headman of the most magnificent 

Valerius, cwrialis, from the same city. | acknowledge that I owe to your splendour clearly and without 

fail four gold solidi and six carats, each of eighteen carats on the Alexandrian standard. And these 

I acknowledge to give to you on the twenty-sixth of the month of Hathyr of the current third indic- 

tion without delay. The contract, written in a single copy, is binding, and in reply to the formal ques- 

tion I have given my consent.’ 

(2nd hand) ‘I, Victor, headman—this contract is satisfactory to me as aforementioned. I, Mar- 

cus, wrote for him as he is illiterate. 

‘Completed (through me. . .)’ 

Back: ‘Contract of Victor, headman of the most magnificent Valerius, cwrzalis, from the (city) of 

the Oxyrhynchites, of 4 solidi and 6 carats of gold on the Alexandrian standard, each (solidus being) 

of 18 carats.’ 

1~3 The restoration is based on regnal formula A1 in CSBE* 267, attested in the region of 

Oxyrhynchus. 

3 t(v)d(uxTiwyv)o(c) y. This third indiction began on 29 August 614. The loan was to be repaid 

on 22 November 614 (see 18-20 n.). Heraclius’ regnal year would have been either the 4th or the 5th, 

depending on whether the text was written before or after 5 October, Heraclius’ dies imperti. We should 

rule out the possibility that this indiction 3 was the one starting in 629, since the regnal formula would 

have been different; the chronological distribution of the Oxyrhynchite documentation and the 

known dates in the career of the notary Marcus (see 25 n.) also speak against this later date. 

4 Pdaojvilw] Cepyiw. This person may be the same as the spectabilis comes in P. Heid. V 349.2-3, 

a work-contract of probable Oxyrhynchite provenance, assigned to the sixth/seventh century; the 
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fact that Fl. Sergius is not described as divecetes in P. Heid. 349 need not speak against the identifica- 
tion. There is no way of telling whether he is to be identified with Sergius, chartularius and riparius of 
the ‘glorious house’, in LVIII 3942 7-8 (606); if that were the case, we would have to reckon with a 
promotion within the administration of the Apion estate, which is plausible but not known otherwise. 
(P. Heid. 349.2- n. relates that a comes Sergius occurs in unpublished papyri in the collection of the 
Istituto Papirologico ‘G. Vitelli’—from which P. Heid. 349 comes—but no further details are given.) 

4-5 TmepBrA€(77w) Kowere [Kal d]couKn7H. See LXIX 4756 7-8 n. 

8 perlorepoc. See LVI 3871 3 n.; CPR XXIV 95.7 n. 

8-9 Odarepiou rot weyahompe(mectarov) rod tTevopévov. Cf. 28. The epithet weyadompenéctaroc 

is not commonly used for woAcTevdpevor; it has occurred in this context only in P. Lond. V 1689.5 

(527), which is too early to serve as a parallel, SPP XX 218.6 (early vm), in which the 7oAcrevdpevoc is 

also styled comes, and XVI 1921 2 (621) rv peyadompe(mectatwv) moAcTevop(Eveny). It is not inconceiv- 

able that Valerius held a comitiva, like most persons called weyadAomperéctaror in the seventh century, 

even if this is not stated. (OdaAepiov Kdweroc in XVI 2040 probably refers to a different person, given 

that 2040 is almost half a century earlier than 4930.) 

Il 77 Uwetépa Aaurpo(ryT1). This abstract indicates a lower grade than that of vir spectabilis, but 

parallels for its use with spectabiles are not lacking; cf. e.g. P. Heid. V 349.9, used perhaps for the same 

person as the one here. 

13-16 ‘This document and another of 605/6 or 620/21 (to be published in a forthcoming vol- 

ume) refer to solidi of 18 carats on the Alexandrian standard, which is without parallel. Contempo- 

rary comparative material from Oxyrhynchus is scarce. 1151 and XVI 2045 (both of 612) attest solidi 

of ‘minus 4 carats’, and P. Amh. II 158 (612) of ‘minus 4 '/s carats’, always on the ‘private’ standard 

of Oxyrhynchus (the rate of deduction is not specified in the important LVI 3958 of 614). The 

latest information on the relationship between the Alexandrian standard and this ‘private’ standard 

comes from the sixth century (¢.566—g0), when the solidi on the standard of Alexandria trailed those 

on the ‘private’ by just under 2 carats; see K. Maresch, Nomisma und Nomismatia (1994) 39-43. Uhus it 

would not be exceptional to have solidi ‘of 18 carats’, which could also have been expressed as solidi 

of ‘minus 6 carats’, at a tme when the rate of deduction in the ‘private’ standard is minus c.4 carats. 

Any interpretation of these solidi depends on the view one takes on the ‘minus carats’ issue, on which 

there is no consensus; for the most recent views, see Maresch, Nomisma und Nonusmatia; J. Banaji, “Dis- 

counts, Weight Standards, and the Exchange-Rate between Gold and Copper’, in Alte dell’Accadenna 

Romanistica Constantiniana (1998) 183-202; C. Zuckerman, Du Village a Vempue (2004) 57-114. 

17 ev 7H. These words are written in different ink, and are probably a later addition. 

18-20 Hathyr 26, indiction 3, corresponds to 22 November 614; see above, 3 n. 

25 Madpxoc. This is the same Marcus who subscribed for illiterates in XVI 1979 24-5 (614) and 

LXX 4802 19 (vu); see 4802 19 n. 

27 |. [1-2 et]e[lot|h. It would be reasonable to assume that the notary was Marcus, who signed 

on behalf of Victor in 23-6, and whose signature has given difficulties (see LXX 4802 20 n.). How- 

ever, the notarial signatures associated with Marcus do not match the remains here. These signatures 

end -thh, but the second / is not written here. 

29-30 The docket is written in the ‘official cursive hand’ common in receipts and accounts; the 

ink and pen suggest that it may be the work of Marcus, who used the ‘current style’ when he signed 

for Victor. 

A. SYRKOU 





iN DES 

Letters in raised type refer to fragments, small roman numerals to columns. Square brackets 

indicate that a word is wholly or substantially restored by conjecture or from other sources, 

round brackets that it is expanded from an abbreviation or a symbol. An asterisk denotes 

a word not recorded in LSJ or its Revised Supplement. ‘The article and (in the documentary 

sections) kat have not been indexed. 

I. HEXAMETER POETRY 

ayadrecbar [4850 17?) 

ayyéArew [4850 >23?] 

ayx. [4849 16] 

ayew 4848 2? 

abavatoc 4850 17, 27 

Aiakoc [4846 3] 

aideicbar [4850 >10?] 

aiua 4850 >16 

alyuntnc 4850 Lig 

adic 4850 14, 16 

adra 4849 12 4850 18], 37 

*GuoiByroc 4848 2 

audi 4849 [5], 18 

Apditpityn 4848 1 

appotepoc 4850 9 

dvat 4849 7 

avOpwroc 4850 > 14 

avia 4852 >4 

aovdn 4850 16 

apa 4849 16 

Apewoc 4853 1 

apevotepoc [4850 116?] 

apetov 4850 117 

actepoe- 4850 3 

actu 4852 14 

Adcovioc 48517 

avTap [4846 2] 

Ayir(Ajetc 4849 5 

aype [4851 5°] 

ytyac 4847 5 

yuvar- 4850 >32 

yvwroc 4851 6 

dadvn 4849 18 

5é 4846 4 4847 4 4849 16, 8 4850 5, 8, 12, 13, 23?, 

[92], 14, 15 
diage- 4850 131 

Suqvex- (Sunveréwe?) 4852 {1 

dwetv 4849 {1 

ducu- 4847 8 

ctvar [4846 5] 4850 18 
“EXevoc [4849 15] 

€uTtAn- 4850 > 22 

ev 4846 3 

evdeicar [4850 >10?| 

evi 4849 12 [4850 1 12?] 

evrean 4849 >1 

erapnyew [4850 >21] 

emt 4847 6 

émt- 4849 >1 

epic 4850 {5 

Epyyjc [4851 7°] 

épixecbar [4850 16?] 

érepoc 4850 18 

evckom- 4851 4 

evctepnc 4851 2 

eprevat [4850 15] 

éxew [4850 >8?] 

Zeic 4846 4 

7Badce [4850 124] 

jpewetv [4850 20] 

bé\ew 4850 >8 

Ocoyapia 4853 2 

Geoc 4851 3 

Gectrécioc 4852 1 

Ovntoc 4846 5 

Oorjpic 4851 4 

iSpoty 4850 11 

iov 4849 13? 

inmoc [4850 11] 

icravar 4849 16 
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kai [4846 5] 4847 8 4850 +8, J10, 18 4851 6 ody 4850 >[14], [16], [21] 
Kawoc [4850 >9?} 

KaAdoc 4850 J10 

Kkauvew 4851 5 

Kkaptoc 4850 Ji1 

(-)kaceyynr- [4850 > 38, 134] 

Kata [4848 2?] [4850 533] 

Kkatayew 4848 2? 

Katadéyew 4850 >13 

Képdoc 4848 2 

Kynpoccew 4850 > 12 

kovpy 4846 6 4850 Lo 

Kpovidnc 4850 +20 

KpuTTew 4850 35 

Krewew 4850 > 13, [15] 

Kvd- 4850 >17 

Aadayeitv 4849 33 

Aeioc 4849 7 

Aoyyn 4847 3 

paxecBar [4850 )20?| 

pey- 4847 1 

peyadrilew [4850 132?] 

péyapov [4846 3] 

peyefoc [4850 J10?] 

Medéaypoc [4852 >5] 

pevo- 4850 114 

peécoc 4848 1 

precc- 4849 {2 

pjvic 4850 16 

pw 4850 > 22 

uv0oc 4850 14 

v(eux- 4850 518 

vexpov 4849 >2 

NeonréAepnoc [4849 17?] 

véoc 4850 18 

Nnpetc [4846 6] 

v0E [4850 533] 

6 4846 2, [4] 

olecOar 4852 L2 

otuwyy [4850 >7] 

oiwam lew [4850 +34] 

oAXNvat 4852 2 

Opacity [4849 = 27 

ovap 4850 19 

oralew [4850 i10?, 15?} 

onmote 4850 15 

épdv 4850 >13, 21, [192] 
od 4846 5 
obdé [4850 124] 

maic 4849 >5 

Tapa 4850 10 

mac [4852 >2?] 

matpoxacuyyyt- 4850 19 

meAwpioc [4850 L109] 

-rrerecOar 4850 J11 

mepi 4849 >2 

IInXe- 4846 2 

ITdynvac [4850 > 4] 

minrew [4852 14] 

toAic [4849 >6] 

Topoc 4848 1 

TI piajoc 4847 1 

mpochavar 4850 13 

mpopep- 4850 >6 

mupyn 4849 >4 

crépew 4850 14 

cd. 4850 > 10 4852 {2 

copry€ 4850 >36 

cic 4849 >6 4852 1 

te 4849 >8 4850 118 

tetyoc 4847 6 

téxvov [4849 14] 

Téuvew [4848 1?] 

tikrew 4849 14 

totoc 4852 {1 

toccatioc [4850 >6] 

toccoc 4850 117 

Tpou- 4850 >31 

‘Yac 4850 >5 

vmo- 4850 >15 

tcratioc 4852 13 

daivecbar [4850 {12?] 

directv [4846 4] 

piroc 4849 >8 

poppryE 4850 >7 

-ppoctvy 4850 118 

xadkedhwvoc 4851 1 

Xapterc 4851 3 

xapic [4850 17] 

xeiv 4849 > 4 

xelp [4850 >8?] 

xeperorepoc [4850 116?] 

poxyn 4850 114 

bbe [4850 >12?} 
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IsRBETORICAL TEXTS 

ayyeXNa [4854 ® 17?) 
aypoc 4855 i 17 

ayopa 4855 117 

aywyy 4855 i 1, [4] 

ayov 4854 © Jy 

adnroc 4855 i 25 

adixia [4854 © | 3?) 

adikoc 4855 i 27 

aireicOar 4854 * {7 

aitia 4855 i 12, [15] 

axovew [4854 18] 4855 iii 2 
GdAda 4854 “15, ® [7], [8], 10, [© 36?) 

GdAndoc 4854 * 13 
addoc 4854 © 13 [4855 i 5-62] 
ddAwe [4854 © 56?) 

av 4854 * L[3],7 
avayKaioc [4854 ® +5] 

avOicravar 4854 “8 

av7t 4854 * 5 

avriducoc [4854 * Lo] 

aévoc 4854 [* > 10], ® 13 
amayyeria 4854 [* 33], ® di 

amadatrecbar [4854 ® +10] 

amAdc 4855 ini 7, 8 

a6 [4854 * 1] 4855 iii 17 

amodéyecbar 4854 * Lo 

amodwbeicbar 4854 * 16 

anobvnckew 4855 1 23 

amopeicbar [4854 ® +6] 

Gpety 4854 * {1 

apictevc [4855 1 8] 

appnv 485514 

apxn 4855 1 10 

apxwv 485517 

acapync 4855 1 25 

arémwc [4854 * 10] 
atréc 4854 * [192], L[4], [8], [9], 10, [11], © 45, 8 

adnynuatixdc 4854 “ >2 

Bloc 4855 iii 15 (bis) 
BovrecBar 4854 ® 12 [4855 i 23-4] 

Bpaxtrne 4854 * >[3], 4, [8] 

yapety 4855 in 6 

yap (4854 © +3, 4, 5, 8) 
yévoc 485511, 3 

yewpyeiv 4855 111 6 

yivecOar 4854 * 3, [7], 13, 14, [13-4], ° 34, (8) 4855 
i 17-18 

yvycioc [4855 i 3-4] 

yuan 4854 * [7], (7), ® >[4], 5 4855 iii 2 
yooy [4854 * Jo] 

3é 4854 * (1), (3), (7), (0), (10), [11], 12), (13), [xa 
+(3), [3], 6, [1], * (4), [7], (8) 4855 i 4, 11, [25], 27, 
TUM se On 

dewdc [4854 * 10] 

devrepoc [4854 * 15] 

69 [4855 i 24] 

dyAoby 4854 “ 54, ® 10,9 44 

dia 4854 © f2 

drabecec 4855 1 2, 10 

diatpetcOar 4855 i 11 

didackew 4855 iii 5 

dieEvevar [4854 * 16] 

Sucravar 4854 * jo 

dikatoc 4855 in 14-15 

dixactny— 4854 © Jo 

dixactyic [4854 * 17] 

Stoixety 4855 ini 1 

Avoun— 4854 * {3 
Soxeiv [4854 * 15] 

divapc [4854 * 2] 

Sivacbar [4854 “ 13] 

duvatoc 4855 ii 16 

d00 4855 ii 11 

eav 485515, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, 20, 22 

éavréc 4854 * fri 

ey) 4854 ° 14, 6 
ei 4854 * Jo," 19 485518, 14, 21, 23, iii 1, 5, 6 (bis), 9 

cidévar 4854 * S10, 41 

efSoc 4854 © 3 

eixalew [4854 * >10] 

elvar [4854 * [>11, 12, 13], 44, 10, [10], [© 3] 4855 
18, 26, 117 

etc 4855 111 

cic 4855 i 9 

eicnyeichar 4855 1 26 

éx/e€ 4854 * 11 4855 i 10, 22 

éxeivoc [4854 * {r10-11] 

EKTOC [4854 - 9] 

gudacic [4854 * fr] 

eudatixde 4854 ® 9 

ay 4854 4 [914-152], 44, [7], ® 00], [452], © La, 
6, 18 4855 i 13, [16], 21 

évavrioc 4854 © 15 4855 i 26, iii 17 

évapyac 4854 * 34 
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evdiarpiBew 4854 * +6 

évdotoc 4854 * >8 4855 iti 16 

évévar [4854 ? 15] 
érayyeNa [4854 * 32] 

éraywvilecbar [4854 ® +9] 

érawety 4854 * 13 

érawoc 4854 * 18 

ert 4854 * (1, 12], 15, 7 4855 i 17 (bis) 

émiBovredew [4854 * 14] 

emdeccvivar 4854 * L10 

emuxowwveiv [4854 * f2] 

emueAntéeoc 4855 iil 10, 13 

emitysayv [4854 . >9] 

emidopixdc [4854 * >14] 

épyov 4854 © 36 

épwrn— 4854 ° >6 

érepoc 4854 * [1], 1, 11, [11-12], © 42 

érépwc 4854 © 18 

eb 4854 ° 37 

ev0ic [4854 ° 55, 9, 10] 

etvovc 4854 © +3, 8 4855 i 10 

éyew 4854 * 18 

£ 4855 iii 14, 17 

Ghrnua 4854 * [11], 12 

Cyrncc 4855 in 8, 11-12 

9 485511, 11 

7} 4854 * 8, [9], © 45, 8 4855 i [3], 4,5 

17 (bis), 18, 19, 20, [23], ii 13 

76 [4855 i 26] 

7Oixky 4855 in 1 

HO0c 4855 iii 2 

Heecra [4854 “ 35] 

HAtkia 4855 i 1, 6 

6, 7, [8], 16, 

ede 4854 5 

Gécic 4855 ii 7, 14 

Geroc [4855 i 3] 

OnAeca 4855 i 4 

idvoc 4855 117 

idiatnc 485517 

icoduvapetv [4854 * 5, ® 

icyupoc [4854 * 11] 
>9] 

kat 4854 * [2], (2), [4], (4), [5], (5), (7) (63), (8), (9) 
[10], (10), +[1] (623), (2), PI, [4], [8], [9], bol, * >@), 
[3], (4), [5], [6], [8], 0], © +5, 7, +8) 4855 is, 7, 8, 
Q, 10, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, inane, oy an 

Kakac 4855 i 20°" 

cata 4854 * >[3], [7], ( 
(ter), 8], (41) 4855 iti iy 

) (er), (13) (bi9), [14], ® [4 

INDEXES 

katacracic [4854 * >2?] 

KaTnyope 4854 i‘ 44 

Kkatyyopia 4855 ii 17 

kefararov 4854 ~ 33 

kowdc 4854 * 3, 18 

Kpeittwy 4855 ii 12 

Kupodcbar 4855 1 27 

Aéyew 4854 * 17, ® 16, ° +8 
NéEvc 4854 “ 7, 14, [® 4, 8 (635), 9, 10] 

Nbyoc 4854 * (19, 14-15?], 41 4855 iii 10, 13-14 

patvechar 4855 1 16 

péyac 4854 “10 

pebvew 4855 116 

MeiSiac [4854 * +13} 

prepaxiov 485516 

péMew 4854 * 17 

pév 4854 * (1, 7), 16, [11], ® >(5) 
i 7, 8 

pépoc 4854 * 11 4855 i 11, iti 14 

peta 4855 1 13, 22 

petaBatvew [4854 * >1] 

petepxecbar 4855 in 15-16 

péetproc 485516 

un 4854 * [>2?, 11, 12], 43, [4], [, ® 
[8], [9] [4855 1 21, 23] 

whrnp [4855 i 14] 
povoc 485517, 119 

[7] 4855 1 3, [24], 

6, [6], [7], 

vopilecBar [4854 ” 3?) 

vov 4855 1 26 

EvAov 4855 1 19 

6de 4854“ 14 
oikta 4855 i 17 

ofoc 4854 * [13], 410 4855 i 2, 14, ili 3, 

dXlyoc 4854 * 9, [* >10] 
dpworoyercbar [4854 * 419] 

dvopa 4854 “ > 

omrAov 4855 iii 13 

émocayac [4854 * {3] 

omotepoc 4855 ili 12 

6c 4854 “ Jy, [® 15?) 
dcoc 4855 iii 1-2, 5 

écric 4854 *® jo 

érav 4854 * >[1], ‘Bl 2,3 

5) 9, 12-13 

> [5], 5, [8], 8, [ro], [1], 
[13], [14], + [4], 5-6, [6], [7], [81], [9], “+2, 5, 6, [6], 
[8], [9 Mice 

bre 4854 * [sii], J1 

obv 4854" 14 
odroc 4854 [* 15], ® 44, © 16 4855 i 24 
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odroct [4854 © +4?] cypaivew [4854 ® >10] 
ov’tw [4854 ® >7] cnmavrixdc 4854 * 4 
otrwc 4854 * [8], 13," 95, 14 cuyyreun [4854 > 16] 

ctyKpicic [4855 iii 16] 
7aBoc 4855 i 2, 9 cuyKpitiky 4855 ii 7-8, 10 
madevtéoc 4855 iii 3 cupmr€éKecBar [4854 ? 5] 
maic 485516 cupmAnpody (4854 * 1) 
Trav— 4854 © 4 cuppépew [4854 * 5] 

mapa 4854 * |7 chupopoc 4855 iii 15 
mapa(-) (4854 ° 12) cuvayew 4854 * 12 

TrapaBarrew (4854 * 10) cuvnOnc 4854 * 15 

Trapavowoc 4855 i 25 cuvropia 4854 ® [3], (4), [8] 
Trapackevalecbar [4854 * | 4-5] chddpa 4854 “4, [12] 

mapackeuy (4854 ® {1) chodpérnc [4854 * 46, 7, 13, 14, 41] 

mapariévar [4854 ® >10] cxed6v 4854 “ S12 
rrapadpactixéc [4854 ® 8] cxjua 4854 * >[3], 7, 13, [14], [15] 

Tapaxpnua 4855 118 

mapeivar 4854 © {7 re 4854 * 1 [1], 10 

mac 4854 ® +7 48555, [5-62], 25, ili 1 téxvov 4855 i113 

matnp 4855 i 23 réraptoc [4854 * 7] 

TatpotumTync 4855 12 téxvyn 4855 ii 19 

néuntoc [4854 * 18] reAukébc [4854 © 33] 
mept 4854 [* +6], ® +3 ric 4854 * [1], [2], 2, 3,5, [8], 8, [10], [13], 15, [4], 

Trepiexeww 4855 iii 8-9, 12 6, [6], 10, ® 5, 6, [6], [8], +3, © 43 

mnpovchar [4855 i g—10] titpwckew [4855 1 21-2] 

mracic [4854 * 52?) rowdroc 4854 © 13 
treiv 4855 111 6 romoc 4855 1 12, 16 

TAnyn 4855 1 23 tpaxic [4854 “ +6] 

movety 4854 * { fro], 11, ® 14 tpaxitne [4854 * 11] 

modbc 4854 ® {3 4855 i [5-6], 18, iii 11 tpetc 4854 * {i 

nétepoc 4854 © +5 485513, 5, [16], [18-19], iii 13 tpiroc [4854 * 16] 

mpaypa 4854 * >[1], 4, [° 35, 10] 4855 its, [12-13], — tpryde [4854 * 7] 

13, [13-14], [19-20], 21, 22, 19, 11 tporoc 4854 * 14, [6] 4855 i 12, [18] 

TpaywatiKoc 4855 in 4 tuntew 48551 see 

mpagic [4855 i 1-2, 7-8] Tupavvoxtovoc 485519 

mpdoc 4854 * 35 tvxn [4855 i 1, 6-7] 

mpaccew/mpatrew 4854 “ +4 [4855 iii 5?) 

mpl [4854 * 16] UBpictnc 485515 

mpo 4855 1 12, 18, 19 indpyew [4854 * 11] 

mpoakove 4855 1 20 brép 4854 * ii 

mpodnroc [4854 * +12] imepayavakreiv [4854 * 0] 

mponyeicbar 4854 ® 7, [7] JmepBodtxdc [4854 * 414-15?) 

mpovora 4855 in 1 JmepcyetAalew 4854 * 9 

mpoc 4854 © 16 

mpocnyopia 4854 * {2 pavac 4854 [* 16], [° 122], © 16 
mpocnkew 4854 * 1g packew 4854 * Lo, [10] 
mpoctn— 4854 ® {5 pidoc 4855 i 4 

mpocwmov [4854 * +9] 4855 i [11], 14 hoprixac 4854 * {3 

mpouppilew [4855 1 20-21] dpovev 4854 © 7 

mpatoc 4854 * 14 poveic 485511, 4, 1 14 

mac 4855 i 3, 4 

xeip 4855 1 19 

pntopikoc 4855 i 19-20 xXetpokorretcbar 4855 i [2-3], 8, 15, 24 
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xpacba 4854 * >[2], 2, [3], [4], 5, [14], 15, % 72, dere 4854 ° 15 

[7], [9] adpéreca [4854 * f11] 

xpela [4854 * 13] adpereiv 4855 iti 2-3 

xp) 4854 “ 10, 41 4855 iii 5, 6 (bis) 

xpneréoc 4855 in 4 

xpovoc 4855 i 12, [17-18] 
Citations of known authors 

Demosth. 23.6 4854 © >2-3 

de 4854 * [12], L[4], 5, ° 97, [7], (22), © 76?) 

ITI. RULERS 

HapRIANUS 

A8[piavod 4868 g (year 7) 

A8piavod 706 Kupiov 4856 8, 11-12 (year 2) 4861 13 (year 6) 4864 6-7 (year 6), 11 (year 7) 4867 6-7 (year 6) 4870 

7 (year 6 or 7) 4873 6-7 (year 16) 4874 7 (year 19) 

Adpravotd Kaicapoc tot Kupiov 4857 12 (year 2) 4858 4-5, 8-9 (year 3) 4859 4-5 (year 4), 7 (year 5) 4860 5 (year 

6) 4861 8-9 (year 6) 4862 8-0, 11 (year 6) 4863 3 (year 6) 4865 5 (year 6) 4866 4 (year 6), 6 (year 7) 4869 4-5, 

9-10 (year 7) 4872 4, 12 (year 8), 7-8, 14-15 (year g) 4875 8-9 (year 19) 4876 6 (year 19) 4877 4-5 (year 19) 4878 

5 (year 19) 
Abroxpatopoc Kaicapoc Tpaiavod Adpiavot CeBactod 4860 17-18 (year 6) 4863 6 (year 7) 4865 g—10 (year 7) 

4867 10-11 (year 7) 4873 10-11 (year 17) 4874 12~13 (year 19) 4875 17-19 (year 19) 4876 13-14 (year 19) 4877 

7-8 (year 20) 

ANTONINUS Prius 

Avrwvivov Kaicapoc tod kupiov 4879 4 (year 4) 4880 5-6 (year 8) 4881 7-8 (year 10) 4882 5-6, 10 (year 16) 4883 

g-to (year 16) 4884 3-4 (year 20), 10 (year 21) 

Abtoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Titov Aidiov Adpiavot Avrwvivov CeBactod EvceBoic 4879 6-7 (year 5) 4881 11-14 

(year 11) 

Marcus AURELIUS AND VERUS 

Tay Kupiwv CeBactav 4885 6 (year 4) 

AdbpyrXiwv Avrwrivov kal Odjpov tav Kupiwy CeBactav 4885 10-12 (year 5) 

Marcus AuRELIUS 

Aipnitov Avrwrivov Kaicapoc tot Kupiov 4886 2-4 (year 15) 4887 1-2 (year 15) 4888 9-10 (year 16) 4889 4-5 

(year 16) 

CARACALLA AND GETA 

Mapxov Adpnrtov Avtwvivov cal IlovBAiov Cemtipiov [éta Bperavvixay peyictrwy EiceBav CeBacrav 4890 

2-4 (year 19) 

SEVERUS ALEXANDER 

Mapxov AdpyAiov Ceounpov AdeEavdpou Kaicapoc tod xupiov 4891 1920 (oath formula) 

Aibroxpatopoc Kaicapoc Mapxov AipnAtou Ceounpov Ade€avdpov EbceBotc Eitvyovc CeBactod 4891 22-4 (year 2) 

Maximinus THRAX AND Maximus 

Aitoxpatopoc Kaicapoc Iatov TovAiov Ovjpov Makipivov EiceBoic Evtuyotc CeBactot cat Tatov TouXiou 

Otjpov Makinov rod tepwratov Kaicapoc CeBactod viod rob CeBactod 4892 1-5 (year 2?) 
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Tertius II 

, - , Tee , Bes « Bactdciac rod Bevordrov Kal edceBectdrov Hav decrdrov peyicrov edepyérou PAaoviov TiBepiov Kwvceravtivov 
Tov aiwviov Adyotcrou Kai Adtoxpatopoc 4922 1-3 (year 8) 

HERACLIUS 

SO bey: “ A - - - - evepyérov Praoviov ‘Hpaxdciov 700 aiwviov Adyotcrou Kal Abtoxpatopoc 4930 1-2 (year 4 or 5) 

IV. CONSULS 

375 meTa THY Umatelav Tov decrorov nudv Tpatiavod alwviov Adbyovbctov 76 y Kal Paoviov Elkutiov rob 

Aaptpotatov 4893 1-2 

379 vUratelac Praoviwy Adcoviov kal OdAvBpiov trav apmpotarwv emapywv 4894 5-6 

380 tmatelac Tav decroTay judy Ipatiavot 76 € Kai Ocodociov 76 a Trav aiwviwy Abyobctwy 4895 1-4 

386 vmartetac Tov decrérou Hudv Ovwpiov Tod emipavectarov viod Tob decrérou Hua@v Oeodoclov Abyovicrov Kal 

Pdaoviov Evodiov rob Aapmpotatov 4896 1-3 

391 peta THY UTaTelav TOU decrOTOU Hudy Odadrevtwiavoed aiwviov Abyovcrou 76 6 Kal PAaoviov Newtepiov rob 

Aappotatov 4897 1-3 

bratetac PAaoviwy Tatiavod Kai Cuupayouv tav Aautpotarwv 4898 1 

393 peta THY Umatelav Tov decroTov Huav ApKadiov aiwviov Adyovctov 76 B Kai Praoviov Povdivou rob 

Aaptpotatov 4899 1-2 

Umatelac Tov decroTov Hdv Oeodociov aiwviov Adyotctov to y Kal DAaoviov ABovvdartiov rod 

Aaptrpotarov 4900 1-2 

408 peta tHv Umateiay THY dectoTay Hav ApKadiov (1. Ovwpiov) 76 € Kal Oeodociov 70 B trav aiwviwy 

Abyotcrwy 4901 1-2 

415 Umatelac THY SectoTaV Hudv Ovwpiov 70 t Kal Oeodociov 76 5 THY aiwviwy Adyotctwy 4902 2-3 

417 peta THY Urarelay Tod decTrOToV Hwy Oeodociov aiwviov Adbyovctov To 6 Kat Praoviov MaXAadiov rob 

Aaptpotatrov 4903 1-2 

tmatela Tov decréTov Hua@v Ovwpiov tod aiwviov Adyotctrov 76 wa Kal PAaoviov Kwvctavtiov tod 

Aaptpotatov To B 4904 1-2 

419 vmateia PAaoviwy Movaéiov kat [IMvta tav Aaprpotatwv 4905 1 

420 peta THY bratetav PAaoviwy Mova€éiov cal [IMvta trav Aautpotatwv 4906 1-2 

422 wmatelac TaV decroTay nudv Ovwpiov 70 vy Kal Deodociov To t TMV aiwviwy Adyotctwy 4907 1-3 

423 vratetac Paoviwy AckAnmoddrov Kai Mapwiavod tav Aapmpotatwv 4908 1-2 

444 peta THY vratelav PAaoviwy Magipov 70 B Kai Ilatepiov tdv Aaprrpotatwy 4909 1-2 

447 peta THY Uratelav Praoviwy Aetiov 76 tpitrov Kal Cuppaxov tav Aaprpotatwv 4910 1 

449 peta THY Urateiav PAaoviwy Zyvwvoc Kai [loctoupavod tav Aapwrpotatwy 4911 1-2 

450 peta tH vratetav PAaoviwy IIpwroyevouc Kal Acroupiov trav Aapmpotatwv 4912 2-3 

462 dmatetac Tob Secrotou nuav Praoviov A€ovroc Tod aiwviov Avdyovcrou ro B 4913 1-2 

465 peta tH vratetav PAaoviov BiBiavod rod Aapmpotarov Kal Tod SyAwOycopévov 4914 1-2 

467 pera THY Uratelay Tob decrotov Hudv PXaoviov Aéovroc tod aiwviov Advyoictrov To y Kal Tov 

dnAwbycopéevov 4915 1-2 

472 pera THY vratetav Tob decréTov Huav Aéovtoc aiwviov Adyovctov To 6 Kat PAaoviov ITpoBuravod rod 

Aaptpotatov 4916 1-3 

473, bmarelac Tov decrOTov nuwv Praoviov A€ovtoc Tov aiwviov Adyovcrov To « 4917 1-2 

494-6 pera tHv trateiav Praoviov HdceBiov tov Aaptrporatov ro B 4918 1 

501 vrateia DAaoviov IToumniov tov évdokotarov 4919 1 

v/vI rotc peta THY Uratelav Pdaoviov - - - 49201 

523 peta tHv Urateiav Praoviwy Cuppayou Kal Bonfiov rav Aayrpotarwy 4921 2-3 

582 vmatelac Tod avtod (Tiberius m) evceBectarov nav decmorou erouc 6 4922 3-4 
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V. INDICTIONS AND ERAS 

(a) INDICTIONS 

ist indiction 4913 2 (= 462/3) 4921 3 (= 522/3) 

ard indiction 4914 2 (= 464/5) 4930 3, 20 (= 614/15) 

6th indiction 4907 [3], 10 (= 422/3) [4915 1-2 (= 

467/8)| 
7th indiction 4901 11 (= 408/09) [4915 8 (= 468/9)| 

toth indiction 4916 3 (= 471/2) 4919 2 (= 501/2) 

12th indiction 4917 2 (= 473/4) 4926 5 4927 3, 5 4928 

3 4929 4 (= 563/4) 
14th indiction 4923 2, 3 4924 3 (= 550/51) 

15th indiction 4922 4 (= 581/2) 4925 3 (= 551/2) 

nindiction [4918 2 (= 494-6)| [4920 2 (= v/v1)| 

(6) Eras 

67/36= 390/91 4897 13 

95/64= 418/19 4904 10 

144/113= 467/8 [4915 8] 

227/196= 550/51 4923 3 4924 3 

228/197= 551/2 4925 3 

240/209= 563/4 49275 

VI. MONTHS 

Ow0 4863 7 4872 8, 15 [4877 8] 4879 9 4880 6 4881 

14 4911 2 4919 2 4923 2, 3 

Paddi 4864 11 4865 10 4884 10 4885 139 4895 5 

4900 2 4902 4 4905 2 4907 3 4909 2 4912 3 

[4915 2] 

Afip 4891 25 4917 2 4924 2, 3 4930 18 

Xow 4904 2 4913 2 

Top. 4888 10 4907 10 

Meyxeip 4914 2 

Papevad 4897 3, 12 4916 3 4918 1 4925 3 

Tlaxav 4893 2 4899 2 [4910 2] 4922 4 4926 4 4927 

2, 5 4928 3 

Tlaivi 4901 2 4929 4 

Execid 4869 10 4892 5 49213 

Mecopyn 4856 12 4857 13 (émayouevat) 4858 9 4860 

18 4861 14 (emaydpevar) [4874 13] 4875 20 4876 

15 (eémayépevat) 4882 11 4894 6 4901 10 4903 2 

4906 2 4920 2 

VIE DATES 

2 August 118 4856 11-12 

26 August 118 4857 11-13 

12 August 119 4858 7-9 

120/21 4859 7 

18 August 122 4860 17-18 

28 August 122 4861 13-14 

122 4862 11 

26 September 122 4863 5-7 

4 October 122 4864 10-11 

6 October 122 4865 9-10 

122/3 4866 6 4867 10-11 4868 9 

28 June 123 4869 9-10 

c.122-3? 4870 6-7 [4871] 

2 September 124 4872 7-8, 14-15 

132/3 4873 9-12 

25 July — 23 August 135 4874 11-13 

23 August 135 4875 17-20 

24-8 August 135 4876 13-15 

13 September 135 4877 6-8 

6.135 4878 4-5 

29 August — 27 September 141 4879 7-9 

2 September 144 4880 5-6 

20 September 147 4881 10-15 

13 August 153 4882 9-11 

¢.153 4883 9-10 

14 October 157 4884 9-10 

24 October 164 4885 10-13 

175/6 4886 2-4 4887 1-2 

16 January 176 4888 8-10 

176/7 4889 4-5 

211 4890 2-4 

28 October — 26 November 222 4891 21-5 

17 July 236 or 237 4892 1-5 

26 April 375 4893 1-2 

2 August 379 4894 5-6 

14 October 380 4895 1-5 



VII. DATES 

386 4896 1-3 

5 March 391 4897 1-3 

391 4898 1 

27 April 393 4899 1-2 

12 October 393 4900 1-2 

1 June 408 4901 1-2 

1g October 415 4902 2-4 

1 August 417 4903 1-2 

7 December 417 4904 1-2 

16 October 419 4905 1-2 

28 July 420 4906 1-2 

28 September 422 4907 1-3 

423 4908 1-2 

15 October 444 4909 1-2 

1 May 447 4910 1-2 

24 September 449 4911 1-2 

1 October 450 4912 2-3 
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2 December 462 4913 1-2 

4 February 465 4914 1-2 

10 October 467(?) 4915 1-2 

7 March 472 4916 1-3 

13 November 473 4917 1-2 

17(2) March 494-6 4918 1-2 

30 August 501 4919 1-2 

14 July 523 4921 2-3 

4 May 582 4922 1-4 

7 September 550 4923 3 

21 November 550 4924 3 

8 March 552 4925 3 

21 May 564 4926 4-5 

23 May 564 49275 

16-24 May 564 4928 3 

27 May 564 4929 4 

29 August — 21 November 614 4930 1-3, 18-20 

VIII. PERSONAL NAMES 

A—, f. of Aur. Ammon 4902 8 

ABovvdarrioc see Index IV s.v. 393 

ABpaduoc, f. of Aur. Menas 4922 8 

AyafoxdXeva, alias Apollonia, d. of Ischyrion 4870 2 

Ayafoc Aaipwr, s. of Dius 4877 1, 3 

Adpvavéc see Index III s.vv. Hadrianus, Antoninus Pius 

Aciwyv, f. of Aeatius 4899 5 

Aézioc see Index IV s.v. 447 

A@nvaioc, f. of Theon, gr.f. of Didym— 4872 13 

Adnvodwpoc 4889 5-6 

Aiatwoc, s. of Aeion 4899 5 

Aidwoc see Index III s.v. Antoninus Pius 

Aidy, Aur., s. of N.N. 4916 7 

Axoucidaoc, f. of Dius, gr.f. of Acusilaus 4875 1 4876 1 

Akoucidaoc, s. of Dius, grs. of Acusilaus 4875 1-2 

Axirne, s. of Haronnophris 4884 1 

Axirnc, s. of Acytes, farmer 4884 5, 7 

Axirye, f. of Acytes 4884 5 

Axwpic, s. of Hierax 4880 3 

AnréEavdpoc, f. of Sinthonis 4860 12 

AXéEavdpoc, s. of Demetrius 4874 1 

Adééavdpoc, f. of Apollonius (4889 13) 

AnéEavdpoc see Index III s.v. Severus Alexander; Index 

IX(d) s.v. AAeEavdpou (KAjpoc) 

Appwy, Aur., son of A— 4902 8 

Appov, f. of Aur. Maximinus 4906 5 

Appovac, s. of Ophelas 4889 10 

Appwvi—, F1., soldier or veteran 4900 4-5 

Appavioc, friend of Horus s. of Pausiris 4878 1 

Appovioc, s. of Diogenes 4883 6 

Appovioc, s. of Proculus 4888 1 

Ajpcovioc, f. of Tachnubis, h. of Harasis 4889 7 

Aypwrvodc, d. of Sarapammon, w. of Aur. Parion 4904 

3, [12] 
Aourac, Dionysius alias, s. of Heron and Sinthonis, br. 

of Apollonius 4860 11 

Audiwv, Faustus alias, sitologus 4860 2 

Avixnroc, Aur. 4898 4 

Avva, Aur., d. of Achilles 4911 6 

Ayvri—, f. of Dionysis 4881 1 

Ayrioyoc, f. of Sarapias 4890 5 

Avtwvivoc see Index III s.vv. Antoninus Pius, Marcus 

Aurelius and Verus, Marcus Aurelius, Caracalla and 

Geta 

Ayrwvoc Aioc 4861 2, 6 

Avrawvioc, Fl., scrinarius of the officium of the comes 

Aegyptiaci limitis 4902 5 

Ayravoc, f. of Aur. Churus, h. of Philoxena 4921 5 

An, f. of Aur. Thaesia 4920 8 

Ariwy, secretary of praktores 4864 7 

Ariwyv, s. of —n 48677 

Ariwyv, Heracles alias, s. of Apion 4875 14 

Ariwy, f. of Heracles alias Apion 4875 14 

Arodrodaryc, sitologus 4874 3 

AroAAw— 4870 8 

ArrohAw—,, sitologus 4878 2 

ArodA\wvia, Agathocleia alias, d. of Ischyrion 4870 3 

AzodAwvoc, s. of Heron and Sinthonis, br. of Dionysius 

alias Amoitas 4860 10 

Azoddwvioc, f. of Theon 4883 1 4885 1 

AzodAwvioc, s. of Rufus, friend of Ammonius s. of 

Proculus 4888 1-2 
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AmodXdwuvoc, alias Eudaemon, s. of Eudaemon 4889 1 

Arohrwuoc, s. of Alexander 4889 13 

Aroddwvioc, alias Sarapammon 4890 8, 9-10 

Ardodc,.f. of Aur. —us 4896 6 

Ardoidc, f. of Aur. Ptolemaeus 4900 3 

Apacic, m. of Tachnubis, w. of Ammonius 4889 8 

Apboarc, f. of Dionysius 4887 5, (7) 

Apxasd.oc see Index IV s.v. 393, 408 

Apwiveic, f. of Trosille 4874 8 

Appiveic, farmer 4876 10 

Apovvwdpc, f. of Acytes 4884 1 

Apmancic, sitologus 4878 2 

Apcwén, d. of Theon 4872 5 

Apreuidmpa see Odarepia Aprepnidapa 

Apy—, f. of Herois 4889 17 

Apa, F1., singularis 4907 15 

AckdAnmddotoc see Index IV s.v. 423 

Acrotpioc see Index IV s.v. 450 

Abyouctoc see Index III s.vv. Tiberius u, Heraclius; 

Index IV s.wv. 375, 380, 386, 391, 393, 408, 415, 417, 

422, 462, 467, 472, 473 
AbpnAia see Avva, Oancia, Mapia, Xoupoic, | €ic 

AdpyAtoc 4904 5 [4913 3, 18, 22] 4914 6 [4915 5] [4917 

5]; see also Atév, Aviknryc, AavijdAvoc, Avovicioc, 

Eihpavtioc, Hdwodwpoc, HpakdAdc, Hpakdretdyc, 

Ocddwpoc, Ode, Tecan, Twavvyc, Ma€ipivoc, Mnvac, 

Nixwv, Ilapotv, Iamvoibic, Ilapiwv, Ilavcaviac, 

IIimotc, IroXepaioc, CapBartioc, Dirovixoc, Dor- 

Bopper, 
s.vv. Marcus Aurelius and Verus, Marcus Aurelius, 

ALL, oc, wv; see also Index III 

Caracalla and Geta, Severus Alexander 

Adcovioc see Index IV s.v. 379 

AywAnrevc, secretary of Iulius Theon 4857 1 (4868 1) 

AyiArevc, f. of Aur. Anna 4911 6 

AyAXiwy, f. of Pasion 4891 6 

Bepevixcavéc, Horion alias 4890 7 

BiBravoc see Index IV s.v. 465 

Bixrwp, f. of Fl. Sergius 4930 7 

Bixrwp, headman of Valerius 4930 8, 23, [29] 

Bon@ioc see Index IV s.v. 553 

Taioc, Theon alias, s. of Peteuris 4884 5 

Taioc see Index III s.v. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus 

Taiwy 4894 4 

Téuwoc, f. of Zoilus 4874 10 

Teppavoc see KAatbdi0c Deppavoc 

Téra_ see Index Ill s.v. Caracalla and Geta 

Tpatiavoc see Index IV s.wv. 375, 380 

AavijAoc, Aur. 49217 

Anpyrpia, d. of Horus 4888 6 

INDEXES 
Anpnrtproc 4862 Wi 

Anprnrtproc, s. of Diogenes 4866 4 

Anprrproc, f. of Alexander 4874 1 

Anprnrtproc, s. of Pausiris 4891 3~4 

AnprArproc, f. of Aur. Theodorus 4895 10 

Asvp—, s./d. of Theon, gr.s./d.of Athenaeus 4872 12 

Adup—, s./d. of Sinthonis 4889 11 

Aidupoc, sitologus 4857 2 

Aidvpoc, s. of Ptolemaeus and Prima, grs. of Ptole- 

maeus 4863 4 4865 1 [4866 1] 

Aidvpoc, s. of —ottion 4867 1 

Avoyévyc, f. of Dioscorus 4856 9 

Avoyéryc, f. of Isarus 4857 6 

Avoyévyc, alias Theon, s. of Theon 4861 9 

Avoyevyc, sitologus 4865 2 4869 2 

Avoyévyc, f. of Demetrius 4866 4 

Avoyévyc, secretary of Dius s. of Acusilaus 4876 1 

Avoyévyc, s. of Sarapion 4882 6 

Avoyévyc, f. of Ammonius 4883 6 

Avoyévyc, secretary of setolog: 4886 7 

Avovucia 4889 16 

Avovictoc, s. of Pausir— 4856 2 

Avoviccoc, alias Amoitas, s. of Heron and Sinthonis, br. 

of Apollonius 4860 10 

Avovicioc, br. of N.N. 4864 4-5 

Avovicioc, s. of Dionysius 4874 9 

Atoviccoc, f. of Dionysius 4874 9 

Atoviccoc, f. of Sarapias 4875 11 

Atovicioc, s. of Philiscus 4877 5 

Avovicioc, f. of Taonnophris alias Chaeremonis 

4884 7 

Atovicioc, s. of Harthoonis 4887 4, 7 

Atoviccoc, sitologus 4887 6 

Atovicioc, s. of —ous 4887 7 

Avovicioc (4889 6) 

Avovicioc, Aur. 4912 4 

Avovicic, s. of Anti— 4881 1, 17-18 

Avovucddwpoc, f. of Aur. Philonicus 4895 7 

Aioc, s. of Acusilaus, f: of Acusilaus 4875 1 4876 1 

Aioc, f. of Agathus Daemon 4877 1 

Aioc see Avrwvioc Aioc 

Atdckopoc, s. of Diogenes 4856 9 

E—,, f. of Fl. Phoebammon 4909 3 

Etkiruoc see Index IV s.v. 375 

Eradpod.it0c, steward of Valeria Artemidora 4871 1-2 

‘Erappodiroc, steward of Claudia Ptolema 4879 5 

Emiwayoc, f. of Sarapion 4858 6 

‘Erijaxoc, f. of Aur. Phoebammon 4910 4 

‘Eppdc, secretary of Antonius Dius 4861 1 

‘Eppa vc, steward of Claudius Munatianus 4859 1 

‘Eppiac, f. of Pnepheros 4881 9 

‘Eppodaoc see Index EX(d) s.v, Eppoddov («Arjpoc) 
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Evayyenoc, sitologus 4874 3-4 

Evéaipwr, s. of Theon 4886 5 

Evéaiuwv, Apollonius alias, s. of Eudaemon 4889 1 

Evdaiwar, f. of Apollonius alias Eudaemon 4889 1 

Evéyproc, £. of Martyrius 4914 5 [4915 4] 

Ed6d.0c¢ see Index IV s.v. 386 

EvicéBuoc see Index IV s.v. 494-6 

Ebdypoc,stewardof AgathocleiaaliasApollonia 48701 

Eddpavrioc, Aur., s. of Phoebammon, sausage maker 

4903 3, 11 

Zyvac 4885 8 

Zivev see Index IV s.v. 449 

Zairoc, s. of Geminus 4874 10 

Zwidoc, s. of Heliodorus 4882 8 

Zwidoc, f. of Theon 4888 6 

H.ddwpoc, f. of Zoilus 4882 8 

‘Hdodwpoc, Aur., s. of Muses, systates 4898 2 

‘HAodwpoc, f. of Aur. Parion 4904 3 

‘Hp—, s. of Ptolemaeus 4860 1 

‘Fpaic, d. of N.N., gr.d.(?) of Sarapion 4859 5 

‘Apaic, m. of Aur. Papnuthis, w. of loannes 4921 4 

‘Hpaxdac, Aur., s. of Nechthenibis 4891 25 

Hpakxeidyc, s. of Heracleides 4882 1 

‘Hpakdeidnc, f. of Heracleides 4882 1 

Hpakdetdyc, alias Heras, sitologus 4890 11 

Hpakretdyc, Aur., s. of Heracleides 4891 27-8 

‘Hpakreidyc, f. of Aur. Heracleides 4891 28 

‘HpakAevoc see Index III s.v. Heraclius; Index [X(b) s.v. 

‘Hpakdeiov 

‘HpakAjc, alias Apion, s. of Apion 4875 13 

‘Hpac, secretary of Iulius Theon 4872 1, 9 

‘Hpac, farmer 4876 10 

‘Hpac, Heracleides alias, sztologus 4890 11-12 

‘Hpwic, d. of Arch— 4889 17 

‘Hpac, d. of Ptolemaeus 4889 14 

H__obroc (gen.), f. of Dionysius 4887 8 

@Oancia, Aur, d. of Ap 4920 8 

Ocoyéryc, s. of Neoptolemus 4876 9 n. 

Oeoddcioc see Index IV s.w. 380, 386, 393, 408, 415, 

417, 422 
@cddwpoc, Aur., s. of Demetrius 4895 10/ 

Oégav seeTovrAL10c O€wy 

Oéwyv, Diogenes alias, s. of Theon 4861 10 

Oéwy, f. of Diogenes alias Theon 4861 10 

Oéwyv, s. of Sirion 4865 6 

Oéwv, s. of Onnophris 4869 7 

Oéwy, f. of Arsinoe 4872 5 

Oéwv, s. of Athenaeus, f. of Didym— 4872 13 

Oéwy, s. of Theon, cous. of Alexander s. of Demetrius 

4874 2 

19] 

Oéwy, f. of Theon 4874 2-3 

@éwy, s. of Apollonius, ex-gymnasiarch 4883 1, 10 

4885 1 

@éwv, s. of Theon, friend of Acytes s. of Haronnophris 

4884 1 

Oéwy, f. of Theon 4884 1 

Oéwy, alias Gaius, s. of Peteuris 4884 4 

Oéwy, f. of Eudaemon (4886 6) 

Oé€wyr, s. of Zoilus 4888 6 

Oéwy, f. of Aur. N.N. 4917 5 

Oa@duc, Aur., headman 4903 6 

Tépa€, f. of Hacoris 4880 4 

Tob\oc see Index II s.v. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus 

Tothuoc Oéwv, gymnasiarch 4857 1, 4-5 4868 1, 4 

4872 1, 3,9, 11 

TotAoc Capariwy, hypomnematographus 4869 1, 5 

TotAuoc, f. of Aur. N.N. 4904 5 

Tcax, Aur., s. of Nilus, Alexandrian tradesman 4918 5 

Tcapotc, d. of Diogenes 4857 6 

Tcxup—, f. of Ischyras 4889 11 

Tcxupac, s. of Ischyr— 4889 to 

Tcyvpiwv, f. of Agathocleia alias Apollonia 4870 3 

Twavvye, assistant of Fl. Antonius 4902 7 

Twavvyc, Aur., lector?) 4902 18 

Twavryc, Fl., soldier 4919 3 

Twavvyc, f. of Aur. Papnuthis, h. of Herais 4921 4 

Twavvyc, Pileon, f. of Martinus 4922 6 

Tuwcnd, f. of Fl. Constantius [4911 5] 

Kaicap see Index II s.vv. Hadrianus, Antoninus Pius, 

Marcus Aurelius, Severus Alexander, Maximinus 

Thrax and Maximus 

Knu—, f. of Aur. Pieus, h. of Martha 4918 3 

Knavdia [Trorgua 4879 4-5 

Knaibdvoc Teppavoc, steward of Claudius Munatianus 

4862 1 

Knaidioc Movvatiavoc 4859 1, 3-4. 4862 2, 5-6 4863 1 

Knavé.oc Xarpjuwyv 4879 1, 10 

Koddoddoc, f. of Aur. Phoebammon 4917 7 

KopvyjAvoc 4890 6 

Kpoviwy, f. of Aur.—on 4896 4 

Kpovoic, d. of Neoptolemus 4889 9 

Kupia, F1., clarissima femina and landowner [4917 3] 

KopiAdoc, f. of Aur. Nicon 4897 4 

Kwveravrivoc see Index III s.v. Tiberius II 

Kwveravtioc, Fl., s. of loseph, soldier 4911 3 

Kwyveravtioc see Index IV s.v. 417 

Aeovrac, overseer of Claudius Munatianus 4863 7 

Aléwyv see Index IV s.vy. 462, 4.67, 472, 473 

Atxwiavoc see Aovkioc Arkwiavoc Mapriadtc 
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Aov«ioc Atkwravoc Mapriaduc 4891 8-9 

Ma€mivoc, Aur., s. of Ammon(?) 4906 5 

Ma€éivoc see Index III s.v. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus 

Maéipoc see Index U1 s.v. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus; Index IV s.v. 44.4 

Maé moc, Fl., alias Chr—, soldier 4920 3 

Mapéa, m. of Aur. Pieus, w. of Kem— 4918 3 

Mapia, Aur. 4894 7 

Mapwravec see Index IV s.v. 423 

Mapivoc, steward of the domus dwina 4901 3 

Mapxvavoc, Fl., optio 4897 6 

Mapxoc, amanuensis of Victor 4930 25 

Mépxoc see Index II s.w. Caracalla and Geta, Severus 

Alexander 

MapriarXrc see Aobkvoc Arkwiavdc Mapriadrc 

Maprivoc, s. of Ioannes Pileon, dealer in tow 4922 5 

Mapripioc, s. of Eutherius, priest of the catholic 

church and landowner 4914 3 [4915 3] 

Mnvac, Aur. s. of Abraamius 4922 8 

Mnvac, pork butcher 4923 1 [4924 1] 4925 1 

Movaé.oc see Index IV s.v. 419 

Moiic, f. of Aur. Pamun 4901 4 

Movvatiavéc see KAavévoc Movvatiavéc 

Index IX(d) sx. 
. , , 

Movcaioc see provactnprov/ mov” 

Movcaiov 

Movcjc, f. of Aur. Heliodorus 4898 2 

Neidoc, f. of Aur. Isac, former palatinus 4918 6 

Nepépic (= Numerius?) freedman and steward of Dio- 

nysis s. of Anti— 4881 2, 15 

Neomrodepoc, f. of Theogenes(?) 4876 9 

Neomrodepoc, f. of Cronous 4889 9 

NexGeviBuc, f. of Aur. Heraclas 4891 25-6 

Newrépioc see Index IV s.y. 391 

Nixwv, Aur., s. of Cyrillus, bread-seller 4897 4, 20 

‘OXbBproc see Index IV s.v. 379 

‘Ovvendpre, f. of Theon (4869 7) 

‘Ovepwoc see Index IV s.wy. 386, 415, 417, 422 

Odvadevtunavoc see Index IV s.v. 391 

Odarepia Apreuidmpa 4871 1 

Odaré€pioc, magnificentissimus curialis 4930 8, 29 

Odijpoc see Index III s.vv. Marcus Aurelius and Verus, 

Maximinus Thrax and Maximus 

TTaamic 4891 4 

TlabaOy¢, f. of Pecysis 4888 5 

TTaXAaé.oc see Index IV s.v. 417) 

TTapovOoc, F1., soldier 4919 3 

TTajotb@voc, archimandrite of the monastery of 

Musaeus 4926 1 4927 1 4928 1 4929 1 

INDEXES 
Tlapotv, Aur., s. of Muis, deacon 4901 4 

Tlamvoi6.oc, representative of Fl. Cyria 4917 3 

Tlamvoi@ic, Aur., s. of loannes and Herais, h. of Chu- 

rus, salt-fish seller 4921 4 

Ilarovrac, sitologus 4873 2 

Tlapiwv, Aur., s. of Heliodorus, systates 4904 3, 12 

Tlaciwyv, s. of Achillion 4891 6 

Tlatépioc see Index IV s.v. 444 

Tlavcaviac, Aur., village scribe 4892 6 

Tlavcip—, f. of Dionysius 4856 2 

Tlaucipic, f. of Horus 4878 1 

ITavcipic, f. of Saras 4885 7 

ITavcipic, f. of Demetrius 4891 4 

Tléxucic, the younger, s. of Pathothes 4888 5 

Tleretpuc, f. of Theon alias Gaius 4884 5 

Tlérpoc, f. of Aur. N.N. 4915 5 

Imotc, Aur., s. of Gem— and Martha 4918 3, 16 

ITiAé€wv, loannes Pileon, f. of Martinus 4922 6 

ITXiwra(c)_ see Index IV s.v. 420 

Ilvehepac, s. of Hermias 4881 8 

TIopmjvoc see Index IV s.v. 501 

Tlocrovpuavec see Index IV s.v. 449 

TTobBAvoc see Index III s.v. Caracalla and Geta 

IIpia,m. of Didymus, w. of Ptolemaeus [4863 4] 

IIpoBuwiavec see Index IV s.v. 472 

TIpékdoc, f. of Ammonius 4888 1 

IIpwroyévnc see Index IV s.v. 450 

TTror€wa see KAavdia ITroAgua 

ITroXepaioc, f. of Her— 48601 

ITrodepnaioc, s. of Ptolemaeus, f. of Didymus 4863 4 

4865 1 4866 1 

TTroXepnaioc, f. of Ptolemaeus, gr.f. of Didymus [4863 

4] 4865 1 4866 1 

ITroAewaioc, s. of Ptolemaeus 4876 7 

ITroAepaioc, f. of Ptolemaeus 4876 7 

ITrohepaioc, f. of Heros 4889 14 

ITroAewaioc, Aur. s. of Apphus 4900 3 

‘Poudivoc see Index IV s.v. 393 

‘Poddoc, f. of Apollonius 4888 2 

CapBarvoc, Aur. s. of Sambat(h)ius 4913 4 

CapBarvoc, f. of Aur. Sambat(h)ius 4913 4 

Capa7rajyuwv, Apollonius alias 4890 8 

Caparrapy.wy, f. of Ammonous 4904 4 

Capamwac, d. of Dionysius 4875 10 

Capamac, d. of Antiochus 4890 5 

Caparriwy, sitologus 4856 3 

Capazriwy, s. of Epimachus 4858 5 

Capariwy gr.f.(?) of Herais 4859 6 

Capamiwy, secretary of Iulius Sarapion 4869 1 

Caparriwyv, s. of Sarapion and Tausiris 4869 6 

Capazriwy, f. of Sarapion, h. of Tausiris 4869 6 
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Capariwv see lovAoc Capariwv 

Capariwy, f. of Saras(?) 4872 5 

Capamiwy, secretary(?) of Agathus Daemon s. of Dius 

4877 1 

Capariwy, f. of Diogenes 4882 6-7 

Capariwy 4889 18 

Capariwy, f. of Aur. —is 4916 4-5 

Capac, s. of Sarapion 4872 5 n. 

Capac, s. of Pausiris 4885 7 

Ceoujpoc see Index II s.v. Severus Alexander 

Cemripoc see Index UI s.v. Caracalla and Geta 

Cépytoc, Fl., s. of Victor, vir spectabilis, comes and dioecetes 

of the ‘glorious household’ 4930 4 

CivOwvic, d. of Alexander, w. of Heron, m. of Apollonius 

and Dionysius alias Amoitas (4860 11, 14) 

CivOwvic, m. of Didym— (4889 12) 

Cipiwy, f. of Theon 4865 6 

Coppaxoc see Index IV s.wy. 391, 447, 523 

Cuvrixy, freedwoman of Sarapias d. of Dionysius 

4875 9 

Tadévvwdpic, alias Chaeremonis, d. 

4884 6 

Taréxucic 4889 16 

Tarvavéc see Index IV s.v. 391 

of Dionysius 

Taucipic, m. of Sarapion, w. of Sarapion 4869 6 

TayvovBic, d. of Ammonius and Harasis 4889 7 

TiBépioc see Index II s.v. Tiberius II 

Tizoc see Index II s.v. Antoninus Pius 

Tpaiavoc see Index II s.v. Hadrianus 

Tpwcidda, d. of Harmiusis 4874 8 

Paviac 4873 7 

@aictoc, alias Amphion, sifologus 4860 2 

Diiickoc, f. of Dionysius 4877 5 

@.Xickoc, Philoxenus alias 4887 4 

@id6vixoc, Aur., s. of Dionysodorus 4895 6 

@.r6Eeva, m. of Aur. Churus, w. of Antonius 4921 6 

Pirb€evoc, alias Philiscus 4887 4 

Pdaovia see Kupia 

P)aéovioc [4893 3] [4910 3]; see also Aupwrvi—, Av- 

rovioc, Apwr, Twavvync, Kwvetavtioc, Maépoc, 
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Mapkwavoc, Ilapotduoc, Cépyoc, PorBapprwv; Index 

II s.w. Tiberius m, Heraclius; Index IV s.w. 375, 

379; 386, 391, 393; 417, 419, 420, 423, 444, 447, 449, 
450, 462, 465, 467, 472, 473, 494-6, 501, v/VI, 523 

Po.Papypwy, f. of Aur. Euphrantius 4903 3 

PoiPappwr, Fl., ex-protector and administrator of the 

domus divina [4905 3] 4906 3 

PoiPaypwr, Fl., s. of E—, devotissimus magistrianus of 

the sacra officia 4909 3 

PoiPaupwvr, Aur., s. of Epimachus, tradesman 4910 4 

®Po.Papwr, Aur, s. of Colluthus, guarantor of Aur. 

N.N. 49177 

Xatpyuovic, Taonnophris alias, d. 

4884 7 

Xaiphuwv see Kavd.oc Xaipypwy 

of Dionysius 

Xaiphuwy, sitologus? 4886 9 

Xovpotc, Aur., d. of Antonius and Philoxena, w. of 

Aur. Papnuthis, salt-fish seller 4921 5 

Xp—, alias Fl. Maximus, soldier 4920 3 

Xwooc, f. of N.N. 4906 7 

Wappuc, s. of Psammis 4878 5 

Pappuc, f. of Paammis 4878 5-6 

‘Qpiwy, alias Berenicianus 4890 6-7 

*Qpoc, s. of Pausiris 4878 1 

*Qpoc, f. of Demetria 4888 6 

‘Qdedac, f. of Ammonas 4889 10 

_ottiwy, f. of Didymus 4867 1 

].v..,.,f of Aur. N.N. 4913 22 

] «tc, Aur, d. of Sarapion 4916 4 

]. 7. vvoc (gen.), m.(?) of Aur. Danielius 4921 8 

_a_einc (gen.), m. of Aur. Menas 4922 9 

—éppwv, Aur. 4911 6 

—voc, f. of Apion 4867 7 

—oc, Aur. s. of Apphus 4896 6 

—wy, f. of N.N. 4880 1 

—wv, Aur., s. of Cronion, assistant to the office of 

exactor 4896 4 

IX. GEOGRAPHICAL 

(a) Countries, Nomes, Toparchies, Cities, etc. 

Aiyurrianoc see Index XI s.v. képec tod Altyumtiaxod 

Aysitou 

AdeEdvipeca 4918 7 4922 fr. 2.1-2 n. 4930 16, 30 

Avw KvvoroXirye (vopdc) 4918 4 

Apxadia (émapyia) 4910 3 

Bperavvixoc see Index III s.v. Caracalla and Geta 

Eppotodirne 4903 4 

‘HpakAcoroAitav (76Auc) [4896 5] 
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KuvoroAirne see Avw KuvoroAXirne 

Kuvay (mé6Xc) 4924 2 

Adbxawv roduc 4893 4. 

Matpo. see Index XI s.v. Matpou Cxutapror 

Okvpvyxityc (vodc) [4913 4] 4915 6 4920 9 4922 

[8], 9 
Okvpvyxitixdc 4901 8 

Okvpvyxitav T7oAc 4883 3 4895 8-9 4896 7 4897 5 

[4898 2] [4899 4] 4903 5 4904 4 [4906 6] [4909 

5] 4911 5 [4912 5] (4913 6) [4914 6] [4915 5] 4916 

8 4917 4 4918 5, 8 4920 7 [4921 7] 4930 7, 29 

INDEXES 

‘Otvpbyyev (76dic) 4860 1 4884 2 (4889 2) (4917 2) 
4918 2 (4921 3) 

rorapxyia 4856 4 (A.Boc) 4860 3 (amnAwWwrov) 4865 

2 (anynAwwrov) [4866 1 (arnAwrov?)| 4868 2 

(amnAcstov) 4869 2 (amnAvtov) 4874 4 (aryAv@rov) 

4878 3 (avw) 4879 1 (amnAwrov) [4881 3 (ArBdc)} 

4882 2 (admyAiWTov) 4883 4 (amnAwrov) 4884 2 

(amnAthrov) 4885 2 (A.Bdc) 4886 5 (amnAwrov) 

4887 3 (AvBoc) 4888 2 (A.Bdc) 4889 2 (wécy) 4890 

5 (avw) 

—irne (vouoc) [4916 6] 

(b) Villages, etc. 

Advyic 4888 5 4889 15, 16, 17 

"Evreuc 4890 5, 6,7, 9 

‘Hpakdeiov (éroixiov) 4891 3 

Ocayévouc (éroikiov) 4928 2 

OAc (wécnc) 4889 12 

OdcBic 4860 12 4873 3 

Tc(vetov NecAa 4889 15 

Tc(vetov Ilayya 4913 3 

‘Tctpov (éroixvov) 4878 7 

‘TwvOic 4868 6 

Keprébupic 4875 3 4876 2 

Kepxevpa 4876 8 

Kuyac (eroixiov) 4901 4 

Aatpa 4929 2 (Cynopolite?) 

Abivne (ktHpwa) 4922 9 

Meyéadov Xwpiov 4926 3 

MeppépOwv 4878 6 

Meckavovvioc 4926 2 

Moviwovu (éroixiov) 4877 2 4878 3 

Nepepa/-wv 4890 to interlin. 4891 5 

Tlaxepxn (arnduwtov) 4859 2 4860 3, 6 4868 2 4874 5 

Tlawpuc 4889 9 
Tloivic 4889 16 

Catvpovu (éroixiov) 4860 8 

CevexeAeuv 4864 8-9 4881 4 4885 2, [8] 

Ceverta (4872 10) 4888 7 

Ceveav 4874 8 4876 11 4889 11 

Cevoxwpic 4860 14 4889 6 4927 2 

Cevtw 4857 9 

Cépudic 4856 4 4875 11 4887 3 4888 3 

Cedw 4869 7 4875 14 

Cryxeda 4861 3 4867 8 (4880 2) 

Cxw 4857 2 [4872 2] 

Covic 4857 8 

Cwovv 4918 4, 16 

co 4922 6 

Taaprenov (4883 4) 

Takova 4920 9 

Tadaw (wécnc) 4889 2, 8 

Tic 4889 9, (10) 

TwatBe 4916 5 

Toov 4868 7 

TvxwaBirwou 4858 6-7 

PoBwov [4866 5] 4879 1 

Xdcic 4892 6 

PaPOrc (arnAucwsrov) 4860 7 4886 5 

‘Qpou (grolxiov) 4881 9 
Qdic 4862 3 [4863 12] 4865 2 [4866 22] 4867 2 

4869 2 4870 4 4871 3 4884 2 4922 7 

(c) Tribes and Demes 

ANOareic 4874 2, 10 4880 2 

Eb0nvodorevoc 4874 1-2 

NewvavaBareoc 4880 1 

Cwcikdcuuoc 4874 9-10 
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(d) Miscellaneous 

AnreEavdpov (kAjpoc) 4891 9 

Apouov Iupvaciov (audodov) 4898 3 

‘Eppordov (KAjpoc) 4891 4-5 

pLovactypiov/ ovr Movcaiov 4926 1 4927 1 4928 1 

4929 1-2 

toro. (4856 4) (4857 2) (4860 3) (4861 3) [4863 1] 
(4865 2) [4866 2] 4867 (2), 8 [4868 2] (4869 2) 
4871 3 4873 3 (4874 5) (4878 3) 4879 2 4880 2 
(4881 4) (4882 2) (4883 5) (4884 2) (4885 3) (4886 
5) (4887 3) (4888 3) (4889 2) (4890 5) 

X. RELIGION 

dyvoc 4914 4 4915 3 

avayvectnd?) 4902 18 

apxyravdpirnc 4927 1 4929 1 

Sidkov 4901 5 

exkAncia see KabodAiKn éxKAncia 

evrAaBéctatoc 4914 3 [4915 3] 4926 1 4928 1 4929 1 

evceByc see Index III s.vv. Antoninus Pius, Caracalla 

and Geta, Severus Alexander, Maximinus Thrax 

and Maximus 

Qeioc 4909 4 (imperial) 

Bevstatoc 4901 3 (imperial) 4905 4 (imperial) 4906 4. 

(imperial); see also Index HI s.v. Tiberius II 

iepoc see Index Ul s.v. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus 

KaboAcKy exkAncia 4901 5 4914 4 4915 4-5 

provactynprov 4927 1 4929 1 

povn 4926 1 4928 1 

mpecBitepoc 4914 3 [4915 3] 

mpoectwc 4926 1 4928 1 

xuy 4902 14912 149211 

XI. OFFICIAL AND MILITARY TERMS AND TITLES 

aidécyuoc 4917 3 

avadépecbar 4911 3 4919 4 [4920 3-4] 

apiO.oc [4893 4] [4911 4] 4919 4 4920 4 

Bonfoc 4902 8 

BonOoc eEaxropiac 4896 5 

BovkeAAapioc [4924 1] 

yevvaroratoc 4911 4 [4919 5] [4920 4] 

ypappatere mpaxtopwv 4864 7-8 

ypaypatede cito\oywv (4886 8) 

yupvaciapxoc (4872 1, 9) 4883 2 

dvoxav 4905 3 [4906 3] 

évdo€oc (ofkoc) 4923 1 4926 1 4929 2 4930 5 

evdoE6ratoc see Index IV s.v. 501) 

eaxtopia see Bonfoc e€axropiac 

errapxia 4910 3 

émapyoc see Index IV s.v. 379 

émupavectatoc see Index IV s.v. 386 

evepyéernc see Index III s.vy. Tiberius 1, Heraclius 

jyepovia 4910 3 

Oavpacwornce [4922 11] 

Oavpacwratoc 4922 5 

eioc see Index X 

Qevoratoc see Index X 

Kabweaevoc [4909 3] 4919 5 4920 5 

Kopec 4913 5 4930 4 

Kojec TOU AiyurTiaKkod Apitov 4902 6 

Kbpioc 4922 5 

Kwpoypappatevc (4892 6) 

Aapmpotatoc 4917 3; see also Index IV s.vv. 375, 379, 

386, 391, 393, 417, 419, 420, 423, 444, 447, 449, 450, 
465, 472, 494-6, 523; Index XV 

Aapmpotnc (4930 11) 

Aeyea tpw7n Maéyuavyn 4900 5 

AeovrokABavapror [4919 6] 4920 5 

Nipne see Kouwec Tob AiyuTtiaKxod Amitouv 

peayictpiavdc [4909 3] 
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Maéyuary see eyeav mpwtn Ma€éyuavy 

Matpor Cxvtapror [4893 4] 

peyadorpéerera 4917 9 

peyadorperéctatoc 4902 6 [4913 5] 4930 9, 29 

peclorepoc 4930 8, 24, [20] 

éntiwv 4897 6 

odhixrov (Aeiov) 4909 4 

madativoc 4918 6 

mepiBAertoc 4930 4 

Todtevdpevoc 4930 9, 29 

TPAKTWP See YpapLwaTede TpAKTOPwY 

mpwrnKkTwp 4905 3 4906 3 

cuyyovAapioc 4907 15-16 

citoAdyoc 4856 (1), 3 (4857 2) (4859 2) (4860 2) (4861 

3) (4862 3) [4863 1] (4865 2) (4866 1) (4867 2) 

INDEXES 

[4868 1] (4869 2) (4870 4) (4871 2) 4872 2, (10) 

[4873 2] 4874 4 4875 2-3 (4876 2) (4877 2) 4878 2 

[4879 1] (4880 2) (4881 3) [4882 1] (4883 4) (4884 

2) (4885 2) (4886 4) (4887 3, 6) (4888 2) 4889 2 

4890 (4), 125 see also ypappratede ciroAOywr 

cKpwrapioc 4902 5 

Cxutapior see Matpor Cxvrapror 

crexovAatwp 4910 3 

ctpatiwtnc [4893 3] 4923 1 49251 

cuctatnc 4898 3 4904 3 

raéic 4902 5 4910 3 

ee ee 4911 4 

itouvynpatoypadhoc 4869 1 

dud} 4898 3 

XII. PROFESSIONS AND OCCUPATIONS 

aptotmAnc 4897 5, 20 

BonOoc see Index XI 

ypappateve (4857 1) (4858 10) 4861 1 (4868 1) (4869 

1) 4872 1, 9 (4876 2) 4877 2 n. 

dvampaypatevecbar 4918 7 [4922 7] 

diovxntync 4930 5 

emuctatync 4903 6 

eritpotoc 4863 8 

icuxtaproc 4903 4 

otkovojxoc 4859 1 4862 1 4870 1 4879 5 4881 3 

mepixuTnc 49175 

mpovontync (4901 3) 

cTiunmotmpaypateuTnc 4922 6 

tapixoTm@Aoc 4921 6 

dpovrictnc 4871 2 

xorpouayerpoc 4923 1 [4924 1] 49251 

XII. MEASURES 

(a) Weights and Measures 

apovpa (4891 [2], 5,7, 10, 11) 4915 9 

aptaBy 4856 10, (11) 4857 7-0, (11) 4858 7 4859 6 

(4860 7-9, 12, 15, 16) (4861 12) 4862 0, (10) 4863 

5, (9) 4865 6, (8) 4866 5 4867 8, (9) [4868 7] (4869 

7, 8) 4872 5, [7], 13, (14) [4873 8, 9] (4874 7, 8, 11) 

(4875 17) 4876 8, (9), 11, (12) 4877 6 4878 6-8 (4879 

6) 4880 4, (5) 4881 9 (4882 7, o) (4883 7) 4884 6, (8), 

9 4885 9 (4886 6, 7, 9, 10) 4887 5, (6), 8, (9) (4888 

5, 7, 8) 4889 6-13, 15-17 4890 (6, 8, 9, 10), 13, (14) 

(4891 2, 5, 7, 11) 4913 9, 10, [19, 20] 

decuidiov [4918 15] 
Simdobv 4901 7, (9) 

Nirpa (4923 2, 3) [4924 2] 4925 1, 2,3 

xoiriE (4860 7, 9, 16) 4864 9 4865 8 (4867 0) (4872 

6, 7, 14) 4875 12, 16 (4878 8, 9) (4882 7, 9) (4883 7) 

(4888 7, 8) 4889 (14, 16), 18 4890 (6, 9, 11), 13-14 

(4891 10) 
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(b) Money 

AdeEavdpeiac (Cuysv) 4930 16, (30) 

idSwwrixov (Cuydv) 4921 12 

Kepatiov 4930 14, 15, (30) 

pupiac 4903 9 

vopicua 4907 7, (8, 19) 4930 13 

voucwatiov 4897 10 4902 16 4904 8 4918 11, [(12)], 

(16) [4921 12] (4930 30) 

XIV. TAXES 

Térecua 4891 18 

XV. GENERAL INDEX OF WORDS 

ayvoc see Index X 

aypaypatoc (4930 26) 

adeApoc 4864 4 

adix- 4894 4 

Aiyurriaxoc see Index XI s.v. xopec Tob Alyurtiaxod 

Aiitou 

aidécynoc see Index XI 

atpetcbar 4861 11 4862 7 4873 8 

aipyn 4891 12-13 

aiteicbar 4907 12 

atwvioc see Index III s.vw. Tiberius u, Heraclius; Index 

IV s.vv. 375, 380, 391, 393, 408, 415, 417, 422, 462, 

467, 472, 473 
axivdvvoc 4903 10 4904 g [4921 14] 

axodovboc 4894 3 

adrnreyyin [4904 6] 4915 7 49219 

adrAnrwy 4901 7 [4913 8] 

aAdoc [4898 3] 4907 12 

aya 4891 17 

appodov [4898 3] 

apdotepoc 4860 11 4897 4 4921 6 

ava 4891 5, 7, 10 

avayxaioc 4897 8-g [4903 8] [4904 7] 4918 10 

{4921 11] 

avayvactne(?) see Index X 

avadéxecbar [4917 6] 

avaArwpa (4923 1) (4924 2) (4925 1) 

avadéepew 4893 3 

avabépecbar see Index XI 

avev 4897 13 4907 11 

avec 4874 3 

avtoyia 4907 11 

avurrepbérwe 4901 11 4907 10-11 4930 20 

dvw 4878 2 4890 5; see also Index [X(a) s.v. Avw Kuvo- 

moNitne 

dtiobv [4913 23] 

dmac 4917 6 

ameAevbépa 4875 10 

ameAevbepoc 4881 2, 15-16 

améxew 4899 6 

amndwwtync 4859 2 4860 2, 6, 7 4865 2 [4866 1] 4868 

2 4869 2 4871 3 4874 4 [4879 1] 4882 2 4883 4 

4884 2 4886 4 4891 7, 10 

amAote 4897 17 [4902 13] 4904 8 [4913 17] 4918 11 

4930 22 

amo 4856 5 4857 3 4859 2 4860 1, 4 4861 4 4862 4 

4863 2 4865 3 4866 2 4868 3 4869 3 4871 4 4872 

3, [10] 4873 4 4874 6 4875 5 4876 4 [4877 3] 4879 

2 4883 7 4884 1, 3 4885 4 4887 3 4888 3 4889 2, 3 

4891 3, 6, 12 4895 7, 10 4896 4, 6 4898 [2], 4 4899 

3,5 4901 4, 6 4902 9 4903 10 4904 4, 5, [9] [4905 

3] 4906 3, [6], 7, [8] 4910 5 4911 5, [7] 4913 3, [6] 

4915 5, [6], 7, 8 [4916 5, 8] 4917 8 4918 3, 6, 16 

[4920 8] 4921 6, 8, [14] 4922 6, 9 4924 2 4926 2, 3 

4927 2 4928 2 4929 3 4930 7, 10, 15, 29, 30 

aroé.dovar 4891 16 4897 11 4902 17 4904 10 4907 9 

4913 12, [20] 

amtokpotwe 4930 12 

amottAnpodv 4917 6 

amotaktoc 4917 10 

apyvpiov 4903 9 

apéeckew [4913 g] 

apetn [4918 9| 

apiOuoc 4918 12; see also Index XI 

apictoc 4914 4-5 [4915 4] 

apovpa see Index XII(a) 

aptaBy see Index XII (a) 

aptomwAnc see Index XII 

apxn 4915 2 

apxysavdpitnc see Index X 

achadeva 4910 6 4922 10 

Adbroxpatwp see Index III s.vv. Hadrianus, Antoninus 
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Pius, Severus Alexander, Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus, Tiberius 1m, Heraclius 

avtoc 4857 11 4860 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15 4863 g (4869 8) 

(4874 11) 4875 17 (4876 12) (4878 8) (4882 9) 4884 

7, (8) (4889 15) (4890 9) 4891 (2, 8, 11), 28 4895 11 

4898 4 [4899 6] 4902 19 4904 5 4910 5 [4911 7] 

[4913 23] 4917 6, 8 4918 8, 10, 13 4921 8 4922 3 

[4924 2] 4930 to, 17, 26 

axype 4918 13 

Bactreta see Index III s.v. Tiberius 1 

Bonfdc see Index XI s.vv. Bon6c, BonBoc Eaxtopiac 

BouxeAAdproc see Index XI 

Bperavvixoc see Index III s.v. Caracalla and Geta 

yapern 4904 3, [12] 49215 

yernua 4856 6 4857 5 4858 3 4859 4 4860 4 4861 

6 4862 8 [4863 2] 4864 5 4865 4 4866 3 4867 4 

[4868 4] 4869 4 4870 6 4871 6 4872 4, 11 4873 5 

4874 7 4875 6 4876 5 4877 4 4878 4 4879 3 4881 6 

4882 4 4883 9 4884 3 4885 5 4886 1 4887 1 4888 

4 4889 4 4890 1 [4913 11] 

yevvavotatoc see Index XI 

yeouxay 4914 5 [4915 4] [4917 4] 4919 7 [4920 6] 

yewpyoc 4876 11 4884 5, 7 

yy 4891 13, 18 

yily)vecOar (4856 11) (4857 10) [4859 6] (4860 15) 

(4861 12) (4862 10) (4863 [4], 9) (4865 8) (4867 

9) (4868 8) (4869 8) (4872 7, 14) 4873 9 (4874 11) 

(4875 16) (4876 9, 12) (4877 6) (4878 8) (4880 5) 

(4882 9) (4884 8) (4886 7) (4887 6, 9) 4888 7, 8 

(4889 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 17) (4890 10, 14) 4897 14 4901 

o) 12 (4904 8) (4907 8) (4913 10) 4918 6, (12) (4923 

3) [4924 2] (4925 2, 3) (4926 3, 4) (4927 4) (4928 

ss 4929 4) 
yvncioc 4891 18 

ypaypa 4891 29 4902 19 [4913 23] 

ypappateve see Index XI, XII 

ypappatiov [4897 17] 4902 13 4903 11 (4904 12) 

4907 14 4913 16 [4918 16] 4930 21, (25, 29) 

ypadew 4891 28 4897 17 4902 13, 19 [4913 23] 4930 

22, 26 

yupvactapyoc see Index XI 

dexaoxtw 4930 15 

béxatoc (4925 3) 

dexatpeic 4886 6-7 

decuidvov see Index XIII(a) 

decmroTyc see Index III s.v. Tiberius 1; Index IV s.w. 

375, 380, 386, 391, 393, 408, 415, 417, 422, 462, 467, 
472, 473 

dectrotixoc [4918 11] 

devTepoc 4856 7 

INDEXES 

dnrobv 4918 14; see also Index IV s.w. 465, 467 

dnpocioc 4886 1 4890 1 

51a 4871 1 4874 2, 10 4875 1 4876 1, 10 4878 1 4879 

5 [4881 1] 4884 1, 5, 7 4885 7 4886 4 4887 3 4888 

1, 6 4890 4, 6 4891 3 4892 6 4895 13-14 4897 8 

4901 3 4902 7 4903 7 4904 7 [4910 6] 4917 3 

4918 9 4921 10 4922 10 (4923 1) [4924 1] (4925 

1) (4927 1) 

diayew 4918 4 

diakeichar [4893 5} 

duakwy see Index X 

dtatrpayparevecbar see Index XII 

dvactéAAew 4856 5 4857 3 4859 2 4860 3 4861 4 

4862 4 4863 2 4864 2 4865 3 4866 2 4867 3 4868 

2 4869 3 4870 5 4871 4 4872 2, 10 [4873 3-4] 4874 

5-6 4875 4 4876 3 4877 2 4878 3 4879 2 4880 3 

4881 4-5 4882 3 4883 5 4884 3 4885 3 4887 1, 7 

4888 3 4889 3 

diadépew 4917 9 

dvadopov [4918 13] 

ddovar 4923 1 [4924 1] 4925 1 4927 1 4930 17 

diépxecHar 4863 3 4865 4 4866 3 4867 5 4871 6 4886 

2 4887 1 4888 4 4889 4 

diocxnryc see Index XII 

diorxav see Index XI 

dimAobv see Index XIII (a) 

doxyuoc 4897 9 [4904 8] 4918 11 

d00 4856 11 4857 8 4858 7 4860 16 4875 15 4882 9 

4884 6 4888 8 4889 14 4890 11, 13 4918 12 4925 

2,3 4929 3 

dwdexa 4869 8 

dwdéxatoc 4927 3, 5 

eav 4861 11 4862 7 

EBdouynKovta 4884 6, 8 4929 3 

EBdopoc 4865 9 4866 6 4869 9 4901 11 [4915 8] 

éyypadhoc 4910 6 4922 10 

eyyuntnc 4917 5-6 

éy@ 4858 2 4860 4 [4863 2] 4864 4 4865 3 [4866 2] 

4867 4 4870 5 4871 5 4878 4 4879 3 4882 3 4883 

8 4884 3 4885 4 4888 1, 4 4889 3 4892 6 4894 4 

4895 15 4897 8, 15, [16] 4901 10 4903 8 4907 11, 

13, 14, 17 [4910 6] [4913 9, 21] 4917 7 4918 [10], 12 

[4922 10] 4930 8, 24 

edadoc 4900 7 

cidévar 4891 29 4902 20 4913 23 

eixac 4897 11 4930 18 

cixoct 4878 6, 8 4879 6 4882 7 4889 7 

elkoctéc [4877 7| 

elvat 4858 10 4897 11 4907 13 [4921 14] 4930 26 

cic 4886 1 4890 1 4891 13, 15 [4893 4] 4895 14 4897 

8 4903 8 4904 7 4911 3 4917 6 4918 10 4919 4 

4920 4 [4921 11] 
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cic 4860 7, 9 4872 6 4885 9 4897 10 4902 17 

eiciévar 4904 10 

ex 4891 4, 6, 9, 16 4895 14 4897 8, 15 [4903 8] 4904 

6, [7] 4907 13 4915 7 4918 7, 9 4921 9, 10 49227 

exactoc 4917 10 4930 14, 30 

exatov 4861 12 4873 9 4884 9 [4913 10] 

Exxadéxatoc 4873 5-6 4882 4-5 

exkAncia see Index X s.v. KaBodAuKr exx«Ayncla 

éxouciwc [4906 8] [4911 7] [4915 7] 

extoc 4864 6 4865 4 4866 3 4867 5 4868 5 4907 

10 4930 18 

ev 4856 5 4857 4 4858 2 4859 3 4860 4 4861 5 4864 

3 4865 3 [4866 2] 4867 4 4868 3 4869 3 4870 6 

4871 5 4872 3, 11 [4873 4] 4874 6 4875 5 4876 4 

4877 3 4878 4 4879 3 4881 6 4882 3 4883 8 4884 

3 4885 4 4888 4 4895 13 4896 8 4897 5, 8, 19 4903 

4, 7 4904 6 4910 7 [4913 20] 4914 5 [4918 2, 9] 

4921 3, [10] 4922 7 4930 17 

evdéxatoc 4881 10-11 

évdoéoc see Index XI 

evdoéoratoc see Index XI 

evernxovta 4872 6 

éviauvtoc 4917 10 

evicravat 4856 7 4861 7 4869 4 4876 5 4882 4 4890 

1 4897 12 4915 8 

evvakicyidvar [4903 g] 

evvea 4860 8 4927 3 

evveaxaidexatoc 4875 7 4877 4 

evravia 4915 4 4917 4 4918 4, [8] 4920 7 4925 1 

evredbev [4913 8] 4922 11 

evromioc 4901 8 

€€ 4860 15 4869 7 4878 7 4884 9 4928 3 4930 14 

é€axocia 4927 3 

e€axtopia see Index XI s.v. Bonfoc éEaxropiac 

e€eivac 4907 11 

é€nxovta 4856 10 4872 13 4877 6 4887 5-6, 8 

4928 3 

efjc 4918 13 

érayouevat 4857 13 4861 14 4876 15; see also Index 

VI s.v. Mecopy 

eraxoAovdeiy 4891 14 

éravayxec 4897 10-11 [4904 9] 4907 9 4913 12 

errapxia see Index XI 

errapxoc see Index XI 

érepwrav [4897 18] 4902 14 4907 15 [4913 17, 22] 

(4930 22) 

érechar 4891 17 

émi 4857 10 4860 15 4864 3 4869 8 4875 16 4876 

13 4878 8 4882 9 4884 8 4891 11 4901 10 4917 

10(?) 4918 12 

emdéxecHar 4906 8 [4911 7] [4915 7] 

emo.dovar 4881 18 4891 26 4894 7 

emévar 4907 9 
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emictarnc see Index XII 

emTndevpa 4910 5 

emitporroc see Index XII 

emupavéctatoc see Index XI 

emupepew 4858 10 

erroixiov 4860 9 4878 7 4881 9 4901 4; see also Index 

TX(b) s.w. “Hpaxdciov, Ictpov, Kwiac, Moviwov, Ca- 

TUpov, S2pov 

énta 4860 7 4875 13 4876 12 4878 8, 9 4889 11 

4890 11, 13 

éemtaxaoeKatoc 4873 10 

ertakocia 4863 5, 8-9 

épxecOar 4925 1 

éroc 4856 8, (11) (4857 5, 11) (4858 3, 7) (4859 4, 7) 

(4860 4, 17) (4861 7, [13]) 4862 8, 11 4863 (3), [5] 

4864 6, 10 4865 5, 9 4866 [3], 6 4867 6, (10) 4868 

5, (9) (4869 4, 9) (4870 6) (4872 4, 7, [11], 14) 4873 6, 

[9] (4874 7, 11) 4875 8, (17) (4876 5, 13) 4877 4, [6] 

(4878 4) 4879 (3), 6 (4880 5) 4881 (7), [10] 4882 5, 

(9) (4883 9) (4884 3, 9) (4885 6, 10) (4886 2) (4887 

1) (4888 4, 8) (4889 4) (4890 2) (4891 21) (4892 1) 

4897 12 4904 10 [4915 8] 4922 3 (4923 3) (4924 3) 

(4925 3) (4927 5) 4930 2 

evapectoc 4901 8 4922 fr. 3.2 

evepyéryc see Index III s.vy. Tiberius m, Heraclius 

evAaBéctatoc see Index X 

evpyciroyia 4897 13-14 4901 12 

evceByc see Index II s.vv. Antoninus Pius, Caracalla 

and Geta, Severus Alexander, Maximinus Thrax 

and Maximus, Tiberius 1; Index IV s.v. 582 

evcta0uoc 4897 o 4904 8 4918 11 

evtuxnc 4907 10; see also Index II] s.vy. Severus Alex- 

ander, Maximinus Thrax and Maximus 

éyew 4856 5 4857 4 4859 3 4860 4 4861 4 4862 4 

4863 2 4864 2 4865 3 4866 2 4867 3 4868 2 4869 

3 4870 5 4871 5 4872 3, [10] 4873 4 4874 6 4875 5 

4876 4 4877 3 4878 4 4879 2 4881 5 4882 3 4883 

7-8 4884 3 4885 4 4888 3-4 4889 3 4895 12-13 

4896 8 4897 7, 19 4901 6 4902 16 4903 7 4904 6 

4913 7, [19] [4916 9] 4918 9-10 [4921 10] 4922 11 

éwe 4924 2 

Cuyov see Index XIII(b) s.vv. AAeEavdpeiac (Cuyov), idi- 

wriKkov (Cuyov) 

7 [4861 11] 4862 7 [4873 8] 

nyewovia see Index XI 

non [4922 11] 

jyeic 4904 7 [4921 11] 4922 [1], 3; see also Index IV 

S.VV. 375, 380, 386, 391, 393, 408, 415, 417, 422, 462, 
497, 472, 473 

npepa [4924 2] 49251 

Hcepouctwe 4925 1 
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juccuc 4857 7, 8 4860 9, 12, 15, 16 4862 10 4875 15 

4878 7 4907 8 

Oavpaciérnc see Index XI 

favpacuwratoc see Index XI 

Oeioc see Index X 

Oevdtatoc see Index X 

Oéua 4856 6, 9 4857 4 4858 2 4860 4 4861 5 4862 6 

[4863 2] 4864 3 4865 3 [4866 2] 4867 3 [4868 3] 

4869 4-5, 7 4870 6 4871 5 4872 3, 11 4873 4 4874 

6 4875 5-6 4876 4 4877 3 4878 4 4879 3 4881 6 

4882 3 4883 8 4884 3, 5, 8 4885 5 4886 6 4887 3, 

5 4888 4 4890 10 

duyarnp 4911 6 4916 4 4920 8 49215 

idtoc 4860 6 4895 14-15 4897 8 4903 8 4904 7 

{4918 ro] [4921 11] 

idwwrtkoc see Index XIII(d) s.v. tiwrixdv (Cvydv) 

tepoc see Index II sv. Maximinus Thrax and 

Maximus 

ivduxtiwy see Index V(a) 

icuxvapoc see Index XII 

icoc 4891 16 

Kabapéc [4913 11] 

Kkabapa@c 4930 12 

KaboAukdc see Index X s.v. KaboAuky exKAncia 

Kabwewwpéevoc see Index XI 

kata [4900 3] 4917 10 

katayl(y)vebar 4897 4 4903 4 

KkaTapeve 4916 6 

Katamictevechar 4910 7-8 

KkataTiévar 4891 13 

Kepatiov see Index XIII(d) 

kepararov 4897 104904 9 4907 8, 19 4918 12 [4921 13] 

Kwdvvoc [4903 10] 4904 9 4921 14 

kAnpovopmoc 4884 4 4899 4 

KkoxKkodoyelv 4891 12 

Komec see Index XI s.vy. Képec, Képmec Tob AiyurtiaKod 

Aysitov 

Kkockwevew 4913 11 

Kpéac 4923 2, (3) [4924 2] 4925 1-3 

Kpi0y 4891 12 4913 10, 19 

KTHwa 4922 9 

kvptoc (adjective) 4897 16 4907 14 [4913 16] 4930 21 

kvpvoc (noun) see Index II] s.vv. Hadrianus, Antoninus 

Pius, Marcus Aurelius and Verus, Marcus Aurelius, 

Severus Alexander; Index XI 

kan 4874 11 4902 9 4906 7 4913 3 4915 6 4916 5 

4918 3 4920 9 49227 

Kwpoypappatevc see Index XI 

Aaprpsc 4895 8 (4896 6) [4898 2] 4899 5 4903 5 

INDEXES 
4904 4 4906 6 [4909 5] 4912 5 [4913 6] 4914 5 

4915 4 4917 4 4918 4 4920 7 4921 6-7 

Aaprpotatoc 4895 8 [4896 7] [4898 2] [4899 4] 

4903 5 4904 4 4906 6 [4909 5] [4912 5] 4913 6 

[4914 6] [4915 5] 4917 4; see also Index XI 

Aapmporne see Index XI 

Neyewv see Index XI s.v. Aeyeav tpHrn Maéyuary 

Nunc see Index XI s.v. Kone Tob AiyurtiaKkod Aysitov 

Awoxaraun 4918 14 

Nirpa_ see Index XIII (a) 

Ais 4856 3 4881 3 4885 2 4887 3 4888 2; see also 

Index [X(a) s.v. romapxia 

Noyoc 4901 6 4923 1 4924 2 4925 1 4927 2 

Aouroc 4881 5 (4890 14) 

payictpiavoc see Index XI 

paxaproc 4918 5 4920 6 4922 5 4930 6 

peyaddrroAic 4918 6 

peeyadorpémera see Index XI 

pLeyadomperéctatoc see Index XI 

péyac 4917 5; see also Index III s.w. Caracalla and 

Geta, Tiberius 1 

prerlorepoc see Index XI 

pretc 4897 12 4901 10 4907 9 (4923 2) (4924 2) 

4930 19 

pev 4860 6 

prepic 4891 7, 10 

pecn 4889 2, 12 

pectoc 4901 8 

pera 4917 5; see also Index IV s.w. 375, 391, 393, 408, 

417, 420, 444, 447, 449, 450, 465, 467, 472, 494-6, 
v/VI, 523 

pétoxoc 4878 2 

petpetv 4886 1 4890 1 

un 4891 21, 29 4902 20 4913 23 

unrnp 4860 11, 14 [4863 4] 4869 6 4889 7, 12 4910 4 

[4916 5] 4918 3 4920 8 4921 5 4922 8 

pucOarroxyn [4900 3] 

pucOodv [4900 3] [4906 8] [4915 7] 

picdwec 4917 8 

pojun 4914 5 [4915 4] 4918 6 4920 6 4922 6 4930 6 

peovactnpuov see Index X 

provn see Index X 

povoc 4901 g (4923 2, 3) [4924 2] 4925 2 (4926 4) 

(4927 4) (4928 3) 

peuptac see Index XIII(d) 

véoc 4891 16 [4913 11] 

vewtepoc 4862 2 4888 5 

vomuca see Index XIII(6) 

vopucwatiov see Index XIII(d) 

vowoc 4902 10 [4913 4] [4915 7] [4916 6] 4918 4 

[4920 9] 4922 8, 10 
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votoc 4891 6-7, 9 

oydonkovta 4901 9 

dydoo0c [4859 6] 4860 8, 13 

otxia 4901 3 [4905 4] 4906 4 

oikovomoc see Index XII 

olkoc 4895 14 4897 8 [4903 8] [4904 7] 4918 9-10 

4921 10 4923 1 4926 2 4929 > 4930 5 

otvoc 49017 

dxtw 4859 6 4865 8 4875 11 4876 8 4889 14, 18 

49019 

opoiwc 4860 13 

oporoyety 4895 12 [4896 8] 4897 7, [18] 4899 6 4901 

6 4902 14 4903 7 4904 6 4907 15 [4910 5] 4913 

7, 17, [22] [4916 9] 4918 8 4921 9 4922 to, fr. 2.2 

4930 10, 17, 23 

duvdew 4891 18, 26-7 

dvona 4860 6 4864 3 4926 3 4927 2 4928 © 

‘O€vpuyxitixoc see Index [X(a) 

émtiwv see Index XI 

6pkoc 4891 27 

oppachar 4922 9 

6c 4856 5 4857 3 4859 2 4860 4 4861 4, [11] 4862 

4, 7 4863 2 4864 2 4865 3 4866 2 4867 3 4868 3 

4869 3 4870 5 4871 4 4872 3, [10] 4873 4, 8 4874 6 

4875 5 4876 4 [4877 3] 4878 4 4879 2 4881 5 4882 

3 4883 7 4884 3 4888 3 4889 3 4891 12 

dcrep 4897 10 4904 9 4907 8 [4913 11] 

od 4907 11 

otroc 4891 15 4894 3 4901 10 4904 3, [12] [4910 6] 

4921 5 4922 io, fr. 2.2 4930 16, 25 

ddeidew 4930 11 

addixov see Index XI 

madativoc see Index XI 

Tapa 4856 6 4861 5 4895 9, 13 4896 8 4897 8, 15 

[4898 3] 4901 6 4903 7 4904 6 [4906 5] 4907 13 

4913 7 [4914 6] 4918 9 [4921 10] 4922 11 

Tapapevery 4923 1 

tapetvat 4930 19 

10 4918 13-14 4926 2 4928 2 mapexew 4901 

(4929 2) 

mac 4897 16 4903 10 [4904 9] 4907 11, 14, 17 [4913 

21] [4921 14] 

méuttoc 4879 6 4925 3 

mevtakociat 4872 5-6 

weve 4860 12 4880 4 4882 7 4889 12 

mevTnKovTa 4865 7 

mept 4891 2,5, 8 

mepiBAemroc see Index XI 

mepuyvTyc see Index XII 

mumpackew 4894 4 

mucto@c 4891 14 
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mAnpyc [4913 9, 19] 

TAnpotv 4899 6 

roduc 4860 3 4883 3 4884 2 4889 2 4890 6, 7, 9 

[4893 4] 4895 9, 11 4896 7 4897 5 4898 [2], 4 

4899 4, [6] 4903 5 4904 5 [4909 5] 4910 5 4911 

5, [7] 4912 5 [4913 7] 4914 6 [4915 5] [4916 o} 

4917 8 4918 2, 5, 8 [4920 7| [4921 7, 9] 4930 7, 10; 

see also Index [X(a) s.vv. HpakAeoroAitav, Kuvav, 

Adbkwv r6Ac, O€upuyxitav roduc, Ofvpbyxav 

moAtevopevoc see Index XI 

moAve 4918 7 4922 7 

mpaypya 4905 4 4906 4 

mpaxtwp see Index XI s.v. ypaypartede mpaxropav 

mpaéic 4897 14 4904 11 4907 12 

mpattew 4894 3 

mpecBvtepoc see Index X 

mpoypadew 4862 5 [4863 7] 4881 16-17 4887 7 [4913 

18, 21] 

mpoectac see Index X 

mpobecuia 4907 12 [4913 20] [4918 14] 

mpoxeicbar [4863 8] 4887 8 4902 15, 17 4907 16, 

17-18 4913 21 4930 25 

mpovontyc see Index XII 

mpoc 4901 7 [4913 8] 

mpotepoc 4860 11, 13 (4891 3, 8) 

mpoxeipilew 4891 15 

mpwrnKtwp see Index XI 

mpatoc [4900 5] 

mupoc 4856 6, 10, (11) 4857 5, (11) 4858 2 4859 4 

(4860 4) (4861 6) 4862 8 [4863 2] 4864 5 4865 4, 

6, (8) 4866 [3], 5 (4867 4) [4868 4] 4869 4 (4870 6) 

4871 5 (4872 4, 11) 4873 5 (4874 7) 4875 6 4876 4, 

(12) [4877 4] 4878 4, 8 4879 3, 5 4880 4, (5) 4881 6 

4882 4, 7, 8 4883 (7), 8 (4884 3) 4885 5 (4886 1, 0, 

10) (4887 1, 6) (4888 4) (4889 4) 4890 (1), 12 

CeBactoc 4869 10; see also Index III s.wv. Hadrianus, 

Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius and Verus, Ca- 

racalla and Geta, Severus Alexander, Maximinus 

Thrax and Maximus 

cyecotv 4863 8 4883 11 4886 8, 10 4887 6 4890 12 

ctyyovAapioc see Index XI 

citoAoyoc see Index XI 

ciroc 4913 [9], 10, [19] 

ckpuraptoc see Index XI 

coc 4917 9 4918 9 4922 11 

crekovAatwp see Index XI 

copa 4915 8 

ctimmeiov 4922 fr. 3.2 n. 

cTinmompayywateuTyc see Index XII 

crowyety 4930 24 

ctpatiwrnc see Index XI 

cb. 4856 6 4895 13, 14 4896 8 4897 7, 8, 11, 14. 4901 6, 
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cv (cont.) 4901 10, 12 4903 7, 8 4904 6, [7] 4907 9, 13 

4913 7 4918 13 [4921 10, 11] 

cupduvetv 4901 7 4907 16-17 4913 8, [20-21] 

civ 4891 17 

cuvtibecbar 4910 6 

cuctarnc see Index XI 

Taéic see Index XI 

tapixoT@Aoc see Index XII 

teXevodv [4930 27 (etelioth)| 

téAecua see Index XIV 

teccap- 4868 8 

reccapaxovta 4884 9g 4925 2,3 

téccapec 4857 7 4862 10 4864 10 4867 9 4884 8 

4888 7 4889 8, 17 4930 13 

Teccapeckaidéxatoc 4923 2, 3 4924 3 

réraptoc 4857 9 4860 8, 9, 15 4862 10 4865 7 4871 

13 4875 12, 15 4878 6-7, 8 4888 8 4889 14, 17 4890 

II, 13 

TUL [4913 5> 19] 

tic 4897 13 4901 12 

torapxia see Index IX(a) 

torroc see Index [X(d) 

tpeic 4867 9 4872 6, 14 4875 16 4882 8 4904 8 4907 

8 4915 9 

tpiaxovta 4860 16 4862 10 4866 5 4889 13 4890 10, 

13 [4913 10] 4927 3 

tpraxociar 4923 2 4926 4 

Tpitoc 4858 3, 8 4910 1 4930 20 

Tpobn 4927 2 

toxy 4891 21 

vyioc 4891 13 

vide 4875 2 4892 5 [4896 2] [4906 5, 7] 4909 4 4910 

4 [4911 5] 4913 [3], 4, [18, 22] 4914 4 4915 [4], 5 

[4916 8] 4917 5, 7 4918 3, 5 4919 6 [4920 5] 4921 

4, [8] 4922 5, 8 4930 5 

vpeic 4861 5 

INDEXES 
vperepoc 4930 11 

vrapyew 4897 15 4900 6 4907 14-15 4915 8 

brateia see Index IV passim 

irép 4860 5 4891 28 4902 19 [4913 23] [4915 11] 

4918 13 (4930 26) 

vrepbecic 4897 13 

ttouvnatoypadoc see Index XI 

diroc 4878 1 4884 1 4888 2 

popoc 4915 11 

dpovricrnc see Index XII 

van see Index XI 

xalpew 4856 4 4859 2 4860 3 4861 3 4862 3 [4863 

1] 4864 1 4865 2 4866 2 4867 2 4869 3 4870 4 

4871 4 4872 2, 10 [4873 3] 4874 5 4875 4 4876 

3 4877 2 4878 3 4879 2 4880 3 4881 4 [4882 2| 

4883 5 4884 2 4885 3 4888 3 4889 3 4895 12 4896 

7 4897 7 [4899 6] 4901 5 4903 6 4904 5 4910 5 

{4913 7] [4915 7] [4916 9] 4917 8 4918 8 [4921 

9] 4922 10 

xel(p 4895 14 4897 8 [4903 7] 4904 7 4918 9 4921 10 

xoive see Index XIII (a) 

xolpouayerpoc see Index XII 

xpeia 4897 9 [4903 8] 4904 8 4918 10 [4921 11] 

xpewcretv 4930 12 

xpnuatilew 4889 12 

xpjcic 4895 13 4896 8 4897 8, [19] 4903 7 4904 7 

4918 9 4921 10 

xpovoc 4863 9 4918 7 4922 7 

xpucote 4897 9 4902 16 4904 8 4907 7, 8, 19 4918 

10, [(12)] 4921 11 4930 13, (30) 

xwpic 4901 11 

pevdecbar 4891 21 

pwptov 4926 4 (4927 3, 4) 4928 2, (3) 4929 3, 4 

csc 4902 17 4907 17 [4913 21] 4930 25, 



XVI. CORRECTIONS TO PUBLISHED TEXTS 

XVIFCORREC TIONS 1O PUBLISHED TEXTS 

BGU I 102.5 

CPR VII 23.5 

P. Col. VII 183 

P. Fouad 60.6, 8 

P. Lips I 112.8 

P. Lips I 113.8 & date; 9 

P. Lips I 116 date 

P. Lips II 141.3; 7 

P. Lips I 120.2 

P NYU IL 52 (= <PE 149 (2004 121 ff.)) 

P. Oxy. III 501.7-8 

P. Oxy. III 617 date 

P. Oxy. XII 1444 date 

P. Oxy. XII 1526 date 

P. Oxy. XVI 1952.1 & date 

P. Oxy. XX XVIII 2866 date 

P. Oxy. XX XVIII 2867.1; 10 

P. Oxy. XLIV 3169.46 

P. Oxy. L 3582.1-2 

P. Oxy. LXII 4338.5; date 

P. Petaus 57 date 

PSI Congr. XX g date 

P. Wash. Univ. I 24.2 

SB XII 11025.16 

SB XII 11151 date 

SB XII 11166.12 & date 

SB XII 11167.5-6 

SB XX 15171 date 

SB XXII 15362 date 

4885 10 n. 

4913 4n. 

4900 5 n. 

4889 10 n. 

4863 7 n. 

4878 4 n.; 4869 10 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4883 4 n; 4882 9 n. 

4875 1-2 n. 

4889 16 n. 

4858 introd. (para. 1), 6-7 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4926-4929 introd. (para. 1) 

4878 4 n. 

4872 1 n.; 10n. 

4872 10 n. 

4856 9 n. 

4901 3 n.; 4878 4 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4905 3-4 n., 4909 3-4 n. 

4858 10-11 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4878 4 n. 

4879 4-5 n. 

4898 2-3 n. 

4901 4 n. 
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